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PI{ E FA(; E.

The subscribers to this volume will observe with regret that it contains no
accounts of the Engineering Operations at Delhi and Luck now, but I hope that
these will be obtained in time to appear in the next, for they will be of great
value in showing that wheu troops have science, discipline, and determination
on their side, they can, with the Divine blessing, overcome an enemy greatly
superior to them in number.
The account of the Experiments on Embrasures carried on in the United
States will prove useful in determining the best construction for those in
casemates, to render them capable of resisting the effects of artill~ry of greatly
increased power which are likely to be brought against them, keeping in view
the fact that our own later experiments ha Ye proved that by the application
of improved trucks to traversing platforms, pivots will no longer be required.
The Papers on the Engineer Equipment of the Turkish Contingent and on
the lnfluenre of the Modern Rifle direct attention to a most important subject,
for it is often v~ry advantageous to be able to construct extensive entrench-

ments during a single night, so that, in case of an attack, the assailants may
find themselves unexpectedly checked by them; and this can only be done by

organizing a sufficient Engineer Equipment capable of b1:iny rapidly moved
through the most difficult country, since it is evidently useless to increase the
m1mber of skilled workmen in an army if ample means are not afforded for
supplying them with tools under all circumstances.

P. J. BAINBHIGGE,
Lieutl'nant-Coloncl, Royal Engineers,

Editor.

NoTICE.-The three numbers of the "Coars PAPEns," published in 1848, '49, and
'50, can now be obtained, bound in one volume, uniformly with the

II

Professional

Papers," for £1, on application to Mr. Howlett, at the office of the Inspector General
of Fortifications, " ' hitch all.
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PAPERS.

PROFESSIONAL

PAPER I.
EXTRACTS FROM A REPORT ON THE EFFECTS OF FIRING WITH HEAVY
ORDNANCE FROM CASEMATE-EMBRASURES, AND ALSO THE EFFECTS OF

FIRING AGAINST THE SAME

EMBRASURES

MISSILES, IN TIIE YEARS 1852,

WITH

VARIOUS

KINDS OF

'53, '54, AND '55, AT WEST POINT, I N

THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

BY BREVET BRIGADIER-GENERAL JOSEPH G. TOTTEN,
COLONEL AND CHIEF ENGINEER 1 UNITED STATES' AR?ilY.

CHAPTER I.
lllSTRUCTIONS AS TO BUILDING THE TARGETS-DESCRIPTION OF SAMEAND TABLES OF FIRINGS FROM AND AGAINST THEM.

SECTION I.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE

Two

EMBRASURE-TARGETS,

1. It is necessary to state, in the .first place, that there were two embrasure-targets
built, and experimented upon in succession.
2. The first, erected in the summer of 1852, and destroyed by firing against it in the
autumn of 1853, consisted of a wall about sixty-seven feet long, ten feet high, and five
feet thick, containing six embrasures, which are designated in the following pages as
Nos. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6; they are shown on Plate I., Figs, 1 and 2,
S, And a seco11d, of about the same dimensions, erected in 1854, and destroyed in
18.'>5. This target, containing three embrasures, namely, Nos. 7, 8, and 9, is exhibited
on Plate II, Figs. 3 and 4.
4. As it may conduce to a dearer understanding of the objects in view, the process
followed, and the results obtained, the descriptions of the targets, and the tabulated
results ai to each, will be kept separate, the latter being given in the order of proceedings.
S. And to assist in the explanation, some extracts will be made from the directions
issued from the Engineer Department for their construction.

CASEMATE EMl3RASURES,

SECTION
INSTRUCTIONS FOR BuJLDINO

FrnsT

II.

TARGET-DESCRIPTION OF MORTAR AND

DIFFERENT CONCRETES USED,

6. In the instructions of July 14, 1852, addres!:led to Captain Henry Brewerton, then
Superintendent of the Military Academy, West Point (New York), it is said by the
Chief Engineer:" I have long deemed it of great importance that some decisi,·e experiments should
be made to ascertain, of the materials generally applicable to the construction of
embrasures for casemate guns, which is the better it1 reference to the effect thereon of
an enemy's fire; and I have now ohtained the consent of the Hon. Secretary or ,Yar
that some experiments of that nature should be made.
7, u A range of 200 yards wilJ suffice, and is, perhape, the best for the objects in
view. These objects are principally two, namely, to ascertain" 1st. The effects of solid shot from gun~ of large calibre upon different kinds of
masonry around the embrasure, and especially upon the material coustituting its
outer edges and the flaring surfaces, and also the eft"ects upon the throat of the .
embrasure,
11 2nd. The effect of grape and canister shot upon the outer surface~ and throat, and
the number of balls that pass, either directly or by reflection, through the embrasure
into the casemate.
"And it may be adYisable to profit by the opportunity in making, 3dly, some trials
of the effects upon the same materials, of shells fired horizontally.
8. 11 In order to the execution of these objects, there has been prepared in this office,
and approved by the Secretary of War, a rlrawing of a masonry target 67 1 8 11 long, 5
feet thick, and 10 feet high above the foundations, containing six gun-embrasures of
dimensions adapted to casemated batteries.
9. "Embrasure No. 1, being that on the right, looking at the target, will be made
of large blocks of granite, rough hammered on lhe faces, but with well cut beds.
10. "Embrasure No. 2 will be made of cement-concrete, and will be surrounded by
granite masonry. Both these embrasures (and also No. 6) are of the general form and
dimensions of those last constructed in the fortifications; and like those formerly
constructed, excepting that the exposure is made somewhat lesi;, by rounding the
junctions of the cheeks with the sill and lintel.
11. "Embrasure No . 3 is made of cement-concrete,• and is surrounded partly by the
same kind of concrete, and partly by rubble.stone masonry. The throat of this
embrasure is materially lessened, and is formed by a mass of wrought iron, eight inches
thick, composed of sixteen plates, each half an inch thick; and the outer concrete
cheeks are notched, so as not to present oblique surfaces to an enemy's missiles.
12. "EmbrasUre No. 4 is made of asphahic-concrete, and is surrounded by rubblei.tone masonry. One half the throat and one cheek are like No. 3, The other cheek,
including the throat, is provided with three wrought iron plates, each 611 by 2" 1 the
clieeks being notched, to expose parts of the surface of these plates, in planes parallel
to the face of the wall.
13. "Embrasure No. 5 is composed of blocks of lead-concrete on one side, and of
cement-concrete on the other-all being embedded in a brick wall, or rather a wall of
rubble masonry, faced with bricks; both the outer cheeks of this embrasure will be
notched and supplied with plates of wrought iron 6 11 by 2 11 , like those last described in
embrasure No. 4,
"' See pa1·agrapb li.
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14. "Emlmuure No. 6 will be made of hrick-work, and surrounded by brick-work
backed with rubble masonry,
15. 41 To lessen expense, the details of tongue holes, pintle holes1 and other matters
necessary to the service of guns in embrasures, but not contributing to the strength
of the wall, will be omitted, except in embrasure No. 31 and this must be fitted to
receive a g1m, in order to try th.e effect of the blast upon the throat-irons-this being
the first experiment to be made. Of course the- ground behind this embrasure must be
levelled, and some planks pinned down to the earth to serve as traverse circles. It
will be necessary also, probably, to throw up a small mound of earth to receive the
balls fired from the embrasure.
16. "\Vith the same object of lessening expense, the back face of the wall will be
laid up of the cheapest material. This may be rubble masonry, but if a facing laid
•
•
•
with common bricks will be les:1 expensive, such sh.ould be adopted. •
Behind the target, and at the distance of about three feet, there should be erected a
rough board fence to show the marks of all balls or fragments that pass through the
em brasures. • • • •
17. "The engineer company should construct the platform for the gun that is to
be used against the target. If you have a 32-pdr. or a 42-pdr., eithei- will answer.
The same company shou ld lay the plank traverse circles for the casemate gun of
embrasure No. 3; any gun that you may have mounted on a casemate carriage will
do for this service. I mean of course, 24, 32, or 42.pdr., or 8-inch columbiad. • • • •
18. ' 1 On further consideration it i~ deemed better to make one of the outer cheeks
of embrasure No. 3 of bricks; leaving the other cheek as before stated, of cementconcrete, the sole and lintel being of cement.concrete."
19. In building the targets, the mortar used iu laying the stones and bricks, and in
compounding the cement.concrete, wa.s composed of one measure of cement• in dry
powder, and one of clean sharp sand.
20. The "cement-concrete" was made by mixing with rather small fragments (say
from half a cubic inch to six cubic inches each) of bricks or stones, clear of all dirt,
s. quantity of the mortar just described, somewhat greater than the measure of the
void space in the bulk of fragments.
21. The •t asphaltic-concrete" was composed of like fragments of bricks or stones,
into which was poured, while hot, a quantity of asphaltic mastic rather exceeding the
measure of the void spaces-the proportions in the mastic of pure asphalte to the
u calcaire,.. being such that the ma~tic would retain its form in the face of the summer's sun at West Point.
22. The "lead.concrete" was formed of like fragments and in like proportions.
The fragments were well heated before being poured into the mould, and the melted
lead was added immediately.
23. There was no practical difficulty in making these blocks of lead-concrete, and
asphalte-concrete, in place; giving to them accurate forms and dimensions, with
surfaces even, and free Jrom hollows.
23 bis. In Figs. a and b, Plate III., are exhibited the details of wrought iron
shutters that were mounted by hinges upon the iron throat-plates of embrasure No. 3.

* The term "cement" is applied in these notes, as generally in this country, to a material
po!seHing con1iderable hydraulic energy, The test applied to inspections under the Engitoeer
Dep::i.rtment, require9 generally that a C.'.l.lr.e made of pure cement, immersed in water btfore
hardening, shall in a few minutes, suppori a wire one•twentieth of an inch in diamete1·, loaded
with the weigM of one 11ouri.d,
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SECTION III.
TABLES, FROM

1

TO

7

INCLUSIVE, OF FIRINGS FROM AND AGAINST THR

EMBRASURES OF lsT TARGET; AND RE)IARKS Ul?ON TAnLE

TA&LE No.

No. i..

I.

Firitig from 1st Target, throug1, Embrasure No. 3, to test the effect

<I tlte Blall of the Gus

up<m the Embrasure.

Gun, 42 pdr.: Length, 10' 9": Weight., 8146.5 lbs.
'S

'S

il

~

jf !·i.

,i

.e

.~

.;

i5

]

~

Casemate Car.riage.

lt.EMARKS.-November 11, 1858.

~

o~

No.

lba.

lba.

l

12

10

Ball

0

Direct

No effect, except partially closing the shutters.
They wero found ajar, after the-discharge.

2

"

10

Ball

0

go
Oblique

No effect, except partially clpsing the 1huttel"8.
The joints between the iron plates and the brick
and cement on either side una.ltered.

3

42

10

Bill

0

150
Oblique

No effect, except pa.i:tially closing the shutters.
Thejointa between the iron plate& ::1,nd the brick..
and cement on either side unaltered.

' "

10

Ball

0

220
Oblique

The shut.tm:s remained open, perbaps because the
mound erected in front to receiwt the shot,
being considerably blown away by the previous
di!iCbarges, the blast was diminished. The
joints around, and exterior to, the throat,
showed no teo&ncy to open, nor any movement whatever.

5

"

10

Ball

0

30°
Oblique

No effect upon tJ1e embrasure. One shutter closed
after the discharge ; the marks left upon tlie
salients of the offsets nearest the shutter&, indicated that the tendency of the blast to press
them further open must have been very sevc1e.

6

"

10

0

5

Direct

Thick wad of turf instead -0f bill. No effect
upon the embrasure. The Gunner nearest the
piece tl1-0ught the shutters closed at the discharge and then rebtmnded. They remained
partly npen. The marks upon the comers of
the nearest offset considerably enlarged, resembling the effects of a blow from a hammer.
The straps of the hinges are the only portions
of the shutters which can be put in, contact with
the offsets.

7

"

10

0

5

Direct: Thick wad of turf instead of ball. No effect upon
the embramre. Some moist clay, of the conaiatence of dough, was placed (before the dis•
charge) against the exterior of the gorge plate
_' to sbow whether the sbuttors actually closed
or not. From this it was ascertained that only
one of them cloaed entirely. They were both.
found ajar after the discharge, The marks of
their concussion againsti the salient of the
neareat offat1t enlarged.

degrees

N.-B.-Tbe pai:ticular effect of this series of shots upon the shutters was to strain the straps of
the hu1ge1J at the .r1vet6 nearest the eye, causing the shutters to bind against the gorge plate, and
thus prevent their closing pnfectly. It was probably occasioned by the blast taking effect partly
behind t~em, thr?ngh the opening between them and the gorge plat.a, and tending to force them
from lheu fastenings. The striking of the shutters against the offset may have assisted in producing
~~:tame thing. The strain upon the straps of the hinges was confined almost entirely to the Iowar-
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Before proceeding to tlie results of su bsequcnt firings al the 1st target, it may be
well to remark on those rel'orded in the table just given.
24 Upon this embrasure (No. 3), of which the outer cheeks were of cementconcrete on one side, and of brick work on the other, no injurious effect whatever
was produced by the blast of the gun, when fired directly to the front, or when traversed
a.s much as 30 degrees from the directrix; or when elevated 5 degrees-which was all
that the embrasure would allow. In respect to the form, dimensions, and materials,
of the embrasure itself, the results were perfectly satisfactory.
25. But it was not so with the shutters. These consisted of two leaves, and were
found to be not strongly enough hinged to the vertical throat-irons. Nor were they
truly centered on their hinges, even before they were deformed by the firing.
2G. It was clearly shown, however, that shutters mounted like these, and as lighthowever it may prove to be with heavier ones-wi!l, if well centered, always close
spontaneously on the discharge of the gun, some device being necessary, however, to
keep them from opening again, by rebound.
27. Moreover, subsequent firing against these shutters-which were made of" boiler
iron" half an inch thick-proved them to be too weak to resist, without being deformed,
and thereby rendered useless, any missile fired from a large gun, within a short
distance, if harder and larger than a musket ball.
28. The tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7• which follow, give the effects of firing against
the 1st target with large and small canister shot; with grape shot; with musket balls
in canisters; with spherical case shot; with solid shot, and with shells.
29. The terms u right" and " left/' used in all the tables of firing at the target,
mean the right and left hand, when looking at the target from the battery.
30. In the tables of firings from the target, the same terms meal\ the right and left
hand, when Jooking out of the target embrasures, to the front, at the battery.
31. In figures, the single dash at top indioates feet-the double dash inches; for
example, by 3' 6 11 , is meant 3 feet 6 inches.

SECTION IV.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR BUILDING 2ND TARGET, AND REMARKS IN RELATION TO
MATERIALS USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION.

32. Before proceeding to practical deductions from the experimental firings given
in the foregoing tables, it seems best to give, in similar tables, the firings from, and at,
the 2nd target.
The peculiarities of this 2nd target were partly consequent upon the results afforded
by the trials of the 1st.
The following e.xtucts from directions given as to this second target will, with the
plates and figures, sufficiently explain the construction, form, and dimensions of all
its parts.

LETTER TO COLONEL LEE.
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT,

Washington, 5th May, 1854.
"Brevet Col. R. E. LEE,
Corps of Engineers, Superintendent and Commanding Military Academy, West Point, N.Y.
33. Srn,-The gunnery practice upon the embrasure target at West Point has
afforded several important results iu reference to the form, dimensions, and materials,
proper for sea-coast embrasures; still there are some other matters not fully settled
that are of not inferior importance - and before we draw up a final report to the Secretary or,var, I clesire your further assistance in clearing these from doubt.

*

Omitted for want of space, the general results being given in Cha11ter 2.-ED,
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34. I now send the drawing of an embrasure to be made of granite and iron; and
ha\·e to ask your aid in putting it hnmediately under construction.
85. There is nothing obligatory in the exterior granite appareil of the drawing,
except of the embrasure itself; above, below, and on the sides, the courses may be
arranged to suit stones on hand, or such as can be most easily procured.
36. The interior face 1 with the same exception, is supposed to be of bricks; it may
be of rubble masonry.
37 . The heart of the wall is to be of concrete, in the following proportions :-The
measure of mortar to be twice the measure of void space-the Jatter being reduced to
a minimum nearly, by the use of fragments of various sizes.
38. All the mortar should be composed of cement in dry powcler-1 measure to I
measure of clean sand- except in laying the stones or bricks composing the embrasure,
and this should be of cement in paste 2, to 1 of sancl.
39. All the mortar in which cement enters should be made at the moment of using
it, and no cement should be used of which the test cake required more than a few
minutes to bear the pound weight.
40. The drawing shows the outer and the inner sill-stones of the embrasure-the
latter being connected with the stone beneath it by two cast-iron dowels which,
besides being closely :fitted to their holes, should be leaded, by pouring down lead
through small holes drilled through from the top stone. These sill-stones, besides
being prepared for the head of the pintle bolt., will have cut in them recesses for the
lower ends of the cast and wrought iron jambs. This is the place to state that these
jambs will be composed first, of a mas!l of wrought iron 4 11 x 10 11 and 3' 3 11 high,
composed of eight thicknesses of boiler iron, fastened into one mass by a sufficient
number of rivets; .and secondly, of a mass of tough cast iron of irregular section (as
seen in the drawing), and 3 feet 6 inches high, fitting tightly to the back of the
wrought iron mass. These iron jambs being placed erect in the appropriate recesse~
and accurately adjusted, will be leaded therein. You may :find it advisable to interpose
a thin sheet of lead between the two.
41. The figure shows the first course of cheek stones, as they embrace the iron
jambs. The inner cheek stones embrace also, for a depth of six inches, the inner sill
stones, and cannot be moved inwards without taking with them the sill-stone and a
still larger stone beneath. These outer and inner lower cheek stones are connected by
cast iron dove-tailed cramps 10 inches long and 2 inches thick-they are also prepared
for connection with the second course of cheek stones by cast iron dowels. Pains
should be taken to secure the .tight and accurate fitting of all such dowels.
42. It will be noticed that there is to be a shntter of two leaves, to be made of three
thicknesses of half-inch boiler iron. The form and dimensions are fully shown. It is
to turn on two gun-metal pivots (one above and one below) imbedded in, and riveted
to, the iron; which pivots fit accurately into composition boxes, firmly leaded into the
sill and lintel. These shutters t,;hould be accurate in form, so that they may fit solidly
against the proper surfaces when shut, and also when fully open ; there will then be
Jittle danger of their being deformed when stmck by any but a large shot. They
should, moreover, be truly centered, so as to move with facility; for if this be the case,
they may be expected to shut spontaneously, on the discharge of the gun. To meet
this result, or at any rate to provide a simple mode of fastening, a gun-metal latch is
devised to be placed at the lower corner of each leaf. The moveable part of this latch
w~ll r~st on the sill of the embrasue when the shutter is open; as it closes, this part
will rise over a gun-metal catch, firmly fastened into the stone sill: it will pass beyond
the catch <1.bout an inch, so that there may be time for it to fall before reaction can
send the shutter the other way.
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1-3. You will notice a concave conical surface cut, at the throat of the embrasure, in
the top of the outer sill; this will allow room for the tulip of the gun, as it traverf;es,
when depressed.
44. In this embrasure, both the height ancl breadth of the exterior opening, and of
the throat, have been materially reduced; and it would be a great gain to be able to
adhere to these dimensions, which, it is hoped, may with care be done. It is in the
throat where there must be the greatest accuracy; and it is hoped, moreover, that with
attainable accuracy at the throat, there may be a still greater reduction of the exterior
opening-this will depend, however, on the ettect of the blast, when the gun is fully
traversed. In this design, the ball will pass within about l½ inches of the comer of
the shutter and the outer edge of the embrasure; if we find this proximity does no
harm, we may possibly approach still nearer To keep the ba11 from going nearer than
it ought, and the blast from doing any unnecessary injury, it is dispensable that the
• axis of the pintle should be exactly right. But that alone will not be enough-there
must be no room for play in the tongue of the carriage around the pintle-there should
probably be a bushing fitted to the tongue hole, so that it shall embrace the pintle closely.
"~e may indeed even then find that the carriage is in itself untrue, to an extent
forbidding so narrow a throat as we are about to try.
45. There are to be traverse circles laicl foz this embrasure, because very important
trials are to be made by firing from it with an 8-inch Columbiad. I need not say that
these circles should be laid with exactness and solidity.
46. The exterior facing of the granite embrasure may be cut quite roughly i the
facing towards the embrasure should be rather finely cut-the beds, and other surfaces in contact, should be truly cut, though not finely - that is to say, hollows of
moderate size will be of no consequence. The contact of the granite with the iron
jambs should be very carefully attended to, as also iron with iron; to which end, the
rivets of the wrought-iron mass, and the shutters, should be countersunk flush.
47. The wall containing this embrasure may be the rebuilt portion of the granite
end of the former target, and of the same height. I would, however, carry the granite
wall as much as ten or twelve feet westward of the embrasure -building the inner face
and heart, as befr,re mentioned, as I desire to fire against a five feet wall of that construction, a few solid shot of large calibre under the highest velocity. Supposing you
have no 10-inch Columbiad, I think the trial quite important enough for you to call
at once for one to be added to your battery-ships are likely to use even larger guns
than these.
48, It will be noticed in the section, that the wrought-iron jamb stands a little
obliquely to the plane of the throat; this obliquity might be greater with advantage
as respects support to this jamb from the interior cheeks of the embrasure; and without danger as to the deflection of small shot into the embrasure ; but it would involve
a form of shutter not favorable to resistance; even the slight inclination I have in
this case given to the jamb requires, for a shutter at all arched outward, a little recess
to be cut for it in each outer cheek.
49. I am in hopes that the form of the cast-iron backing will transfer any effect
advaptageously to the stone behind it.
50. The heatls of the rivets of the pivots of the shutter should be countersunk on
the side next the jambs, so as to be flush. Being put through from that side the
shutters should then be closed, and t hen the outer ends be riveted down without any
counter.. sfnking on that side ; this will allow the shutters to be dismounted by merely
cutting off these rivet heads. Of course there must be slight depressions cut in the
granite to nceive the protuberances.
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5 1. I had :m understanding with Lieut. Gillmore while he was here lately, as to
many of these details, and should be glad if h e could be charged with the duty of
constructi ng the target.
52. The person in charge must observe the closest economy consistent with good
materials and workmanship, using, as far as possible, the old material s, and also the
labour of the eng ineer company.
53. I shall s€-n d shortly a drawing of a brick embrasure; and I have ordered to be
sent to West Point frorn Charleston (South Carolina) 3,000 of the kind of bricks used
at Fort Sumter-these express very well the general quality of southern bricks; and
it is very important to know their value in the construction of embrasure s, since that
part of the country affords no durable stone.
54. In order the better to try the effect of h eavy balls upon the masonry, it would
be well to place the 10-inch gun at a distanc!! not greater than 200 or 300 feet from
the target, and I assume that this may be done without rai sing the gun much above
the snrface of the ground.
55. The platform might be now prepared. The firing generally to be from the old
pl atform .
I am, very respectfu lly, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(S;gned)

JOS . G. TOTTEN,

Brevet Brigadier General and Colonel Engineers.

LETTER TO COLONEL LEE.
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT,

WMhington, 20th May, 1854.
Brevet Col. R. E. LEE,
Corps of Engineers, Superintendent and Commandant l,lilitary Academy , West Point, N. Y.
56. Srn,-1 now send plans, sec tions, and elevations, of an experimental embrasure,
which I desire to have constructed by the side of the one of which I lately sent drawings That was to be faced, and generally constructed with granite. This will be
generally of brick-work,
57. The st on es around the pintle will be the same in both, as will be those in the
sole, at the throat--excepting that in one of the latter the hinge and latch sockets will
be omitted, as it will not be necessary to try the shutters in more than one ca::;e.
58 The inner portion of th e sole may be formed of a thin flagging stone-the outer,
of a flat inverted brick arch. The large wrought and cast iron masses will be the same
as in the granite embrasure. Of iron, there will be, in addition, a ,vrought iron plate
h alf an inch thick, bent around the small projecting portion of the cheek immediately
in front of the throat, and kept in place, partly by two wrought iron anchors strongly
riveted to the front face; the sill-stone beneath must be cut away, so that the lower
ends of these plates shall be about two inches below the sole. The embrasure at top
will be closed by inner and outer brick arches.
59. It will be necessary to prepare this embrasure for a gun with the same accuracy
as the granite embrasure, and lay behind it the traverse circles; for we must try the
effec t of the blast of the gun in this case also.
60. Considering what is said above as sufficient in reference to the general construction of the embrasure, I proceed to the particular precautions to be taken in laying the
brick-work.
61, In order that our test may have special results as regards bricks made in the
southern part of the coast, wllere they have no stone of quality suitable for such uses, I
11ave directecl a sufficient number of good bricks to be sent to you from Charleston ;
and it ia with these Charleston bricks that I desire the embrasure to be built.
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62 The best bricks or that market are very unsightly, and cannot be made into a
handsome wall; but they are very durable, standing the southern climate better than
our northern brick. They are thought, moreover, to adhere strongly to mortar.
li:.J. The bricks used in the arches should not be cut into true voussoirs, but must fit
their places by thin joint8 next the centre, and thicker at the extratlos. It will not be
necessary to bestow any particular pains on the appearance of the brick facing; but I
wish e,·ery brick to be laid with the greatest care, as respects its connection with the
mortar oft he joints.
ta. In the late firings against brick-work, from a 42-pdr. 1 it was noticed that tliere
wa,; a separation of bricks from mortar very generally, as the limit to the breach
c:i.used by the shot; and it was certain th1t if the cohesion had bee11 greater, the effect
of the shot would have been materially less. The brick-work had nevertheless been
laid under the direction of an experienced and ve1·y attentive officer-the bricks,
though brittle, were hard1 and the mortar was composed of cement and sand, without
lime.
UJ. The want of cohesion WilS clue, as seemed to me, beyond any doubt, to the interposition of dust, sometimes quite free, but perhaps more generally composing a layer
i.lightly cohering to the body of the bricks. The process of laying must be to cause
every brick to be thoroughly soaked in water, and to be laid the moment it ceases to drip;
at·rangements easily devised~ will enable this to be done without extra expense: but I
must caution you, that as this will be in some respects a disagreeable process to the
masons, they will neglect it. or do it improperly, unless it be imperatively and perseveringly insisted on.
66. In order in some degree to compensate for the short time we are able to allow
the new brick masonry to harden, I think the mortar to be used in the whole of the
bri'.:k-work, including the brick embrasure, should be of dry cement two measures, to
sand one measure. In other respects the mortar, concrete1 &c., to be as directed in
my letter of May 5th.
67. Keep all masonry in progress shaded from the sun,
68. I send also with this letter, phns, sections, and elevations of an embrasure to be
faced exteriorly with concrete.
69. To form the iron throat of this emhrasure1 I wish you to have the wrought iroR
masses (eight inches thick), that were used in old Embrasure No. 3, repaired, leaving
off the shutters. The lower ends of these masses will be received in the granite stones of
the sills, and the upper ends built in the arches The throat being a. little wider than
before, the masses of the two sides will not unite at top or bottom; but this, for our
,
present 1rnrpose, is of no co11sequence.
70. This embrasure is to have the same half-inch wroaght iron plate enveloping the
like manner,
in
secured
first projection outside the throat as the brick embrasure; to be
71. Portions of this embrasure-the pintle stones, tongue holes, sill stones, inside
cheeks, sill and arch-will be the same as in the brick embrasure, only the outer facing
being of concrete.
72. The concrete tlsed in tJie facing of this embrasure should be made of mortar composed of cement two measures, sand one measure-the quantity of mortar to be twice
the hulk of the void space in the brick fragments. reduced to a minimum nearly, by
the admixture of fragments of bricks of different sizes, from that of a duck-shot to
that of a pigeon's egg, all finer particles being silted out.
73. The concrete backing generally may contain coarse fragments. broken stones, or
broken bricks, or clean gra\•el, or all or any of these mixed, from the size of six or
eight cubic inches down to the size of a hazelnut or less-clear, however, of all sand
or dust.
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74. All the mortar made for this target, whether to be used in concrete or not, should
be made by tint mixing well together, upon a floor, a small quantity of Jry cement and
the due proportion of sand; tlten quickly adding the necessary water at the m~ment
it is about to be used, whether in concrete or masonry. Concrete should have the
mortar added to the stone fragments as soon as it is made, and just as the coucrete is
to be applied. In other words, tl1e first setting of the cement, which when it is energetic and good is very prompt, should not happen. even partially, until it is in place,
and not Jiable to further disturbance. If this practice cannot always be accurately
followed, it should always be aimed at, and adhered to, as far as practicable.
75. Some of the mortar used in the concrete (somewhat diluted perhaps) should be
smeared over the surface with which the concrete is to be in contact, the. concrete
being rammed in before this stucco has hardened: this is especially necessary on the
aides of wooden moulds-which, moreover, if they have not been painted, should be
made very wet.
76, While the concrete embrasure is under construction it should be kept shaded,
and as soon as it is finished, should be stuffed full of wet grass or hay, and then a thickness of the same applied to the vertical surface,-all being kept wet, the longer the
better.
77. From the centre of the concrete embr9.snre No. 9 to the end of the target, ten feet,
the facing should be of concrete, the corner being protected by brick blocking
78. From the centre of the same, for a distance of thirteen feet toward~ the brick
embrasure (No. 8), the facing will be of good northern b1·icks (avoiding the very b1 ittle
kind used in the old target 1, as will be all the b1ick.work in connection with the
concrete embrasure.
79. For a clistance of seven feet on one side and ten feet on the other of the brick
embrasure (No. 8), the facings wia be of Charleston bricks 1 ai. well as all tlie other
brick-work of the embrasure.
80. Embrasure No. 7 will be faced for ten feet on each side with grauite.
81. A former letter refers to the manner of facing the interior of the target.
82. A light wooden cover shonld be put on the top of the target to keep out rain.
83. It is important that this target be made ready for the proposed tests as soon as
I am, very respectfully, Sir,
practicable.
Your obedient servant,
JOS. G. TOTTEN,
(S;gned)
Brevet Brigmlier Ge11eral cmd Colo11el E11gi11een.
84. The interior facing of the wall Wf\S rubble work, stones rather small.
85. The heart was of cement-concrete (without lime) composed of gravel and broketl
fragments of northern bricks ancl of stone, varying in size from pieces containing six
or eight cubic inches down to th,1t of a pea, sifted clear of sand and dust. The amount
of mortar in this concrete was equal to twice the volume <>f void space in the mixed
fragments 1 and was composed of cement measured in powder, and sand. in equal parts.
All the mortar of the target was mixed with these proportions of cement and sand,
except for the stone, brick, and concrete work, composing the embrasures themselves,
which contained cement in paste two to sand one. The amount of this mortar in the
fine concrete for Embrasure No. 9, was equal to twice the volume cf void space in
tl1e broken fragments-the fragments being well soaked in a cream of cement immediately before mixing. To the left of the axis of No. 8, the fragments in the concrete
composing the heart of the wall were soaked in a similar manner. One half of the
northern bricks and a like proportion of the southern were dipped in a cream of cement
jnst at the moment of laying. In the wall, the portions of the two kinds of brickwork.
thmo treat'ed join ench other.
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SECTION VI.
REMARKS AS TO CoNDifION, CO)JPARA.T!VE STRENGTH, &c., OF THE

Two

TARGETS.

86. In noting the effects of firing upon the masonry of the first target, it was plain
there w11s not so great a degree of cohesion between the mortar and other materials as
had been expected from the pains taken in the construction. ,vhatever may have been
the ~a~se, this was ma.de very. evident by certain results in the course of the firing;
and it mduced more than common care, as to materials and workmanship, in the con~
struction of the second target.
67. As t.o comparafrve strength and solidity, therefore, the first target may, probably,
be ~egarderl as in no degI"ee superior to walls of the same materials and age, in fortifi.4
cations generally.
88. \Vhile the second target, constructed with strict conformity to the instructions
before quoted, was probably somewhat better than such walls.
89. Bolh were, however, much inferior in hardness and cohesive strength to what
they would have become, even in some ten or fifteen years. And it is worthy of con.
::;ideration th:it the brick, and the concrete portions, were much worse off in this particular than the part formed of granite blocks, since the importance of time, as an
element of strength in constructions of this nature, is the greater as mortar enters in
the greater 1noportion-that is to say, is of much more importance in brick masonry,
or in concrete, than in stone rnasonry1 or at any rate in coursed stone masonry; in the
latter, its importance being inversely as the magnitude of the individual stones, that
go to make up the wall.
90. The shutters of Emhrasure No. 7 (2nd target), though pretty well hung, were
not perfectly centered; and the friction was therefore too great for them to close
entirely by spontaneous movement, on the discharge of the gun-although one leaf
closed, and remained shut, in one instance. The same leaf was about half closed by
each of the other discharges; while the opposite leaf, more imperfectly centered, was
found each time moved oul only one or two inches from the cheek of the embrasure.
When the gun was depressed about 4° 1 and trained at the same time about 30° a.way
from the directrix, some injury was done to the shutter-catch on that side, owing to
weakness in its confining bands.
91. On the whole, there is no reason to doubt that shutters like these in the second
target, heavy as they are, may be caused to close, of themselves, at each discharge.
They must, however, be truly centered, and have strong and freely moving hinge.
pivots and latch. A stiff spring, acting on the back of each shutter, would 1 at any
rate, insure the closing.
92. The mortar in the interior of the masonry and concrete of both targets, as exposed
in the breaches, was, although to a certain degree solid and hard, decidedly damp, not
to say wet-as was plainly shown by the darker colour of the inner portions, and as
was evident to the touch.
93. Both targets were quite new-the time intervening from the completion of the
first to its destruction, being about fifteen months; and with the second, about thirteen
months.
94. A close examination of the different kinds of masonry in the second target, afler
the firings had ceased, elicited the following facts, as reported by Lieutenant Gillmore.
)at. The adhesion of the concrete to the brick.work was greater than to the stonework. The ditference appeared to be considerable, and any material deviation from
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this result could ahrnys be traced to imperfect manipulation. Some of tht: irregular
fragments of the wall broken off by the heavy shots, and containing from one to two
cubic feet, were composed of brick-work on one side and concrete on the other,
connected by a vertical plane surface joint, and afler fal:ing to the ground from a
height of 6 or 10 feet remained unbroken. Of the two kinds of brick-work, the adhesion to the concrete proved to be largely in favour of the northern brick.
95. 2nd. In the body of the concrete, the adhe:;ion of the mortar to the brick fragments was somewhat greater than to the stone fragments. The adhesion to the gravel
which was rather smooth, and to the rounded stones placed in the difl:"ercnt hyel's,
was- rather slight. It was found that, with evf'ry precaulion, the junction between the
masses ol' concrete made on diffe1·ent days, was always considerably less firm than
between the consecutive layers made on the same day; an,l the fractures from firing
generally took place along these principal planes of division, fir~t. ,vhere the concrete fonned a portion of the face of the wall, the termination of each day's work
could geuerally be readily traced with the eye.
06. 3rd. The fine concrete of Embrasure No. 9 was somewhat stronger than that
adjacent to it on the face of the walJ, though not to the extent which the doubl e
quantity of cement, which it contained, might lead us to expect.
4th. The adhesion of the mo:tar to the brick-work appeared somewhat greater than
to the stonework. It was difficult, howevn, to institute a comparison between these
two kinds of masonry, from tho greater ease with which the brick-work could be
examined.
5th. The adhesion to the mortar was greater in the northern brick than in the
touthe rn. In the former, indeed, this quality was quite remarkable, overcoming in
many cases the strength and tenacity of the brick itself, when it was attempted to
separate a joint with a chisel or hammer, In such cases generally the surface of separation after following obliquely for some distance the mortar of the joint, would branch
off into the brick, giving in the two materials a continuous conchoidal fracture. In
both kinds of brick-work the mortar appeared to be harder and stronger in pl'oportion
to its proximity to the face of the '"all, indicating clearly that a longer time, and a
more complete evaporation of the moisture in the wall was necessary for the mortar to
attain its maximum strength and hardness. The same may be said of the concrete.
97. 6th. The adhesion of mortar to brick in the horizontal joints waa thought to be
somewhat greater than in the vertical ones, though to a very small extent. In laying
up the brick-work every precaution was taken, and as this final examination showed
with complete success, to secure the most perfect contact and the maximum density in
the verti cal joints, by using 11.lenty of mortar, and forcing each brick well up towards
those adjacent to it.
98. 7th. In the horizontal joints, no difference could be detected in the ~dhesion of
the mortar to the bricks below, as compared with those abo,·e.
8th. It did not appear that soaking the bricks in cream of cement gave better results
than soaking in pure water. \Vhen the latter method is employed, the process loses
much of its virtue, unless the bricks are laid as soon as they cease to drip, and before
the film of water has 1eft the surface ; with a stiff mortar it was found that much better
contact could be secured when the brick was quite wet at the moment of laying.
Thoroughly soaking the bricks will not suffice, unless they are laid with the free
water upon the surface; if such be not the case, the mortar should be quite thin to
insure a perfect contact; but by making it thin, its ultimate density is impaired,
99, 9th. It did not appear that the concrete was improved by soaking the solid parts
in <:ream of cernent ins.tend of water.
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CHAPTER II.
El' fJ,;("fS

OF THF. FIRINGS UPON 'fHE DIFFEREI>T l\L\TERIALS USED IN
BUILDING 'l'HE 8.EYERAL EMBRASURES OF TUE 'l'wo TARGE'fS.

SECTION I.
Ejfl'clS ef.ftring from 42.pdr. and 811 Cofumhiad, with Iron Canister Shot of l! lbs.;
6·88 o:::.; 5·10 o:::.; and 3·33 o:::.-dista11ce 200 yards.

I• O. U7>01' gra11ite.-Gcnera1ly no effect: when striking near edg-es or solid angles,
11roduci11g cracks, knocking off pieces of i.tone, and driving several small fragments
through the embrasure; a piece broken off 811 by q: 11 by several inche::, in depth ;
another 15 1' by 4 11 by 4".
101. Upo11 brick-work.-Holcs were made in the brick facing, varying in depth and
diameter with the size of the shot, the penetration being a little greater in the southern
than in tl,e northern bricks. Pieces were brokeu from edges; a piece 511 by 4,1 by 311
broken out of arch.
102. Upon cement concrete.-Holes made in the face of the concrete-diameter 611 to
JO''i depth 2" lo-!''. "'hen a shot struck upon, or near, a solid angle, an irregular
rna~s was knockecl off from 611 to 16' 1 in length, by 211 to 8" in breadth and thickn ess.
103. Upo11 asphaltic co11crete.-Ho\es made in the face 5 11 to 71, diameter by about 2"
depth. One mass knocked off a solid angle, 711 high by 411 broad; another, 17 11 by 5½"
broad. A :shot struck 4" from edge of aspha1te1 producing cracks 7" to 8 11 long,
extending to edge.
]Qt,, Upo11 lead co11crtte-H0Ies equal 1 about, in width and depth to the diameter of
ball-no cracks, and no.fragments of any size thrown off.

SECTION II.
Effect of firing from a 42.pdr. and 8-i11ch Colwnbiad, with grape shot of 4·20 lbs. eachdistance 200 yards.
105. Upon granite.-Generally no effect. One shot cracked off the corner of a
granite block 8 11 or 10 1•.
106. Upon brick mas111nry.-Craters were produced in the face about 81' in di1uneter
and 4" to 5" deep. At junction of brick and cement concrete the hole was 15" in
diameter by 3" deep. Shots struck near solid angles with various effects: generally,
a few pieces of bricks were broken off. In one case the effect at the end of the target
was considerably greater.
107. Upon cement concrete.-The holes in the face variecl in diameter from 12" to
15", and in depth from 3° to 4u. There were various effects according to circumstances.
108. ✓lsplialtic concrete.-Was not struck.
109. Upon lead concrete.-An impression was made equal in depth to j the diameter
of the ball, and of a diameter equal to that of the ball, which was not broken ; no fragments beyond mere spicuh.e thrown off, and no cracks.

SECTION III.
Firing from a 42-pdr. and 8-incl, Colu111biad, with musket balls a, canister ,hot-distance
200 yards.
110. Produced no effect upon any of the materials-the leaden musket balls being
.flattened upon all.
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SECTION IV,
Firillg ,oitli 42 .pJ,-,, sp1,erica! ca,e ,hot JU/ed with muaket ball1-di1tance 200 yard1.

111. Upon granite.-When granite was struck before the bursting of the !ihell, the
effect was considerable-pieces being broken off-cracks produced-joint& opened,
and motion caused in joints.
112. Brick ma1011ry. - \Vas not !It.ruck.
113. Upo11 ceme11t co11crete. - \Vhen a solid ang1e \las .struck, the effect was considerable -pieces, sometimes of large size, being knocked off.
1 ) ·1-. Uponcuphallic concrete.-A shell striking perpendicularly on the face, produced
a crater 2 feet in diameter and 7 inches deep. The bursting caused no further injury.
The embrasure was still 8eniceab1e.
115. The lead ccmcrete-was not struck.

SECTION V.
Firing from a 42 ..pdr. with loaded Shella-di,tm1ce 200 yards.
116. Upm1 granite.-The granite blocks near the right top counse beiug struck, were
considerably displaced.•
117. Upon brick mciaonry.-A crater waa formed 2' jn diameter and l' deep; she11
broken by the c-oncmsion,
118. Upon lead concrete-A crater was produced 1' 4" wide and Sf1 deep. The shell
exploded in the crater-no cracks1 and none but minute fragments sent off from lhe lead.
119, The rubble masonry, cement co11c:1·ete, and asphaltic conci·ete-were uot shuck,

SECTION VI.
Firing from a 24-pdr. with 11olid sliot-dist(mce 95 yards.t
120. Upon cement concrete.-Ball, striking not far from left end and top of target,
penetrated 1' 10 1' - crater about 31 6 11 in diameter, extending to top-cracked the wall
through, and out to the end-ball did not break.
121. Another, struck a little lower, entered l' 3½", diameter of crater 2' 6"-made
a crack out to the end (about 5 feet).
122. Another, penetraterl (about 10'') to the outer sill stone, which it cracked
slightly, as well as the inner one, without displacing either-cracking and disturbing a
little the brick-work and iron-work of the throat of the embrasure,
123. Another ball struck below Embrasure No. 9, at the junction of the cement
concrete and brick-work, passed through a thickness of 2 feet, into and through the
tongue-hole, which was 7 inches high : did not touch its top, bottom, or sides, carried
away a ma\is of concrete in front of the sill, which it cracked but did not disarrange.
124. Other shots from the 24-pdr. aimed chiefly at the iron-work of the embrasure,
broke away more or less of the contiguous concrete and brick-work. Effects upon the
iron-work to be stated further on.

SECTION VII.
Firing from a 42 pdr. with solid shot-distance 200 yarda.
125. Upon granite.-The craters formed in this material by shots striking perpendicularly, were of irregular form-from l! to 3 feet in diameter, and in depth about 4
inches. ,vhen the balls struck near edges, fragments, sometimes large, were broken
off; and in some cases fragments of the stone and of the shot, passed through the
'¥-,

A shell without a fuze wu fhed against the granite and exploded on striking.-ED.
t This was probably 200 yards, a.a it is 10 stated in the table1.-ED.
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,mbrasure, tearing away large portions of the screen behind. Moreover, cracks were
thrown off to a considerable distance from the point struck, often entirely through the
largest stones. Joints were opened for some distance. The balls were generally
broken.
126. Upon r-.bl,le.work. -The interior rubble facing of the target, which was of rather
small stones, an<l not well tied to the wall by headers, was started inwards in one or
two cases, and was frequently cracked and jarred.
127. Upon l,rick-w,,rk.-\Vhen the ball struck the wall perpendicularly, the craters
formed were i11 diameter abollt 2' 6" and in depth from l' 6" to 2'. Where the rear
lining of the targ-et was of brick-work, the portion behind the crater was considerably
cracked and jarred. Tlte greatest effect was prodllced by shot No. 65,• Table No.
7, (which see). The bJ.lb generally did not break.
128. Uport cemcut coNCrete.-Tht> effect was great, particularly when the balls struck
near a solid angle; considerab]e masses were then broken off; cracks were generally
produced, with a shattering of the material. Balls sometimes broken and sometimes not.
129. Upon (Up/iaiticconcrete-Etfects very decided. The concrete was either removed
entirely when struck, or very much cracked and shattered.
130. Upon lead co,1erele.-The effect was very favourable to this material ; the penetration was 12 inches, and the diameter of the crater from 14" to 15", of very regular
form-no fragments of ar.y size-no cracks. The balls were broken and stopped.

SECTION VIII.
Firing from 8-incl1 Colmnbiad, witlt solid ball of 68lbs.-distat1ce 200 yards.
131. Upou granite - When the stone was struck directly, as in 203, 209, Table No.
15, the effect was great, fragments of stone being broken off, sometimes large, and
carried through the embrasure with much force-extensive cracks being produced,
and joints opened. and disturlied in the vicinity of the point struck, both on the inside
and outside of the wall. When the irons were struck, the granite in contact with
them was broken, cracked, and shattered- joints being opened or jarred in some
instances for a considerable distance from the point struck. The balls were generally
broken, and passed through the embrasure in fragments, tearing away, with pieces of
stone, large spaces from the screen.
132. Upn11 brick-w<>rk.-A considerable crater was produced by striking this material.
Generally the effect seemed confined to the immediate vicinity of the point struck ;
although in some cases there were pieces of the brick wall l>roken off, and cracks
produced on the inside as well as on the outside of the wall.
133. Upn1l ceme11t co1lcrete.-The penetration seemed to be about two feet. Cracks
wt-re formed, extending for several feet in different directions. The material was
much shattered at, and near, the point struck. When striking cement concrete alone,
tl1e balls were not broken generally.
134. Upo11 rubble masm1ry.-This was not struck in this firing, but the effect of the
Lall was, in many cases, transmitted through the wall, and where the inner face was of
nibble, caused cracks therein, and occasionally threw off small portions that were not
W(•ll tied in.
135. The asphaltic co11crete was not struck in this firing.
l> The t"tfoct of this shot is thu1 described in the T:i.blc.-Eo.
1' Shot struck :,bout 8 in. from the er'lge or the opening, penetrated I ft. 10 in., knocked off 11, mas.1
of bi ickwork 3 n.. 6 in. hii:h, ar,d 2 ft,, 2 in. broad ; al@o the bead of the arch was knoci..ed off to the
llepth of 10 in. and height of 1 ft. 5 in. From the crater, extending to the eD.d of thti wall, the
l,r\ckwork w.i.1 entirely shattered, large crac.k11 ei:tending diago11a.lly to the top of the w"'U and
horizontally to thu eod. On the in1ide or the throat a great deal or the arch fell iD, and la~e crack.s
\feTe made io the 1touework in various direct.fool. The b1ickwo1k a.bout. the t.luoat Wa& mucb

shattered."

\
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SECTION IX.
Firfog from 10-illch C11lm11biadi with solid balls "f 128 lbs.-dislarice 114 ya,-ds.
140. Up,mgranite.-'fhe penetration in granite was from 71 to 10 inches-the effect
was to shatter, crush, and crack in all directions, the stones at and near the point hit.
Joints bet"een the granite blocks were opened, sometimes as much as four inchts. T11
the firing two of the blocks near the point of impact were, by reaction, brought out 2''
or 3" in a direction opposite to the shot's motion-that isto say, towards the gun. The
effect upon the surrounding bond was much less-indeecl, it was quite slight in directions where there was firm support, that is, towards the foundation, and towards the
left-than upwards and towards the near right end of the target. Some rubble-stone11
in rear of the points struck were knocked out of the rear facing.
141. The rubble was not hit by these balls; but when it formed the inner facing of
the target, behind the point of impact, it was started from its bed, and some1ime~
stones were thtO\\'ll entirely out.
14•2, Upon brick-w(lrk.-Although the local effects in this material appeared to be
considerably greater than in granite, the general effect was less wicle-spread; but this
may have partly, at least, been clue to its being supported on both :.ides, while the
granite was sustained, on one side only, by much masonr.v. There was no apparrnt
difference as to resistance, between the northern and southern bricks. In one case, the
ball• passed entirely through the ''"all. But it is essential to bear in mind, as to all
the::;e effects, that the target was then very much shattt>red by previous firing. Of
course the resistance to many of these heavy balls was considtrably less than it T>'nulrl
otherwise have heen.
143. 1'!,e ceme11t cuncrete was not struck by any of these 10-inch balls.

CHAPTER III.
EH"ECTS OF FIRINGS UPON THE IRON SHUTTERS, THE IRON FACINGS, AND
THE IRON THROAT-PIECES OF THE EMBRASURES,

Effects upon the Slmtters of½" br,iler iron, produced by 11msket balls, ca11ister shot, a11d
grape shnt, fired fr,,,n large guns witltiu short distances.
H,4. M11sket bolls produced no effect.
145. Canisters/tot, weighing 5·10 ounces 1 made a rather slight indentation. Inoue
case the plate of iron was cracked open. In another, a piece one-half the size of the
ball was cut out of the edge; and in another, the hinges were broken or strained.
146. Ca,1ister slwt 1 weighing 1~ lb each, produced in these shutters depressions from
~" to i" deep-one shot caused a crack.
147. Grapesh"t, of4·201bs. each (diameter 3"·17) passed through, or entirely carried
away, these½ inch shutters.
148. A spherical case sh(lt struck one of these½" shutters, and cut out a segment 9"
highi and 2¼" broad; but the shutters were notwithstanding left on their hinges.

SECTION II.
Effects of firing upon the S!mttus I¼ inch thick, composed of three plates of ½-illch boiler
iron, well riveted together.
149. Canister s1tot, weighi11g 3·33 ounce,, made only a slight indentation on these
shutters, oue shot striking the latch, disabling it temporarily•
. 150. Ca11ister s1tot, weighi11g }½- lb., produced indentations f' to½" deep1 and If' in
diameter. One shot broke off horizontal portion of the latch.
* "This ball struck about Sf feet. to the left of No. 8, in line with the sole.-Eo."
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151. Grape ,hot weigldng 4·2/bs.-:Made an indentation 4" diameter and f' deep;
the shulter was slighlly bent; the shot was broken and stopped.
152: Sol~d shot ,f 68 lbs.-The shutters, being open, wel'e strnck, in one case upon
thf' oflset, m the other upon the edge. In both, the shutters were much injured and
disabled.

SECTION III.
EFFECTS PRODUCED UPON THE BOILER IRON FACINGS (I-INCH THICK) OF THE
OFFSETS OF THE EMBRASURES, BY MUSKET BALLS AND CANISTER SHOT.

153. Musket balls and canister shot, varying in weight from 3·33 oz. to I½ lb.,
produced no injurious effect-that is to say, when the offsets of the embrasures were
thus covered, no fragments were broken from them and carried through the embrasures,
as was the case from unprotected facings of stone, bricks, or cement, or asphahe
concrete. The indentations in these iron plate coverings of half an inch in thickness,
1hade by the I½ ll.i. canister balls., were from¼" to ¾" deep and 1½'' in diameter,
1'54. In no instance were these half-inch cove1·iugs struck by grape shot.

SECTION IV.
EFFECTS PRODUC&D UPON

THE 2-fNCH

OFFSET PLATES OF WROUGHT-fRON

INSERTED HI THE OUTER CHEEKS OF EMBRASURES

Nos. 4

AND

5.

155. A 42-pdr. ball struck one of these 2-inch plates, broke a piece out of it, and
jarred the whole of that cheek ; it was itself broken thereon. Another struck the left
throat plate, also two inches thick, cutting out a piece about ½the area of the ball,
which passed on i it, besides, bent the plate a little, and jarred it in its position.
Another btruck an outer offset plate, broke a piece out of its middle , passed on, and
was stopped by, and broken on, the second plate, which was uninjured.

SECTION V.
EFFECTS OF fJRlNG UPON THE WROUGHT-IRON THROAT-PIECES,

156. The throat-pieces of Embrasures Nos. 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9, stopped musket balls,
canister shot of all sizes, and also grape shot of the weight of 4·2 lbs., no effects being
produced upon them, except unimportant indentations.
157. A •12- rdr. spherical case shot, weighing 39 lbs., strnck shutter No. 3, near its
junction with gorge plate, indented the plate to the depth of about 2f inches, and
caused a considerable bending of the whole plate.
158. A solid shot from a 24.. pdr., distallt 95 yards, was well resisted and entirely
stopped, by the throat plates of No. 9. But after several shots had struck the same
plates, the injury was considerable-lhe final result being tl,e entire removal of
the plates,•
159. Sorne 42-pdr. solid shots, striking gorge plates of No. 3 and 4, bent them, and
finally tore them from their fastenings.
160. The throat plates of No, 8, on being struck two or three times by 68 lb. solid
shot, were carried away, the cast-iron backing being cracked and having pieces
broken off,1"
11

"

The ero.hrasure, however, continued serviceable."

t The first "strucl< the left throat-pl<l-te 4½ inches befow the top, la.p11ing on the plate about lrn.lf
tLe diameter of the baU, and was deflected to the right, llr<Jakiug out small segments from 4 of the
platn, 11.nd bending the inner plate li inch."-ED.
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161. A 68 lb. ba11, striking the right shutter and throat plate of No. 7, was broken
into many pieces, impressing the throat plate to the depth of I¼ inch, but not displacing
it-destroying the upper part of the shutter.
162. Another 68 lb. ball striking the left shutter of No. 7, destroyed it, was itself
broken, and deflected in fragments by the resistance of the throat plate, which was but
little disturbed.

163. Another ball of the same calibre struck the same throat plate, and was deflected
from it.•
164. Another 68 lb. ball was received by the 8ame throat plate.
165. Still another, which carried it away.t
]66. Another struck, with about half its diameter, the left throat plate of No. 8, near
the top, cut out a portion, broke off some fragments from the thin plates of which
it was composed, was deflected-did not m:l.terially disturb the position, or change the
form of the throat plate.
167. A 68 lb. ball was broken on the left inner edge of the left throat plate of No.
8, doing little injury to the plate, but forcing it into an inclined position in the throat
of the embrasure- this movement of the throat plate in its own plane was partly owing
to the damaged state of the embrasure.
168. The next shot hit, and carried entirely away, this throat plate.
169. Another of these balls penetrated between the right throat plate of No. 8 and
the brick-work, carrying the throat plate thl'ough the embras\ll'e.

CH APTER IV.
EXPERIMENTS UPON THE EFFECTS OF THE BLAST OF GUNS.

SECTION I.
liO. The course of the preceding experiments having shown, more and more clearly,
the great advantage of a reduction in the size of the opening of the embrasure at the
throat, as well as at the exterior face of the wall, some attempts were made to measure
the cone of the blast at the mouth of the casemate gun, as it was important to know
how near the path of the ball the solid angles forming the throat might be brought,
without danger of being deformed or destroyed by the blast of the discharge-these
solid angles being, even in the most oblique direction of the gun -namely, 30 degrees
from the directrix-only 2½'' inches in adnnce of the plane of the muzzle.
171. On some suggestions from the chief engineer, the following experimentst
· were therefore made at West Point, in August, 1855, under the direction of Major J,
G. Brainard, of the corps of Engineers, then Superintendent of the Military Academy,
who committed the execution to Major Fitz John Porter, of the Artillery, and Lieut.
Donelson, of the Engineers.
" It, is stated in the T 1blc that" this ball struck the left throat-plate 11½ inches below the roor,

overlo.pping the inner edge of the plate somewhat more \han half the diameter or the ball ; and c•1t
a <;.-gment from the outer plate 9 inches high by 5 inches brond, and small p;eces from the two
adjacent plates: it p,;:netrated and bent the Jlla.te 4½ inches before it gl:i.nced off."-ED,

t

The Table shows that after the lintel anrl throat-pieces of embrasure No. 7 had been struck by

uven 68-11dr. shot it still continued aerviceable.-ED.
1 Detailed i~ Table 17 (which ia omitt.ed here for want of space1, the result being that the grutet\
":.ngle of flare" of a 42-pdr. gun was found to be 00° 261 (measuring the aurfaces blackened b,- the
nploaions.-Eo.
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SECTION II.
172. Some further experiments of the same nature were next tried by the same
officers-receiving the blast of a 2"1-pdr. gun on one of the wrought-iron throat plates
that had been used as a throat plate in an embrasure of the masonry targets just
demolished.
I 73. In order to this, a ehesnut log, having the dimensions given in Fig. 65, was
hollowed out to receive the two sets of iron plates-each set composed of eight half
inch sheets - which were secured in their position by wedges. The log was then set
upright in front of the gun, so that the edges of the plates• should be at the distances
given in Fig. 65 from the mnzzle and axis. The lower end of the log was buried a
foot aud a half in the parapet of the battery at the dock, and earth well rammed around
it; ar,d it was braced at top and near the ground.
These two plates, considerably distorted by previous firings, were the only ones not
entirely ruined.
F10.

65.

EFFECTS OF THE BLAST OF A 24-PDR. UPON " 'ROUGHT IRON THROAT PLATES,

Gun 24 ..pclr., le11gth 101 4 11 , weight 5,790/bs., charge 6 lbs.
1st round.-Tore off the bark on the oUlside of the log. Loosened a piece of wood
which wns between the two sets of plates. Separated the 1st outer sheet from the 2ud
sheet, f' from the top, three-quarters of the way downwards. Also in the same way,
the 5th from the 6th, one-sixteenth of an inch.
2nd.- Split the log half through ; separated the 2nd and 3rd, and 7th and 8th, onesixteen lh of an inch from the top, half way <lown; separated the two sets of plates, so
that there was a space between them of I¾'' at top, I '' in the middle, aod l½ inch at the
bottom. They were previously separated by a board about half an inch thick.
3rd.-Split the log almost entirely across, the split being 1¾'' wide in frunt. Separated
a little more from each other the sheets before opened. Separated the two sets of
plates, so that the interval between them was 2f' at top, 1 i" in the middle, and 1¾" at
the bottom.
4th.-Split off outer piece of the log entirely, but did not blow it away; di,placed
the braces c and d, Fig. 65 Separa!ed outer sheet from the rest, and threw it 30 feet to
the front in the water. Separaterl the 2nd sheet from tile 3rd, so that the interval was
one-fourth of an inch at top, and one-sixteenth at bottom. Separated the first four
sheets of the second set, so that each 'wo were f' apart in the middle. Separated the
two sets of plates so that they were· 3¼'' apart at top, 2f' in the middle, and 2½'' at the
bottom. The head of the rivet at a, Fig. 65, and 2 inches of the outer end of the rivet
at b, were broken off•
., These throat plates were 39 inches high, and the axia of the gun was 14¼ inchea below the 1011s
of them.-ED,
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CHAPTER V.
GEN~RAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS.

SECTION I.
CONCLUSIONS AS TO THE EFFECTS

OF VARIOUS

:l\f JSSILES UPON

DIFFERENT

l\IATERIALS OF EMBRASURES.

174. It would be improper to deduce strict conclusions from these firings, as to the
Jespective resistances to heavy balls, afforded by granite, brick-work, and cement conerete, since a few months only had been allowed for the mortar, on which the strength
of the last two depends, to harden. Walls of well jointed, large stones would receive
but littl e additional strength against a force of this nature, hy the induration of its thin
joints of mortar; while muc-11 of the strength of brick-work, and all the strength of
ceme11t concrete, would depend thereon. The short periods of 15 months, and 13
months, could not be expected to bring these materials into comparison with granite
in this respect. As anticipated, therefore, their resistances we1e decidedly less; and
of the two, for the same reason, if for no other, the cement concrete proved to be
weaker than the brick.work.
175, There were, however, some peculiar comparative effects worth mentioning.
For jnstance the for~e of the heavy balls seems, in the softer materials, to be felt only
at, or very near, the place of impact, and, so to speak, is absorbed there-the ball ,
unbroken, crushing its way further and further into the mass. On the granite, how.
ever, these balls were themselves broken, with but slight actual penetration into the
stone, throwing off cracks certainly, but with little local crushing-the remainder of
the force being disposed of in jarring and vibrating the wall, to an extent thllt started
from their beds quite distant stones.
176. From this vibration of the wall, so much more energetic in the granite portion
of the targets than else\vhere, rubbh•-stones of tlie inside facing-not always directly
behind the point struck-were thrown out by the first motion of the wall, as pushed
over by the ball; and three or four stones were mo\'ed out of their beds, Inward, the
gu11, so as to project three or four inches from the plane of the wall, being left behind
by this first motion, or projected forward by the returning motion of the wall - i:;tones,
moreover that were well jointed, well bedded in mortar, and of the dimensions of about
3' by l ' 6"b1 l' 611-while there was also considerable disturbance of all the other stones
quite out to the right {the nearest} end, and up to the top of the target. This motion
of the granite stones was ,•ery slight downward, where the target was supported by the
earth on which it rocked;. or to the left, where the stones were bonded into a consi<lerablc length of brick-work and concrete. The energy of these vibratory movements
was very great, as the effects demonstrated; and though the space moved through was
no doubt small, it might have been measured, had anything so marked been foreseen
and provided for.
177. The heaviest of the balls fired (weighing I2$lbs.) penetrated, as above stated,
l'. little way only into the granite blocks; but even the smallest of' the cannon balls,
namely, 24-pdrs., caused, as well as the larger ones, at the first blow, cucks that
extended in several directions entirely through the stones hit. It was so with the
larger blocks, as well as with the amaller ones-the succeeding balls finding the:;e
stones in a condition to be easily reduced to small fragments and dust, It may be
expected, from effects of this nature observed, that under the impact of heavy balls,
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with high vcll)cities, these cracks, though perhaps scarcely perceptible at first, will
extend as far as the crystalline continuity is unbroken-that is to say, to a joint, or
quite through the largest stones that happen to be bit; and hence there will not probably be the additional resistance afforded against such battering, by the use of very
large sto:1es, as their appearance would seem to promise, or as would justify much
additional expense in providing inordinate sizes.
178. There is no donbt, however, that concretionary stones, as "sand stones,"
"'ould exhibit1 under such trial, less brittleness than those of crystalline structure.
Yery large dimensions are more advantageous, in some other respects, perhaps, than
in this.
179. The ba11s, whether large or small, that struck the granite under an angle that
deflected them, unJess the angle was very acute, were broken into many pieces, all of
which passed on. If not deflected, they were crushed up into a mass of slightly
·cohering fragments and fine particles. In several instances, grape, or canister shot,
striking the oblique cheek of a granite embrasure, were broken into numerous fragments, all of which were deflected in, thro11gh the throat of the embrasure-several
having force enough to pass through the boards of the screen-very many smaller
pieces ancl spiculre burying themselve!S more or less in the wood, with a force that would
cause ~erious wounds in human flesh.
180. It was seldom or never that a large ball was broken, on striking either brickwork or cement concrete. In one instance, a grape shot, on hitting the oblique cheek
of a brick embrasure, was broken into two pieces that were reflected through the
screen. In all othns1 when thus thrown off from bricks or cement concrete, they
passed on through the throat and through the screen-making only one hole each in
the latter.
181. The injury done to these oblique cheeks, by these smaller balls 1 was of no
consequence, with either of the materials above mentioned. In reference to this
particular point, therefore, namely, protection from small missiles-brick. work and
cement concrete are better materials 1 very decidedly, for the faces of an embrasure of
the established form, that is, with flaring exterior cheeks, than granite, or any other
very hard substance.
]Si. From all the exterior embrasure-facings, except that made of lead concrete,
when grape or canister shots struck near the margin of the opening, considerable, and
sometimes numerous, fragments were torn from the facings and thrown into the
embrasure, and, when the cheeks were flaring, through the throat and against the
screen. Though the granite was in this respect the best material of the three, effects
of this kind were, nevertheless, quite serious from it also. In one instance pieces
were torn off by a grape shot from the lower eclge of the lintel, for a length of two feet,
and with a cross section of some six or eight square inches-the pieces being thrown
through the throat. All the embrasures were considerably changed in their outline
by injuries thus inflicted; and there was no point more clearly establishe~ by the
firings than the necessity of protecting, from small missiles, the ext:rnal ma~gms. of all
masonry embrasures, by plates of wrought iron or some other device. This will be
necessary with any form of embrasure, but more especially when the outer cheeks are
.
so inclined as to reflect all fragments through the throat.
183. Plates of half-inch boiler iron were found lo protect perfectly the offsets m ~he
cheeks of the brick-work and cement-concrete embrasures, and may therefore be rehed
on to defend the external margins from these injuries.
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184. The asphaltic concrete was brittle, tinder the action of even tl1e st11aller balls,
to an unexpected degree, although the sea80n or trial was summer. And in other
respects it did not comp:ue with eith er of the other materials. It could lrnrdly have
been relied on to retain its form, had it been made softer, by a larger proportion or
bitumen. It may, neverthelese, be useful in ~pecial applications about embrasure~
and loop-holes.
185. Next to wrought iron, lead concrete proV'ed to be much the befft of the materials
under trial. The first use made of it, in constructions, so far as l know, wa11 by Major
R . D eb.field, of the Corps of Engineers, United States' army, in forming the exterior
cheeks of casemate embrasures, Although less 1•e9i,;ting, and more costly than wrought.
iron, it is an admirable material for certain parts of embrasures; beca.ttse, while it is
"Very resi~ting, and will not crack nor splinter, it can, with the utmost facility, be
applied to the filling solidly, of irregular spaces, and to the reinforcing of \teak places,
not easily strengthened otherwise. Heavy bal1s, under high velocities, penetrate into
it a little more than their diameter, moulding for themaelves a symmetrical bed 1 in
which they are found crushed. They send no crack~ through the maw. ; they detach
no fragment11-non~ at least that are not very small and harmless; they form a tulip~
shaped crater, the outer edges rising above the general front surface, and curving
gracefully away. The adjoining masonry is somewhat jarrecl, but in this respect the
injury is as small as it can be in any combination . Grape !hot (of the ,,.eight of
4!- lbs.) produce, on a small scale, effects just like those of cannon ball!4 -so do canister
shot . Neither grape nor canister shots were broken thereon. No balls, as it chanced,
were deflected from it,
186. Some important conclusions may be drawn from the results with wrought-icon.
lst.-It may be fairly assumed that a plate 1 eight inches thick, of wrought-iron• of
good quality 1 kept in place by a backing of three feet of strong masonry, will stop a
solid ball from an 8-inch Columbiad fired with 10¼ lbs. of powder, from the distance
of 200 yards. The plate of iron wil1 be deeply indt'nted at the point of impact, the
ball carving for itself a smooth bed, of the shape and size nearly of one hemisphere, in
which it will be found broken in many pieces easily separable; and it will, besides, he
somewhat bent, generally. The masonry behind will be much jarred 1 and, unless
strongly bonded 1 be considerably displaced; moreover, unless the thickness of three
feet is well tied into thicker nusses immediately adjacent on the sides, and above and
below, the general damage will be severe.
2nd.-This plate will be much the stronger for being in a single mass, and not made
up of several thinner plates. The continuity, effected by bolts and rivets, of the madeu~ ~lates, is ~r_oken even by weak as!laults, so that, aftenvard 1 the stronger, instead of
a JOmt oppos1t1on, find!! only a succession of feeble resistances.
3rd.-A thickness of two iuches is ample for shutters designed to stop the largest
grape shot. ,Vith this thickness, they will be neither perforated nor deformed b"
a~ything less than cannon balls or shells. These shutters also, for the reasons ju;t
give~, shou.lcl be made of a single thickness. The firings show the necessity of concealing entirely, eve~1 from the smallest iron m issile, their hinges and fastenings.
4th.-A _wrought-uon plate of half an inch in thickness is adequate to protect the
outer margins, and the offsets of embrasures, from injury by grape or canister shot.

. * This is probably soa.rcely sufficient, as large pieces were bruken off a. plate of wrought•iron 8
mchea thick, b~ wrougltt iron 68-pdr. shot, at a range or 400 yarJs, during a series or u:periments
;:dJeo:~l
Ordnance Select Comruittee, in co11sequence or a auggeation by Genera.I
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187. The brittleness of cast-iron unfits it for use as a means of directly resisting the
shock of callnon balls;• this has long been well known. It was considered, however,
worth while to try whether its cohesive strength might not be profited of, by diffusing
the shock of a ball over a cons iderable surface of this material, through the intermedium of a thick plate of wrought-iron. The compound plate of wrought-iron
interposed in the trials, was made up of eight half-inch plates, solidly riveted together,
and a yery e,·en and uniform bearing of this 4-inch compound plate upon the castiron was secured- as perfect, certainly, as could be effected iu general practice ;
nevertheless, the cast-iron block was always broken, splintered, or badly cracked, by
a hall striking the wrought-iron plate in front of it.
This material may, of course, enter usefully into the construction of casemate
embrasures, as dowels, ties, pintle-sockets, &c., but should not be relied on to resist
the direct action of balls or shells.

SECTION II.
THE

SIZE AND FORM OF EXTERIOR OPENINOS FOR EMBRASURES.

188. The great importance of keeping the area of the outside openings of casemate
embrasures at a minimum will clearly appear from our experiments: 1st, the number
of the enemy's missiles passing through the opening will, of course, increase with the
enlargement of that area; and 2ndly, whatever may be the peculiar form of any embrasure, there must be a margin, larger as the opening is larger, where the walls, being
materially weaker than elsewhere, will suffer the more from battering guns.
189. Although the first Jlroposition seems not to need enunciation, and the second
to be scarcely less self-evident, there appears to have been, with some foreign engineers,
of the present day even, a very slight appreciation of the first especially. They hav e
taken some heed of the second, by giving thickness to the wall around, and by making
the cheeks, sill, and lintel, of large blocks of stone ; but, by inordinately spreading
the exter ior opening, they have shown that they looked upon the first as of little
moment. For instance, in a large casemated battery erected in Europe within the last
fifteen years, for the defence of one of the great ports, casemate embrasures have been
introduced having an exterior opening of 54 square feet, and allowing the gun a bori•
zonta l traverse of only 40°; while the embrasures of our second target, which allow all
the elevation and depression necessary, and a lateral range of 6:1°, have an exterior
opening of only 8-rb- square feet.f
]90. It is easy to demonstrate the very grave consequences involved in an unneces.
sary enlargement of this exterior opening.
Suppose a hundred-gun ship to be placed within good canister range of a casemated
battery of about the ship's length and height; to the 50 guns of the ship's broadside
there would be opposed about 24 guns in two tiers, in the battery. The ship would
fire each gun once in three minutes, or, 10 times in half an hour; the 50 guns would
therefore make 500 discharges within that time.
• Bloch of 1;118t iron 30 inches thick were era.eked quite through by 68-pdr. shotnt a range or 400
yanl1, in tL,: experim1::uts at \Voolwich above mentioned.-En.

t This has been partly caused by the necessity hitherto existing for protecting the pil'Ot by a
aufticitmt tLfrknea~ of waavury in front, the weaknel8 of which in theae experimental embruurea ia
described in Par. 225; but it bas been obvid.ed by the introduction of the ribbed racers, and the
consequent omi,sion of the pivot, recommended by the &lect Committee at Woolwich after many
experiment.II, eo that the neck of the ,.,mbraaure may heocerorward be placed cloee to the out~r
aurface or tlni wall, and the exterior aperture may be made ev11n amsller t!J&n tho1e of the upenmental embrntures.-Eo.
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With ]:i6• halls in each 32-pdr. canister (weighing in all 3q lbs.), there would be
thrown 78,000 balls in 30 minutes. Supposing one.half to miss the fort-which, consi.
tlering the size of the object and the short distance, is a very large allowance-there
would still remain the number of 39,000 balls to strike a surface of (say) U,000 square
feet-that is, on each square foot== 6½ balls.
Or, within the exterior opening of one of the embrasu res of our 2nd target
-of which the area is 8·9 square feet, there would fall
58 balls,
all not intercepted by the gun itself passing into the casemate among the
men serving the guns.
Within the European embrasure above mentioned, having 5·1 square feet
of opening, there would be received in half an hour
351 balls.
191. Should this idea be carried still further, as it ought, and the ship's canisters
be filled with musket balls-each 32-pdr. canister holding 639 balls-the number of
balls to the square foot of surface of the battery would be
26
The number received in half an hour within the exterior opening of the
smaller embrasure would be, therefore
23 l
· And within the larger embrasure in the same time
1,404
192. Nor, would it be fully measuring the effect of this exposure to state that if
the ship's guns were of the calibre of 8 inches-and there are even now many of
larger calibre, and the tendency is to increase the calibre of both ship and shore.guns
-supplied with canister holding 294 iron balls of 1·05 inch, or l,H3 musket ba11s, the
number of the former discharged in half an hour against each square foot would not be
loss than
12
Upon the exterior area of the smaller embrasure, not less than
I OG
And upou the large embrasnre not less than
648
And the number of musket balls discharged in half an hour against each
:.quare foot, from an 8.inch gun, wo11ld be not less than •
51
Upon the opening of the smaller embrasure not less than
453
And of the larger, not less than ,
2,754
193. In our experiments, the musket ba11s fired in canisters, from a distance of 200
yards, pas!lcd clean through the screens made of pine boards one inch thick, whether
they hit directly, or by reflection.
194'. In no instance did we notice any fusion of these balls into dusters-the marks
made by them on the target, and on the screen, heing clearly the effects of single bullets.
195. The effects of the small iron canister balls-di"ameter 1·05 inch, were consi.
derable; when broken upon the cheeks of granite embrasures, the larger fragments
passed through the screen ; when the balls struck brick-work or cement concrete,
they produced craters about three inches in diameter by ahout I½ inch deep; when
they struck near the edges of the embra~ures, they broke off con!liderable pieces, even
from the gr,mite-they have, therefore, as we11 as the musket balls, all the force neces~
sary for ~he particular object iu such an attack-namely, killing and wounding the
men servrng the guns of the fort, and thereby silencing its fire.
196. This is the place to recall the fact that by way of showing one of the consequences of an unnecessary expansion of the outer opening of an embrasure, a line was
drawn on the target around two sides of the margin of Embrasure No. 7, so as to
represent, ve? nearly, with the other two sides, the exterior opening of an embrasure
ofthf" first-built of our casemated batteries (finished in 1810). The exterior opening
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0 the experiments a.t Gavre, ir, France, in 1837, with grape and ca.nioter ahot, the ra.no».•
\:c~O~~d~·;~;:ie!-~c long 30·pdr, (French), both fired canie,tera containing each 120 iron balls of
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of Embrn~ure No. 7 was 3 ft. 4 in. by 2 ft. 8 in., equal to 8/r; square feet; of the
emhrasure represented, in the way just stated, it was 5 ft. by 4 ft.-equal to 20 square
feet.
The l<pace between the!i!e two openings, that is, the excess of the larger over the
smaller, amount ing to l l · l square feet, was struck by 108 balls in the course of our
firing with spherical case, canister, and g rap e shot-this embrasure not having been,
more than any other, the particular aim of this kind of firing.
The whole number of small balls fired at the two targets during al1 our firingscounting sphe rical case filled with musket balls, canister shot of all si2es-including
those filled with musket halls ancl grape shot, wa11 32/;55; that is to say, a number a
little less than would be fired in .51 discharges of musket ball canister from 32-pdrs.,
in other words, from a single "broadside" (plus one gun) from the ship, 639 by
32,589.
51
All these 108 balls, excluded by Embrasure No. 7, would of course have entered, had
its opening conformed to the larger outline: but even this larger outliue scarcely
exceedecl 011e third of tl1e exposure of the Emopean embrasure above mentioned ;
into which there would have passed, in the same time, according to the proportion 1 the
number of438 balls, over and above what passed into No. 7.
197. The trials, in firing from the target, proved that, if the embrasure were well
built, the ball, in passing out from the gun, whether traversed, or elevated, or depressed
to the ext reme degree, might pass within about an inch of the outer edge of the embrasure, without injury by the blast of the gun to the material of the exterior margin.
This may therefore be, with firm materials, a condition limiting the exterior opening.
The minimum in the siz.e of the throat is fixed by the space occupied by the muzzle
of the gun, in its various positions; and as the area of the exterior opening will be the
larger, as it is further from the throat, the latter should be placed as far to the front
as the service of the gun and carriage will allow. The surfaces connecting the two
areas, and which form the outer cheeks, sill, and lintel, ha\'e generally been flaring
planes; to which one great objection is that they 1·eflect inward all missiles which
impinge thereon in li11es parallel, or nearly so, to the directrix ; so that, virtually, as
regards their admission into the casemate, the throat has had, with that form of embra1.1ure, the full capacity of the exterior opening. This is very strikingly shown by the
great number of balls thus reflected in our firings.
198. If the outer portion of the embrasure be traced according to the bent line, a b c,
instead of the straightline, ac, it is evident that balls that would otherwise be reflected
from the surface, a c, will be stopped on a b.
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)99. But the strength of the embrasure will be lessened by the removal of the
material lying within the space of which a b c is the horizontal section. This is, in
fact, of li!tle moment, because the strength lost by adopting the bent lineal,,. m11y
£
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be much more than supplied by placing along a b a material more resisting than the
masonry of which the flaring cheeks and throat-jambs have heretofore been made; anrl
this we shall see is required by other considerations.
200. It is plain that if the thickness/ g, of the wall, is needed to resist the battering
of heavy ba1ls1 no ball striking anywhere between the two lines, f g-f g, will be
adequatdy resisted with the old form, c af-c a f, of masonry embrasures. But by
inserting a stronger material on each side of the throat, this deficiency of strength may
be supplied, without filling up the space a b c, as it will need hut a slight augmentation
of the thickness of this stronger matc1 ial to secure full compensation for the material
thus omitted.
201. It is also evident that by building in enough of the stronger material on each
side of the throat, and adopting this new form, a/Jc, for the outer portion of the
embrasure, there will be a general gain of i:;trength, since up to the very edge of the
throat plates there mdy be as much strength as there is beyond the lines/ g-f g. At
the same time, by substituting fol' the reflecting surface a c the plane a b. all missiles,
whether large or small, that do not pass the throat without touching, will be stopped,
either upon the outside of the wall or upon the throat plate.
202. Our e~periments show that wrought iron is the best material for insertion as
above mentioned; and that a thickness of 8 inches of wrought-iron, solidly back eel
with masonry, will resist an 8-inch solid ball fired with 10¼ lbs. of powder from n.
distance of 200 yards.• It is necesS1.ry 1 as is also shown by the firings, that the plates
of iron should have considerable breadth to prevent heavy balls f1om forcing themselves in between the inner edge and the masonry, thereby crowding the plate edgewii:;e
into the thtoat.
203. ·with a view to gaining strength, by burying more deeply the iron throat plates
in the masonry of the embrasure, rectangular shoulders of masonry were made to
project from the solicl of the cheek, into the space a b c, as seen by the dotted lines in
the above figure. They stopped balls nearly as well as the unbroken surface, a b;
and they augmented somewhat the resistance of the cheeks. Being enclosed in a
facing of boiler iron they were not injured by small balls-but they increased the
number of fragments cast into the casemate by heavier balls, a11d they do not prove
to be an essential pa.rt of an improved embrasure. The addi.tional strength imparted
by them may be better secured in other ways. Embrasures Nos. 3, 7, 8, and 9, were
thus constructed.
204. It is well to report in this place a summary of the exact effects under our trials
of the broken, or offsetcd cheeks, as compared with the flaring ones: 1st, in stopping
Balls, a1!d 2nd, in glancing them into the casemate throllgh the throat.,
The number of ball:s from gra.pe, canister, and sphe1ical case shot, that were reflected
from the cheeks of fL1ring enibrasures (Nos. 1, 2, aud -1•), so that they pass::!d through
the throat into the casem!l.te, was 40 . The number of such shots stopped by these
embrasures was 2. The fraction ¼i represents, therefore, the _proportion reflected, and
i:r the proportion arrested.
In the embrasures with broken or offseted cheeks, the total number reflected through
from the cheeks, offsets, &c., was 19-while the number stopped by them was 3213-so
that in. this case, the fraction fls represents the proportion reflected, and ·H! the
propornon stopped.
Or, these proportions may be repre3ented thus: Embrasure with flaring cheeks.
5 per et. stopped,
95 per et. reflected.
Embrasure with offseted cheeks.
94 per et, stopped.
6 per et. reflected.

* See Note paro 2Z,-ED.
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As it was imp,.:>rlant to settle beyond question the effect, in arresting small mis::.iles 1
of the ofl1eted cheeks substituted for flaring ones, the firing of small balls was chiefly
directed at the former; :md hence the greater number of these balls that were received
on the cheeks of that form.
205. It results fr<'m the facts and statements adduced thus far, tl1at if, instead of
giving to embrasures flaring cheeks, the exterior cheeks be uotched in, so to speak, at
right anglei:-, or nearly so, to the plane of the throat i or, to repeat words ofleu before
used, be oflSeted, only those missiles that arriva directly within tlie area of the
throat, will enter at all, excepting, indeed, a ve1·y small proportion that may be glanced
in from the very edges of the outer opening.
206. In estimating the number that will pass directly through this throat opening,
from the 100.gun ship, in half an hour-we must take the clear area of tliis throat of
the target embrasures-which was 1 foot G inches wicle, by 2 feet 7 inches high, giving
3fv square feet.
The comparative numbers would be, therefore, as follows:
32-pdr. gun, firing iron ba1ls of l ·05 inch in diameterThrough the throat of target embrasure
25 balls.
Within exterior opening of target embrasure
58
4
,vithin exterior opening of European embrasure
351
8-inch gun, firing iron balls of 1·05 inch in diameterThrough the throat of target embrasure
'Within exterior opening of target embrasure
106
'Within exterior opening of European embrasure
648
32-pdr. gun, firing canisters filled with musket ballsThrough the throat of target embrasure
IOI
·within exterior opening of target embrasure
231
,Vithin exterior opening of European embrasure
1,404 ,,
8.inch gun, firing canisters filled with musket ballsThrough the throat of target embrasure.
198
,vithin exterior opening of target embrasure.
553
\Vithin exterior opening of European embrasure.
2,754 ,.

SECTION III.
EMBRASURE SHUTTERS.

207. ,ve see, from the comparison just made, that, notwithstanding the very great
advantage derived, first, from reducing the size of the exterior opening, aud next,
from cllanging the form of the portion of the embrasure exterior to the throat-the
exposure of the men serving, even with the target embrasure, acasemate gun will still
lie great. They will be exposed during every half hour of action to 25-to 46-to 101,
or to 198 balls, according to the various suppositions we have made, as to kincl of gun
and missile. From l to 6 balls entering the embrasure every minute, directly upon
the place where the gunners are clustered, must make the service a very dangerous
one-if indeecl it could be continued with any effect in !ouch peril.
208. These, and such like considerations, led to the trial in the target of embrasure.
shutters; and the experiments with these have shown that a thickness of 2 inches of
wrought-iron will certainly repel all such balls, as grape and canister.
209. A grape shot of4j"lbs. fited from an 8-inch Columbiad, at the distance of200
yards, produced no deforming or otherwise injurious effect upon a wrought-iron
shutter of I½ inch in thickness,composed of three half.inch sheets. By simple arrangements, the centres of motion and the fastening bolts can be screened from these
small balls.
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210. The shutter will be closed from the moment of firing until the gun is loa<lcd is again in battery, and ready to be again discharged; so that it will be for im,tants of
time, only, that the gunners will be at all in danger from lhe enemy's :sma11 shots.
211. It cannot yet be asserted posiLivt:ly that the shu tters will close spontaneously
at euch discharge of the gun, because trial has not been made with shutters improved
b)' the results of our latest experiment!'!, But the tendency to close was so manife:st,
and so invariably exhibited, as to leave no doubt that a simpler mounting, aud mor e
accurate centeriug, would iusnre it.
212. This result is Yery desi:rab1e on account, not only of the quickuess of this
spontaneous action, as respects cover for the gunners, but because of the consequt:nt
exclusion or smoke. The same Teaction of the air will drive back the shuller, that
force::. back into the casemate some tim es a large part of the smoke of tl,e discharge.
213. Jn our firings from the embrasures., the shutters were, each time before the
discl1arge, opened out by hand, and plal'ed snugly against the cheeks; this might
answer were they perfectly hung; bnt it i::. to be regretted that it did not occur to a11y
one to lea\"e them a short distance from the cheeks, in onler that the outward blast oi
the gun, driving them forcibly against the checks, might cause a stronger reaction.
A stiff spring upon the back or the shutter, keeping it, ni1til forced, at a sho-rt distance
from the cheek, \vill insure, it is belie-.:ed, the requisite recoil; but with good ceute.i:iug
this will hardly be necessary.

SECTION

IV.

THROAT OF EMBRASURE.

214. It was obviously a matter to be inquired into, whether or not, the thr'1at itself
could be reduced in width with sarP-ty.
To this end, some imtmcti\'e trials were 1nade {ai. before said) at my request1 undeF
the direction of Major J. G. 8.rainard, of the Corps of Engineers, the11 Superintenden,l
of the Military Academy.
215. It was desired to learn something as 1€1 what may lie callerl the cone ofblastwhich might have, perhaps1 very near tl1e mouth of the gun at any rate, limit s pretty
well defined, up to which we might safely bring the edges of our throat plates.
216. These experiments a1·e given in the preceding pages in full detail; and offer
an interesting study.
217. The principal results for om ohject are, that this cone diverges quickly from
the_ mouth of the ?un; that the action within its limits is nry violent; that only very
solid and firmly 1mbedded substances can be placed within the 1imits, or on their
verge, near the mouth or the gun, since even the iron plates of a compounci throat plate
were t~ere torn a~under by the blast-but that, undoubtedly, while a solid S-iuch plate
firml! 1mbedded lll masomy_ may be relied on at the same <listance from the muzzle,
and lrom the prolo11ged. cylmdex of tl~e bore, that was found to test so se\·erely the
compound plates submitted to the trial- any less solid and firm material mw.t lie
further removed. Of c~urse, the nearer the edge of the throat plate is to the face of
the muzzle, the nearer 1t may be to the prnlonged cylinder.•

SECTION V.
THJCK.NESS. OF SCARP.

218 . The intern~l arrangement of the casemate, with reference to the handling of
th: gu~1, a.nd es~ecial ly the_traversiug it for horizontal scope; the place chosen for the
~x,s ol. tl11~ hon.zo1~tal motion;_ ~nd the_form and dimensions of the gu 11 and carriage,
in.~lud:ng chassis, impose cond1t1ons afle:tiog the thickness of the wall at, and immed1,1tel3 around, the embrasure, ancl affectmg also the form of the latter.
• The centre on which the S-iach roJumbiad traversecl appear~ to have been in line wit.h tho
rear faces of the wrought iron thro.1t plates, a.ad it tra\'ened 60Q.-En.
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219. A thicknl'ss there of five feet has been assumed in our constructions, and
satisfies all the»e conditions well. But it has been a question of interest, increasing
with the growing calibres of naval armaments, whether this thicknes~ is now sufficient.
And it was in consequence thereof that some very severe filing was directed against
our 2nd target The gun W.'.lS a 10-inch Columbiacl, placed witl1in ]14 yards, firing
solid balls, weighing ]28lhs., with a charge of 18lbs. of powder.
220. The gener.-.1 conclusion from these tiials is that, whether of cement con~rete,
of bricks, or of hard stones, the portion of the wal1 at, and around each embrasure,
having the thickness of five feet only, should be no larger than is indispensable for the
adaptation of the gun and carriage to the embrasure; if restricted to a 1:imall area, this
thickness will suffice, not otherwise.
221. The tl1ickness of five feet will resist a number of fhese balls, impinging in
succession, on that space, provided the bond expand promptly, abo,·e, below, and on
each side, into a thickness greater by some 2½ft .. or 3 ft., or more. Were the wall no
thicker, generally, than five feet, being reinforced only by piers S(lme 15 feet apart, it
would soon be seriously damaged by battering at short distances with such calibres.
222. Wrought-iron throat plates of eight inches thickness, placed in the embrasure,
and backed by three feet of solid masonry, will be equivalent, at least, to the fh·e feet
of masonry on either side; and, but for the great cost, this constmction might be
extended as far above, below, and on either hand, as is necessary for the full and free
use of the gun. The great additional expe-nse would not, however, be compensated by
any advantage of moment. In th<lt case, the throatopening would be also the exte1-io1·
opening of the embrasure. because the throat would lie in the 0\1ter surface of the wall.
This opening being in area but 3·90 feet, would be a very great rednction in size,
certainly, from that of the European €mbrasure ( of 54 square feet) so often mentiooed,
and it would be Jess, by five square feet, than the outside opening of the 2nd target
embrasures; but it would be no better than these last, in reference to the exclusion of
an enemy's missiles, since, as we have seen, the offseted embrasure restricts the
passage way to the area of the throat.
223. ,vere it not for the vastly greater cost, the whole scarp might be faced with
iron-indeed might be made of iron only; but, until there shall be much strongc1·
reasons tb&n now exist, or are now anticipated, for believing that well constructed
masonry-batteries may be breached by naval broadsides, the cheaper construction may
be safely follo\\ed-especially as, should such a necessity ever arise, they may Le
externally plated with iron.
224-. To repeat: the scarp at the embrasure may be safely made of the thickness of
5 leer, provided the thickness immediately above, below, and on the sides, be increased
considerably. The space required to be of about this thickness, to accommodate
advantageously the gun and carriage, is so small that it may be said to be part of the
thicker surrounding mass, by which it really is supported in its resistance.
225. A detail of interest presented itself in the course of the firing, in relation to the
thickness of the scarp near the embrasure. It was this: a 24-pdr. ball, hitting the
wall immediately in front of a recess made to receive the "tongue" of the chassisv. hich rece&s exte11ded to within two feet of the outside of the wall- perforated this two
feet, and, being less in diameter than the height of the" tongue hole," passed entirely
through, without touching anywhere else. Had there been a carriage there, with its
"piutle" in place, the htter would prob<lbly ha Ye been broken, and the carriage
rendered for the time unservireable. That" tongue hole" was seven inches high, it
need be only about half as high, and there should be a thick plate of wrought-iron
buried in the wall, directly in front of the pintle, to stop such balls or larger ones.
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SECTION VI.
F.HP.CTS OF FIRrNO FROll CASEMATES UPON SHIPS.

226. The firings from, and at, our embrasure targets, have given us, as we have seen,
!'!0me instructive fac1s as to 1he necessity, in reference to the free use and efficient service

of casemated batteries, of certain precautionary measures. Do not these r esults teach
us also something in 1he opposite direction-something as to the off't:n~ive power of
these batteries, not hitherto perhaps fully considered - especially in reference to the
effects of small mi.isiles upon ships r For instance: On our hypothesis, the casemated
battery of about equal external surface with the JOO-gun 1hip-that is, of about 6,000
square feet, would contain about 24 guns. Supposing these to be 32-pdrs. firing
canisters contaiuing 156 balls of 111•05 each; and, as before, each gun fir ing 10 times
in half an hour-allowing half the balls to miss the ship-there would be three balls
received by each square foot, and as the port-holes are stated to be three feet high by
three and a half feet (equal 10'·5 square feet), there would pass into each port 31 balls,
and into the 50 ports 1,550 ba11s, within the halflrnur.
If the canisters were filled with musket balls, there would be J 26 thrown iuto each
port, <1.nd 6,300 into the 50 ports.
The guns being of 8-inch calibre, which is the common calibre of our important
batteries, the number of 1"·05 balls to each port would be 52; and to the 50 ports,
2,600.

And, were the same guns to fire musket balls, in their cani::iters, there would be
thrown into eacl1 port, 252 balls; ancl into the 50 ports, 12,G00 balls in the half hour.
227. The following table gives, in a compact form, a synops is of the principal effects
of the firing of s1m,ll canister shots iuto embrasures of several sizes; and also into the
ports of ships, on our supposition of a 100-gun ship, in opposition for half an hour, at
close quarters, to a 24-gun battery: -

TABLE No. 19.
Giui11g the Humber of small iron a11d leaden canister balls, discharged in half m, ho1tr thrflugh
the embrasures nf o c ,semaled battery, of 24 guns, and through the portMholes of a ship fo
opposilio11, having 50 gw,s in each broadside, the tntal surface of .f.•rt mid ship l>eing Mch
about 6,000 square feet, and specifying, in the cases of 32 ..pdr. aud 8-iltcli g,w, the ,mmbers
entering each embrasure and each pr>rt-hole.
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* Supposmg that !or the instants the shutters are op,m, one-tenth of the number falling within the
area of the throat may enter the casema.,e.
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228, Ou an examination of the preceding table, we are surprised at the great
numbers of these small, but fatal, missiles to which the gunners of the battery would
be exposed, even with our comparatively very small target.embrasure. ,ve see
plainly the necessity of reducing that number, by removing the flaring outside cheeks;
and, also, the vast advantage that the shutters afford of nullifying, nearly, the effects
of this kind of fire,
229. Indeed it is difficult to understand how a casemated battery, having Jarge
embrasures, can be served at all, after a ship has gained a position, within a short
distance, and opened her fire of small canister balls. For the ship to fire grape, or
larger caniister balls, would be to abuse her opportunity, since these larger balls would
be no better, in any such conflict, than the smaller ones, while they would be far less
numerous. Musket balls, used as canister shot, would ha\·e all the force necessary;
and we see, by the table, that there would be thrown of these, in half an hour, into the
casemate, through 24- embrasures, of 5·l squ.::i.re feet of area each, by fifty 32-pdrs., no
fewer than 33,696-being 1,404 through each embrasure.
230. ,Vere the battery to retort upon the ship with the same missiles, the advantage
would still be greatly with the ship, because against the 1,404 balls received by each
embrasure, there would be thrown but 126 into each port; and into the 50ports, there
would be returned but G,300 shots, against the above number of SS,696, poured into
the 24 embrasures.
231. On the reduction of the exposed opening of the embrasure, however, the
proportion becomes less and less unfavourable to the battery- turning, before long,
very decidedly in its favour. When the size is reduced to that of the 2nd target
embrasures, the ship will receive in her 50 ports 6,300, as before, against 5,544 entering
the 24 embrasures of the battery. When the offseted cheeks are introduced, the
6,300 will stand against 2,424; and when the shutters also, the 6,300 are to be corn.
pared with 240 only.
232. It may, therefore, become so much to the advantage of the battery to resort to
these missiles 1 especially with 8-inch guns, that the ship will be obliged either to give
up the idea of close quarters, or provide herself with quickly-moving port-shutters.
233. In corroboration of the preceding calculations, showing that they are not
exaggerations, it is here stated as one of the recorded resul!s of our firings, that the
total number of small missiles that passed through the throats of our nine target
embrasures without touching-the area of the throat being 3'·9-was 234. And, as
before said, the whole of our firing at the target, with small balls, was equivalent to
only a single broadside from the ,50 guns of the ship.

SECTION VII.
CONTESTS OF SHIPS WITH EACH OTHER.

234. Allhuugh it is not in the particular direction of our enquiries, we cannot help
thinking, in this connection, that possibly our results and calculations may have some
bearing in certain c<1ses, upon naval actions, ship against ship.
235. We are told in naval histories of ships of war lying engaged "yard.al'm and
yard-arm" for hours, and yet they repo1 t losses incredibly small, considering the time
ancl the proximity ; the ships, moreover, are seldom sunk, or otherwise destroy~d,
except by taking fire 1 and, though badly crippled, no tloubt, make long voyages with
no other than impromptu repairs.
236. Without venturing to pry into this curious result, we may say that if .the_ want
of more decided effects is the consc4uenoe of the want of more accurate aim in the
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solid balls (fired with some :dmixture probably of grape sho<), thi s reason would :tpply,
in :,, much slighter deg ree, to C<tllister shot at short ranges, since it would sufficf' if the
g un ,vere merely pointed townrds the enemy's hull, for part of the cone of balls to fill]
upon her sides.
237. f s it not difficult to conceive how a ship's crew could survive one hour's firing,
whe n there ,vould. be poure (l into her 50 ports more than 25,000 nrnsket ball!i -iuto
.
each port, more than 500 :-iuch balls 1
238. Perhaps the suggestion may be pardoned, that in these close conflicts, a charge
of powder, very much reduced, in order not to endanger the gun, might be fired w'.th a
shell , and, in addition, a canister of musket balls. Th e latter would have all the force
requisite to penetrate hum an flesh; and the shell would certainly have, at a distance
so short, power to penetrate into the enemy's side far euough to cause great damage by
ex plosion.

SECT IO N VIII.
HISTORY OF EMBRASURE THAT HAS BEEN INTRODUCED IN THE COAST RATTERIES
OF THE UNITF.D STATES

239. It seems appropriate to thi s narrative of our rece nt trials of casemate embrasures to refer briefly to the history of the embrasure that has been in troduced in the
coast batteries of the United States.
240. The first casemated battery was completed in 1808. It has two tier~ of guns in
casemates, and one in barbette. The exterior openings of the lower embrasures are
4' 8'' by 6 fee t, giving an area of 28 square feet; and of the 2nd tier, 3' 8" by 5 feet area 18½ square feet-the horizontal traverse of the guns being limited to 44 degrees.
241. Within three or four years of the time jus t mentioned, two other casemated
batteries were lrnilt , each having a single tier of guns in casemates, with exterior
open ings of 4 ft. 5 in. by 5 feet, area 22 square feet, and with horizontal scope, one of
about 42 degrees, and the oth C'r of about 45 degrees.
2-1-2. In 1815, the author of this report was called on to prepare a project for the
defence of an important channel; and having been convinced, while employed as an
assistant in the construction of two of the batteries just mentioned, that the principl es
and the details by which the embrasures and the dependent casemates had thus far
been regulated, were erroneous and defective, set about a careful study of the conditions to be fulfilled in providing for the heavy guns of that period , mounted on a casemate carriage th<tt had already been proved and adopted. The result was an embrasure having an exterior opening of 4 feet wide by 2 ft. 6 in. high at the oub;ide line of
the cheeks, and a feet high at the key of the covering arch, the throat being I ft.
10 in. wide, This provided for all the depressiou and elevation of the gun that the
carriage permitted, and al so for a horizontal scope of full 60 degrees. Covered with a
1intel, instead of an arch, the height of the exterior opening might be a little less than
3 feet.
243. The plan of this embrasure shows that the interior opening is 5 ft. 6 in. wide,
and that the plane of the throat is within 2 feet of the outside of the wall, which, just
at the embrasure, is 5 feet thick.
2,14, A sligh~ modific;i.tion fitted this embrasure, when applied to flanking orinterior
~efence, to receive at first a carronade of large calibre, and of late yea rs, a howitzer
mst ead. When these latter were liable to be assailed by musketry the outer cheeks
were made en cremailli:re (notched), a long.. known device.
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245. It was with timidity and hesitation that the cheeks and throat of this embrasure
were phced so near the track of the bal1, when fired from the casemate, with the maximum obliquity, and the results of au early trial with experimental embrasures at Fort
M'lnroe gave some sanction to the doubt. The first two under trial were bnilt up with
lime mortar, and were soon shaken to pieces by the blast of the gun. Another one,
however, constructed or bricks ]aid in cement-mortar, sustained without injllryseveral
lrnndred discharges.•
246. These last results have been confirmed wherever there has been practice from
our embrasures, which, with immateria,l differences, have since 1815 been constructed
in all our ca,.ematecl batteries according to the preceding description.
247. This being the state or things with these embrasures of 1815, an increase in
their strength had, within a brief period, become expedient, not to say necessary, by
the augmented calibres in ships' armaments.
248. It was considered that this strength might be given, perhaps, in part, by
reduci1~g the opening, and in part by incorporating a stronger material in the portion
where the quantity of masonry was unavoidab]y small, from the shape of the embrasure.
3'1·9. The resistance afforded by the existing embrasure to the blast of its own gun
justified the expectation that the exterior opening might be reduced nearly to an
absolute minimum, and the facility with which large masses of iron are now wrought
suggested that, hy its use to a limited extent, not only might a greatly augmented
strength be secured against the effects of a large ball, but small ones might be excluded
altogether.
250. Our target embrasures ,vere successively devised, further and further to test
these ideas. The trials sustained by them have become a part of the history of the
American embrasure. And if there be any force in the deductions drawn in the
preceding pages from these trials, the improvements they suggest as to the materials,
dimensions, form, and dehils, are of importance.
251. The embrasure applied, since these experiments, to our casemated batteries,
and which may be called the embrasure of 1855, devised in accordance with these
deductions, and of which a model received your approval, is believed to satisfy completely all important conditions.
252. The greatly augmented strength and efficiency thus imparted to our system of
national defence will be due to the enlightened and liberal forecast which prompted
you, as Secretary of War, to ·s anction and sustain the comse of experiments of which
tl1is report is the record.
Respectfully submitted.

JOS. G. TOTTEN,
Brevet Brigadier Gemtr 1Jl and Chief Engineer.

To

THE

HoN.

JEFFERSON DAVIS,

Secretary of War.
1t Lieutenant Mansfield, then of tbto "Ellgineers, now Inspector General of the Army, in a letter
da.kd early in 1830, at Fort Monroe, sa.ys; '' ht,. On my arriv<1J at this 1,Iace , in 18~8. the,e wa,3
then standing an experiment embr sur1:1, built wholly of cut fr.-e-stone, and of the same size as those
her& coui1tructt."d--e.1cept that th11 cai, was 01,e stone inskad of a.11 arch. Soon after the firi11g
through this embrasuie commenctd it fell to p!ooes, by the ruortar le'.l.viug the joints, out~ide of the
plane of the throat, and the stonea sep.lora.ting and falliug to th1;1 ground.
.
'' 2nd. Another embrasure was constructed (of b.icks) in the same place, aad of the same au:e,
exct>pt ss to the cap, which in this case was an arch of blic~s only, laid io a mixture of equal part.a
of mortar and humid cement. TLis embrasure foll to pieces bythes~u,e means a.ud in thll &ameway.
'' ::Jrd. A third embrasure wa.11 constructed of bricks, like the s1:cu11d-bt:ing laid in cement. 'fhis
has stood a trial of 270 di•t'harges, and remains uninjured.
'' .J,h. In e!!.ch c11se there wi,s i,.bout tlw same time allowed for t.hc mortar and cement to set."
Tbc same officer, writing in August, 1810, ,;ays; "The s-,me embrasur.:," (tl!e 3rd, Rbo,•~) :'has
"had ma1;v severe ll'iala ag<>in this sp1ing, IVith a 32-1idr., a.,,d it has nut bten m the le11at lllJUred
b) the di8Charge11."
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PAPER II.
NOTES ON THE DEFENSIVE \VORKS ROUND KERTCH, IN THE CRJMEA,
CONS'rRUCTED UNDER THE DIRECTIONS OF MAJOR 81'0KES, ROYAL ENGINEERS,
BY THE ANGLO-TURIUSH CONTINGENT, IN TIIE \VINTER OF 18.55•6.
Cm.tPILED BY

LIEUT. MAQU AY, R.E.

The object whi<'h the compiler of these notes has in view is to describe the nature,
extent, position, and armament of the defensive works const ructed at Kertch, and to
touch upon the duties which devolved upon the Engineer Corps of the Turkish Contingent, during the occupation of the eastern peninsula of the Crimea by that force.
Early in October 1855, the Turkish Contingent, which had been encamped on the
Bosphorus for some months, and whose destination had been repeatedly changed,
commenced their disembarkation at Ak-burnu. or Fort Paul, and Yeni-kaleh, the
former being a cape 3¼ miles south, the latter a fishing village 8 miles east of Kertch,
posts which had been formed by strong lines thrown up by the force under Sir George
Brown, immediately after their first occupation by the allies in June 1855. As the
posts of Yeni-kaleh and Fort Paul were insufficiently supplied with water . and as they
could not afford shelter to the stores and materiel of the Contingent, General Vivian
decided upon fixing his head-quarters at Kertch, where he concentrated the bulk of
hi s force, and formed his main dep8ts in November, 1855.
Kertch being an unfortified town of considerable extent, and exposed to attack from
a large force of the enemy in the neighbourhood of Kaffa, General Vivian called upon
Major Stokes, R.E., the chief engineer of his force, to plan works for the de1ence of
the valuable dep6t formed in the town, and to give security to the cantonments in
which the troops were to pass the winter,
The town of Kertch (the Panticapreum of the ancients). is situated at the head of a
bay of the same name, on the slopes and under the cliffs of a range of hills which abut
abruptly on the bay at their eastern extremity, and thence run westerly about 15 miles
into the country. On either side of this range lie two wide and extensive valleys. The
northern one is very low and marsl1y near the town, and in the southern one, separated
from the bay by a narrow causeway leading to Fort Paul, is a salt lake, forming a
natural protection on thi s side. The town, before the war, contained 10,000 inhabitants1 principally Germans and other colonists1 and was an important dep0t and n!lval
station . It is built of a soft limestone, found in abundance in the neighbourhoq,d;
most of the houses are of one story, with well tiled roofs and comfortable interiors:
but there are also some public buildings and private residences of considerable size
and handsome construction. The two Greek churches and the Roman r.atholic chapel
were substantially built, and roofed with zinc. A large market place in the centre
of the town; streets broad and well paved; houses, though regularly built, tinted with
various bright col ors ;-all combined to give the town a pleasing and striking aspect
when seen from a distance.
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At the entry of the Contingent, however, the pleasing expect:ltions excited at a distance gave way to disappointment and regret, for great numbers of the houses were
found to be in ruins-bare walls, stripped of their roofs for :firewood, or, still worse,
1lestroyed in wanton mischiefi met the eye at every turn. The greater part of the
principal buildings, including Government stores, theatre, &c.i had been tota11y destroyed, and the celebrated museum gutted. Many of the houses in the town, however, though dese1ted, were available for barracks and stores, and the Engineers were
soon busied in converting to such purposes many of those that were injured.
In considering the defensive works which Major Stokes executed at Kertch, it is
necessary to bear in mind the special object which those works were intended to attaini
the isolation of the position, the peculiar circumstances of the Force, and the nature
of the enemy with which it had to contend. These four considerations may be briefly
stated as follows~1. The special object of the works was to give security to the large and valJJable
clepOts of all kinds of sh1res which had been accumulated for an active campaign in
the field, and to cover the winter cantonments of the force.
2. The isolation of its position during the winter rendered it especia!Jy necessary
that no accident should befall the stores, which, once destroyed by an enemy's light
cavalry, could not be replaced during the winter, the bay and straits_ of Ke1tch being
liable 10 be frozen (an apprehension justified by the actual event) ; and for the same
reason it was most dei.irable that the force thus cut off from communications or reinforcements, should sustain no reverse.
3. This latter consideration was the more influential from the peculiar circumstances of the force. The ''omingent was so recendy organized, that the officers did
not speak the language of their men; and many of the regiments composing it were
handed over by the Turks even after the works were commenced, and had then to
learn the English system. It was therefore highly important that, in the event of an
attack by the Russians, (which attack was threatened throughout the winter tnonths)i
the Contingent should be victorious. This result would be most likely of attainment
ifi in their first action, the Turks had a rampart between them ancl an enemy-with
sufficient room for manreuvring, so as to receive support.
4. The nature of the enemy, the active Cossack, rendered it peremptorily necessary
that the town should be entirely closed, to prevent the possibility of the mischief and
confusion that would ensue if a few squadrons of light troops should penetiate intu the
midst of the town, and set fire to the stores-a feat by no means difficult of accon1plishment in the long and dark winter nights, by an enemy knowing the com1try, and
who could easily secure his retreat in the face of a force so destitute of cavalry as was
the Contingent.
These principal reasons influenced the Commanding Engineer to reject a system of
detached works, and to intrench the whole position. The extent of the position it was
not in his power to curtail. The range of hills, of which the most elevatedi (marked ou
the plan as Vivian's Hill,) comma.nded the town, must necessarily be occupied. The
cantonments were to be within the lines, and if placed on the ledge immediately below
the crests of the hills, there would h&.ve been no w,tteri and the troops would have been
exposed, at that height, to even greater rigours than they suffered from the cli111ate at
the lower elevation adopted.
It has been objectecl that the Jines were too extensive, but in point of fact their
extent was rather apparent than real. Vivian's Hill-the key of 1he whole position could not be abandon€d to an enemy, and its occupation would moreover oblige him
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either to divide his forces, or to concentrate his attack on a confinNl front, An e~emy
advancing upon Kertch must approach by the roads leading from ArabaL It_w1ll be
seen by the plan that the front bearing upon this approach was the least extensive, and
the most carefully fortified. The attacking General would have four plans to choose
from.I. He might attack the west front and master the key of the position.
2. He might station a strong force to m!l.ke a feigned attack on the west front, and
throw himself on the weak lines around the town, on the north, or Yeni-ka1eh side.
8. fie might advance by both the north and south valleys; or
4. 11 e might throw himself entirely on the south side.
I. The first would lead him to occup.y the bro,ken ground in front ofthe west frout 9
and against his attaek in that. direction it will be seen that the fortifications were
principally constructed.
2. The second mode of attack would have enabled tbe English General to concentrak his whole foree for the defence of the front menaced, le1nzing the care of the ot.hor
fronts to their ordinary guards.
3. To execute the third plan the Russians must have been in very superior numbeu.,
to allow of a division of forces, which would be entirely isolated, the one part from the
other, by the Vivian range;: that on the south having moreover to attack a position
strong in itself and rendered very difficult of access by steep scarP8 and deep ditches.
4. The .latter obstacles would deter him from staking his success on an attempt on
thiis side.
From what has been said then, it aµpea-rs that the actual defence w:as likely to be
re~uired only on a limited portion of the lines, and the formation of the ground facilitated the massing of the reserves in such a manner as to enable the General to bring
them to bear in a very short time on any point menaced. Again, it must be borne in
mincl that these lines were not intended to resist a regular siege, but to enable a small
force to maintain its position against supf'rior numhers, until relieved.
To render its defence more certain, the Chief Engineer demanded that it should be
armed by at least fiRy heavy guns; the actual armament however fell far i.hort of this
number.
\\' ith these general observatious we may pass to a more detailed description of the
position.
The general trace of this continued line of works resembled an irregular homwork
baving the bay for its base; the proper front faced the west or interio1· of the country,
and while one flank rested on the crest of the hills, tbe other lay in the northern valley.
To facilitate a descl"iption of these works they may be generally- grouped as follows, :
l. The western front,
2. The southern front.
S. The northern front (which included the defences immediately about the town).
4. The interior defenoes.
,VESTERN FRONT.

The western front was 2,640 yards from the bay, and 1,400 yards beyond the
Griffin Gates, at the extremity of the town ; it was 770 yards long from one extremity
to the other, measured in a straight line. This front was defended by five batteries, a.s
follows:
1. Advanced Battery of 3 guns with I magazine,
1 gun,
2. Lyon's
4 mortars 2
3. Mortar
4. Evans's
2 howitze1·s I
~. Mosque
2
3 guns
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[ts tra ce 1vas it-regular, following the form of the ground, which was taken advantage
of to gil•e a se:i.rching musketL'Y fire into the holiows by which the glacis wa1'1 broken.
The left r~sted on Vivian's Hill, already mentioned as the key of the position, and the
lin e descended into the valley until the right rested on an open space commanding th e
low grounds where the Mosque Battery was built.
In front of and somewhat lower than Vivian's Hill, was a detached peak, whence !I.
good flanking fire could be obtained for the whole front, and a commanding fire was
ohtained against any batteries that might be established at the sole point on the Arabat
Road, where guns for the annoyance of this front could play upon the works without
throwing up breastworks. This peak therefore offered grfiat advantages as a position
for a battery, but, being of a conical form, it was necessary to blast away the apex to
obtain a terreplein. As it consisted of huge boulders of porous limestone full of rifts
and shakes, this proved a tedious operation, but the persevering efforts of the miners at
length obtained a mfficient space, the front face$ of the battery, measured on th e
interior crest, being 24.• and 36 feet long. It was an almost enclosed work substantially
revetted with turf, both internally and externally, the parapet being 18 feet thick and
7 ft. 6 in. high, above the terreplein; the earth and turf for its construction l1acl to be
carried in sacks and sand bags, from the clip between it and Vivian's Hill to a co11 siderable elevation, on the backs of the Turkish working parties. The Turk has a strong
aversion to the use of the wheelbarrow, perhaps because it appears to assllnilate him to
a beast of draught; but to carry any burden he is as willing as he is sturdy. and able.
Below the parapet of the battery was a trench and parapet for musketry, the whol e
being surrounded by a pointed ditch 15 feet wide and deep, the greater part of which
was blasted out of solid rock. This battery mounted 3 guns, and had one l.u,rbette and
4 embrasures, two of thtl latter being spare ones, On the barbette was a British 24-pdr.
mounted on a siege carr iage; the platform however was peculiar in its construction :
it consisted of stout oak planks spiked down to sleepers converging to the rear. The
front of the platform was laid level 1 with a steeper rise to the rear than is generally
given to a platform. The gun could thus fire in any direction over the curve of a semicircle1 and yet always have its trunniohs perfectly horizoubl, a point not to be attained
and causing inaccurate fire with the common platform ; the recoil of the gun wa s
nevertheless left quite free enough to ensure that no damage could accrue to the
carriage. The two other guns were 9 oke• guns (correspo11ding to English 24-pdrs.)
and could be worked in any two of the four embrasures, of which one commanded the
ground in the front of the battery, two flanked the works along the western front, and
th e other flanked the ditches and scarps of the southern front, The four platforms
for these guns were all of oak and of the usual dimensions.
The magazine was cut out of rock, and was of the usual form of rectangular field
magazines; it was capable of containing two hundred ronnds }ler gun.
Lyons's Battery was an auxiliary flank defence of one gun (ll oke) for this front;
it fired through a narrow sally-port, which had a light drawbridge by which the
advanced pickets could retire, the main sally.port of this front being rather distant.
The Mortar Battery of four 8-inch mortars was situated behind two large tumuli
whence the mortars could shell any point of the ground in front; they were laid on
stout oak platforms: one traverse and two large magazines in rear-one of which
served as a laboratory- completed this battery. A covered road connected it with the
principal magazine at the Museum.
Evans's Battery of two 9 oke howitzers (corresponding to English 24-pdr. howitzrrs)
was constructed of turf, with 3 embrasures and one large platform. These howitzers
· The Turkish oke weight is ae uea.r as possible 2¾lba,
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flanked the Mosque and Advanced Batteries, commanded the approaches to the main
sally-port, and searched such ground as was hidden from. the direct fire of the Advanced
battery.
The Advanced and Evans~s batterie8 were connected by an irregular indented parapet
and point ed ditch, adapted to the irrcgufarities of the ground, and crown ing the
summits of such tumuli as came into its trace with breai:1t works for sharp slwoters.
From Evans's to the Mosque Battery the line was broken by two short flanks, in
which were embrasures rev6ttted with casks, and provided with sto ne platforms for field-·
pieces Bet\\'een the Mosque and Evau::,'s Batteries was the principal sally-port,. which
was well protect~d by a cross fire of rnm,ketry from loop-holed huts, and by a gun
at the traverse, sweeping a moveable drawbridge.
The Mosque Battery on the extreme right of thi!I front mounted 3 (9 oke) guns;
it was important from its position as it fronted the rising grouud outsid e, from which,
when in the enemy's hands, their gw1s could have annoyed the defenders of' the north
front and enfiladed the main road of communication with the town. The parapet of this
battery was 18 feet thick, and the interior crest 12 feet high; the ditch was 21 feet
wide and 12 feet deep, with steep escarp and coumerscarp i the guns were on low raised
terrepleins, and fired through embrasures, the cheeks of which were revetted with two
tiers of casks, over which raw hideg were 11piked, forming a sufficiently firm and fire.
proof revetment. The interior slope of the parapet was built of large stones laid dry
for a thickness of 4 feet in the merlons; this revetment had the support of a banquette
in two treads, the upper one being the top of a 3~ feet wall, also built up dry from the
ground. There were two bomb-proof magazines· in this battery, one in the banquette,
the other in the left epaulemen t.
Along the whole of the front, from Evans's to Mosque Battery, the glacis had to be
cleared of the Tartar habitations, which thickly covered it; the ruins furnished the
troops with plenty of fuel.
SOUTHERN FRONT,

The Southern Front, commencing at the Advanced Battery and terminating on the
bay across the Fort Paul Road, extenrled along the crest of the range of hills ahove
Kertch, whence it descended rapidly to the bay, round the blocks of houses. The hill
line of trench was of slight relief, owing to its elevated position. It was in many
points rendered inaccessible to infantry by steep scarps cut wherever the natural
formation of the rocks admitted of it.
The front was defended by a large redoubt and two batteries, viz : 1. The Howitzer Battery of l ( l Jj eke) howitzer with l magazine.
2. The Hill Battery of 2 24-pdr. guns with l ditto.
The Howitzer Battery was on a point rather in advance of the line, half way
between the Advanced and Hill Batteries. It was constructed on the top of a
tumulus, which was crowned with a circ uhr breastwork, over which the Howitzer fired
in any direction, and the sides were scarped. The steep high scarp under Vivian's Hill
was flanked by this piece, and some little va lleys hidden from the Hill Battery could
be searched by it. Its magazine was formed in the interior of a tumulus in rear.
The small number of guns available necessitated a departure in this instance from
the rule not to leave a gun single; its position, moreover, lessened the risk th.i.t might
otherwise have existed,
:rhe Hill Battery w::is placed on a large elevated plateau, and consisted of two 2 ~-pdrs.
finng over low brea.;t works, the continued line passing below them. These guns
commanded the valley to the south, and could also be turned against any point beyond
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the north front. There was a large magazine behind this battery and below it. The
original intention was to construct a redoubt on this plateau, and connect it with the
town defences at the Griffin Gates, making an interior line of works which would
have added materially to the strength of the position; but this could not be carriecl
out in consequence of the difficulty experienced in constructing the more advanced
works during the hard frosts of a severe winter, and of the great exposure of the
working parties to the intense cold. As the weather became milder the necessity for
the inner line disappeared.
The main line of this front, commencing at the Advanced Battery, was a parapet
from 8 feet to 10 feet thick, with a pointed ditch 15 feet wide, where not scarped, of an
irregular in tented tnce, and running along the crest of the range of hills. On the
summit of Vivian's Hill, which was by nature very abrupt to the south, a scarp of 25
to 30 feet high was ohtained, the same being flanked, as before stated, by the guns of
the Advanced and Howitzer Batteries. This scarp, with a breast-work above for
infantry, extended from one battery to the other: from the latter the line towards the
redoubt, beyond the Hill Battery, consisted of a parapet and ditch as above described.
Some very commanding points, brought into the trace of this line, gave a powerful
plunging musquetry fire into all valleys and sunken water.courses hidden from the
batteries.
The redoubt crowned the plateau on the top of Mithridates' Hil1, which abruptly
terminated the range above the bay; this work was irregular, and it was defiladed
where necessary from the higher ground of the Hill Battery by parados. It was
capable of containing 3,000 men, and being in most points unass,1.ilable, from the
scarpiug system adopted in its construction, it was considered as a point of retreat in
the event of disaster on other points; but as it was deficient in water it could only
serve as a refuge whence terms might be obtained. It gave cover for working fieldguns when driven to it. From two of its salients deep and wide ditc-hes were cut and
parapets constructed down the slope of the hill to the remains of the Rusc:;ian storehouses in the low ground, to give protection to the Museum, which had been converted
into the main magazine; and both the above obstacles were flanked from the redoubt.
The main line was continued by surrounding the store-h0uses with a ditch, and throwing
the earth against the walls, which were loop-holed and had banquettes made inside.
Barbettes for field-guns were also constructed to sweep the Fort Paul Road. which
e,,tered the lines at a sally-port on the margin of the bay.
NORTHERN FRONT,

The north front, in the marshy valley before mentioned, commenced at the Mosque
Batlery, and, surrounding the town, terminated at the Causeway Battery on the Yenikaleh Road. From the former to the Griffin Gates the parapet was high and strong.
the trace being that of a regular redan line. The salients rested on tumuli which
formed natural terrepleins for field-guns. The salient near the Mosque Battery
contained a barbette which was covered by a high traverse revetted with casks in four
tiers; an embrasure was also pierced to flank the right face of the Mosque Battery.
The earthen parapet of the redan line, 15 feet thick, was revetted by a wall of loose
stones 3 to 4 feet thick and 12 feet high, with a banquette in two treads with steps to
each; the ditch was 21 feet wide at the top and 15 feet deep, This parapet was made
high to cover mounted transport passing along the road from the town to the camp
and Latteries of the western front.
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The work.; round the town from the Griffin Gates were similar to those before
Oescrihec1, thrown up against the store-houses on the south; the line was disposed so
:is to cover such houses and walls as were best adapted for obtaining flank defence,
and so as to lose no quarters for the troops. The whole of the ground in front was
well cleared of 01her buildings. An additional defence to this front was the canal just
outside of it, which had been constructed by the Russians to drain the marshes in the
northern valley; to render it more available all the bridges over it but one were
d emolished. The salient poinb were converted into barbette batteries for the reserve
artillery guns, and named Holmes's Bastion, Crease's Redan, and Canal Redan ; in
the gorge of Holmes's Bastion was a large well-built house which was rendered
,lefen sible in the usual manner.
The Causeway Battery, before mentioned as terminating this front, was planted
across the Yeni-kaleh Road. It was entirely constructed by the Turkish soldiers
se lected from the various regiments of infantry to form a native Engineer Corps : the
workmanlike and substantial manner in which the sea wall of this battery, as well as
the interior revetments, traversC's, and magazine, were built by them, promised highly
for the value and efficiency of the Turkish Engineer Corps.
Three liglit guns and one howitzer constiiuted the armament of this battery: two
guns i-wept the Yeni-kaleh Roacl, one commande<l the rising ground of Windmill Hill,
arnl th e howitzer served to flank the northern front.
INTERIOR DEFENCES.

Th e interior defences consisted of the following detached b:itteries situ:i.ted on the
risi11 g ground above the town :
1. Allan's Battery of 2 32-pounders, with 1 magazine.
2. Spur
,,
2 24-pounders, with 1
3. Stephens's,,
1 9 oke gun, with 1
,J-. Maquay's ,,
2 11 oke guns, with I
All an's Battery was on a spur facing north, a little below the Hi11 Battery: the
two British 32 .ptlrs., mounted on large platforms, fired over a low breastwork comnrnnding every point beyond the north front, bei.ides taking the same and Holmes's
Ba&tion in rcvrrse.
Spur Battery, a little lower than the former and of similar construction, could be
n,;ed in the same manner.
Ste phens's Battery, with its 9 oke gun, defended all approaches internally and
externally to the Pemecost Street Sally-Port. It was constructed in a yard which was
retained by a high masonry wall.
i\f;iquay's Battery, on the edge of a precipitous scarp, took the batteries at the
salients of the town defences in reverse, and commanded the market place. The two
1 l oke guns mounted "en barbette" had a very extended lateral range and searched
all valleys about the Windmill Hill.
Having described the land defences, in estimating the strength of the position the
auxiliary fire of the gunboats must not be omitted. From their light draught they could
come close to the shore and enfilade the northern and southern valleys, flanking those
front~ most effectually, thus leaving an attacking force litt1e choice but the western
and strongei.t front, without exposure to many losses from so powerful a flank fire as
co'.tld ~e obtained from these moveable batleries. In mid-winter, howe,•er, the b:i.y
bemg lrozt-u and but one gun boat (H. M.S.\Veser) available, this vessel was stationed
so as to flank the northern defonces. She was armed with ~ 68-pdrs, and 2 32-pdrs,
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The fol1owing bble contains a summary of all the batteries described, witlt
Iheir armaments, &c.

Name

of Battery,

l 'El
0

0

~

'El

Advanced Battery

3 I

Lyons's
:.tartar
EYans's
Mosque
Howitzer

I

mu

Causeway
Allan's
Spur
Stephens's
Maquay's

"

"
"

,,
"
"
"

"

"

Total •.•...

Description
of Ordnance.

!

4
2

3
I

2

4
2
2
I

2

21

:

1 24-pdr. British
2 9 oke guns
11 oke gun
8-inch mortars
9 oke l1owitzers
9 oke guns
11$ oke howitzer
24-pdrs. British
3 5 oke guns
1 9 oke howitzer
32. pdrs. British
24-pdrs. do.
9 oke gun
11 oke guns

British
11611 Turkish

t

i

1

j
j
i
.,
.,~
£
I

I

4
I

2
I

2
I
I

-

3
3

s

I

.
-

I

!{

3

-

-

2

4

-

4

I

-

-

2
I
2

I
I
13

IS

Platform all in
one piece.

-

-

I
I

RB~ARH.

2

4

I

Lean-to mag-E!

27

DETAILS,

The expense magazines of the above batteries were all of the rectangular field
magazine form (exce1>t the lean-to in Stephen's Battery). They were made with four
frames 3 feet 6 inches by 6 feet: others were introduced for passages where required,
the points of bearing for the bomb-proof tilnbers being between 8 and 9 feet apart.
These dimensions gave an interior space of about 350 cubic feet. Over the bombproof beams was laid a tier of sand bags and 5 or more feet of earth; all the magazines
were well floored with deal. The bomb-proof timbers were of oak 12in. x 12in.
The Museum was converted into the main magazine: it was quite sheltered from any
fire from an enemy, as well as removed from danger arising from casual fires in the
town. The Engineers made it weather-tight for the reception of powder, and converted
several vaulted cbambers under the great stone flight of stairs leading to it into
suitable and secure magazines for the same purpose.
The materials used in the batteries for the magazines and platforms were in part
collected from ruined houses in and about the town; the oak was bought at Varna
when the Engineer Corps of the Contingent landed there in September, 1855; much
pine timber came from Constantinople for engineering purposes in the form of
scant1ing and p!anking, and some good baulks were selected from what the gun-boats
took out of Taman, a town on the opposite side of the Straits.
The description of the Engineer Force of the Turkish Contingent, under whose
supervision the works were constructed, will be found in Major Stokes's paper on that
subject, as well as a report on the equipment of that force.
The defensive works of Kertch were thrown up in four months, during a severe winter,
and the fo1lowing is an outline of the system adopted in constructing the same. Every
regiment had a part of the lines appropriated to it, and each company a subdivision
0
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of the same. Two or three hundred sets of entrenching tools were issued to each
regiment, and the working parties suppliecl varied from ,~00 to 500 men per regiment;
men from each company were detached to make up the number, and the working hours
were from 8 till 12 A,M., and 1 till 5 or 6 P.?tf. As is usually done, the Engineer officer
in charge erected the necessary profiles and marked out the ditch with tracing line ; the
native officers of regiments were instructed in the object and nature of the work to be
thrown up, and they then settled the subdivision of the tasks and set to work.
The blasting, construction of magazines, and such like duties, were performed by the
English Engineers, who soon became well acquainted with the general principles of field
works, and were instructed in the same by their officers who had every reason to be
satisfied with the rapid progress made by them. These men, previously to their landing
in the Crimea, were mechanics and artificers totally ignorant of military engineering,
and but very imperfectly disciplined. The Turkish working parties were found to be
very manageable through their native officers, who, in all cases of pressure of work,
showed a willingness to assist the English officers in carrying out theit wishes. For 6
weeks out of the four months of work, the whole of the regiments were on the works as
strong as they could muster, to the number of about 4,000 men on the advanced fronts,
and about the same number on the town ramparts.
The writer is not in possession of an exact Return of the garrison, but the follm~ing
may be accepted as a fair approximate estimate of the forceInfantry-10,000
130
200
100

Turkish soldiers in 10 Regiments.
Engineers.
of the 71st Highlanders.
French Marines.

10,430 men.
Cavalry-100
80
40
40

Turkish Contingent Cavalry.
of the 10th Hussars.
Chasseurs d' Afrique.
Tartar Militia.

260 men,
Artillery-1,430 Gunners and Drivers, both for field batteries and
siege train.
SO Field guns ( horsed).
Givi.ng a general total of 12,120 men available for the defence of the place.
5,000 men and two field batteries were cantoned between the town and the western
front. The rest were quartered in the town itself.
The cantonment was laid out by the Engineers; the Turks excavated and built the
"'.alls of their huts, and, with the assistance of some Engineers, covered them with
sunple roofs of planks and tarpaulins.
Be.sides the 27 gnns in position there were a few more heavy brass howitzers and
guns as a :eserve. The field batteries of the force were 6 in number with 1 troop of
Horse Artillery. All but one of these had 3½ oke gun11, correspouding to our 9-pdrs,,
an_d th; other was a 4i oke or 12-pclr. battery. These were well horsed and appointed,
t1us bemg the most perfec~ branch of the Turkish service. The troop had 2½ oke guns.
Two_ of the 9-pdr. batteries were in the lines of Yeni-kaleh and formed part of its
garnson.
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'fHE PoSITIONS OF YENI-KALEH AND FORT PAUL.

As wae stated in the commencement of this Paper, the positions first occupied by the
allies were Fort Paul and Yeni-kaleh. They were fortified by earth-works, and from
their situation, as commanding the Yeni-kaleh Straits or Cimrnerian Bosphorus, connecting the Black Sea with the Sea of Azov, could not be neglected. As before stated
they were not tenable by a large force from the scarcity of water.
Fort Paul had a continued line of parapet, and enclosed a space containing 1,500
Turks, 1,500 French Marines, and a company of Royal Artillery.
These troops were all hutted during the winter. The lines were strong, conn ec ting
large tumuli, the summits of which were converted into batteries. There were 17
heavy guns mounted in this position. This fort, about a quarter of a mile from the
original Fort Paul, blown up by the Russians, on the point of Ak Burnu, covered the
best landing place on the whole coast; it was supplied with water for the troops by
a small condensing apparatus put together by the British Navy, and made up of
machinery taken from the Russian manufactories destroyed at Kertch.
y cni-kaleh was a small fishing village with an old Genoese castle, beyond which the
allies t.hrew up an indented line of works for further security. A garri son of 3,000
Turks, and 2 field-batteries of 3½ oke guns, were hutted between the castle and th e
outer line. There were some fine Russian guns mounted on the castle ramparts, which
were made serviceable, and, altogether, the position mounted 52 guns, including the
fielcl-pieces. The water for this garrisoii'"""came in earthenware pipes from a sprin g
some way inland, and was collected in a spacious cistern in one of the towers of the
old castle; the supply however was precarious at all times, and sometimes ceased
altogether.

(Signed) J.P. MAQUAY, Lieut, R.E .

PAPER III.
REPDRT ON THE DEMOLITION OF A PART OF Tlll-; NAWAB's FoRT AT
FURRUCKABAD, JN JANUARY,

BY LIEUT. SCRATCHLEY,

ROYAL

1858.
ENGINEER&.

The part of the fort ordered to be destroyed was a front built of good sound brick
masonry, consisting of two solid towers (the left one being 54 feet in height and the
other 36 feet high, and both being 54 feet in diameter,) connected by a revetted curtain
)30 feet long and 34 feet in height; two portions of revetment, 30 feet in length.
1unning at right angles to the curtain, from the towers on each side, and of nearly
the same height as the curtain ; and also a wall 160 feet long, 11 feet high. and 2 feet
thick, forming part of an enclosed cow-tyard. The mines were ordere<l to be ready for
explosion in 48 hours.
The project for the demo1ition of the front "'as as fo1lo,'nl :- 2 charges, with lines of
least resistance IS feet long, to be placed in each of the towers, three feet in advance
of their centres, and at one lined intervals. (See the accompanying plan of the Fort.)
Two charges, with LLR
12 feet, to be placed in each tower in rear of the angles
formed by the tower and the revetment. The remaining portion of the connecting
curtain to he destroyed by charges. with LLR
10 feet, placed at 21 lined intervals,
which required 6 more.
In the towers, galleries, with returns, were to be driven at nearly equal levels (which
the nature of the ground favoured.) The mines in the re'ietment were to be formed by
sinking 5 shafts, each 15 feet deep, with galleries rwrning out right and left from
them to the requisite distances.
The charges were calculated according to the formula for strong masonry revetments
without counterforts, placed at two lined intervals, or 'l"aG LLR 3• As native powder
was to be used, I allowed¼ of Iv LLR 3 , or 'Jt'Li LLR3-, in addition to the proper
charges of English powder, making the formula iu LLR3. + T?ii LLR:,
Thi LLR 3 •
I was also directed to prepare the towers at the e11trance gateway for demolition,
and I proposed and carried out the following plan. These towers were 28 feet in
diameter, and from 22 feet to 29 feet hiJ?h on the outside~ they were built of softer
masonry than the others, and were solid only to a height of 15 feet from the bottom.
A shaft was to be sunk in the centre of each tower, at the level of the ground inside
(15 feet from the bottom) 12 feet deep; and small gallerie& were to be driven right
and left, 5 and 6 feet long respectively. The charges were calculated, as above, by the
formula ·t'l'u LLR 3 , and were to be placed so that their lines of least resi~tance were
respectively 8 and 9 feet long.
The following journal will show the details of the work executed.
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The following detail of officers and men of lhe Engineer Brigade left the camp at
Fllttehghur at 3 P.M., 5th Jannuary, !SSS:Coars.

i
0

Royal Engineers
Bengal Engineers
Bengal Sappers l
and Miners
I

of

·i~
"-o

,;

I 1 I "i
I:

3

-;j

~

REl!Aaxs.

52

63
2

Lieut. Scratchley, R.E.
Wynne, R.E.
Keith,R.E.
Lang, B.E.
Forbes, B.E.

8

2
2

4

33

39

2

6

85

104

This detail was divided into 3 reliefs, viz.:lst relief-20 rank and file European.
12
Native.
2nd rdief-19
European.
12
Native.
3rd relief-18
European.
12
Native.
The 1st relief commenced work at 8 P.M. on the evening of January 5th.
Jmiuary 5th, 1st Relief, Still 12 P.M, Lieutenant ,vynne, R.E.-4 galleries, marked
B, C, G, H on plan, were commenced in the towers at the respective levels of 26' 611,
27' 6 11 , 29' 6 11 , and 29' 6 11 , below the terreplein of the fort, and driven towards the
centre of each tower. 4 shafts, A, D, E, F were also commenced at a distance of 10
feet from the curtain wall.
January 6th, 211d Relief, 12 till 4 A.M, Lieutenant Keith, R.E -Shafts A, D, E, F
were completed to the depth of 15 feet each, and were made 4 ft. by 3 ft. Galleries
running parallel to the wall were commenced right and left of each shaft. Soil very
easy, being made earth. Galleries B, C, G progressed slowly through very tough
pucka masonry. That at H was softer.
3rd Relief, 4 till 8 A.ir., Lieutenant Lang, B.E.-The eight galleries of A, D, E, F
progressed rapidly through made earth, The galleries B, C, G advanced through
tough masonry, and H through soft masonry. The tools were in bad order and were
not adapted to mining.
1st Relief, 8 till 12 A.M., Lieutenant Forbes, B E.-The eight galleries progressed
rapidly. The gallery H was cut through pucka masonry, 7 feet, and reached rubble.
The progress at B, C, G was slower.
2nd Relief, 12 till 4 P.M. Lieutenant Wynne, R.E. - The eight galleries were nearly
finishedThat at B had advanced 9 ft. 0 in. through pucka masonry.
C
8 ft. 6 in.
G
3 ft. 0 in.
H
,,
12
ft. 0 in, through made earth.
11
3rd Relief, 4 P.M, to 8 P.M, Lieutenant Keith, R.E.-The galleries of A, D, E, F
were finished to the following lengths : E c' (see plan) 12 ft. 6 in.
Ac (see plan) 12 ft. 0 in.
E c
~
12 ft. 6 in.
Ab
13 ft. 6 in.
12 ft. 6 in.
Fe
Db 1
14ft. Oin.
20 ft. 0 in.
1
F b
D t
12 ft. 6 in.
Hardly any progress was made at G.
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1st Relirf, Still 12 P.N., Lieutenant Lang, B.E.-Another shaft I (see Plan) w~s
commenced at a distance of 10 feet from the wall. A party was also employed in

lodging charges in the wall to be de~troyed, (des:ribed in accompanying memorandnm),
Jariuary 7th, 2nd Relief, 12 P.M. ttll 4 A.M., Lieutenant Forbes, B.E.B gallery was 24 feet long.
H
24
C
17 ft. 10 in., and return commenced.
"
H
G had not extended through 1rncka masonry.
3rd Relief, 4 till 8 A,M,, Lieutenant \Vynne, R.E.-Shaft I was completed lo a depth
of 15 feet, and two galleries were commenced from it, running right and left parallel
to the wall.
Jsl Relief, Lieutenant Keith, R.E.-The galleries of shaft I were completed to the
requiretl lengths, viz., I,.,.. , 14 feet, ancl I c, 12 feet. Chambers were formed in all the
shaft-galleries,
B gallery was completed, with a return 5 ft. 8 in. long.
7 ft. 0 in. ,,
"
"
"
C
At G the work was continued by blasting.
H gallery was completed, with a return 6 feet long.
2 11d Relief, 12 till 4 P.M., Lieutenant Lang, B.E.-The chambers in all the galleries
except G were completed. G wa11 8 ft. 5 in. long, pucka masonry, 7 feet thick, having
been cut through. More experiments were made on the wall of the court-yard.
3rd Relief, 4 till 8 P . M., Lieutenant Forbes, B.E.-More charges were tried on the
wall, and a party was employed destroying it by hand.
1st Relief, 8 till 12 P.M., Lieutenant Wynne, R.E.-Shafts A and B were sunk 12
feet deep in the entrance towers.
8th January, 2nd Relief, 12 till 4A.M., Lieutenant Keith, R.E.-Galleries were driven
from shafts A and B, right and left, 7 feet and 9 fePt long respectively.
3rd Relief, 4 till 8 A.M,, Lieutenant Lang, B.E.-A party of men was employed in
demolishing the wall. Chambers were prepared and bamboos laid ( as in all the other
mines) for the entrance tower mines. The whole of the mines were now ready for
loading, but the powder had not yet arrived,
9th January.-At 3 P,M. this afternoon the party of Engineers, after carefully closiug
all the openings of the shafts and galleries, was marched back to Futtehghur camp.
Re111arks.-The whole of the work had thus been carried on without interruption, the
soil being very easily worked, and being evidently all made earth. No sheeting had
been required, excepting in the left gallery at the right entrance tower, where the
earth fell in. The whole of the mines were ready for charging in 48 hours, with the
exception of that in gallery G, '"here the pucka masonry gave great trouble. The
dimensions of all the galleries were 3' 6" by 2' 6",
13th Ja11uary.-A detail of the Engineer Brigade left camp at 5·30 A.M. to load the
mines at the Fort, viz., Royal Engineers, 2 officers, 2 sergeants, aud 82 rank and file;
Bengal Engineers, l officer, and 24 native sappers. Twelve of t.he native sappers
were however afterwards withdrawn to be employed elsewhere,
The charges were placed as follows:In B gallery at a 1 •••• 1050 lbs. of Native powder.

{
t
c II
ga ery a a · · ·
G gallery at a . . . .
H gallery at a 1 •• ••
A shaft { at c • • . •
at b .. ..

800
99
874
1050
180
310

English
Native
English
Native
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D shaft

at bi .• • •
l at c ••••
E shaft { at c' .•..
ate •• • •

F shaft { ate....

••

180
258

Eng'iish

I shaft

{ at bs . •
ate....

258
180

Native

atbt
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310
180
180
180

The charges were placed in boxes where practicable, the hose w&s laid in bamboos,
and the whole was carefully tamped.
The galleries took most time in loading and tamping, and were not ready till
7 P.M., whilst the shafts were finished by 4 r.M,
'l'he firing was put off till the next morning, when the hoses of all the shafts
were brought to one focus, R, There was one focus for each tower, the length of hose
for each being fj feet less than that for the upper focus, to allow, if possible, a fe1v
seconds elapsing between the two explosions. The hose was lighted at the three foci
at the same time, at the sound of the bugle, and the explosions were very nearly simultaneous, with the exception of that of one mine (marked X on the plan), which did not
take place till 30 seconds after the others.
The demolition was complete, and the object desired was attained, which was to
leave a pretty practicable ramp from the outside into the interior.
There is no doubt that if more time had been allowed, or more men had been procurable, the demolition might hue been effectEd by the expenditure of one-half of
the quantity of powder used; but it must be borne in mind that my instructions were
to have everything re:i.dy ill 4S hours, and I understood that native powder was to be
had in abundance,
The mines at the entrance gateway were not loaded, but remain ready to be charged
at some future time.
P.H. SCRATCHLEY, Lieut. R.E., in c11arge.
26th January, 1858.

STATEMENT OF THE EXPENDITURE OF

POWDER, HosE, &c.

2 charges of 1,050 lbs. each, total 2,100 lbs., Native powder.

874
{ SOO

99

6

2

180
310
258

1,674 lbs., English
99 lbs., Native
,, 1,080 lbs., ,,
620 lbs., "
516 lbs., English

Total 2,190 lbs. of English powder.
,,

8,899 lbs. of Native
848 feet of ½-inch hose.
2 portfires,

,,
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ME;-.lORANDUM ON THE PARTIAL DESTRUCTION OF A WALL AT THE NAWAD'S
FORT AT FURRUCKA.BAD1 BY MEANS OF SJ.IALL CHARGES.

This wall was evidently of some years standing, 11 feet high, 2 feet thick, and about
160 feet long. There were two piers, 6 feet square, one on each side of an entrance at
the centre of the wall; these were built much better than the remainder of the wall,
which had been constructed with bricks and a little mud, mortar being found only in
the foundation.
10 charges, of 5 lbs. each, were placed along the wall, at intervals of 10 feet, and
were lodged as nearly as possible 2 feet below the surface of the ground, and under the
centre line of the wall. One charge of 10 lbs. was placed in each pier, 2 feet 6 inches
below the level of the ground, ancl under its centre.
The piers were completely thrown down, \Vithout violence: all the other charges,
with the exception of three, failed, some blowing out the tamping and making a small
breach in the wall, others throwing out the foundation and earth on the othet side, but
failing to bring down the wall, or any part of it. I therefore placed four more charges
of 5 lbs. each, equi-distant between the formoc, which completely destroyed the part
where they were lodged.
The remainder of the wall was picked and thrown down by about 12 men in a very
short time, and other portions of the walls around were thrown down in the same
manner.
The powder made use of was native, and undoubtedly of inferior strength to that of
European manufacture.
I did not try blasting, as the nature of the wall did not admit of it, and there were
no men to spare of it. Had I known that it was so very rotten I would have had th e
whole of it picked down.
As similar walls are very frequent1y met with in this country, I tried the above
more as experiments, wishing, if possible, to arrive at some speedy method of destroying
them, when a saving of labour, time, and powder is of consequence.

P. SCRATCHLEY, Lieut R.E.
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PAPER 1 V.
ON A PRAC'r£C.-\L METHOD OP DETERMINING THE VERTICAL STRAIN ON A
LOA OED TRUSS,

BY MAJOR COOKE,

ROYAL ENGINEERS.

,vben a beam or truss is loaded with a weight, either uniform, or applied at the
centre, it is acted upon by two forces, a vertical and a horizontal one, which are quite
distinct from one another, and are ruled by different laws.
It is well known that, in a beam or truss so loaded 1 the greatest effect of the load
on the whole structure will be at the centre, and that that will be the point :: t which
rupture will probably occur, if the load is too great for the strength of the structure,
But it is not equally well known that this applies only as regards the horizontal force,
and that as regards the vertical force, the case is ql1ite different, inasmuch as, in a
uniformly loaded beam, this force is actually nolhing at the centre, and increases from
that point to lhe abutment, where it is greatest, following therefore a law exactly the
reverse of that which governs the horizontal force. The practical results of this are
very important. It follows from it that, in a simple truss consisting of chords, ties, and
braces, the ties and braces, which resist the vertical strain, should be strongest towards
the abutments, those at the centre being actually useless , as there is no vertical force
there to be resisted.
The existence and nature of the horizontal force is easy of demonstration i it is
shown by the extension and compression of the fihres, and their subsequent rupture
towards the centre, when a beam is loaded with a weight too great for its str_ength.
The amount of the vertical force is less easy of demonstration ; the theoretical proof of
it is obscure and difficult, and not such as would always bring conviction to a merely
practical mind, and as it is such an important element in determining the position and
strength of many parts of a truss, it appeared to me desirable to make an apparatus for
showing practically its existence and amou11t, by the use of which the student and
practical engineer might be convinced at once of its nature and effects. Before
describing this apparatus, I will state briefly the theory of the laws of the vertical and
horizontal forces, and then show ho\'f far my experiments agree with them.
Tredgold, in his treatise on carpentry, investigates 1he laws which regulate the strength
of lOaded beams, but he makes no allusion to a vertical, as distingui shed from a horizontal force, and it seems doubtful whether he ever took it into consideration, as, had
he done so, he would probably have made a different arrangement of the ties in the
trusses he proposes. Haupt, an American Engineer, who has written a very interesting
treatise on bridge~constructions, which the gigantic works of America have given him
facilities of investigating, has entered very fully into the general laws for a loaded
beam, including those that affect the horizontal and vertical forces; his investigations
of them are very novel and ingenious, and although they do not all bear on my experiments, it will not be out of place to commence by giving a brief outline of them.
Premising that, in a beam supported at one end and loaded at the other, the neutral
axis may be taken, for practical purposes, in the centre, that the fibres in the upper half
are extended, and in the lower half compressed, and that the amount of exteusion and
H
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compression of each fibre indicates the resistance it affords to the effects of the load on
the beam, he proceeds to investigate the total effect of all the fibres in supporting
the load.
Let ABCD (Fig. I) be a beam fixed in the wall at AD, EF being its neutral axis.
It is evident that three forces are acting on the beam, (its own weight being disre.
garded); the load it is supporting (W), which may be supposed to be acting at F, in a
vertical direction; the resistance of the fibres of the upper half to extension, which
may be represented by a force W', acting horizontally in the direction from D to O;
and the resistance of the fibres of the lower half to compression, which may be repre.
sented by a force W 11 acting horizontally in the direction from A to B. The beam may
therefore be represented by a lever kept i\t rest by three forces, W, W', '"", acting
round a fulcrum E.
The size and points of application of W, ,v', ,v,, are determined as follows:Let AR (=R) represent the resistance of the fibre at A to compression, then, as the
resistance of all the other fibres of the lower half are proportional to their distance
from the neutral axis, it is evident that they may be represented by the lines ar, a'r',
&c., and that their sum will be equal to the area of the triangle AER

=; x} = d}

(where d=AD). Any number of parallel forces may be replaced by a single force
ca1led the resultant, and in the present instance, the resultant of lhe forces composir.g
the triangle AERwill be a force equal to the area of the triangle, acting at its centre
of gravity, in a direction parallel to AR. The position of the centre of gravity, G, is
easily determined, and EK will be found= i EA= td.
The magnitude and direction of the weight W' may be found in precisely the same
way.
Regarding E as a fulcrum, we have 2 forces, each equal to ~, acting with a
4

leverage,

¼d, on

the one hand, and the weight

The equation of equilibrium will therefore be
into consideration,

Rbd 2

6

i,,v, acting with

d:R =

a leverage l, on the other,

Wl, and taking the breadth (b)

= WI.

To determine the weight which the beam can support without injury, R must be
taken equal to the lireatest strain which a square inch of the material will bear
without destroying its elastic force; this can only be found by experiment.
The strains, for beams loaded and supported in different ways, are determined in the
same manner, and agree with those arrived at by Tredgold.
In comparing the two,
it must be borne in mind that the length is t!lken by Tredgold in feet, and by Haupt
in inches.•
The following is the reasoning by which Haupt determines the horizontal and
vertical forces acting on a beam:•
Let AB (Fig. 2) be a beam supported at A and B, and loaded at E. ,Ye may
regard it as a lever acted upon by two upward forces at A and R, caused by the resistance of the abutments, each equal½
E being the fulcrum. The moment of each of

,v,

these forces, acting with the leverage

l l (=DE or EC), will be½ W

X

½l= ~:~.

The

moment of the horizontal force H (representing the resistance of the fibres) acting
with the leverage d, will he Hd;
whence Hd =!:laud H = W/.
4

4d

" 0~ the value, in. different wo~a. which may be tlli:en for R, with aa.fety, E{aupt and Tredgold
are :i.t111Sue 1 the former only a.lluw1ng a qu11rt .. r ofthat&ivtn by the latter. Few will doubt that ,he
va.luet, M given by Trtod&:olt1, are too lar!fe.-A, C,
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To determine the Horizontal Strain at any other point.
Continuing the same reasoning as before, regarding the weight½ W as acting upwards
at C 1 (Fig. 3) the fulcrnm being at S, aud putting SC= U, the moment of forces
½W x U = Hd
becomes• ·• H =
H

=

.

uw

2d' which becomes, when U= ½Z,
WI
i"d, as before.

The horizontal strain in the middle of the beam is therefore to the same strain at any
other point as~ to U, and varies with the perpendiculars of a triangle constructed
on

I

2 as a base.
To determine the Vertical Strain.

The horizontal force at S was found to be

~:~ but

it is evident that the portion of

the beam DS, with the applied weight at E, presses against the cross section at S, and
must be resisted by the reaction at that point.

If the horizontal force

~~ acting
2d

with the leveraged, were sufficient to sustain the part DS, the effect of the weight at E
would be entirely overcome, anrl there would remain nothing to produce a downwal'd
strain upon the fibres at S, or in other words the vertical strain would be zero; that this
is not the case however can be seen by estimating the force necessary to sustain DS in
equilibrium. As W acts with a leverage DE or AN, the equation of moments will be
WI

H'd=

2

orH'=~l
2d

but we have seen that the horizontal strain at S is actually H
the difference is H'-H

2d
=uw

=2dw (l-U)

As this expression cannot become zero for any point between E and C, it follows
that the horizontal force is not sufficient to sustain the weight, and there must conse4uently be a cross strain upon the fibres, which must compensate for this deficiency
and be resisted by a vertical re-action. Call this vertical force/; it acts with a le,•erage
DS=l- U, and the difference of the horizontal forces, or H-H', acts with a leverage=d.
The equation of moments will therefore be/ (l- U)

w

f= 2, or

=d 2dw (l -

U), from which

the cross strain upon the fibres produced by a weiglitapplied at rile middle,

is constant and equal to ½the weight.
In the same _manner, when the weight is uniformly distributed, the horizontal
WI
8d, and the vertical force is found to be, at the
strain at the middle is found to be H

=

centre, equ:t.1 to zero, at each end equal to½ ,v, and in the intervals proportional to
the distance from the centre.
Haupt then proceeds to apply these principles to trusses, and here he seems 10 fall
into an error as to the amount of the vertical force, by not fully taking into consideration the different conditions of a truss and a solid beam.
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In Fig. 4•, ABCD represents a truss, consisting of chords A.8, CD, tie!I ee, braces ff,
and counterbraces gg.
Taking the case of a truss uniformly loaded, as most applicable to bridges and roofs,
the results of the principles i11vestigated will be, that the strain on the chord CD will be
one of compression, and will be greatest in the centre, and diminish towards the abut~
ments, where it will be zer o; the strain on the chord AB will be one of extension,
following the same law as that on CD; the strain on the centre tie will be nothing;
and that on every other one will increase as the distance from the centre.
As regards the actual strain on each tie, we have seen that in a solid beam the vertical
strain at the abutment is t ·w, and Haupt seems to consider that the strain on the end
tie of a truss will also be½ W. (This is nowhere expressly stated, but it may be gathered
from his examples, especially in page 11 8; he seems however to have kept more in
view the relative than the actual pressure.) This however does not agree with my experimcnt1-, nor will it stand investigation, for it is evident that the vertical strain on each
tie will be transmitted by the lower chord to the abutment; and if the vertical pressure
transmitted by the end ties on each abutment were¼ ,v, the total pressure would exceed
that amount, a result manifestly absurd.
The following, I believe, expresses the actual pressure on each tie:
Let l == distance from centre of truss to abutment.
( l" l"' &c. = distances of the several ties from the centre, beginning at that nearest
the end one .
W = Weight on half the truss.
,1: = Vertical pressure on the end tie.
z' :r" :r''' &c :::::: vertical pressure on the other ties, beginning at that nearest the
end one:
Then the equation that expresses the pressure will be
l'
[!'
,(!+-++-Il" +&c.} =W
I
I
1

from which x is obtained
l'z

=z
l"z
zll = l
z'

&c. =&c.
from which the strai ns on the other ties are obtained.
The apparatus, by means of which I found practically the vertical pressures on the
ties, is shewn in the Plate. AB, CD (Fig. 5) represent the lower and upper chords
of a truss, The lower chord is supported on the iron pins K, L. The upper one re~ts
on the ties E, F, G, H, I. The construction of these ties is shown in the enlarged
view of one of them (Fig. 6). MN is a hollow brass cylinder, within which is a spiral
spring. OS is a wooden cylinder, to the top of which the spring is attached; it moves
freely within the brass cylinder, compressing the spiral spring. Longitudinal grooves
are made in the brass cylinder, in one of which slides an index, Q, fixed on the side of
the wooden cylinder near the top. The side of this groove is graduated with a scale of
pounds determined by experime nt. ,Vithin the wooden cylinder, a metal screw TR
works, by means of which the whole apparatu11 is l engthened or shortened.
Before the ~russ is loaded, the exact distance between the chords, at every point where a
tie is placed, is ascertained; this is best done by fixing a brass scale U to the upper chord,
with a small adjusting apparatus Vat the lower encl, by means of which an index 011
t!lc brass scal_e can be made to coincide with a mark on the lower chord. The spring
ties are then mtroduced and the upper beam loaded. It is evident that, directly the
weight aots on the springs in the ties, the ties will be shortened in proportion to the

APPARATUS

for tletruwining the Vertical S t.r·a.iu ou "

TRUSS .

Eg.5.
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a,nount of weight which they bear. In order to bring them to the condition of
inco mpressible ties, their lengths must be adjusted by means of the screws, until they
ha\'e regained their original lengths, which will be ascertained by seeing that the index
on the scale coincides again with that on the lower chord. The vertical strains can
th en be read off on the scales of the brass cylinders. These adjustments take some
time, as when any tie is lengthened or shortened, the whole of the others are affected
and will req11ire re-adjusting. It will be found that, to whatever extent the ties are
lengthened or shortened 1 the sum of the pressures indicated by the scales will equal the
total load on the bridge.
The following table shows how far the results of experiments agree with those
obtained from the equation before given:-

Experiment..

Distance of
Tie!l
from Centre.
Inch ..s.

I.

2.

I.
2.
8.
4.
5.
I.
2,
3.
4.
5.

PreHure on each Tie.
B:, Experiment.

Total Load.

B:, tbe Equatio1J,
lb-,.- -

lbs.
2·75

2·7

6

I

I

7-4

0
6

0

0

l·I

I

Uniformly
distributed.

17

2·6

2-7

17
10
0
10
17

2·8
1·3
0

2·2
1·4
0

I-6

1-4

2-3

2-2

17

lb1.

7-4
Uniformly
distributed.

The results of practice and theory here agree quite as nearly as could be expected
with the rather rudely constructed apparatus which I employed.
These results are very curious and important. They show that a tie in the centre
of a uniformly loaded truss is actually useless, adding to the weight of the structure
without increasing its efficiency, and that the ties and braces should be crowded towards
the extremities, which is contrary to what obtains as regards the chords, which shoLild
be strongest in the centre. By the use of this apparatus these facts will be self-evident
to those to whom perhaps the theory alone would not carry conviction. Other facts also
come out in the use of it. By letting down one of the screws, the effect that a defective
joint or bad workmanship in one of the ties has, in throwing the weight unduly on other
parts of the structure, is clearly shown. It becomes evident also that, in a uniformly
loaded truss, much more care is required in the construction of the joints towards the
ends than near the centre, as two or three turns of the screw, in one of the ties near the
end, will relieve it of as much weight (which will be thrown on some other portion), as
double or treble the number in one near the centre, showing that an open joint near
the abutment might throw a very undue portion of the weight on other parts of the
structure.
An Apparatus of this desr.ription 1 made with much more care, and in a more perfect
manner, would be very useful for illustrating mechanical lectures, and for the
instruction of students. The strains on different parts of a complicated arrangement
of timber might be shown by means of it. For those portions, such as counter-braces,
which sustain a strain of extension instead of compression, something like a fisherman's
pocket-balance, with an adjusting screw, would answer the purpose.
A. COOKE, Brevet Major, R.E,
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REPORTS ON THE DEMOLITION OF THE FORT OF TU'fl'EAH,
BY LIEUTENANT COLONEL NICHOLSON, MAJOR LENNOX,
AND

LETTER

LIEUTENANT PRITCHARD,

FROM MAlOR

N1cHOLSON,

R.E.,

ROYAL ENGINEERS.

TO LIEUT.

Cot. H. D.

HARNEss,

CoiuIANDINO ROYAL ENGINEER IN INDIA,

Camp, Cawnpore, 9th February, 1856.

SIR,
I have the honour to enclose a report on the destruction of the Rajah's Fort,
at Tutteah, by Lieut. Pritchard, an accompanying letter from Lieutenant Lennox, who
was in command of the party, and a plan showing the positions of the senral mines.
A plan of another fort named Tirowa, visited by the same force, is also enclosed.
The force under the command of Major General Windham left the main column,
on its march from Cawnpore towards Futtyghur, at the camping ground of Arowl, and
taking a course parallel to the Grand Trunk Road, camped first at Tutteah, and then
at Tirowa; the first was in the possession of a raj_ah who had been committing great
ravages, and had been taking the revenues of his province to himself; the second was
the abode of a friendly Ranee or queen. The object of visiting Tutteah was its destruction, and of passing through Tirowa of thanking the Ranee for her kindness to some of
our fugitive countrywomen.
The Commander-in-Chief accompanied the column to Tutteah, and pointed out
1,imself what he wished to be accomplished, and as I was in attendance on him, I gave
Lieut. Lennox the necessary instructions.
I beg to add that Lieut. Lennox accomplished the duty for which he was detailed in
a most successful manner; and the rapidity with which all the operations were performed reflects great credit on him and on all the officers and men under his command,
For all the details I beg respectfully to refer you to the enclosures.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

LOTHIAN NICHOLSON, Major, R.E,
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LETTER FROM LIEUT. LENNOX,

R.E.,

TO

MAJOR NICHOLSO!i,

R.E.,

CHIEF

ENGINEER, HEAD-QUARTBRS.

Camp, Futtyghur, 30th January, 1858.

Srn,
His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief issued the following General Order,
No. 5, on the 27th December, 1857, when at Camp Arowl : " A Force, composed as below, will march to-morrow morning at 6 o'clock, under
command of Major-General ,vindham, C.B., agreeably to a route that he will recei,·e
from the Chief of the Staff.
" A light field battery.
"An 8-inch howitzer of the Naval Brigade, with a double crew.
H H.1lf of the Engineers and Sappers and Miners.
" A squadron of Irregular Cavalry.
" The 5th Brigade of Infantry, including the 4th Punjaub Infantry."
In accordance with this order, the effectives of the Engineer Brigade were divided
into two (the sick, &c. remaining with the main column), and I, by your direction,
proceeded in command of that part of the Engineer Force with .Major-General
\\"indham; viz.
.;

Officer&.

lrii !j i ., i
~

Na mes of Officera.

]

CORPS,

Lieut. G. D. Pritchard, R.E.

~~

G. Sweteuham.
Ensign Garstin, Qr. Mastr.
4

2

"a

Royal Engineers

Assist. Surgeon J. J. Henry, Bengal Sappers &Miners
43rd Regiment.
Punjaub ditto
I Native Officer of Bengal
Sappers.
Total
1 Native Officer of Punjaub
Sappers.

.......

..

2
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24 27

The FOrce left Arowl soon after the hour named, on the 28th December, 1857, and
leaving the grand trunk road on its right, marched by a Kutcha road towards
Tutteah. T he crossing of the Eesun N uddee occupied about two hours; the Engineers assisted by cutting down the banks and making ramps; the bottom of the
N uddee was a kind of quicksand,
The Force reached Tutteah about 11 ½ A.11. and found the fort deserted, the Rajah
of Tutteah haviug fled, with 5000 followers, on the previous day, taking with him
l1is five guns.
The Eugineers were quartered in sheds, within the outer line of works, in order to
be close to the fo rt, which his Excellency the Commander-in.Chief ordered to be
d~molished. The rest of the troops were encamped to the east of the fort.
At Tutteah, and on tke march thither, the civil authorities had several disaffected
meu executed,
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His Excellency the Commander-in.Chief (escorted by a squadron of Irregular
Cavalry under Major Probyn) accompanied General Windham to Tutleah, and then
proceeded across the country to join the camp of the main body of the force at MeeranKe-Serai, to which place they h!ld marched by the Grauel Trunk Road the same day.
A plan and a description of the Fort of Tutteah, and of its demolition (by Lieut.
Pritchard, R.E,) are euclosed.
The Royal Engineers were divided into three reliefs of 16, 17, and 17 men respectively; the Punjaub pioneers, being unin!:lltucted, were simply used as coolies: the
Bengal Sappers were however employed in mining.
,ve commenced work at 7 r.111., 011 the 28th December; ten mines were begun on
that night in situations selected by yourself ; a Line party of 200 men was also
employed in picking down the outer line of works, which was kutcha.
During the day of the 20th, 400 of the Line were employed; the ten mines were
all completed and fired by the evening.
After you left Tutteah for Meeran-Ke-Serai on the evening of the 29th December,
we commenced 2G mines; we were enabled to do this by getting some volunteers from
the working party of 200 of the Line.
On the 30th, 400 of the Line were employed during the morning, and at 4 r.M., the
26 mines commenced the previous night, containiug 2,400 lbs. of puwder, were fired.
The result of the 48 hours work was the complete destruction of the outer line of
works, w11ich were picked down by the Line working parties; and of the entire demo)i.
tion of the North Face, of the Zenana, of the South \Veiit Salient, and of the principal
towers in the place.
We found 4,115 lbs. of powder in the fort, and used 3,875 lbs. ofit in its demolition
by ::.19 mines, without an accident, I am happy to say.
Our elephants were of great use in pulling down some of the houses and sheds about
the fort.
\Ve set fire to the ruins, and to the village below the fort, before leaving Tutteah,
which the force did at 7 A.M., 31st December, 1857.
We passed through the village of Tirowa, and encamped on the far side of the Eesun
Nuddee.
General ,Vindham, with his staff, went into the fort of Tirow& as the column passed,
to visit the Ranee, who is well affected towards the English, and has given protection to
several of our countrywomen, for which reason she has been attacked several times by
the Rajah of Tutteah.
I accompaniecl General \Vindham, and, from what I saw of the fort, I considered it
advisablE', for fear that it should ever fall into the enemy's hands, to send an officer back
from the camp to sketch it. Lieut. G. Swetenham, R.E., performed this duty very
expeditiously; his plan is enclosed; also a sketch by Lieut. Harri110n, R.E., from a
pencil drawing by Lieut. Oliver, R.A., which was unfortunately damaged.
Ou the 1st January, 18.58, General \Vindham'i; force marched into the head-quarter
camp at Gooreshaigung. I left the Engineers from Tutteah under Lieutenant
Pritchanl, R.E., there, and rejoined the head-quarters of the brigade, which had on
that day marched to the Kall ee N uddee, to repair the suspension bridge there.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

WILBRAHAM O. LENNOX,
Lieutenant R E., Commanding.
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REPORT ON THE DEMOLITION OF THE FORT OF TUTTEAH 1 ORDERED BY THE
Co:\IMANDER-IN-CH(EF ON THE

28th

DECEMBER,

1857,

BY LIEUT, PRITCHARD,

ROYAL ENGINEERS.

The village of Tuttea.h is situated on the west of the Trunk Road, distant about ten
miles from the river Ganges at Arowl. Its fort is built on the south side of the village,
and is constructed chiefly of earth, well mixt:d with water, in India termed kutcha work.
The fort h11s two lines of defences, an outer and an inner, the former having a
command of 15 feet, and the latter a command of 45 feet, above the level of the ground.
The outer, which is separated from the inner line by a dry ditch, varying from 20 to
40 feet in depth, and from 10 to 16 feet in width at the top, becoming narrower
towards the bottom is rectan~ular in form, having 5 circular mud bastions, about 25
feet in diameter, connected together by mud walls, 15 feet high and 20 feet wide. There
is a parapet about 3 feet high aud 5 feet wide, made of mud, runniug completely round
the fort, along ,he tops of the walls. (See accompanying plan)
The inner line, which somewhat resembles the outer in form, has, on the north.east
side, three circular mud towers, rising almost vertically from the escarp or the ditch to
a height of 30 feet. These towel's art: about 45 feet in diameter, and are made of solid
earth. On the other three sides, there is a rampart about 20 feet high, above the top of
the ditch, and on it are built, in the south-west corner, 4 circular brick towers, joined
together by 4 brick walls, 3¼ feet thick, enclosing a square space, in whith are variou:3
apartments, &c. On the remaining portion of the rampart houses are built, tht' outer
walls of which are com,tructed 3i feet thick, and well loopholed; and these form the
main defences on the south stde of the fort.
JoURNAL,

28th December.-About 6 P.M. this day we commenced mining, and a working party
of the Line, numbering about 200, was set to work to demolish the walls and bastions
in the outer line of defences, commencing at bastion 2, and extending to the sally.
port C. Two small mines were driven into wall A, at a and a'; two, b and b', into tl1e
walls of tower B, from the inside; two il1to tower D, from the rooms d 11nd d'; and one
into tower E, from room e.
29th December.-By the moming of this day, the working party of the Line had
succeeded in destroying the bastions and walls, having converted them into a complete
ramp, as well as both sides of the sally-port C, the earth from which was thrown
into the ditch, thus partial1y filling it.
At 9 A.M. the mines in wall A, as well as those in the walls of tower B, were loaded
and tamped, the following charges having been phced in them, viz.:
In rear of wall A, 25 lbs. and 10 lbs.; the L L. R being respectively 3 feet and 2 ft.
Under wal1s of tower B, 2 charges, of I00lbs. each; the L.L.H. being in each case 4,ft.
At 9 30 A.bi. these mines were fired. and they completely destroyed wall A and
tower B.
At 10 A,M. 4 mines 1, 2, 3 and 4, were commenced in the wall of building F 1 from
the top of shed G, at intervals of 7 feet; these mines were ordered to be driven 5 feet,
and chambers made to the right.
During the forenoon a party of Bengal Sappers was employed in cutting half
through the pillars p, p' of Zenana H, and also in making small mines in the wall at
h, h\ in which charges of 20 lbs. were placed.
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At 1 P.M. the mines in tower D, as well as the mine in tower E, having been
driven sufficiently far, viz. d, d' to a length of 15 feet each, and e to a Jength of 14 feet,
they received the following charges, to form 3-lined craters; viz.:
lbs.
L.L.R.
Mine d • • • 400 • • • 11 ft. 6 in.
,, d' . • • 309 • • • 11 ft. 0 in •
., e • • • 400 • • • l J ft. 6 in.
At 4 P,M. these mines were tamped, and ready to fire, as also the two in the wall
of Zenana H, and the four in building F, each of which had received a charge
of 20 lbs.
At 4.30 P.M. the workiug, as well as the coveriug party of the Line, having been
withdrawn from the fort, the above mines were sim1iltaneously exploded at the sound
of the bugle, by the undermentioned officers ; viz. ;
Major Nicholsonj R.E. .
Mine e.
Lieut. Lennox, R.E • .
d'.
11
Lieut. Swetenham, R.E.
,, d.
Ensign Garstin, B.N.I. •
" hand It'.
Lieut. Pritchard, R.E. •
4 Mines in wall of building F.
The firing of these mines completely destroyed the north-east side of the fort, with
the exception of part of wall K, and part of building F, one of the 4 mines, No 3,
having failed, by exploding inwards, instead of outwards. Mine Ii' blew out its
tamping.
During this day the working party of the Line succeeded in destroying the wall and
bastion 3, on the south-west side of the fort. as well as that part of the wall on the
aouth~east side left untouched last night.
The quantity of powder used this day waslbs.
Mine a
25
a'
10
b
100
b'
100
d
400
d'
309
400
20
" h
Ii
20
" 1, 2, 3, 4, each 20 lbs. ,
80
Total powder used, 29th December, 18.57
At 7 P,M. this day we again commenced mining, as follows:Two galleries were diiven into the tower L, one from room l, and one from point l';
tl1e former to a distance of 8 feet, and having 1 chamber to the right; the latter to a
distance of 11 feet, and having a chamber to the left; four galleries into the building
F, from the 3 rooms, O,P,Q, to a length of 5 feet 6 inches; where, in 3 of them,
chambers were made to the right, and in the fourth one to the left; a seventh into the
tower M, 15 feet long, at the end of which 2 small galleries were made one to the
r!ght, 9 feet long, and one to the left 5 feet long, the first having a cha:nber to the
r1g:ht, the second one to the left; an eighth, in rear of the wall N, 10 feet through the
mud, with a chamber to the left; a ninth into the same wall, 6 feet long, with a chamber
to the right; and a tenth into the main wall, Y, of the Zenana H, at the pointy, 7 feet
loug, with a chamber to the left.
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The working party of the Line this night destroyed the wall on the south~western
side of the fort as fer as bastion 4.
30th December.- Early in the morning of this day several small mines were corn.
menced, vi.z.-Two in the walls of tower R, at r, r', from the inside, below the level of
the ground; two in wall S at s, s'. below its foundation; and one in tower T, from
the outside, at a point t, 5 feet beneath the floor inside, which was 7 feet higher than
the ground on the outside. There were 2 chambers in this mine, right and left of
the gallery, just in rear of the wall. Another mine k was commenced in that part of
wall, K, left standing yesterday: when it had penetrated through the wall, two chamben
were made, one to the right, and one to the left; two more mines were made in wall
Y ef the Zenana, H, out of the staircase at y' and y", which we tamped up entirely.
Besides the above mines, we placed a charge of 100 lbs. in a hole, Z, in the corner
of the Zenana H, and covered it well with earth.
Mine 3 in building F, which failed yesterday, had 2 more chambers cut, right and
left of the old gallery, each of which received a charge of 30 lbs.
The mine li', which blew out its tamping, was driven further in, and another mine h''
was made, to its left, in the same wall.
By 10 A.M. all the mines commenced Jast night were ready for their charges, which
were as followslbs.
L.L.R.
7' 611
150
Mine l
11' Ott
l'
350
" in building F
5' 611
200
4 mines
11' 611
400
Mine m
10' 011
300
m'
3' 0 11
80
6' 011
100
fj' 011
70
y

.•'

"

Total ..•••.•• 1,650 lbs.

These mines were tamped at 4 P.11.
The mines commenced this day were charged at 12' 8011
lbs.
Miner
r'

•'
t'
k
k'

,,
,,

"
"

y'
y".

.

S (2 chambers)
h'

•

Total
and these were tamped by 3 p.m.

JOO
100
60
60
35
35
30
30
40
40
100
60
30
30
750 lbs.

P,M,1

as follows:L.L.R.
ft. in.
4 0
4 0

2 0
2 0
4 0
¼ 0

3 0
3 0
8

6

8 6

5 0
5 0
6
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Hy 1'.30 P.M. all the hose having been laid and the portfires attached, as shewu in
plan, the mines were fired simultaneous1y, at the sound of the bngle, by the undermentioned officers, viz.

Mines.,,,',
{ m, m', n, ,i', y', y", :t, y, ll, h".
4 mines in buildings F and l.
r, r'.
t, t'.

l\Iajor Nicholson, R.E.
Lieutenant Lennox, R.E. •
Lieut, Wynne, R.E. .
Lieutenant Swetenham, R.E.
Ensign Garstin, B.N .I.

k, ll.

Dr. Henry, Staff Assistant Surgeon, No. 3, (two charges.)
Lieut. Pritchard, R.E.
l'.
The working party of the Line this day demolished the bastions 4 and 5, and the
wall between them, which completed the destruction of the outer line of defences.

CALCULATION OF CHARGES,

In the mines in towers B, Rand T, in rear of walls1 A, N, S and K, and in the
three mines, li, h', h", in wall of Zenana H, as well as in mine :t: 1 we did not care how
much over the prescribed quantity of powder we used, because we wished to shake
the buildings attached, and besicles 1 the powder itself having been found in the fort,
and being of native manufacture., we did not know what were its explosive powers.
Mines d, 111, and e, having a line of least resistance of 11' 611 each, and wishing to
form 3-lined craters, we calculated the charges thus: .'s
:1.

(L.L4.R.)' __
(

~})

3

X

¼

eh arge in lbs.

charge in lbs.

= charge in° lbs.
12167
= 32
= 380732,

but we placed a charge of 400 lbs. in each of them.
Mines d' and l', lines of least resistance 11 feet, ,vere to form 3-lin ed craters.
As charge in lbs. ==
••• Charge in lbs

( L.L.R.)'
- 4-

= (4ll) ' = -1331
4 - = 332f.

In these mines we placecl charges of 309 lbs. and 350 lbs. respectively, d! having309 lbs.
instead of 332! lbs., by a mistake of the Sapper, who neglected to put in the whole
charge, although it was by his side.
:Mine l, line of least resistance 7 ft. 6 in., intended to form 3-lined crater,
.
( 15 ) '
3375
15
•·• Charge m lbs.==
- 2X ¼== 32 = 105 32 ,
but in mine la charge of 150 lbs. was placed.
1\-I ine

m'.

L.L.R.=10' 0 11 , intended to form 3-lined crater,
JO•
• •. Charge= 4

b11t mine m' received a charge of 300 lbs.

1000

= - 4-

:= 250 lb,.
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The four mines 1, 2, 3, 4, in building F, L.L.R. = 5 1 0", were to form 3-lined craters.
3

As charge in lbs.= L.L.R. 3 X 2() (without counterforts),

i

=

375 = 181 lbs.
. ·. Charge= 5• X
20
20
and each of these mines received a charge of 20 lbs.
The four mines in building F, driven out of rooms O,P,Q, L.L.R.
intended to form 3-lined craters,
As charge in lbs,= L.L.R.~ X

=5

1

6'', were

2

10 (with cnunterforts),

• • . Charge = (

II )

2

X

2

W = 1331
40 =

33

II

40 lbs.,

but these mines received charges of SO lbs.
Mine y, L.L.R. = 5 feet, intended to form a 2-lined crater:The charge in Jbs.

=L.L.R•
- 3- in centre of masonry, =5'3 = 3125 =41 23'

but this mine received a charge of 70 lbs.
The powder being of native production, and far less powerful than our own powder,
we increased our charges considerably, as will be seen by the above calculations.
Powder used on 29th December, 1857 •
1,464 lbs.
SOth
1,650 ,,
30th
750 u
Quantity of powder used in demolition.

3,864 ,,

The towers D, E, L, and M were destroyed thoroughly, but we were not so successful
with towers Rand T. The building F was well demolished, as also the Zenana, H,
and the wall N.
We left off work at 7 P,M. on the 30th December, 1857, and set fire to everything
that would burn in the fort ; and thus ended the demolition.

(Signed) G. D. PRITCHARD, Lieut., R.E.
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PAPER VI.

DESCRIPTION OF 'fHE FLOATING STAGE AT THE LANDING STEPS OP

ROCHESTER BRIDGE, CONSTRUCTED BY JOHN WRIGHT, ESQ,, C.E.

Th e stage above-named has been in use at Rochester bridge for upwards of two years,
antl has been found to answer the purpose exceedingly well. It would be found most
useful in front of dockyards and public landing places (where boats are frequently left
waiting for their crews whilst the latter are engaged on shore), for they require no
boat-keeper to attend to them as the tide rises and falls, and the stage is also more
convenient to step on or off, when entering or leaving a boat, than a flight of steps, as
now generally in use.
The stage consists of an iron caisson (see Plan), thirty feet in length and twelve in
breadth, floating in front of a flight of steps, and always close to them, whatever may
be the state of the tide, rising and falling at the same inclination as the steps, which
is simply effected by means of a chase or groove in the masonry at each end of the
stage, in which cast-iron wheels, fixed to the stage, move up and down with it; and, as
the chase is inclined, the stage is forced to rise and fall in the same s!oping direction,
advancing outwards as it descends, and towards the shore as it rises. Two wheels are
also fixed to the inside of the stage, working on an inclined plane, corresponding with
the chase, which keeps the stage always horizontal and steady when unequally
weighted by persons or goods. A small quantity of oil applied to the wheels occasionally is all the attention which it requires, and it is never likely to get out of order.
It is thought that if this system, on a large scale, were adopted for the landing stages
on each side of the Thames and other rivers, instead of the unsightly projecting piers
and floating barges at present in use for steam-boats, a great improvement might be
effected, as the stages then, by receding towards the shore with the flow of the tide,
would relieve the river of the great obstructions now offered, and would render all the
large space, at present quite useless for the passage of vessels, open and free to the
navigator, whilst the landings themselves would be more convenient and more easily
approached than by the lines of unsteady barges and steep inclines, as at present.
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PAPER VII.

REP1)RT ON THE DEMOLITION OF A PORTION OF THE OLD BRIDGE AT
ROCHESTER, BY THE ROYAL AND EAST INDIA ENGINEERS, IN 1857,
CONDUCl'ED BY CAPT.

w.

H. NOBLE,

R.E.,

UNDER COL. SANDHAM'S

DIRECTIONS,

The mining operations for the demolition of the old bridge at Rochester, carried on
in 1856~57 by the Royal and East India Engineers, under Captain Schaw, R.E., the
. account of which was published in the 7th Volume of the Royal Engineer Professional
Papers, were resumed on the 14th July, 1857, and were continued till the 25th Sept.,
1857, by Captaiu W. H. Noble, Royal Engineers, under Colonel Sandham's direction.
The permission of the Trustees of the bridge for carrying on these mining operations
was granted, with the understanding that their resident engineer, John Wright, Esq.,
under whose superintendence the new bridge was built, should be made aware of the
disposition of every charge, and that his cousent to their being fired should be obtained ,
Throughout the operations Mr. Wright afforded every assistance in his power, and on
many occasions made very valuable suggestions, which were taken advantage of.
Mr. John Fo.1rd, the contractor for the removal of the old bridge, also in every
instance furthered, as far as lay in his power, the object of giving mining instrnction
to th~ Corps, which Colonel Sandham had in view.
The Abutment at the Rochester end of the bridge, the Arches Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4,
and the Piers, Nos. I, II, and III, (see general plan) were attacked separately.
Two q-inch jumper holes (a, a'), 4' 6 11 deep, were sunk in one of the voussoirs of
the west haunch of the upper added portion of No. l Arch• (l.l.r. l' 6 11 , to the soffit of
the arch). One of the holes only was loaded with 1 lb. 2 ozs. of powder it 1.1.r. 3 ) and
fired by Bickford's fuze on the 17th July, 1857. The voussoir in which the charge was
lodged was split and blown out towards the face of the arch, and all the voussoirs were
more or less lilted from their beds, but they sank back into their places, clasped a part
of the stone in which the charge was exploded, before it could fall from its place, and
the arch resumed its form.
2nd. On the 18th of July one l}-inch hole and one 3-inch hole (b, b1, ) were sunk in
the twu voussoirs immediately above the one split on the 17th (11.r. 1' 6" to the soffit of
the arch) and charged with l lb. 8 ozs. (! 1.1.r. 8 ), and were fired by the Voltaic battery
on the 19th July. The two voussoirswere broken and displaced, but portions of them,
about 15 inches thiok, remained attached to the origiMl arch by iron clamps, which
was sufficient to keep the arch from falling, though it was quite disjointed.
- The construction of these arches waa peculiar, and ie ehown in the elevation. The bridge ie
described in page 2 of the 7th Volu111e of this Series ae having been originally formed of arches 0111,r
lGi feet wide, to which were ,1ddctl aubsequeutly segmental arches of cut &tone, G feet in width, oo
either side of each arch.-ED.
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3rd. Two jumper holes (c, c) were sunk in the left haunch (looking down stream) of
the lower a(lded portion of No. l Arch, simi lar to t hose that had bet:n fired in the upper
ad<led portion, and were loaded with l lb. I Oozs. (·H-l.l r. 1 ) in each, (1.l.r. l ft.Gin.
to the sofllt of the arch ). The key.stone had bee11 removed, as an experiment, to see
whether the arch would fall 011 its being removed, but the added portion being clamped
to the original bridge 1 it did not fall. The two charges were to have been fi red
simultaneously Ly the Voltaic battery, but one only exploded, and it brought down
the whole arch ,,-ith violent eflect.
As the upper aJdetl portion still retained the arch shape, though mu.:h shaken, it
afforded another opportunity for experiment. The haunch next Rochester (the right),
owing to its being curve(\ to run into the ,ving wall of the Abutment, was broad enough
to admit of fonr 3-inch holes (d, d, d, d,) beiug bo red into the cour;,e of voussoirs next the
springing, and lhree (e, e, e,) iutu the next above it, the holes being checkered, and i;unk
so as to leave 1.1.r. 9 in. only. The holes were loacled with ti oz.i . of powder i-1.1.r. 3 )
each, and were fired simultaneously by the VolLaic batte1y on the 21st July, 1857, by
C11.ptain Scott, R.E. The demolition was complt'te, but rather too violent, probably
owing to the dislocated state of all the voussoirs.
After the above expe1imen ts No. l Arch of the origi11al bridge stood divestt'd of the
portions that had been added to each side to increase its width. It was 16 feet 8 inches
wide, built of rubble masonry supported by 5 ribs of cut Kentish rag stone under the
::.offit, and the span was 18 feet. Two rows of 3-inch holes, one of four(/,/./,/) in l ine
with the face of the Pier No. 1, and the other of three (g,g,g) checkered with them, were
sunk from the top of the arch, 21 6 11 apart. giving 1.1.r. 11 3 11 to the soffit, and were
loaded with l5i ozs. of powder(½ 1.1.r. 3 ) in each hole. They were fired by the Voltaic
battery on the 1st of August 1 a11d all but one exploded simultaneously. The whole of
tht: vonssoirs of the haunch were dislocated, and one was broken to pieces, but the
al'ch <lid not come down. The charge that fai led was afterwards exploded, but produced no effect.
Two rows of 3-in. holes, one of 6 (i, i, i, i, i, i), and the other of 5 (h, h, h, h 1 h) checkered,
were suuk in the vouss.,irs on each side of the key stone at equa.l distances, m,tking the
l.l.r. 10 in. to the soffit of the arch. Each hole was loaded with I lb. ofpowder( l ·71.I.r. ')
and all were fired simultaneously by the Voltaic battery on the 11 th Auiust, 1857;
the charges were connecteil with the wires, as shewn in Fig. ;i, by Captain Scott, and
this arrangement was adopted by him in all cases. Although the effect was violent,
the passage over the arch was not entirely interrupted: a portion of it was he ld up by a
fragment of one voussoir, which was removed by a crow bar, and the arch then fell in
fragments on the starling, which extended across the whole span ; not a stone fell into
the river.
The above experiments proved that the demolition of an entire arch cann~t be
ellected by following the rules laid down for destroying an ordinuy wall. In the case
where violent demolition look place with one explosion only of I lb. 10 ozs. of powder
{3rd experiment), the key -stone of the arch having been remJved before.hand, the
arch was in the condition of a simple wall,
A stage of baulks was now securely fixed from starling to starling, beneath Arch
No. 21 which was next to be attacked. In the upper addecl portion of the arch, one
3.inchjumper hole (k) was bored 8 ft. JO in. deep from the top of the bridge, into the
3rd voussoir from the sprir:ging on the left si<le of the arch, so as to produce two equal
l.l.r.s of 21 G11 , one to the soffit and one to the face of the arch ; it was loaded with 4 lbs.
11 ozs., or,-\ 1. 1.r. 3 1 being an increase of 3 lbs. 9 oz. on the quantity used in a similar
manne r in Arch No. 1. The charge was fired on the 21st ~\.ugust, 18J7; the arc:1
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was much cracked, but it did not fall; it Was however easily thrown down by crowban.
A hole ( l), precisely in the same position in the lower added portion, was now loaded
with 6 lbs. This charge was fired, but the arch was not brought down by it, In both
these last cases the filling in of the spandrils, which could scarcely be called rubble
masonry, was blown 011t, and the cut waters of the pier were much distutbed,
These experiments also showed the strength and tenacity of the arch form, and that
it requires a greater charge, or other arrangements than the one simple set of charge•
that would be applied to a wall, to bring it down.
The lower added portion of No. 2 Arch not having been much disturbed by the
explosion of6 lbs. of powder in one hole in the left haunch, three holes (nimm) were
bored 2' 311 deep into the ,oussoirs of the right haunch, which were bare, (the span~
drils having been previously removed) giving an 1.1.r, of9 inches towards the soffit, and
were charged with l lb. 12 oz. or 4 X 1.1.r. 3 in each; and one hole (n) l ft. 3 in. deep
in the key-stone (which had also no covering to it), was charged with l lb. of powder
(2} 1.1.r. 3 ). These charges were fired simultaneously and produced complete demolition
of the arch, the key-stone being violently projected into the air.
No. 2 Arch of the original bridge having been freed from the upper and lower added
portions, seven 3 inch holes, which had already been sunk in the voussoirs of the west
haunch, in two rows across the bridge, four (o, o, o, o) in line with the face of the pier
8' 10'' deep, and three (p, p,p) 7' 6 11 deep, 2' 6" in advance, checkered with them, each
having an 1.1.r. of 2' 6" to the soffit, were deepened 4 in. in consequence of the failures
in the added portions, thus reducing the 1.1.r. to 2' 211 towards the soffit of the arch.
These were loaded with 5 lbs. 4 ozs. (½1.1.r. 9 ) in each hole, and the charges exploded
simultaneously. The effect was solely to throw up the filling in of the spandril, which
was formed of rubbish almost without mortar, and the arch was not at all disturbedthis again proved the tenacity of the arch form.
In No. 2 Arch, two rows of holes were also sunk in the voussoirs of the right haunch,
one row of 5 holes (q, q, q, q, q) being 2' 611 in front of the face of the pier, and the other
of 4 (r, r, ,., r), checkered, each having an 1.1.r. of l ' 6 11 towards the soffit of the arch,
and were loaded with 4 lbs. of powder each (lfu 1.1.r. 9 ) ; and two rows of holes in the
voussoirs on each side of the key-stone, one of 5 (a, s, s, s, s) and the other of 4 holes,
(t, t, t, t) checkered, each having an 1.1.r. of 9 inches to the soffit of the arch, were loaded
with l lb. of powder in each hole, or 2¼ 1.1.r. 3 • All these charges were fired simultaneously by the Voltaic battery, on the 26th August 1857, at high water; the demoli.
tion was complete, and the stage received all the debris -not a stone fe11 into the river.
No. 3 Arch was attacked in the following manner-the upper and lower added
portions had two holes (u, u) bored in each haunch, one about 3 feet in advance oft.he
other, the 1.1.r. being 1 ft 6 in., and were charged with 4 lbs. of powder, or lT'u l.lr. s, and
one hole (11, 11') in each voussoir, next the key-stone, with 1.1.r. 9 in. to the soffit of the
arch, were charged with 1 lb. in each hole, (2~. 1.l.r. 3 ). Nine 3!-in. holes, in two rows,
checkered, were bored into the voussoirs of the left haunch of the original arch, a row
of 5 (w, w, w, w, w), being 1 ft. in front of the face of the pier, and a row of 4 (.r, .r, .r, z)
checkered with them, 2' 6,, in front of them, with 1.1.r. 1' 6 11 to the soffit of the arch, and
each hole was loaded with 4 lbs. (or 11',. l.l.r. 3 ). Two rows of similar holes were also
bored into the voussoirs next the key~stone, 5 (y, y, y, '!Ii y) in one row, and 4 (z, z, z, .t) in
the other, checkered, the 1.1.r. being 9 inches to the soffit of the arch, and each hole
was loaded with l lb. of powder, or 2¼1.l.r. 3 •
In the added portions of No. 4 Arch, both above and below, one hole in each haunch,
having an 1.1.r. of l' 6" to the soffit, and two holes in the voussoirs on each side of the
key-stone, with 1.1.r. 9 inchea, were prepared and loaded with 4 lbs. and l lb. of powder
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each respectively. In the crown of the original arch 11 holes were sunk in the voussoirs next the key-stone, 6 in one row anrl 5 in the othel', checkered (see plan):
they each had an 1.1.r. of 9 in., and were loaded with I lb. of powder each. This was
an experiment to ascertain whether charges so arranged in the crown of the arch, and
discharged simultaneously, would throw down the arch, and to what extent, previous
to destroying No. III Pier, which of course would bring down with it whatever of the
arch might remain.
It was now decided to complete the demol'tion, to the extent of the 3rd and 4th
arches, and Piers I, II, and III, by a series of explo!!ions on the 22nd of September,
1857, at spring tide.
Should the experimental charges in the crown of No. 4 Arch not bring down the
arch, which was considered very doubtful, the arch was to be destroyed by the
demolition of No. III Pier, which would inevitably bring the arch down with it.
During these operations shafts and g1llerie:. were worked in the Abutment and in the
Piers of the bridge. Two shafts were injudiciously sunk in the earth at the back of
the masonry of the Abutment; water percolated into them, and, as the tide rose, it was
necessary to use pumps. The work would have been executed in a shorter time, by
fewer men and with much less labour, had the shafts been sunk in the masonry.
Shafts were sunk at the same time from the central points of the tops of Nos. I, III,
IV, and VII Piers, and a gallery was driven into No. II Pier from the level of the
starlings, or about 8 or 9 feet above low water mark.
The Table attached to this Report shows the progress of work in shafts and galleries,
with other information.
The shafts and galleries, and the chambers, it1 the Abutment and in Nos. I, II, III,
and IV Piers, are shown in the plan, and were finished, and ready to receive their
charges, by the 6th August, 1857. In the Abutment three chambers at two-lined
intervals were so arranged that each 1.1.r. should be 7' 611 , the outside charges having
. each two equal l.l.r.s, one towards the face of the wing wall and the other towards the
face of the Abutment, whilst the 1.1.r. of the central charge was in the direction of the
face of the Abutment (see plan),
The contractor expressed a wish to have the joints of the masonry of the Abutment
and wing walls, which were of cut stone, only dislocated, that the stones whicli were
valuable might be removed by crnwbars, the charges were accorrlingly calculated at
,{r; 1.1.r. 3 or 42 lbs.; they were prepared for damp soil, in tin cases, whic:h had loading
holes; and two small tin cylinders, closed atone end, were fixed so as to project into each
case, to receive two sets of priming wires, lest one might fail; connecting wires, sufficiently long to re9.ch to the tops of the shafts, were attached to the priming wires before
the charges were placed, each being distinctly ticketed, that no mistake in connecting
them with the battery might afterwards be made; and they were carefully cased before
the tamping was commenced. The tamping, which was carried to the tops of the
~hafts, was chiefly of river clay, retained in its place by dry walls of stone, built iu the
galleries at intervals of five or six feet.
Every~hing being arranged and completed by the 22nd of September, 1857, the
charges m the Abut~ent were fired by the Voltaic battery, and although two only
tx ploded, (for the outside ~barge on the down-strea.m side was not ignited), the effect
was so nearly what was desired, that one blast hole, m the neighbourhood of the charge
th9.t failed, w11s all that was necessary to enable the labourers to remove every stone
by hand.
The following explosions, by means of the Voltaic battery, in charge of Capt. Scott,
also took place; 1st, the charges in the lower added portion of No. 4 Arch were fired,
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viz.: -one in a voussoir of each haunch of 4 lbs. (l.l.r. l' 6 11 towards the soffit) and two
in the two voussoirs nex.t the key stone, of l lb. (1.1.r. 9 in. towards the soffit) which pro.
duced a perfect effect.
2nd. A charge of 30 lbs., suspended under the soffit of the key.stone of the south
added portion of No. 4 Arch, was exploded, which split the key-stone without displacing
il; and it was then thrown down in the same manner as the lower added portion of No.
4 Arch, holes having been previously prepared, to be available in case of the anticipated
failure of the charge of 30 lbs.
3rd. The upper and lower added portions of No. 3 Arch were next thrown down, the
charges being the same in every respect as those placed and fired in the added portions
of No. 4 Arch, and the effects were perfect.
4th. The added portions of No. 3 Arch having been thrown down, the 9 charges in
the left. haunch oft he original arch, each having an 1.1.r. of l' 6 11 towards the soffit, and
being loaded with 4 lbs. (l¼ 1.1.r,ll) in each, and the 9 charges similarly disposed in the
voussoirs adjoining the key-stone (having each an 1.l.r. of 9 inches and charge of l Jb.)
were fired simultaneously, and produced perfect demolition without violence.
5th. It was intended that Pier III, in which two charges of 200 lbs, (or TT l.lr. 3 )
were placed, each charge having four equal 1.1.r.s of 11 ft., should be thrnwn down, and
that Arch No. 4, losing its support, should fall with it, but the contractor objected, as
he feared that the total mass of the arch and pier, falling at once on the stage beneath,
woulcl break it, and that the whole mass would thus fall into the river ; he also feared
that the sudden disruption of the pier antl arch on which Arch No. 5 rested might
cause it to fall away, and that a kind of" Jack after yeast" would take place with all
the other arches. As he would not consent to the experiment in this shape, two rows
of blast-holes, one row in each voussoir, next to the key-stone of No. 4 Arch, were hastily
bored, and loaded with charges of l lb. each, which were exploded, time not admitting
of holes being bored in either of the haunches ; this however was an interesting experiment, it broke through the arch and blew away the key-stones in four places; yet it
did not bring down the arch. Complete demolition might have been effected by
surcharging each hole, but it was not thought safe so to treat them, for fear of projecting
splinters amongst the spectators. After this failure the contractor consented to the
charges in Pier III being e xploded, and the effect was perfect: not a stone was thrown
a yard from its original bed, but the whole pier and No. 4 Arch attached to it, as far
as the key-stone displaced by the explosion above described, crumbled and fell on to
the stage below. Three or four of the outside timbers were forced 3.Way, and a few
stones found their way into the river. This explosion, with the previous one of the
blast holes in the crown of Arch No. 4, produced visible cracks in No. 5 Arch, but
not a stone of it was displaced.
6th. Two charges of 200 lbs. each ( "iv 1.1.r.•), having four equal 1.1.r s of 11 ft., were
placed in chambers at the end of horizontal galleries in Pier II, aud they were exploded
simultaneously by the Voltaic battery. The demolition was perfect, and not violent.
In this case the galleries were tamped with sandbags filled with river clay,
7th. Two chambers in Pier I, having each four equal l.l.r.s of 11 feet, were loaded
with 13::S lbs. each, or ·lrI 1.1.r. 3 , and tamped with river clay; and wa1ls ol' dry stones were
built in the gallery at intervals. The charges were exploded simultaneously by the
Voltaic battery, and produced perfect demolition; indeed the masonry was broken up
quite as much by these charges as by larger ones of i'll" 1.1.r.•.
After these explosions the mining operations were suspended until the debris cau sed
by them could be removed, and to allow of the erection of a tramway of the entire
breadth of the bridge, formed upon large square baulks of deal timber supported by
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others trussed outside, and leaving the space between them free. On the tramway
thus formed two travellers with travelling cranes were mounted, one of multiplied
power, to lift the heaviest. weights and to draw the piles of the foundation, and the other
for the general object of lifting the materials into barges.
The following Regimental Order was issued on the 24th Septemb?r, 1857 : " No. 1. The mining operations at Rochester bridge will be discontinued for the
present, and all tools, stores, &c., will be brought into store to-morrow.
"No. 2. The Commanding Officer has witnessed with great satisfaction the zeal and
intelligence with which the instructive operations and experiments in mining, in the
masonry ofold Rochester bridge, have been carried on by the officers, non-commissioned
officers, and sappers employed. The operations have extended over 10 weeks, during
which period 491 non-commissioned officers and sappers have been emp loyed in them,
and only two cases of irregularity have occurred. The manner in which the who1e of
the operations have been conducted reflects the highest credit upon every one engaged
in them, and tends to add to the high character the Corps has invariably earned for
itself whenever employed on distinct duties and operations.
"The Commanding Officer more especially expresses his thanks to Captain Scott,
Captain Noble, Lieutenant Mainguy, Lieutenant Durnford, and Serjeants Mitchell 1
Lockwood, and Wilmore, for their unremitting attention, which has brought the
present operations to a close without a single accident."
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REMARKS.

The experiments show that an aroh cannot be treated as a simple wall ; it must be
destroyed by a combination of charges, or by a surcharge. In the position of this
bridge surcharges could not have been used without d;inger, or infringing one of the
stipulations under which the mining experiments were }Jermitted to be carried out,
viz. that no stone was to be projected into the river; and this stipulation wnuld have
been complied with, almost to the letter, had not a portion of one of the stages beneath
the arches, to receive the debris1 given way (in one place only). By the demolition of
the a1·ches the conclusion arrived at is that the most certain way to attack them is to
apply two rows of blast holes1 checkered with each other, at two lined intervals, at a
haunch and at the crown, in both cases boring into the voussoirs and loading more
heavily at the haunch than at the crown, and to exp1ode them simultaneously . In
regard to the demolition of the Piers and Abutments, the effect produced by charges
of -rr; 1.1.r. s were egnally satisfactory with those produced by charges of ·iv l.l.r. s; in
both cases they were all that could be desired, considering the circumstances and
restrictions under which the operations were carried on.
In boring or jumping 3-inch holes 1 the progress averaged 6 inches per hour to the
depth of about 4 feet; beyond that depth it aven,ged not more than 2 inches per hour.
The borer or jumper often got jammed in the joints of the rubble masonry, and in some
cases not more than I inch an hour was bored in the deeper holes. 5 feet of tamping
per hour was executed, the material (broken brick or chalk) being on the spot.
The shafts (4' 611 X 41 6") were sunk in the masonry at an average rate of 2-½" per
hour, but the progress in driving a gallery of the above dimensions into the masonry
averaged on1y 1 inch per hour.
The charges for the piers and abutments were prepared to resist water, under the
directions of Quarter-master Bradford, RE ; and ten oil cans were used. 2 small
cylinders for the bnrsting charge and primers were let into the bottom of each can as
a precaution, lest one should fail, and a loading hole was also made in the bottom of the
can, into which a very short cylinder of tin was introduced and soldered i this short
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eylindel' had a rim on the inner surface of the end inside the can, so that, after the latter
was loaded, a circulal' piece of tin could be clro11ped into it, to form a bottom to it, on
which moiin clay, (used to protect the powder from the heat of the soldering iron, in
soldering on the cap after the can was filled with powder), would rest.
The can being loaded, and the bursting powder, priming holes and loading J1ole,
being securely soldered up, the can was put into a waterproof canvas bag, which
was sewed over it; the points at which the priming wires passed through the canvas
being carefully closed by thrapping and additional waterproof composition. The can ,
thus prepared, was put into a square deal box, well coated inside and ont with pitch, and
the vacant space was filled with sawdust; the priming wires were then passed through
holes in the lid to receive them, the lid was screwed down and the wiree were secured
to the outside of the lid by copper staples, to p1eserve them from any strain that might
affect the platinum wire which connected them.
It had always been intended that the central arch, which is entirely of valuable
Uramley-fall stones of large dimensions, should be removed by manual labour; it wa s
built to span the space occupied by the two original central arches, has a span of 80
fr-•et, with a rise of 20 feet, and springs from points 1 foot 10 inches above the level of
the starlings. It was projected and built by Sir John Rennie fifty or sixty years ago,
to improve the water-way; for the number of piers (9), each supported by broad starlings, had seriously affected the bed of the river by the impediment they offered to the
flow and ebb of the tide. Until the tram-way and the centering under the arch were
fixed, further mining experiments were suspended.
Up to this period nearly 700 non.commissioned officers and Sappers have heen
employed in the above operations, and during the whole time during which they have
been employed only two men have been confined for irregularity.
H. SANDHAM, Colonel, Royal Engineers, Director.
TABULAR STATEMENT OP THE PROGRESS OF WORKS AT THE OLD BRIDGE
AT RocHESTER, JN
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PAPER VIII.
REPORTS ON THE OPERATIONS OF THE ROYAL ENGINEERS AT THE TAKING
OF CANTON, IN DECEMBER, 1857.

BY MAJOR G. MANN, R.E.,

AND

CAPT. STUART, R.E.

LETTER FROM THE CoHMANDrno ROYAL ENGfNEER IN CHINA, TO THE INSPECTOR.
GENERAL OF FoRTIFICATlONS, FORWARDING THE

Copy

OF A LETTER TO THE

MAJOR GENERAL Cor,ntANOINO THE FORCES, RELATIVE TO THE PROCEEDINGS
OF

THE

ROYAL

TOGETHER WITH

ENGINEER

Two

DEPARTMENT

AT

THE

CAPTURE

OF

CANTON,

SKETCHES OF THE GROUND ON WHICH THE OPERATIONS

WERE CONDUCTED.

No. 7.

Royal E11gineer Office, Canton, 13th January, 1858,
Srn,-1 have the honour to for1Vard the copy of a letter, which, as head of a.
dep:utment, I was called upon to furnish, stating the services performed by the Royal
Engineer Department towards the capture of Canton; it is accompanied by one from
Lieutenant Stuart, R.E., who, being the first to escalade the wa1ls as guide to the
French attack, is recommended by His Excellency the French Admiral for the Legion
of Honour. I also send two sketches descriptive of the field of operation.
The wer.ther from the landing to the escalade was very favourable, being dry and
temperate; and the ground was comparatively hard. The 9. pdr. guns, however, could
not he brought up in time, notwithstanding every exertion on the part of the Artillery.
The only guns brought into position against the walls were 12-pdr. howitzers and
3-pdrs, and these were employed in keeping down the enemy's fire, and, in the left
attack, in knocking down the parapet.
The propriety of attacking the town on the eastern side was clearly established, not
only as the walls were weaker in trace, in section, and in approach, but because the
enemy's attention seemed drawn to the north-west, where their principal force appeared
to be stationed, and away from our advance.
It ha;, been generally reported that the Chinese fight well at long ranges, but cannot
stand at close quarters, and this was borne out on the present occasion; their firing
was pretty good and well sustained for a time, particularly from Fort Lin upon our
Troops to the right of the Temple, from Fort Gough and the city upon Fort Lin and
its neighbourhood1 and from the walls upon our right advance. Otherwise than by
distant fire they made only one attempt to repel our force, viz., after the capture of
Fort Lin, by the advance of some thousand buves from the neighbourhood of Fort
Gough to the shelter of a hill within 500 or 600 yards of our right advance; here they
suffered much from the musketry fire of the Marines, and soon retired.
After the escalade, some small detached parties fought much better along the walls,
delivering their fire within 20 or 30 yards, and advancing as though for an attack.
From the time of our landing at Honan, since when great exertions have been
required from officers and men, I have reason to be entirely satisfied with the conduct
of all under my orders: I beg particularly to mention Lieutenant Stuart, who, both
during this period, and in the preparations made at Hong Kong for the attack1 has
been especially zealous and efficient.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your most obedient and humble servant,
G. F. MANN, Captain, Com. Royal Eng.
The I11spector General of Fortification,.
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lloyal Engineer Office, Canton, 4th January, 1858.
SrR,-1 have the honour to report on the operations which took place before Canton
from the 27th to the 29th ultimo, so far as the department under my charge was
concerned.
On the afternoon of the 27th ultimo I landed with the officers, most of the men (ten
men being left at Honan to bring up the pontoon bridge) and a portion of the stores,
at a spot on the main land opposite to the end of Ku par Island, having been conveyed
to this spot from Honan in two gunboats; the Tent-Lascars landed at the same time as
a working party, and we were, soon after, joined by a covering party of the 59th
Regiment.
I immediately selected three sites, and commenced the construction of three jetties
on which the Troops and guns might be landed early on the following day, one of timber,
collected from the adjacent village, of strength sufficient to land siege guns, should
they be requisite; one of lighter poles and bamboos, for infantry; and the third of
earth and stone, to serve as an abutment for the pontoon bridge, when it should arrive ;
meanwhile a party of Sappers, and the greater portion of the Tent-Lascars, were led
beyond the village, and employed under Lieutenant Stuart, R.E., in improving the
road towards Canton. The men worked very steadily that evening and the greater
portion of the night, the first part of which was bright and moonlit: by 8 o'clock the
following morning, 40 feet of the pontoon bridge (all that had arrived) was in nse as a
jetty; the jetty of light timber was soon after completed to a length of about 40 feet,
and by 10 o'clock that for guns was completed, being 10 feet wide and about 60 feet
long. The road was rendered practicable for field artillery by widening the causeways
between the enclosures which were wet or soft, and cutting through them into the
small fields on the higher and harder ground.
These works being completed, a small guard only was left in charge of the stores
which had been landed, and the rest were marched to the front ; they halted, with the
advance of the 59th Regiment, behind the building nearest to Fort Lin, where Lieut.
Longley, R.E., with a party of Sappers, had a powder-bag in readinesK to advance
with the storming party and blow open the gate. This attack however was not made,
the fort being taken by entering it through the embrasures,
On the following morning before daybreak, ten Sappers were detailed to accompany
Lieutenant Stuart, R.E., and join the French brigade; ten under Lieutenant Longley,
R.E., to join the brigade of seamen; and six under Lieutenant Trench, R.E., to
accompany me to the Marine battalion attached to them, advance with them and reconnoitre in their front; the remainder of the Sappers, under Lieutenant Ffinney, were
left as a reserve with Colonel Graham' s brigade. Colonel Lemon's battalion of Royal
Marines was found within a few hundred yards of the north-east angle of the city,
being in advance of the seamen's brigacle. After a little skirmishing with some
Chinese. who soon retired towards Fort Gough, a position was attained in the village,
and held unopposed, except frum the city walls
The Major General Commanding had now arrived, and ordered out a covering party,
with which he advanced to the extreme end of the village. By proceeding to the edge
of the ravine, a little in front of it, which borders the city walls at this part, I was
enabled to report to him as to their height, and the nature of the intervening obstacles.
It was now half-past 7 o'clock, when the Naval brigade advanced to the front with their
scaling ladders, which were placed, part in a square near the front of the village, part
on the edge of the pond adjacent, in readiness for the assault that wa~ ordered for nine
o'clock. The enemy's fire from the city walls and from Fort Gough continued to be
well sustained from gingalls, cannon, and rockets, until about 20 minutes before 9
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o'clock, when it suddenly ceased, and a distant shout announced that the walls were
already scaled; the seamen immediately rushed forward with their scaling ladders and
were soon on the wall.
Meanwhile the French, supported by Colonel Graham's brigade, were advar,cing on
the left, and had taken up a position 300 yards from the right attack, but hidden from
it by the contour of the ground. The operations in this quarter are very clearly stated
in a Report from Lieutenant Stuart, R.E., a copy of which I beg leave to enclose,
The troops in this quarter mounted the city walls at 20 minutes before 9 o'clock, the
Right Division immediately fo1lowing; they, together, drove the enemy along the line
wan to the north, and successively from the North-East gate, 5-storied pagoda,
Magazine Hill, ~nil Great North Gate. The 59th Regiment, turning to the south,
took and occupied the east and south-east gates.
T have every reason to be satisfied with the conduct of the officers and men under
my orders. On the night of the 27th, in particular, when so much depended on their
exertions, they worked with the zeal and energy expected from them. Corporal Way
and Sapper Monds, of the 10th l'ompany, I may mention as deserving the highest
praise.
I have, &c.,
The Assistant Adjuta11t General,

4·c.,

~-c.,

(Signed) G. F. MANN, Capt. Com. Royal Eng.

.j-c.,
Canton.

Head.quarters, Canton, January 3rd, J858.
Srn,-I have the honour to report that in obedience to your orders, on the morning
of the 29th ultimo I proceeded with a detachment of 2 non-commissioned officers aud
7 privates of my Company of Volunteer Sappers, and placed myself under the orders of
the French Commander-in-Chief, with whom I proceeded to make a reconnaissance of
the proposed point of attack, from the most advanced French post, viz., the vi1lage or
suburb to the north-west of the east parade ground. After this, and up to about twentyfive minutes before the assault, I remained with the French admiral as an extra aide.
de-camp.
About 7 A,M., and after the 59th Regiment had occupied the line of houses running
parallel to the creek or ditch, on its east side, the French Commander-in-chief moved
his field-guns to the rear of the village before-mentioned, to cover the advance of his
storming columns, which were soon after halted behind some rising ground to the
nortb-e!lstofthe village, which afforded some protection from the enemy's fire from the
walls, which was tolerably heavy and well directed.
During the time when the columns were thus halted, the bamboo scaling ladders
were lengthened, as far as time and means permitted ; for the original length of 30 feet
was deemed barely sufficient to reach the bottoms of the embrasures, which we calculated to be close to that height,
After about half-an-hour's well directed fire, the 59th Regiment had very nearly
silenced that of the enemy from the walls in front of them, leaving however a sharp file
not overcome on each flank.
The French Commander-in-Chief seized this opportunity of throwing his stormers
into the houses and shelter occupied by the 59th Regiment: this was about 20 minutes
past 8 o'clock. At this time I quitted the Admiral, and proceeded with my sappers to
the II house of aged females," held by the right wing of the 59th Regiment, }>art of
which lined the west bank or the ditch.
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As the sappers carried their tools with them, I at once set them to work to clear a
passage for the ladders, ancl to pitch the debris into the ditch, the water in which was
however only knee-deep.
L eaving the men thus employed, I advanced up the muddy creek or rivulet, which
debouches from the city walls and joins the ditch at this point. I advanced up to the
wall, and found it to be faced with stone, having a slope or batter of about one-fourth,
,md apparently about 27 ft. high. About 20 yards to the south of the stream coming from
the city wall, a dank, of about 15 feet projection from the face of the wall, wai. situated:
to the left, or south, of this flank, Captain Rattan's b!lttery, with four French fieldpieces under Lieutenant-de-vaisseau Veriot, had knocked over the parapet wall for a
distance of about 35 feet, but had reduced the actual height of wall, for escalade, by
only a few inches. Lastly I found that the stream from the city wall, by being arched
over, offered a height of enceinte less by 3 or 4, feet than that of the adjoining portions.
I deemed this such a suitable point for escalade that I reported its nature, at or.et, to
the French officers, and to Brigade ?i.Iajor Luard of Colonel Graham's brigade.
About 10 minutes before 9 o'clock, 2 ladders were planted on the top of the arch,
on the right of the flank, some others being at the same time raised at the breach on
the left; the two parties assaulted about the same time, but which reached the top first
i<i a point that cannot be solved. The party which entered by the left proceeded to take
and hold the" East Gate."
The party on the right, with which I entered, pursued the flying Chinese, who however
fired every piece of cover they came to; only once, seeing our small numbers, did they
make a stand, till we came to within 30 yards of them. We were soon joined by the
liritisl. Naval Brigade, and we advanced together to "Great North Gate," taking
pos3ession on our way of" Little North Gate," "5-storied Pagoda," and" Magazine
Hill."
I have great pleasure in bringing to your notice the st6!ady, soldierlike conduct of
the detachment of Volunteer Sappers who accompanied me, particularly of Corporal
Perkins, who never quitted me, and was amongst the first on the wall, also of Private
Daniel Donovan, These two men were employed at" Great North Gate" in rendering
it more defensible.
Having seen "Great North Gate" well occupied by the Naval brigade, I returned
along the wall, and having collectecl my men and materials, proceeded to the small
'iouth gate, which you are aware was that night rendered capable of a stout defence.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

W. J. STUART, Lieut. Royal Eng.
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PAPER IX.
RE:PORTS ON THE DEMOLITION OF ·raE FORT& AT CANTON,
IN JANUARY, 1858,

BY l\IAJOR MANN, MAJOR FISHER, CAPT. STUART, AND LIEUT. LONGLEY,
ROYAL ENGINEERS.
LETTER FROM THE Co1,n,1ANDINO ROYAL ENGINEER IN CHINA TO THE INSPECTOR
GENERAL

or

FORTIFICATIONS, FORWARDING REPORTS ON THE DEMOLITION

OF THE FIVE FORTS TO THE NORTH AND EAST

or

CANTON.

Royal Engineer's Office, Canton, 20th February, 1858.
Srn,-I have the honour to enclose Reports by Captain Fisher and Lieutenants
Stuart aRd Longley on the demolition of the five forts outl!lide the North and East
walls of Canton.
It was deemed advisable to destroy these forts, to prevent a hostile force taking
possession of them and using them against us; to weaken in some measure, without
destroying, the defences of the city; but, above all, to give proof to the inhabitants
that we are entirely masters of the place, and likely to remain so.
The Major General Commanding in the first instance ordered, on tl1e 30th December,
that Fort Gough should be made untenable by an explosion, to take place one hour
afterwards, viz., at I½ P.M.; and this was effected by sinking a shaft in the south-east
corner about 3 feet deep, loading it with about 30 lbs. of Chinese powder, found within
the fort, and tamping with a mound of earth and paving stones; this effected a practicable breach. The working party consisted of 10 sappers, and the covering party of
about 120 seamen.
The Major General Commanding, in concert with the French Admiral, next ordered
a hasty demolition of the walls generally of Fort Gough and of Fort Kung-kik,
opposite the north gate, and that both should be destroyed on the 1st January. As
no guard had been left at either fort the small quantity of powder which each contained
was removed by Chinese during the night; an ample store, however, had been
found in the powder factories within the city, close to our position, and was then being
removed by the Major General's order, to be destroyed, some attempts havmg been
made by the Chinese to .fire it. Ample working parties were allowecl, of the British
Navy for Fort Gough, and of the French for Kung-kik, but there were no means of
obtaining a sufficiency of working tools, nor of fuze or powder hose. The aggregate
number of day's work of a labourer employed at the two forts amounted therefore to no
more than 120; and the quantity of powder used, and which exploded (2,174 lbs.), was
in excess of that due to the thickness of the walls, but it did not in every case effect
demolition, from the want of sufficient tamping and depth of shaft. The walls of Kung:kik were however rased to below the level of the terreplein, and those of Fort Gough
were so shattered to the foundation as to be useless and irreparable.
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The demolitions of Marine Fort, and of Pak-kik Fort, were ordered on the 20th
January, aud that of Fort Lin, with the ruins of Forts Gough and Kung-kik, on the 25th
January. All were entirely demolished, so that no stone is to be seen standing exce11t
one or two fragments of Fort Gough and the inner retaining wall of Kung--kik, which
the charges, n~cessarily placed outside, did not generally throw down, though they
shattered every part of it.
The powder exploded in the five demolitions on these two days was 9,199 lbs., and
the labour in preparing for them was 794' day's work. The powder appeared good for
mining purposes, a slight addition only to Sir Charles Pasley's rule ( Jr; 1.1.r. 5 for
ch,uges behind masonry), being generally quite effective.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient humble servant,

G. F. MANN, Capt. Com. Royal Eng.
Tile Inspector General of Fortifications.

REPORT ON THE DEMOLITION OF FORT GOUGH, NEAR CANTON, ON THE

!ST JANUARY, 1858, BY LIEUT, LONGLEY,

R.E.

Fort Gough is 143 feet sqnare, and is situated on a hill about 600 yards east of the
5-storied Pagoda, outside the walls of Canton, the whole of which it commands, with
the exception of Magazine Hill Fo1t, which is at the same height above the sea. Its
fouudations are of granite, resting on a sand-stone l'Ock, and vary from 3 to 7 feet in
height, following the irregularities of the rock: above this is a brick wall, 3 feet thick
and 13 feet high, loop-holed and embra.<mred, as shown in elevation.
In the interior is a tower or keep, 50 feet square, and 26 feet in height, with granite
foundations 3 feet high, the remainder being brick-v.ork, 8 feet thick, with earth in the
centre. On the top of the keep is a rectangular building made use of as a powder
magazine, surrounded by a loop-holed and embrnsured wall, 7 feet in height, as seen in
sectiou. Round the foot of the keep is a ledge 10 feet wide and 9 feet high, faced with
masonry. On three sides of this are sheds used for barracks, and fora powder magazine
and rocket shed.
The entrance to the fort is on the side next the city, by a flight of steps leading
through an archway into the lower story, and through another arch and gateway into
the keep. There was a gate under each arch, made of 3-inch wood, faced with
sheet iron.
On the 30th December, 1857, orders were received for a hasty demolition of this fort
in the best manner the means at hand would permit; and the explosion was to take
place at 4·30 r.M., on the lstJanuary, 1858. The time for the execution of this being
so limited, and the only tools available being a few picks and shovels (the remainder of
the Engineer stores being still on board ship), it was necessary to use large charges,
and expedients for tamping, priming, and firing, not ordinarily employed when the
usual materials can be obtained. All the powder used was Chinese, found in the
ma~azines inside of the city walls, whence any amount could be obtained. This pow.
der• was a mixture of coarse and mealed powder, evidently inferior to that of .English
manufacture, which induced me to increase the charges of the mines considerably
beyond those laid down in the Chatham Instructions for military mining.
~ It was probably better for mining t-han for Artillery, or where instantaneous ignition ia
necemu:y.-G. F. MAl'll'I, Ca.pt. Com. R.E,
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Most of the mines were fired by means of a portfire stuck into a split bamboo, filled
with 1>owder, leading to the charge ; and the remainder by Bickford's fuzc, collecled
from Her Majesty't1 ehipa in the river.
TABLE OP CHAROBS,

Po.1itlon of Mine.

Charge iu
lbs.

l!:fl'eot.

LOWER STORY.

4 shafts sunk in the angle11 to a
depth of 6 feet ....•••....

Demolition complete.

4 rharges

placed in horizontal }
weep-holes, from the exterior, 6
16 { · 2 of these failed ; 2 effected demolition.
fel.'t deep, on the weet side of fort

6 charges placed in weep-holes on
south side ...••

l so

4 charges ditto, ditto,

} 100

side

on east
.•.•••••.•...••.••....

6 charges, ditto, ditto, on north
side •..••..•...•...•..•.

12succeeded, the remainder failed,
I
{ Loosened the masonry round the
holes.
2 succeeded, the remainder failed.

4 charges placed in the angles ;
shafts being sunk 7 feet deep ..

3 of these produced complete de•
molition. The other bulged the
masonry about Sinches beyond its
original position.

1 gallery driven horizontally above
the masonry foundation ; charge
placed near the cen1re of the
keep •.•••••...•.••••..•...

Did not explode.

IN THE KEEP,

LIST OF ,VoRKING PARTIES, &c.

Dec. 31st.

Sappers .......•..•••••..•..••••.•••••..•.••••
Pioneer Sailors (working party) ...........••..•. ,
Sailors (covering party) ....•.••....••.•..•.••••

Jan. 1st.

12
3

......

75

.. .. ..

25
I
60

By the explosion of these mines the walls were thrown down, as shewn in sketch, the
remainder of the walls, although left standing, were much shaken 1 and in some
instances displaced a few inches.
On the 20th January, ample stores having arrived, orders were given for the demo.
lition of the ruins and foundations of Fort Gough and Blue Jacket Fort, and also for
that of Fort Lin.
DEMOLITION OF THE REMAINING PART OF FORT GOUGH.

In the ]ower story 26 shafts were sunk behind the revetment, to a depth varying from
6 feet to 8 feet, according to the height of the masonry, taking care to sink to witltin a
foot of the bottom of the foundation, with returns 3 feet in length, in which charges
were placed. These charges were 15 feet apart, and at 2 lined intervals, and consisted
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of 76 lbs. of Chinese powder each, pbccd in two sand-bags, cut open at the place of
contact. Behind e:1ch pier of the entrance gateway shafts were sunk 7 feet deep,
with returns 4 feet long, under the foundation, in each of which a charge of 138 lbs. of
Chinese powder, in 3 sand-bags, was placed.
In the keep 3 horizontal galleries, 8 feet in length, were excavated through the
brick-work, above the masonry foundation, in the ce11tres of the north, south, and east
sides, At the end of each of these galleries two returns were driven, right and left,
through the earth at the back of the masonry, inclining downwards.
The returns on the east side were 8 ft. 0 in. long and 5 feet below top of masonry.
5 feet
6 ft. 0 in.
south
5 feet
6 ft. 9 in.
north
In each of these mines charges of 138 lbs. were placed.
were driven, 12 feet long,
galleries
horizontal
archway
the
of
left
and
right
On the
and 3 feet 2 inches below the masonry foundation of tlie keep, in which charges of
92 lbs. were placed.
In the steps leading to the door of the keep, a shaft 10 feet deep was sunk, an<l a
return driven, 4 feet long, at the end of which a charge of 92 lbs. was placed.
In the landing place, at the bottom of the steps leading ~o the exterior gate of the
fort, a charge of 30 lbs. was placed at a depth of 5 feet, in a return 3 ft. 6 in. long.
TABLE OF WORKING PARTIES.
JANUARY

2lst,

22ad,

23rd,

25th.

Tot.a.I.

111
Sappers ...••• 25 .. 31 •• 25 .• 80
Royal Artillery. 24 .. - .. - , , - . . 24
Royal Marines. 25 • • 44 •• - • • 7 5 • • 144
Powder hose was used to connect each charge with a split bamboo filled with powder :
at the top of the bamboo half a portfire was placed, well kneaded round the junction
with clay, allowing 7 minutes to elapse between the ignition of the portfire and the
explosion of the mine.
The mines were fired at 3 P.~r. on the 25th January. Notwithstanding the above
precautions, two mines in the western side of the fort went off about half a minute after
the portfire was lighted, but fortunately did no injury to any of the sappers employed
in lighting the portfires, beyond a slight bruise on the back of Sapper Graham from a
stone.
The remainder of the mineii 1 with the exception of three, exploded, and produced
complete demolition.

G. LONGLEY, Lieutenant R.E.
REPORT ON THE DEMOLITION OF KUNG-KIK FORT.

BY CAPTAIN STUART, R.E.
Head.quarters, French Force, Canton, 5th February, 1858.
Srn,-1 have the honour to enclose a plan• of "Kung-kik Fort," Canton, showing
details of the two demolitions of the 1st and 25th January, which I was ordered by the
French Commander-in-Chief to superintend .
.,. Thi a is omitted here, nsitdoes nohhow the mines distinctly. In the 1st. demolition they appea:r
to have been about 11ft. apart,&Dcl 18charges were used,containing 908lb1. of Chinese powder.-Eo,
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1st
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DEMOLITION,

On the 31st December, 1857, I started in the morning, with a French working party
of sailors and two sappers of the Royal Engineers, to effect a hasty demolition of Kungkik Fort; and having made a hasty plan of the fort, I found that I had only sufficient
men and tools to form the mines for the main wall leaving untouched the outer terrace
or foundation p1atform.
On examination, the walls appeared to be 5¼ feet thick, which thickness was therefore assumed as the length of the line of least resistance. On one side of the fort the
wall proved to be of this thickness, but on the other sides it increased to 8 feet, at
5 feet below the surface i and the large blocks of granite of which it was composed
pre\'ented the shafts being sunk to the required depth, so that the charges had to be
placed in the best positions that circumstances and time admitted of, some of them
being increased in strength as far as the stock of powder permitted. The lines of least
resistance on these sides varied bet·Keen 6 and 8 feet, as shewn in section.
At half-past 4 on the afternoon ofthelst January, the 18 mines were fired; they all
appeared to have exploded, except one, and this charge was afterwards uncovered in
the 2nd Demolition. The fort was rendered completely useless, but in consequence of
the charges not being placed as low down as desirable, the foundations were not
destroyed. The gateway and steps were left standing by desire of the French admiral.
The fort mounted H guns, several of which, pointing north, were of large calibre,
The plan will show the amount of powder used, and other details.

2nd DaMOLITION,
On the 25th January the outer terrace was destroyed, the working party consisting
of French sailors and 6 sappers. The work was commenced on the 22nd; but on the
23rd, the day named for the explosion, it was postponed until the 25th.
Presuming that the walls would prove to be between 7 and 8 feet thick, I assumed
8 feet as the length of the line of least resistance, and, calculating for 2.Jined craters,
I placed the shafts 16 feet apart; but subsequently I changed the length of the line of
least resistance to 9½ feet, with the view of more effectually damaging the foundations
of the fort, left standing after the first demolition. For five of the mines, the irregular
nature of the wall rendered a further extension of the line of least resistance to 10½ ft.
necessary.
The charges• were calculated at -lu 1.1.r s (in pounds, not in catties as shown on the
plan for the 1st Demolition), and the complete, and rather violent, 2nd Demolition,
would seem to show that Chinese powder is little inferior, for mining purposes, to that of
European manufacture; although, from its slower ignition, it is not so strong by a
_
good deal for artillery purposes.
The train was formed of hollow bamboos filled with common powder, and fitted with
Pak:'
at
and
fort
this
in
way,
this
in
prepared
mines
the
of
and,
clay;
por•,fires in wet
k.ik," not one missed. As the somewhat rough arrangements could not be car_r1ed_ out
to such a nicety as to ensure the several mines exploding at the same moment, it might
be supposed that the falling debris of one mine would be very likely to derange the fuze
, In t.be 2nd D~molition 17 charges were used, containing 2,175 Iba. o!Chineae powder.-ED.
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of another, but the precaution of heaping the earth ronnd the bamboo and portfire,
and letting the latter run about two inches into the bamboo, seemed to be perfectly
sufficient to guard against this danger.
The demolition of the terrace was most complete, and although the explosion failed
to bring down most of the foundations of the fort above mentioned, still, in all cases,
from the craters extending quite to the foundations, and even underneath them, they
were left in such a position that in all probability the next heavy rains will cause them
to fall. In parts where some of the larger charges were placed these foundations were
quite sh atte red.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

W. J. STUART, Lieut. R.E.
Tlie Commandilig Royal Engirieer in China.
REPORT ON THE DEMOLITION OF PAK-KIK FORT.

BY CAPT. STUART, R.E.
Head-quarter,, French Force, Canton, 5th February, 1858.
Srn,-I 'ave the honour to enclose a plan• showing details of the demolition of
"Pak-kik" Fort, on Blue Jacket Hill, north of Canton, which took place on the 20th
ultimo, under my direction, the working party being composed of French sailors,
~ssisted by six sappers of the Royal Engineers.
The demolition was most complete. The Chinese powder appears to be as strong
for blasting purposes as that of European manufacture.t
The shafts were commenced at distances from each other of 14 feet, the thickness of
the wall being supposed to be about 7 feet; but, on examination, the wall proved to be
from 8 to SI feet thick; the charges were therefore placed at less than two lined
intervals.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

The Commanding Royal E11gineer in China.
REPORT ON THE DEMOLITION OF

II

W. J. STUART, Lieut. R.E.

MARINE FORT," CANTON, BLOWN UP

20TH JANUARY, 1858.

BY MAJOR FISHER, R.E.
Thi s fort was situated on the extremity of the spur of the hill on which Fort Gough
6tood, and was distant about 800 yards from the city walls. It was of an elliptical form,
the axes being 75 and 67 feet long respectively: it was paved with granite, and mounted
10 gun s, which fired through covered embrasures. (See Plan and Sf'ction),
The ground within the fort was, on an average, 9 feet above that outside, and the
interio1· was gained by means of granite steps, p:issing under an arched doorway.
* Thil plan i,,; only a alight one, and ia omitted heNI, bnt it shows the charges of about , 1.1.r. a
'
"3'
placed at the level of the grouud outside, with 1.1.r. 711 9'.-En.

t Shown to be nearly so, particularly in the demolitiun or Fo1 \ Lin ; but at all the forts demolishc~ the charges were 1light.ly in excess of Sir Charles Paaley'a rule, ei:cept when the walls were
prev10U11\y 1hatterod.-Q. F. MA.al(, Capt. Com. Royal Eng.
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The walls, from the foundation up to a level of about 3 feet above the inner ground
line, were built of granite, and were about 4- feet thick from top to bottom, and without
counterforts. They were surmounted by a battlemented brick wall, and at a height of
5 feet above the inner ground line, a bauquette, or step, encircled the fort, above which
the thickness of the wall was reduced to l foot 6 inches; the banquette was mounted
by means of a .flight of brick steps on each side of the entrance, and the spaces between
the battlemented portions of the parapet wall were loop.holed.
The clear width of the entrance was 9 feet, and the height from the ground lin e to
the crown of the arch was 15 feet.
The piers were 8 feet 6 inches by 6 feet 1 and were built of solid granite to a height
of 3 feet above the inner gro\md li1\e; and all above that level was built of brick. The
gateway was surmounted by a parapet wall.
The conclitions of the demolition ,\!"ere, that the fort was to be most completely
destroyed, and within a limited time, but that sufficient working parties would b~
allowed for the work. Chinese powder was also to be used,
Shafts were sunk, 22 in number, at a distance of 8 feet from the face of the wall, and
at central intervals of 7 feet 6 inches, to a depth of from 5 feet 6 inches to 6 feet 6
inches, according to the level of the ground outside. From the bottoms of the shafts,
galleries were driven, 2 feet long, towards the back of the wall; at the extremities of
these the charges were lodged, thus making the 1.1.r. 6 feet, and the intervals between
the charges was 9 feet throughout.
321 lbs., but, allowing for the
The charge for each mine was calculated at ,l,;; 1.1.r. 8
Chinese powder being less strong than English, they were fixed at 40 lbs., and made
up in sand-bags.
Chambers were made in the centres of the piers, on a level with the top of the granite
work, to bring down the arch, and assist the charges placed underneath; on which
account the charges were heavy (40 lbs. each).
Sufficient time was not allowed to sink the shafts deep enough to get under the piers
from the interior, nor could they be sunk on the outside of the fort, as the ground was
a hard granite rock at a little depth below the surface. Accordingly, from the bottoms
of the shafts nearest the piers on each side, the galleries were driven towards the angles
of the piers, instead of directly towards the walls, and a charge of 80 lbs. was lodged at
the extremity of each.
The tamping was of clay and brick, and in no case was it blown out.
Only a small quantity of powder hose coulJ. be procured for the firing, and no Bick~
ford's fuze, therefore bamboos were made use of i they were split, and the joints
removed, after which they were tied up again, and filled with powder, the junction
beh,een the end of the bamboo at the bottom of the shaft, and the charge, being made
by powder hose. The bamboo held about 6 lbs. of powder in a length of 10 ft. A piece
of portfire was fixed in the top of each bamboo, and each mine was fired separately,
but simultaneously, a man being charged with the lighting of each.
The effect was very good, and the demolition was complete, but not violent; no
stones wtre projected beyond 60 yards.

=

ABSTRACT OF PowDER USiED.

fig

lbs.
22 charges of 40 lbs.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . •
80 lbs ......•................•... ·
2
Total powder used ........•... 1,040 ~
STRENGTH OF ,voRKING PARTY.

Royal Engineers . . . . . . . . . .
Infantry...... . . . . . .• . • . .
Actual time of working . . . .

(Signed)

l serje'\nt and 25 rank and file.
50

16½ hours.

ARTHUR C. FISHER, Capt. Royal Eng.

"
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REPORT ON THE DEMOLITION OF FuRT LIN, CANTON, "BLOWN UP

25TH JANUARY, 1858.

BY MAJOR A. FISHER, R.E.

!

This fort• ,vas of au elliptical form i the interior axes were 65 and 55 feet Jong respectively; the ground line of the iuterior averaged 11 feet above the ground outside ; the
fort was entered by means of a flight of granite steps, at the head of which was an archway closed by a strong door, 3 inches thick and sheeted with iron.
The fort contained a ~eries of slightly built brick buildings, which had been partially
destroyed by an explosion on the day of the taking of the fott; these buildings
occupied the whole of the interior of the fort, with the exception of tht! space actually
required for working the guns, which were 11 in number.
The parapet wall was battlemented, and had loop-holes pierced for musketry and
arrows. A banquette ran all round the fort, the guns firing through covered embrasures underneath it. It was mounted by me:me of a flight of steps on each side of the
entrauce.
The walls, from the foundation up to the ground line, were built of granite ; the
lhickness at the foundation was 7 feet 6 inches, and at the ground line 4 feet; the
portion above the ground line was built of brick, and there were no counterforts.
The piers of the gateway were 10 feet 6 inches by 7 feet 6 inches, and of solid
granite up to a height of 3 feet above the ground line; the remainder of the gateway
was built of brick. There was an open shed covered with tiles, on the top. The clear
wifl ,h of the entrance was 10 feet, and the height to the crown of the arch was 15 feet.
The conditions for the demolition were a::1 follows :-lst. That the fort was to be
most completely destroyed, but in a limited time; 2nd. Sufficient working parties of
the Line coulcl be given, but the Royal Engineer parties were to be small, on account
of other works being carried on at the same time; 3rd. Chinese powder was to be used.
Shafts, 13 in number, were bllllk 11 feet apart, ancl .<1.t a distance of 10 feet from the
foot of" the wall, to a depth, varying according to the level of the ground outside, from
/8 feet 6 inches to 10 feet; from tl1e bottoms of these shafts, galleries, 2 feet in length,
were driven towards the walls, except in the case of the mines nearei.t to the entrance,
which were driven towards the an/.\'les of the piers. The charges wel'e about 12 feet
apart, and the lines of least resistance 8 feet long.
Chambers were made in the centres of the piers, at the level of the top of the gran ite
(or 3 feet above the ground).
77 lbs., but, allowing
The charges along the walls were calculated at -/ul.1.r. 3
for the inferior quality of Chinese powder, they were fixed at 85 lbs. each.
resistance being
least
of
line
the
piers,
the
of
back
the
at
mines
2
the
of
In the case
9 feet, and not in the direction of the piers, a double charge was used.
A charge of 40 lbs. was put in the centre of each pier1 and 18 lbs. in the centre of
the steps.

=

* The Plan of this fort ia omitt-ed here, as it clolltJiy resembles the Minioe Fvrt.-Eo.
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The brick buildings in the centre of the fort were pulled down by hand before commencing the mines.
The nature of the soil was clay, and at the bottoms of some shafts rock was met with.
The tamping was of brick and clay, and in no case blew out, bricks were piled over
the tops of the shafts to a height of 2 feet to give additional weight to the tamping.
The mines were fired by means of bamboos, split, cleared of the joints, and tied up;
these were filled with powder, and connected, at the bottom of the shaft, with the charge,
by means of a short length of powder hose. A piece of portfire was fixed on the top of
each bamboo, an,l the charges were fired separately, but simultaneously.
The effect was very complete, but rather violent; three of the charges did not
explode, the cause being, in two instances, that, in tamping, some clay had entered
the bamboo, through the joints; and in the other, that the portfire had been knocked
out of the bamboo, by the explosion of an adjacent mine, before it had ignited the
powder, neither of which failures would have occurred with proper materials,
However, the charges having been placed at 1½ lined intervals, the explosion was
sufficient to bring down the whole fort,

ABSTRACT OF POWDER UBED,

11 charges of 85 lbs.
2
170 lbs.
12
40 lbs.
1
18 lbs.

= 935 lbs.
=
=

=

840 lbs.
80 lbs.
18 lbs.

Total ...... ,. 1,373

,voRKING PARTY,

Royal Engineera
1 serjeant and 15 rank and file.
Infantry . . • . . • . • . . . . • •
30
Actual time of working •• 17 hours.

ARTHUR C. FISHER, Captain, R.E.
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PAPER X.

ACCOUNT OF THE BRIDGE OF RAFTS CONSTRUCTED ACROSS THE HARBOUR
OF 8EBASTOPOL, BY THE RUSSIANS, UNDER THE DIRECTIONS OF LIEUT.
GENERAL BUCKMEYER,

The accompanying Plate represents a portion of the bridge constructed across the
harbour of Sebastopol. It stood well against the action of winds and waves, and 12
or 13 projectiles struck it ,.,.i~bout doing it any material injury.
The following short account of it has been translated from the Journal of the Siege,
written by General Niel, of the French Corps du Genie:" It was in the month of August, 1855, that the Russi'ans constructed the great
bridge of rafts across the harbour of Sebastopol) so as to unite Forts Nicholas and
:Michael; it was undertaken at the suggestion of Lieutenant General Buckmeyer, who
constructed it with remaTkable rapidity, commencing at both ends simultaneously.
"The construction of this bridge~ which was more than 1,000 yards long, and the
roadway of which was 17½feet wide,alforded the Russians a communication more certain,
easy, anJ rapid than that which could be effected by means of steamers, and it rendered
Sebastopol a real bridge-head. The garrison could. keep their res1:irves secure from the
effects of our fire, on the north side, and yet the whole Russian army could have united
with the garrison during the night, and have attacked our siege works unexpectedly,
lfwe became masters of the place the garrison ran no risk of being taken prisoners,
for they could at any' time retire to the Qamps on the north side, and remove or
destroy the bridge."
It was opened for the passage of troops on the 27th August, and was entirely
removed by mid~day on the 9th September, or 48 hours after the Malako:ff wa.s assaulted.
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PAPER XI.
REPORTS ON THE VARIOUS l{!NDS OF IRON GABIONS WHICH \VERE JN USE
AT THE ROYAL ENGINEER EsTADLISHMENT AT CBA1'HAM, DURING THE

SUMllER OF 1856.

BY CAPT G. PHILIPS,

ROYAL

ENoJNF.ERs.

Royal Engineer Establishment, Brompton Barracl..·t,
Chatham, October 28th, 1856.

Srn,-In obedience to your orders, I beg to lay before you a Report on the various
iron gabions that have been in use at this Estdblishment during the summer.
The accompanying Table shows the dimensions, weight, &c., of each of tl1ese kinds
of gabions, and also of the common brushwood gabion in ordinary use.
The advantages and disadvantages of each of these kinds of gabions I have
endeavoured to show in the remarks that foUow this Table.

! 1I

Nature
of

Pattern.

Dimensions,

Gabion.

'<,
·;;

,,

s.

Time in

" - "- -

, ,,
,,, , lbs. cwts,
60 5! 8 hrs.
,vood Common round
2oxiox29 { 40
5¼ 8 Iron Capt.Tyler'sround 20X 20X30 26 5¾ 10min.
Do. Sebastopol round 20X20X29 53 5½ I½ hrs.
Do. Square ......••.. 20X20X29 59 5' 1½ Serjeant Major }
20X20x29 26 6t 5min,
Do { Jones's rounfi.
Messrs. Cottam}
25 5½
Do. { &Allan's round
Capt. Morrison's}
Do. { square ..•... 16X 16X2·8 21 41

•

s•"'~
~a
-

making 'oj

..

Cost.

R11marks.

l
- - -----

s.
3 4
3 6
2 8
3 9
3 10

2

~-

d.
11
2
II
0

I Green wood.

I Dry wood.

5
5
1} 4

0

3

t
t

5 ~0-in. guage.
2 * Ready made
t Expense not
3 known, but it
would proba•
bly be IOs. or
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1. CAPTAIN TYLER'S SHEET IRON GABION.-Captain Tyler's gabion is composed
of a single sheet of galvanized iron of the length of the circumference of the proposed
gabion (6' 211) joined at the edges by three pieces of wire; it has the following great
advantages over the ordinary brushwood gabions, viz., its small weight, portability,
comparative indestructibility when not disturbed, and the short time it requires in
putting together.
Its disadvantages are the great noise it ma.kes when carried, which I consider totally
unfits it for flyi1.1g sap or any other secret operation ; the difficulty of moving it by
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means of sap-forks in sapping; its want of stiffness when put together, which preve11ts
it keeping its shape when subjected to a moJerate pressure; also its want of hold ou
the ground when placed for trench work, which makes. it require much care in filling it,
or it will be overturned.
I consider it well adapted to resist the explosion of heayy gum, in embrasure&, and
also for the revetments of batteries and of field works that are likely to last for a con11iderable period, but unfit for the revetments of trenches formed by any kind of sap.
2. SEBASTOPOL GABION,-The Sebastopol gabion is formed of lj-inch hoop iron,
nailed in single piece& on wooden pickets ( 13 in number to the round gabion, and 12
to the square one). About 200 running feet of hoop iron are used in each gabion.
The advantages of this kind of gabion are that it is very strong; that it is made in
a shorter time than the ordinary wooden gabion, and that it can be taken to pieces
and packed ; also that the materials for making it will always be found with an army
in the field,
Its great weight is ib only objection, but this is a great one; it is also expensive
in England, hut that does not apply to its value on service.
3. SERJEANT MAJOR JoNES's 0ABJON.-Serjeant Major John Jones's Gabion is
formed by bands of sheet iron 3¼-inch wide, fixed on wooden pickets l½-inch by ½an
inch. Each band is compo,ed of a single strip of sheet iron, of the length of the circumference of the gabion, the end1t being fastened together by two buttons at one end, fitting
into two slots at the other; 12 pickets are used. This gabion is made by laying the
first band on the ground, driving the pickets round it in their proper places, alternately on the outside and inRide of the band, and touching it; the next band is then
placed on the top of the pickets (taking care that the picket& that were outside the
other band are now inside of it, and 11ice versa} and is pressed down on to the band first
placed. Each of the bands is placed in this manner, and the gabion is finished in five
minutes by two men. There are a couple of holes in each band for the insertion of
pickets for carrying it.
The advantages of this gabion are very great. It is very light and cheap, is easily
made, and takes but five minutes to make or unmake; it is very portable, is easily
repaired by the substitution of new bands for damaged ones, and it is rigid when made.
I consider that it combines the advautages of all other iron gabions, without their
disadvantages, for they do not make a noise in carrying, nor do they alter their shape
when being filled, or when filled; and I consider them by far the most serviceable
gabions yet used.
I recommend however that they should be made of galvanized iron 1 and that the
pickets should be ¾•inch thick, instead of½ an inch, to increase their rigidity when put
together.
4. MESSRS. CoTTAM AND ALLAN'S SHEET IRON GADION.-Messrs. Cottam and
Allan's gabion is made of a couple of sheets of galvanized iron joined as at a in
Plan.

The junction of the sheets is effected by means of a sort of hinge, (b) composed of an
oval ring of wrought iron, to which is attached a piece of sheet iron. The ends of this
piece of sheet iron are brought together, passed through a slit in one sheet of the gabion,
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antl ri\'eted to the other. 3 of these hinges are used for ellch sheet. The thic\ness of
the iron oval ring being greater than the width of the slit prevents its passing through
it, and thus makes it act as a hinge, the strength of ,.,hich evidently depends upon the
power of the sheet iron sides to resist the tendency of any pressure to tear the ring
through the i,lit.
This g:ibion is light and portable: its expense is not known, but probably would be
about 10s. I consider it however unfit for use on account of the following great disadTantages: - Il makes a noise in carrying, it will not keep its shape when filled, it has
no hold of the ground, and the sheets composing it are not sufficiently strong to prevent the destruction of the hinges, by the iron rings being drawn through when the
gnbion i!. filled and subjected to an ordinary pressure in a trench, and thereby causing
the (lestruotion of the gabion.
5. s~u:&T Ino:-i 0A.13lON PROPOSED BY CA.PT . MonnrsoN, R.E.-Capt. 1forrison's
gabion is a square one, composed of four separate sides of galvanised iron, fastened
together by 4 iron pins running through hinges on the edges of the iron sheets. It is
onlr 1 foot 6 inches square. It is proposed by Captain Morrison to be carried in
pieres1 and put together by a working party at night on the spot where it is to be m;ed.
Only one of this kind of gabion has been sent to the Establishment, and consequently
it ha,;; not had a fair trial, but it appears to me that it is decidedly not a good gabion,
for it is free to move at the angles, and consequently would shut up with a very slight
pressure from without, which must occur when a row of them are being filled 1 and
any of them fall to one side; and this is unavoidable in trench work at night.
One man is supposed to carry three of them (in pieces) and put them together on the
spot he works on ; I consider that this, on service, with an ordinary working party, is
impossible, for if either of the sides, hinges, or hinge pins get bent (and I cannot see
how this is to be avoilled), they cannot be put together, and, consequently, are useless.
Or most likely some of the pins would be lost, and the gabion would thus become of
no use. Even supposing them to be carried, and put togt>ther, they are not good
gnbions, as they cannot keep their shape whilst being filled.
In conclusion, I must remark that it appears to be an indispensable requisite in an
iron gabion that in addition to its ordinary advantages of durability, portability, and
cheapness, it should possess rigidity of form when put together; or else, when being
filled 1 it becomes distorted, gives way to slight pressure, and becomes almost useless as
a support to masses of earth,

I am, &c.,
(Signed)

GEORGE PHILIPS, Lieut. R.E.,
Assistant Instructor, Field Works.
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REPORT OF EXPERIMENTS ~:}ADE DY FIRING 32-PDR. GUNS WITH CHARGES
OF 8 lbs. OF POWDER, ·ro TEST THE VALUE OF DIFFEREN'r KINDS OF
REVETMENTS FOR THE EMBRASURES OF SIEGE 8AT'£ ERJES,

Roy<ll E11gi11eer Estalilislm1e11t, Chatham, March 29th, 18.58.
Th ese exp eriments took place in an elevated battery constructed for the purpose in
th e middle of Decemb er, 1857, on the low ground i1t advance of St. Mary's Guardhouse and Drawbridge, on the extreme left of Chatham lines.
It consist ed simply of 2 gun-portions, with the regular interval of 18 feet between
the embrasures, and 2 extreme half-rnerlons. The interior slope was revetted with
gab ions. The right embrasure (No. I) had its right cheek revetted with 9-feet fascines,
and its left cheek \'Jith Sergeant Major Jones's iron .band gabions crowned with a fascine.
Th e left embrasnre (No. 2) had its right cheek revetted with Captain Tyler's sheetiron gabions, crowned with a fa scine; and its left cheek was revetted with the common
brushwood-gabion, also crowned at top with a fascine. The sole of each embrasure
was made according to the rule or the Establishment, viz., 2 feet wide at the neck, and
3 feet whle at a distance or 5 feet from the neck. The slope of each of the cheeks of
both embrasures was the same, viz., it had a base of one-eighth of the height, at the
neck , running regularly out to a slope of about 40° at the last gabion.
It should be stated here that in consequence of the battery having been constmcted
a little more than three months, and of the very dry weather that hacl taken place
generally before these experiments took place, that the brushwood-gabions, and also the
fa scines, were very dry and brittle, particularly the withes of the fascines; and it is
consid ered that as the embrasures of siege batteries, generally speaking, are only
constructed when intended to be required at once, it was hardly a fair test, in the present
case, for the brushwood-gabions and fascines.
It should also be stated that the pickets of Sergeant Major Jones's gabions had been
previously in use, as such, for about two years, and had been made of old wood, ind
tha t the bands were old ; also that the sheet-iron gabions used, which were five in
number, were three old ones, fastened with wire, in holes punched for the purpose, and
two new ones, with the brass eyelet holes lately added to this pattern of gabion, for
th e fastening wires to be passed through.
It ought to have been stated before that there were five gabions in the revetments of
th e cheeks of the embrasures, including the one at the neck,
The guns, which were 32-pdrs, of 56 cwt., and 9 ft. 6 in. long, were mounted on
siege carriages, and were fired with a ~harge of 8 lbs. of powder, They were fired
a lternately to the direct front of the battery, and obliquely to the right and left with
the a xis of the gun nearly parallel to the cheek of the embrasure.
15 rounds were fired from each embrasure. The observed effects of each round are
g iv en a t the end of this Report; and the general effects are as follows:
Right cheek of No. 1 Embrasure, revetted with fascines,
Th e first round blew off a withe, and each succeeding round destroyed some more,
until, at the 7th round, the withes of the three or four lower courses of fascines were
entire ly destroyed. This caused the brushwood to incline inwards, and hastened the
destruction of the revetment to a very great extent; it was bodily loosened at. the 14th
round, and blown away at the 15th round.
Left cheek of No. 1 Embrasure, revetted with Sergeant Major Jones's
iron-band gabions.
The pickets of these gabions were forced by the explosions away from the gun,
towards that part of the gabion nearest to the mouth of the embrasure. Many of the
pickets were broken, and the bands torn and distorted, more particularly in the 2nd
gabion (the one at the neck being counted the 1st) which may be considered as
destroyed.
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. The whole of the gabions, e~cept the one at the neck, were forced by the explosion•
mto the shape 1hewn on plan 1n the sketch, in about four or five rounds.

This effect is evidently due to the flexibility of the gabion, compared to the stiffness
of the ordinary brushwood-gabion, and was the result of the action of the exploded
powder, tending to force the cheek of the -embrasure into one smooth surface.
After thiti effect had occurred, the gabions seemed to have settled down, for they did
not alter their shape afterwards; the bands and pickets were however gradually more
and more broken and distorted. At the conclusion, No. 2 Gabion was almost
destroyed; but N os. 3, 4, and 5 Gab ions, although greatly damaged, still formed a good
support to the earth of the cheek.
No. 2 Embrasure, right cheek, revetted with sheet-iron gabions, crowned
with a fascine.
This cheek stood the firing the best of the whole. No. 1 Gabion gave way at the
fastenings, at the 6th round i but, as this was one of the old gabions, without the
improved eyelet holes, this occurrence is not considered as operating against the sheetiron gabion, which is now supposed to be always provided with the eyelet holes. No. 2
Gabion was much flattened, and a little cracked. The remaining 3 gabions were perfect.
The same effect, as is sketched above for the band-gabions, took place with these,
and from the same cause, via:., their flexibility, and the tendency of the explosions to
form a smooth cheek to the embrasure. These also appeared to settle firmly in their
places after the 4th or 5th round. No. I Gab ion, having given way at the fastenings,
protruded about 6 inches into the neck of the embrasure, and prevented the gun being
fired for the remaining rounds as close to the other gabions as it could otherwise have
been.
No. 2 Embrasure, left cheek, revetted with brushwood-gabions, crowned
with a fascine.
This cheek did not stand well. The second gabion was blown open, and the earth
fell out of it at the 10th round, and at the termination of the 15 rounds the remaining
gabions in front of No. 2 were greatly bulged and slightly torn, and did not form a
good support to the earth, The gabiuns were-, however, all very dry and brittle.
The fascines, crowning the cheeks revetted by the sheet-iron, the iron band, and the
brushwood-gabions, were all blown away by or before the 6th round ; from this it
appears tome that sand.bags are much preferable to fascines, to crown the cheeks of
embrasures revetted with gabions, and this is also the opinion of the officers who made
the Report on the siege-works at Sebastopol (R. E. Professional Papers, vol. vi. page 9 ).
N
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Should any further experiments be carried on I beg to suggest that the cheeks of
gabiou .embras ures be cr owned \,;rith sm1d- bags, • that the fascines be bound with iron
wire in stead of brushwood with es, that they be picketed down with picket, with a hooked

,,,

end, aml that the revetments of the whole of the embrasures be constructed only when
wanted, to avoid the chance of the brushwood drying.

Colonel Sandltam, R.E., ~-c.,

GEORGE PHILIPS, Lieut. ·Royal Eng.

4·c.,

Direct&r Royal Engilleer Establi1ltmtnt,
TABLE OF THE EFFECTS PnooUCED BY EACR ROUND OF FrnINO WITH 32-PDR.
GUNS,

THE CnAROE BEING

8 lbs.,

ON

THE CHEEKS OF

Two

EMBRASURES

REVETTED WITH VARIOUS MATERIALS.

LEFT EMBRASURE,

No.

No. of
Round.

Effect produced.

I.

The 2nd and 3rd gabions of right
cheek slightly indented.
The 2nd and 3rd gabions of left
cheek torn a little at bottom,
(gun fired to the left).
The gabions of right cheek flattened (gun fired to the right).
Fascines crowning both cheeks
loosened.
Fascine at top of right cheek stil1
more loosened.
No. 1 gabionofright cheek gave
way at fastenings and opened
slightly; fascine crowning left
cheek blown down.
Hardly any increase of effect.
Gabions in left cheek greatly
distorted, 2nd gabion being partially blown away at bottom,
No increase of effect.
2nd gabion of left cheek destrayed.
Very slight increase of effect;
2nd gabion of right cheek a
little cracked.
No extra effect, the sheet gabions
apparentlyhavingsettled firmly.
Crack enlarged in 2nd gabion of
right cheek,
Slight general increase of effect.
Ditto
ditto.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

s.

9.
10.
II.
12.

13.
H.

15.

RtoHT

2.

Right cheek of sheet-iron gabions, and
left of brnshwood-gabions.

EMBRASURE,

Right cheek of fascines,
band-gabions.
No. or
Round.

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

No. 1.
Left of

Effect produced.

The 2nd and 3rd gabions of left
cheek h3d a picket broken in
each ; a withe was blown off a
fascine in the right cheek.
2nd gabion flattened; 3rd gabion
ditto, in a less degree (gun fired
to the left).
The withes in the three lower
fa scines destroyed (gun fired to
the right).
2nd gabion of left cheek much
distorted.
Increase of distortion of gabions
in left cheek; fascine at top
loosened.
Fascine crowning Jen cheek
blown down; the gabions of
left cheek more distorted.
The withes of fascines in right
cheek nearly all blown away.
No apparent increase of effect
Fascines of right cheek much
torn.
Gab ions of left cheek, especially
the 2nd, much broken and torn,
Slight general increase of effect.
2nd gabion of left cheek torn
open, the others a little more
distorted.
Fascine cheek (right) loosened.
Slight general increase of effect.
The fascine cheek blown away
and embrasure choked; the
gabions in left cheek very much
torn and distorted, but, with
the exception of the 2nd, au,.
tained the parapet well.

* In the battery at the new range at Woolwich fascines crowning the cheekll of the em bras urea
have been tiffl down to the ga.biuua with gahat1i:z:ed iron wire, 10 a a to stand well; and thia may be
al so uaell to anchor them.-Eo.
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XII.

NOTES ON THE NATIVE FORTS IN OUDE.

BY COLONEL HARNESS, C.B., CoM,

RoYAL ENGINEER IN INDIA,

All the Indian forts which we have met with have the same general characteristics;
their strength consists in a formiclable relief, and in the difficulty (perhaps impossi~
bility by means of cannon) of forming a practicable breach, the whole, or nearly the
whole rampart being made apparently of an adhesive earth, worked up as clay for
bricks would be. The trace, which is frequently a square of greater or less extent,
rarely presents any re-entering angles; but at each salient, and at intermediate points
where the 1ine is long, solid towers of 50 or 60 feet, and upwards, in diameter, are
formed. There are generally two enceintes; the outer consisting of an earthen rampart
and ditch, as above described; the inner, of a defensible dwelling, square or rectangular, with towers at the angles, a flat roof, and parapet, But three places that the
army has lately met with have each presented an extensive exterior line of works; at
Rampoor Kussia. at Ametie, and at Shunkerpoor, from 200 to 250 acres of ground, in
some parts very densely wooded, had been enclosed by a line of greater strength, in
almost every part, than would be expected to be met with in any field work, and in
some place$ presenting a very difficult obstacle. Thus the exterior ditch of Ametie
was not in any place, where the thick thorny jungle would permit it to be approached,
less than 20 feet in width, or 15 in depth; indeed a large portion was 30 feet wide,
and a part was 30 feet deep.
The points that an assailant may take advantage of in attacking these forts are, t.he
general liability of the few lines that could bear on the approach against the part selected
for attack, to be enfib.ded, and the total want of bomb-proof cover; these defects would
most probably cause the surrend~r of an ordinary fort, of which the area might be five
or six acres, within a couple of days, to an army provided with mortars and howitzers.
But, against an army insufficiently provided with these weapons, a fort well defended
might hold out for several days; approaches against the works would be necessary, and
perhaps a regular descent into the ditch, and a heavily charged mine, to effect a breach,
might be required.
AMETIE,

The Fort of Ametie is formed by three separate defensive lines. The outer line
presents a ditch varying from about 20 to nearly 40 feet in breadth, and from 15 to
30 feet in depth. It had been reported that this ditch contained from 10 to 15 feet of
water, which was uot the case when the fort was entered on the 11th November, but it
is most probably .filled to that extent during the raius, At present the only place where
the water appears deep is near the principal entrance, on the north of the lake covering
a part of the north-east portion of the fort; in other places where the ditch is wet, the
water is only two or three feet in depth, There is not a continuous rampart in con~
nection with this ditch, and although the edge of the counterscarp may generally be
seen from some part of the works within tbe ditch, the bottom of the ditch is almost
entirely unseen and without .flank defence, On the inner side of the la\:e referred to
above, there is an irregular line of earthen ramparts rising from the water ; in other
places, earthen towers, generally of small elevation, afford positions for guns, .but these
have been formed at some distance (50 feet or more,) from the edge of the ditch; and
round the greater part of the fort trenches have been formed immediately within the
ditch, to afford covered positions for musketry. The country is flat, and on !he ea~t
and north-east, open; it is also open on a part of the south sicle, but the remamder HI
covered with jungle more or less thick, ·.which is described as being so thick, on the
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west and south-west, that a bird could hardly penetrate it ; and the officers employed
to sketch could not follow the ditch in that part. Within this enclosure, which may
be considered to include about 250 acres, is another, comprising about 5 acres; it is
formed by an earthen rampart and ditch, presenting on every side, at some former
period, a steep escarp and a good relief, but now in some places degraded ; and on the
west and south-west, the jungle has encroached upon the ditch and escarp.
The innermost enclosure is formed by the dwelling.house and its court-yards: it is
only partially surrounded by a ditch, and the exterior wall on the side towards the jungle
is weak.
As no roof-cover that would afford sP.cure protection against even 5~-inch shells
exists within the fort, the two inner enclosures may be deemed untenable against a.
well sustained fire of mortars; and it may perhaps be assumed that the garrison did
noL intend to attempt to defend the inner enclosures, as the onJy stores of gunpowder
found were outside of them, Three such stores were foand, and also two mines
completely prepared, the hose being laid, one under the causeway across the ditch at the
principal entrance, the other about 100 feet from that causeway, under the raised roadway
leading from it along the west side of the lake.
The time available for the sketch which accompanies this was very short, It is
hoped that the officer left to assist in the demolition of tbe defences will be able to
obtain a more perfect sketch.
SHUNJtERPOOR,
At Shunkerpoor Rbout 200 acres of jungle are enclosed by a defensive line, consisting
generally of a parapet and ditch of very irregular trace and varying section, but for a
length of about 100 yards on the south-west, and of about 500 yards on the west, of a
low parapet only; within this enclosure are four forts-the principal fort, situated near
the eastern boundary, being the property of Baiue Madhoo Sing, and intended, together
with the entrenchment round the jungle, to have been defended by him, is known as
the Shunkerpoor Fort. The other three are near the ,vestern boundary: the most
southerly is the property of Nurput Singh, and the most northerly, of Joograg Si11gh ;
and the intermediate fort belongs to Sew Ghoolam Singh.
The exterior entrenchment, on which much work has evidently been recently
executed, presents, towards the east., a formidable profile, which diminishes on the north
and south sides, where in several places it is easily assailable ; and towards the southwest, where it approaches within about 400 yards of the village of Jugutpoor, and also
on a part of the west side, the obstacle is insignificant. The jungle within, though
thick, is not by any means impenetrable, and it would prevent any proper co-operation
of the forts by their fire.
The principal, or Shunkerpoor Fort, comprises about five acres, and the enceinte,
con sisting of an earthen rampart and ditch, has a good profile on the east and south
sides, and on the north uear the eutrance: but on the north-west the work is much
dilapidated, and is at several points accessible to assault without any aid from ladders.
There is no bomb-proof cover within it; and the large quantity of powder found distributed in the different rooms, without any adequate protection, permits the assumption that an explosion must have ensued if a few shells had been thrown into this fort.
Of the other three, that near the south.west portion of the outer entrenchment,
known as the Jugntpoor Fort, and the property of Nurput Singh, is the only one in a
defensible sta"te. It has a single enceinte of good profile in efficient condition, but has
no bomb-proof cover, and would not be tenable against a force well provided with
mo1tars or large howitzers.
A sketch of the position, made by Lieutenants Pritchard and Harrison, R.E., accom.
panies this,
H. D. H.
18th November, 1858,
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PAPER XIII.
NOTES ON THE FORT AND ENTRENCITMENTS OF

Kussu

RAMPOOR,

Ounn.

BY LIEUTENANT SCRATCHLEY, RE.
The fort and entrenchments of Kussia Rampoor nre situated on a bend or loop of
the River Saee; the fort is at the north-west side of this loop, and is surrounded by the
southern entrenchments, which enclose the loop to the south, and by the northern
entrenchments which complete the enclosure on the other sides; thei!ie occupy an
extent of ground equal to 200 acres, and are 3¼ miles in length.
The interior of the entrenchmPnts is a dense impenetrable bamboo and thorn jungle,
through which a number of covered ways, similar to parallels, afford communication;
on the outside the jungle grows close up to the works, ancl in most places extends 500
or 600 yards or more to the front; paths lead through it into the fort, but they are of no
use except to the defenders: besides this, a very close and impenetrable abatis, of cut
thorn jungle, is to be found close upon the counterscarp of the works, following it in
all its sinuosities: the ditch is generally from 12 to 18 feet in depth, but in one or two
places the depth is nearly 23 feet; it is 8 to 20 feet in width, and surrounds the whole
of the works, except in a few places where a formidable abatis supplies its place.
The profile of the entrenchments is good, the command varying from 10 to 20 feet,
the thickness of parapet is from 10 to 18 feet, and they are well able to resist the
heaviest ordnance, from the nature of the soil, which is principally clay ; in some
parts the profile consists of two lines of parapet, separated from each other by a ditch ;
in others two ditches are to be found.
The interior fort or entrenchment is of the nature generally found in this country,
forming a rectangle with circular bastions at the angles, connected by straight curtains,
which also have bastions. This fort has a very great command over the surrounding works, and the country around it; it also affords a good defence against an attempt
to bke it from the south, especially across the ford.
The trace of the entrenchment is very irregular, consisting of circular bastions
connected by irregular curt!lins, every bastion having four or more embrasures for
guns. In front of each bastion a low line of parapet for musketry is to be found, and
thi(generally flanks the entrances into the fort before mentioned: the trace, on the
whole, is good: it has a few weak points on the river, where the entrenchments close
upon it, but these could be strengthened at the very last moment: in fact, if an
European force had possession of such works, it could defy any attack except that of a
regular blockade to starvation.
The period of the construction of the different parts of the works is of course difficult
to ascertain; I should think that all the works, with the exception of the fort and
western eutrenchments, have been built since the first outbreak of the mutiny: the
ditch surrounding them however is very old, and has been deepened in a great many
places. The works also have been considerably strengthened and repaired since the
rains.
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PAPER XIV.
ACCOUNT OF THE BRIDGE OF BOATS ACROSS THE GOGRA, AT FYZABAD.

BY LIEUT. COLONEL NICUOLSON, R.E.
The bridge consists of 75 boats of various sizes, ranging from 2,000 maunds• to 800,
there being about 11 of 21000 and 1,500 maunds, and about 20 of a size from 900 to
600, and tbe remainder of a smaller description.
All tht-sc Indian bridges of boats are built on lhe same principle, the superstructure
being precisely similar to that used for pontoons, except that the timber and planks
are of larger scantling and thickness; half of this bridge only is however constructed
on this principle, as wood was scarce and time an object; the wood was not only 8carce
but exceedingly difficult to work, so instead of using the large beams, or as they are
called here "kurries/' in the remaining half of the bridge, bamboos were substituted,
and answered admirably. The bamboos can be easily replaced in case of damage, and
a boat becoming injured can be removed without disturbing the roadway; so when
they can be had, bamboos make a better superstructure than timber. And nothing is
simpler than to lay them, no skilled labour is required, the Fellahs are perfectly well
able to do the work without assistance from carpenters or blacksmiths. The method
of fixing them is merely to tie them to the cross-beams of the boats, first laying kurries
lengthwise above those beams, so as to make up the difference between the level of the
road and the level of the boat's beams, and thus getting a bearing in three or four
places, the boat's beams themselves being supported from below by uprights wedged
in between them and the boat's bottom. This ought always to be done to take the
bearing off the sides of the boat, and put in on the bottom. The bamboos are placed
close together; those used by us were certainly of a large size; and with ease, with an
interval of 10 feet between the supports (in a trial) bore two very large elephants
standing side by side, that is to say, the two elephants stood in a space 12 feet wide
and 10 long; but I believe that much smaller bamboos, of course in greater numbers,
and with l½-inch planking, would sustain any weight likely to pass across a bridge of
boats, with bearings of about 4 feet. The bamboos we used were straightened by
bending the crooked places in each over a slow fire, and soaking them in oil, until
they could be bent without cracking ; rendered thus more pliable, they were fixed in
a straight position until they became cool and dry. The extreme bearings of the kurries
were 10 feet, their dimensions were 9" X 4", or 811 X 5", and they averaged 20 feet in
length. The roadway has five kurries in its width and is 12 feet broad, so that they are
about 2' 2 11 apart. Where we used kurries the planks were 3" thick, but over the
bamboos it was only necessary to place planks of half that thickness.
The bridge is 470 yards long, piers being constructed at each end to carry the roadway over the shallow water. The stream set diagonally across the river, so that considerable difficulty was experienced in bringing each boat into its proper position.

* The mauud is equal to 80 lbs., and 28 maunds to l ton.
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The boats are all at different distances apart, varying according to their buoyancy
and strength; between the large boats, and using large kurries, the bays were 10 feet
wide, but the smaller boats were only 3 feet apart, using either kurries or bamboos,
Each large boat was moored by 3 anchors a head, each small boat by two, and all
had one anchor astern. The anchors are of rude construction, formed of two massive
cross-pieces of timber pointed at each end, into these are fixed upright pieces of
bamboo, one end of each in the wood, and the others fastened together, thus forming
a sort of ho1low pyrnmid ; to the bamboos is fastened matting which serves to retain
the koucha, with which the anchor is weighted. The cables are made entirely of grass
twisted together on the spot, and are very strong and well adapted to the purpose, but
would not stand any friction.
The bridge was commenced on the 15th October, and progressed very slowly, owing
to the difficulty we experienced in collecting boats and material, but it was ready for
the passage of troops by the 21st November, or the day before the arrival of Brigadier
Taylor's Force.
When the work was first commenced it was known that large bodies of the enemy
were on the opposite shore, and tl1at they would annoy us directly we began. Our
force was not large enough to enable us to occupy that side, so that it was necessary
to select such a spot in the river as would enable us to work out of range of any batteries the enemy would probably erect; advantage was therefore taken of a wide
breadth of sand between the river and the sound ground, on the northern side, on to
which the enemy were not likely to come, and which, if they di<l, would have been commanded by our guns.
As it turned out, it was well this spot was selected, as the enemy lined the edge of
the sound ground with works, and brought four or five guns to bear upon the bridge;
but though they fired very often, the range was too long for them, and they never
succeeded in striking it or injuring the workmen employed upon it.
Before the bridge was quite finished, and to gain as much time as possiblei the pier
on the opposite side was carried out 50 yards into the water, and the road over the
sand was commenced; this was ultimately pushed on by degrees to within 700 yards
of the grass, small pickets of about 24 men being posted in breastworks constructed
ahead of the workmen, to protect them in case of an attack from the enemy.
,vhen the road had been completed to this pointi two 8-inch howitzers and two
mortars were placed in position, and everything was ready to pass the Force across.
The accompanying sketch shows the plan adopted by Major General Grant to force
the enemy's position,
The Sikhs were passed across the river far above the enemy's works, and the
remainder of the Force was collected between the bridge and battery above-mentioned,
These dispositions were finished before dawn, and just as day broke the Sikhs
advanced from the bank of the river, and, taking the enemy by surprise, drove them
from their entrenchments. Directly the firing was heard the General advanced with
the main body, and the enemy fled in all directions: he pursued them for about ten
miles, and took all their guns, and thus closed the operations on the Gogra.

LOTHIAN NICHOLSON, Lieut, Col. Royal Eng,,
Com. Eng. with Sir Hope Grant, K.C.B.
To Colonel Harneu, C.B., Royal Engineers,
Cam. Royal Eng. in India.
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PAPEU XV
NOTES ON DIFFERENT KINDS OF LABOUR.

BY CAPT. TILLY, R.E.
As the Corps has often been called upon to act under unusual circumstances, and
with various means, a put from ordinary routine, perhaps a few N ates on Excavation,
made in the course of throwing up some heavy batteries by means of different kinds
of labour, may afford sufficient data, as a rough guide in future operations, when duty
points in that direction.
In the summer and autumn of 1856, the works required in constructing the New
Practice Range in Plumstead and Erith Marshes, near ,voolwich, were commenced.
The greater part was executed by contract, bnt the batteries anrl a large earthen work
were intended to be constructed by Sapper labour, ancl the 5th Company of Royal Engineers supplied the working parties.
During the progress of the excavations it was found that the force of Sappers was
not strong enough to complete its task within the specified time. Assistance was
therefore derived from the contractor's "Navvies" who had been employed in excavating the boundary ditch of the Range. A gang of convicts from the hulks off the
noyal Arsenal was also permitted to throw up a mortar battery situated within the Old
Range, being placed under a safe guard.
Thus there were three distinct descriptions .o f Jabour in excavation brought under
comparison, by means of the Sapper, the Navvy, and the Convict, using the same sort
of tools, and working in the same kind of soil-a stiff clay.
After the excavations of their respective batteries had been completed, they were
measured, and the results were as follows:The Navvy excavated at the rate of 8 cubic yards a day,
5
The Sapper
2
.,
The Convict
11
an average of 8 hours being taken as the working day, though the navvies worked 10
hours, and the convicts only 5 hours a day,
The working pay of the respective labourers was for
,.

d.

3 6 a day.
The Navvy.
1 O
The Sapper.
0 l! "
•
•
,
The Convict.
The cost therefore of excavation by means of these three kinds of day labour, calculating for the whole time per diem during which each man worked, was:4¼ pence per cubic yard by Navvy Jabour.
,,
Sapper
2!
Convict ,,
,,
! "
and the time taken by each party shewed that
The Navvy would excavate 100 cubic yards in 100 hours.
160 ,,
100
The Sapper
400 .,
"
100
,,
The ConYict
before,
as
being,
time
working
the
days,
by
or, reckoning
The Navvy would excavate 100 cubic yards in 10 days.
20 ,,
100
The Sapper
66f ,,
100
The Convict
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On the face of these calculations convict labour would appear to be the cheapest;
but, as time is money, and the expense of the plant, of feeding, clothing, and lodging,
and, in the case of the convict, of guardfog, must not be neglected, it would be found
in the end to be the dearest; and the free labour of the navvy must be admitted to be
the best and the cheapest.
Where expedition is required, the labour of the navvy would be of the utmost value.
Let us suppose, for instance, that some massive earthworks were intended to be thrown
up at one or two of those points which it is considered desirable to occupy for the
defence of the metropolis, and suppose one of them to require a II deblai" of 5,000
cubic yards. One hundred navvies would complete the excavation in 5 days, the same
number of Sappers would require 10 days, while the convicts would linger over the job
for 33 days. If the enemy were advancing it is almost needless to say which labour
would be of the greatest value.
Of course the Sapper is, in such a case, in his right place when he is fixing profiles,
forming slopes and embrasures, laying down drains, &c,, and attending to all matters
requiring skilled labour. It is not supposed that convicts would be employed, as a
general rule, on this kind of work, as there are many other questions involved; but the
calculation is interesting for the sake of showing the strong contrast between free and
forced labour.
Besides being employed on day work at the New Range, the navvies also undertook
task work, and excavated from 12 to 14 cubic yards a day. Some giants, for a wager,
have been known to throw out nearly 20 cubic yards in one day. These men, in order
to renew their strength, eat and drink in large quantities four and even five times a day.
The quantity excavated by the Sappers is considered to be very fair, and quite as
much as could be expected from a mixed body of mechanics. Two men of the party,
better accustomed to the work than their comrades, worked as well as an average navvy.
But it is not to be expected that Sappers can compete in mere excavating with men
who have handled nothing but the u grafter" and II flying tool" from their boyhood.
With regard to the convicts, all that can be said is that even with the inducement of
pay, and by granting an extra. allowance to the keepers, upon completing certain tasks,
convict labour still remains forced labour. Sometimes an improvement resulti:i from
employing them in gangs on heavy work, as in throwing in masses of concrete, or making
large excavations, and by stirring up a spirit of emulation between the differe_ntg~ngs;
but it must be admitted that it is still unprofitable labour resulting from rnev1table
causes.
G. S. TILLY, Captain, Royal Engineers.

Cape Tow11, March, 1858.
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PAPER XVI.

REPORT ON THE LAYING DOWN OF THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH AT CANTON.

IlY MAJOR FISHER, R.E.
1. The Major General Commanding having decided to have electric communication
between Head-quarters and tl1e landing-place, with an intermediate station at the East
Gate, I was instructed to carry out the work.
2. The Head-quarter Terminus of the line was arranged to he in the rear of the
Royal Artillery Barracks, half-way between the General's quarters and the Headquarter office: that at the landing-place was close to the office of the Senior Naval
Officer; and the East Gate Station was in the enclosure in rear of the Royal Artillery
Guard. Huts were to be built for the telegraph offices at Head-quarters and at the East
Gate, and an existing building was to be fitted up for the purpose at the landing-place.
The course of the wire between Head-quarters and the left extremity of the cantonments was to follow the contour of the hill, running up into the city wall at that point,
thence to the landing-place it was to be laid under-ground along the top of the wall,
at a depth of l foot below the surface and close to the banquette or step, for the sake
of protection from accidents.
3. A working party of 40 men of the Royal Engineers and 500 of the Line was
furnished at 6½ A,M., on the 26th of April, 1858, to work half a day. It was intended
to open a communication between Head-quarters and the East Gate by the evening of
that day, but heavy rain came on, and the party only worked till 9 A.M., completing
the trench as far as the north. east angle, but laying no wire; on the following day 40
men of the Royal Engineers and 300 of the Line were employed, of whom the Engineers
and 150 of the Line worked for 8¼ hours, and the remaining 150 only 4l hours. The
wire was well laid and the trench filled in by 6, P.M.
4. The length of wire laid down was 3 clrums and about 300 yards, the measured
distance being about 3,500 yards, At this rate of working, one mile of wire would he
laid down in one day of 8 hours, by 25 of the Royal Engineers and 200 of the Line.
5, I had observed, when at Chatham in .charge of the Electric Telegraph School,
that no batteries had been sent out with the telegraph stores for the China expedition,
but I was informed that the instruments sent were magnetic, and I believe that they
were intended to have been so. However, on unpacking the instruments, they were
found to be the ordinary s in gle needle instruments ; consequently batteries had
to be furnished.
6. Sulphuric acid was obtained from the Medical Department, and zinc was purchased in the city, but n o copper could be procured in Canton, though there appeared
to be a quantity of brass. A portion of the si licate of soda had been sent up from
Hong Kong in old powder barrels, with copper hoops. These ,.-ere replaced by iron
ones, and cut into lengths to fit the cells, which were glass tumblers. A battery corn-
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posed of 12 of these cells was found sufficient to send messages from Head-quarters to
the landing-place, but the current was rather weak, the copper plates being narrow and
affording 100 small a surface, (only 2j inches by 1 inch).
7. The line was opened on the 5th of May, l Sergeant and l Sapper being stationed
at Head-quarters, and l Corporal and 1 Sapper at the landing-place.
8. The station at the East Gate will be opened as soon as the copper can be procured for the battery. It will in future be supplied by the Navy.
9. The readiness with which a mistakP, such as the omission of sending ont batteries,
can be rectified, as well as the simplicity of the works, and the ease with which they
are repaired, would appear to be an argument in favour of the use of the ordinary
single needle instrument for field service in preference to the magnetic.• The facility
with which batteries can be constructed and the materials procured in any part
of the world is very great. The readiness with which additional power can be given
by increasing the number of cells if the line should get defective, either from bad
joints, or accidents occurring, such as the cracking or melting of the gutta-percha
(which happened frequently in the Crimea.), is, I think, another point of superiority.
The plates of the magnetic instruments require great nicety in fitting, and the instrument-case is not capable of extension, so as to contain additional plates, at all events
without considerable trouble.
10. The much greater ease with which the single needle is read, places it within the
power of almost any man to send and receive messages after three weeks' instruction,
whereas, whilst in charge of the Electric Telegraph School at Chatham, I have known
men instructed in the use of both the double and single needle, fail altogether in
attempting to learn the magnetic system. The advantage of rapidity of reading is on
the 11ide of the single needle in the proportion of 10 to 7.
11. Had magnetic instruments been sent out to China, there would have been found,
in two Companies of Royal Engineers, only four men capable of using them i whereas
there are nine who are ahle to use the single needle.
12. The length of time which it takes for a man to go through the course in the
Telegraph School at Chatham (about 5 months), renders it unlikely that any considerable number will attain to much skill in the use of the magnetic instruments,
though a great number are instructed in the use of the two others. The double needle
I put out of the question for field service, as it requires a double length of wire, the
advantage of increased rapidity (16 to 10) not compensating for this, and indeed not
being necessary, unless a very great number of messages are sent, as on a railway line.
13. As regards the carrying of the batteries, which seems to be the only objection
to the sinO'le needle instruments, it does not appear to me to make much difference,
when the ; ire, instruments, &c., have to be carried, whether the batteries are carried
in addition, since battery power for six stations, sufficient for any distance likely to
be required, may be put up so as to occupy no more space than a single drum of wire.

A. C. FISHER.
"" Magnets are however auccessfully employed fo~ this purpose in Ireland :i.nU in Ital!, 11,,d it is
probable that by increasing the thickne8s of wire in the cr,il, and makllJg the mag~et 1tsdr more
po'll'erful, an inlltru.ment may be constructed ,,bich would b" very convenie~t fo~ m,htary i,urpoees,
aud efficient even when the covering of the wire is very defi::ctive. In C.'.l.8C8111 which the maguet has
been giv~n up in (avour of ihe Voltaic batWry, the change has be,n made, not on accou.ut (If cliffi.~
cul ties or ill.Bulation, but because the siguals could not be sent with the same rapidity as they co~l_d Ly
means of the battery; and this would be a comparatively unimportant objection to its use form1htary

purpoaea.-Eo.
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PAPER XVII.
DESCRIP'J'ION OF THE IMPROVED M:ETALLIC GABIONS, INVENTED BY CAPTAIN
HENRY TYLER,

R.E.,

AND MANUFACTURED BY ~iESSRS, CARTER AND

Co.,

OP FOUNDRY STREE'f, RED BANK, MANCHESTER.

DY LIEUT. GENERAL SIR C. W. PASLEY, K.C.D,,
ROYAL ENGINEERS.

1. Captain Tyler's gabions were originally supplied in the form of flat plates of iron ,
either galvanized or plain, or served over, when hot, with boiled oil, 6 feet 3! inches
long 9.nd 2 feet 9 inches wide, to the ends or short sides of which sailmakers' eyelets
were afterwards fixed in corresponding pairs, and being brought together until they
met in a cylindrical form, the several pairs of eyelet holes were connected by
fastenings, so as to make a metallic gabion, 2 feet in diameter, and 2 feet 9 inches high.
2. Having observed, in the first trials of these gabions, in December, 1857, that the
metal of which they were made was so brittle that it broke whenever the bottoms of
them came in contact with any hard substance, such as a piece of brick or stone, and
having furtl;ier discovered that galvanized iron was a perishable material which lost its
original strength in the course of a few years,• it occurred to me that tin would be a
much better materi:1.l for a metallic gabion; but having rea&.on to doubt the quality of
the common tin of commerce, I applied to Messrs. Carter and Co , of Manchester,
who recommended the use of the best iron, scaled and cold rolled, and informed me
that the bottom and top of the gabion might be effectually secured by strips of the
same metal two inches wide, doubled and folded over the whole length of the long
sides of the plate, and beaten down upon those sides, in a manner termed II shoeing"
by the workmen, previously to their being tinned.
3. Accordingly, I clirected Messrs. Carter and Co. to make plates of the above description, to shoe them in the manner proposed, and to rivet togelhcr the three thicknesses of the plate and shoes at intervals of 5 inches.
4. The figure at the hottom of the annexed drawing is the plan of Captain Tyler's
improved metallic gabion, laid fiat, with its long sides reinforced, by shoeing them in
the manner that has been described. Five pairs of brass eyelet holes, 1,1, 2,2, 3,3, 4,4,
and 5,f), each half an inch in diameter, within a circular rim a quarter of an inch wide,
are fixed to the ends or short sides of the plate, at the central distance of ] inch from
the said sides, Two round holes, I, II, each ll inch iu diameter, are punched through
the centre of the plate, in the same alignement as the eyelet holes 3,3,of which the first,
I, is to be out at the central distance of 8 inches, and the seconrl, II, at the central
distance of 2 feet 6 inches from the nearest side of the plate. The extreme eyelet holes,
1,1, and 5,5, are to be fixed as near to the long sides of the plate as the shoes will
Part or Captain Tyler's ga.bions, and all Sergeant Major Jones's, that. were tried on thisocoasion,
being ma.de of ilon not galvanized, were cov~red with ru.st.-C. W, P .
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permit, with the others at equal intervals; and the whole are used for lashing the
corresponding pairs of holes together, so as to form a cylinder when the plate is to be
made into a gabion for service.
5. Two additional eyelet holes, (marked 6,6,) are fixed as close to the Jong sides as
the shoes will permit, and at the same central distance of 2 feet 6 inches from the
near side of the gahion as the round hole II. They are for lashing the tools to the
upper side of the plate when formed into a gabion. One eyelet hole would suffice for
this purpose, but another is made because it is most convenient that either of the long
sides of the plate may be the top or bottom ; and in this state the plates are tinned with
great care in the usual manner.
6. Considering that paint, which had preserved the old English tin pontoons from
corrosion by salt water, in the bridge formed by Captain, now Major General Piper,
over the Bidassoa. in 1813, nnd had also preserved them for several years in our own
practice in the brackish water of the Medway, would be necessary, for protecting the
tinned plates when made into gabions, so as to render them serviceable in successive
batteries or saps, in the same siege operations, or when laid up in damp stores, we
determined to paint them, but did not decide upon the colour until we had made several
trials, in which we found that red could not be distinguished from black except by
daylight, whereas, even in bright moonlight, white could be seen at a short distance by
the working parties, but not by the enemy ; and therefore we directed Messrs. Carter
and Co. to have all their plates served with two coats of the best white paint.
7. It having been found, on trial, that the former mode of lashing the shovels rendered them top-heavy, we dt>cided upon lashing them with the helves uppermost, and
with the pans standing about two or three inches from the ground, to prevent the iron
from striking when the gabion was set down. For this purpose, it proved necessary to
bore a hole jths of an inch in diameter, through the middle of the helve of each shovel,
in a direction parallel with the top of the pan, and 18 inches abo\'e it.
8. A couple of plates are formed into two gabions by one man, provided with ten
lashings ofNewall's patent wire cordage, each fifteen inches long, ½th of an inch in
diameter, and weighing¼ of an ounce; besides two lashings for the tools, of i-inch
rope, nearly i of an inch in diameter, each 18 inches long, ancl weighing rather less
than .}. an ounce. All the lashings must be served, and the tool-lashings moderately
point;<l at the ends.
9. In this operation: the workman lays his plates flat on the ground, and after turning
over the ends till they meet, he lashes the five corresponding pairs of eyelet holes
together, by taking one round turn through both, and tying the ends together by a reef
knot commencing with the centre holes 3,3, as the most convenient; and as their shape
may be rather irregular, he forct:s them into a cylinder of two feet in diameter, by
pressing down the ties. This is essential, because each workman's task, in the flyin~
sap, is 4 feet, and at smaller intervals they would be too crowded. He then sets his
gabions on end, about l foot apart, with the ties to the front, and the pair or rou~d
holes, I, II, of each gabion opposite to one another, with the holes I in front. He w1l1
then take post between his gabions, a little to the rear, in readiness to secure the tools,
by lashing a pickaxe to one and a shovel to. the other. Both gabio~s m~y b:
together in four minutes, at the rate or two mmutes per pla~e•. At this p:n~d, if t .:
pair of holes of one of his gabions should not be near to his right or Jett side, as 1
ought to be, he must turn it upside down, which will set it to rights. .
.
10. Besides the above-mentioned lashings, every man must be provided w1_th a c1oupl~
or pickets of ash or haul, with the bark on, each 2 feet long and not exceedmg l'Jth 0
an inch, nor less than jths of an inch in diameter, which he must run through the round
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holes I, II, in each of hi;; gabions, 1111til their ends project equally, that is 3 inch es in
front and rear,• after which he will secure the tools in the following manner, which
may be done in less than a minute.
11. Placing the iron part of the pickaxe on the top of one gabion, with the broad
edge to the front, parallel to the picket below, and with the helve downwards, he passes
one end of his lashing through the eyelet hole 6, round the upper part of the helve and
over the top of the gabion, and makes it fast to the other end by a reef knot,
12 He then passes the other lashing through the hole in the helve of the shovel,
until the ends project equally on each side, after which he sets up his shovel in the other
gabion, with the convex side of the former coinciding with the concave side of the
latter, and the helve opposite to the eyelet hole 6. He then passes one end of his
lashing throngh the said eyelet hole, and over the top of the gabion, and back again,
and makes it fast to the other end by a reef knot, hauled taut, which raises the pan of
the shovel, to prevent it from striking the ground, as was before mentioned,
13. Such is the manner in which Captain Tyler's im1uoved metallic gabions would
be arranged at the Engineer park, in readiness for the men of the working parties who
are to carry them to the trenches, where they should, in the first place, be deposited
at the reverse of the trench forming the first parallel, previously opened and completed
to its proper width, in readiness for the working parties that will be ordered next night
or the night following, according to circumstances, for commencing the second parallel,
which is always done by the flying sap.
14. When the whole of the working party are ready behind their respective gabions,
and the order is given, each man takes hold of the pickets, which he grasps in his
hands, and lifts the gabions, one under each arm, and carries them like a pair of pails
or buckets, whilst the helves of the pickaxe and shovel are immovably jammed, in the
angles between the pickets and the insides of their respective gabions, so that they
cannot possibly clatter or make any perceptible noise. In taking their gabions up,
the mens' arms must be inside of their pir:kaxes, as in the upper figure of the annexed
du wing, which represents a soldier of the working party on his way to the trenches,
after the order to march has been given.
15. Thus all the defects of Captain Tyler's original metallic gabions have been
removed, a very perfect having been substituted for a defective and perishable material,
their tops and bottoms, which were formerly brittle, having been so much !iltrengthened
by the shoes, that a smart blow of a carpenter's hammer, or of a poker, produces no
effect upon them.
16. Such being the case, it will be evident that they are infinitely superior to
Sergeant Major Jones's gabions, each consisting of 8 iron bands and slots, and 12
pickets, 3 feet 6 inches in length, making 20 pieces in all, besides the bearing pickets,
which are common to both. In putting the latter together, a circle, 2 feet in diameter,
must be traced on the ground, round the circumference of which the pickets must be
driven, and the bands or hoops forming the web must be put together, and interwoven
between them, in successive courses, breaking joint from the bottom upwards. In this
tedious procei;s, the same number of men, never less than two, must be employed, as
in making a common gabion, and the ground, if uneven, must previously be levelled,
which will either waste time or require an additional man.
17. From what I have seen myself of these band and picket gabions, I do not think
that two men will be able to put together a couple of them in less than a quarter of an

* At flret, we 11ged aeh pickets of the above length, turned in a. lathe, fLDd 1 inch in diameter, like
the trenails of 11hipwrigbte, but we rejected this expedient on findWg that tho ga.bioDB alwaya slipped
olf from pick.eh of t-hia description.-C. W. P.
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hou_r, wl1erea~ one man will put together seven of Tyler's gabions with ease in that
penod, allowing 2 minutes for each, as before mentioned, in every sort of ground ,
\\'!'.ether level or not; and this operation is so simple that any man may learn it in ten
mmutcs.
18. Sin~e I publis~ed the se~ond edition of Part I of the II Rules for Conducting
the Practical Operations of a Siege," I am of opinion that the men of every working
party should always take their arms with them, slung behind their backs, having the
slings in front., over their right shoulders, and under their left arms, with the butt of
the piece downwards, and a few rounds of ball cartridges; and that they should never
go without them under any circumstances. The weight of a couple of Captain Tyler's
gabions is 56 lbs., to which, adding for a pickaxe 10½ lbs., for a common snp-shoYel
.5! lbs., for 2 bearing pickets I lb., and for 14 lashings l lb., the whole weight to be
carried by eYery soldier of the working party will be 73{ lbs., which the long handled
shovel, if used in preference, ,vill only increase to 75¼ lbs.
19. To carry materials in hand.barrows, with two men to each, for moderate distances, in successive trips, alternately loaded and empt.y, has often been necessary in
civil as well as military works, and is never considered a hardship ; and every one who
has seen Tyler's improved gabions, arrangetl in the above manner, :md tried their
weight, admits that a man could carry a couple of them with much greater ease than
one common gabion of brushwood, weighing not less than from 36 to 40 lbs. on his left
shoulder, and a shovel or pickaxe in his right hand, as was done in the Crimea. But
the same remark applies even to the metallic gabions of 28 lbs., which may be carried
with greater ease in pairs than singly, from the Engineer park or depot to the trenches,
fo which, if the distance be so great as to require it, the men should be halted for
about five minutes, to set down their gabions, and stand at ease, at intervals of perhaps
not less than 400 yards, in readiness to take them up again and carry them in the same
orUer to their destination; whereas, if each carried only one gabion, they would, in
case of any stoppage, throw them down in confusion, with the risk of losing them in
the dark, unless painted white.
20. Besides this confusion, the arrangements adopted in the Crimea, owing to the
great weight of common gabions, doubled the strength of all the working parties, and
thereby harassed the whole army unnecessarily, whilst one half of those parties, though
liable to be exposed to the enemy's fire, were obliged to be idle, as they had not room
to work without cutting one another with their tools.
21. Having ascertained that no military stores are forwarded to India by the overland route, so that these gabions, if approved, must be sent by sea to Calcutta, and
from thence by water carriage up the Ganges, and other navigable rivers, to the seat
of war, I requested Messrs. Carter and Co. to give me a tender for 50 packing cases,
to contain 40 plates each, instead of the original arrangement, which would ha\'e
required ten times the number of lighter ones. The 40 plates are to be packed as close
together as possible, which will require a space of about 6 feet 4¼ inches, by 2 feet 9¾
inches, in the clear, within each packing case, of which the top and bottom ,vill be 6
feet 6} inches in length, and 3 feet¼ inch in width, consisting of longitudinal 1-inch
fir boards, with 3 transverse bars riveted together, like the ledges of pontoon chesses,
of 3 inches by ¾·inch scant ling, extending the whole widlh of the case.
22. In respect to the lashings and bearing pickets, <lescribed in paragraphs 8 and 10,
for putting the 40 plates together as gabions and carrying them, we_ found t~at they
could not be stowed away in the same packing cases without adding mcouveniently lo
the bulk and expense of the latter, aml therefore they were ordered in London of
several tradesmen. The quantity necessary to complete each of the 50 sets, consisting
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of 220 wire lashings, 90 rope lashings, and 45 pickets, allowing a small proportion of
spare ones of each sort, was made up into a compact round bundle, with the Jashi~gs in
the centre, 2 feet high and 8 feet in circumference1 which was packed very convemently
iu a canvas bag, wide enough to admit them with ease, anll 2 feet 6 inches high,
servecl with Stockholm tar a11d horse grease, and fastened at top by a piece of cord
Jrawn through 6 brass eyelet holes. The bags are to be painted from No. 1 to No. 50,
in large letters, to correspond with the 50 packing cases numbered in the same manner.
The plates made up into gabions, together with the tools for the use of the working
party to be employed in carrying them, will previously be arranged in pairs at the En.
gineer park, in the manner described in paragraph 13, where the helves of all the
shovels will be bored as directed in paragraph 7, with holes for the lashings, which are
too small to weaken them.
23. Messrs. Carter's original tender, forwarded to me 3 months ago, for supplying
2,000 of Captain Tyler's improved gabions, delivered at Manchester, amounted to
£1,025 for the plates, shoes, eyelets, &c., ancl to £162 for putting them together,
providing for materials and workmanship of the best quality, for which they them.
selves, as iron and tin manufacturers, were responsible, always appeared to me to be
reasonable; but the tender for painting the plates, given in at the same time, and
that for the 50 packing cases, given in afterwards, when they werf! required to deliver
the whole at the East India Docks, London 1 having been charged by the painter antl
carpenter they usually employed, at higher prices than those of the best workmen in
London, as I found by enquiry, I objected to these items, which were reduced accordingly to rates affording a fair profit on good workmanship i and they agreed with me,
that instead of sending them fro:n Manchester to Gonle, and from thence by sea to
Lonclon, as was at first contemplated, the best and safest mode of conveyance, though
rather more expensive, would be by the fly-boats of the Grand Junction Canal Company, which would take them on board at Manchester, and deliver them at the East
India Docks, alongside of some ship chartered for conveying military stores to Calcutta.
24. At the end of this Paper I have annexed an abstract of Messrs. Carter and Co.'s
amended tender, together with those of the tradesmen who are to supply the bags and
their contents, all of approved quality and on reasonable terms, amounting to
£1,5•19 8s. 9d., which is at the rate of 15s. 6d. a piece, minus a very small fraction
(rather less than a quarter of a farthing); and considering that they dispense with all
skilled labour, are of imperishable materials, and are lighter and more portable than
any former gabions, they are well worth the price above stated. They were proposed
by Captain Tyler to the Inspector General of Fortifications, throngh the then Deputy
Adjutant General, for trial in the practical siege operations of the Corps at Chatham,
in August, 1853, before the war with Russia broke out, and several thousands of them
were afterwards made at his request for the Crimea, and, if sent out immediately, would
have arrived in time for the latter part of that protracted siege; but, unfortunately,
they did not reach their destination, until the place had capitulated. Hence most of
the gabions used there were of common brushwood, made on the spot., besides a
number previously made at Varna and sent round to Balaklava by sea; in addition to
which there were the gabions invented by Lieutenant (now Major) Elphinstone, R.E.,
composed of hoop-iron hay-bands for the web, with an odd number of common wooden
pickets put together by "randing," as in making common gabions, to which they are
much superior; and as all other packages sent from England are likewise secured by
hoop-iron bands, which are of no value after the goods are delivered, this sort of
gabion, of which Sergeant Major Jones's is an expensive copy, was a very ingenious
and useful makeshift, and may again be uaed to advantage, under the like circum~
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stances. I shaU conclude by remarking that Elphinstone's gabions were quite original ,
as he had never heard of Tyler's, which Were of prior date, a matter of little importance
in other respects, but not to be depreciated, so Jong as officers are to be found whose
object, in bringing forward new inventions, is not their own private profit, but the
benefit of the government or that of the public.

ABSTRACT OF TME TENDERS FROM MESSRS.
FOR

THE SVPPLY OP

CAPTAIN HENRY

W.

2,000

TYLER,

OF THE

R.E.,

CARTER

METALLIC

AND Co,, AND OTIJERI,
GABIONS 1 INVENTED

TO BE DELIVERED AT THE

EA.ST

BY

INDIA

Docu, LONDON.

Messrs. Carter and Co's. Estimate for

,.

d.
£
1,025 0 0
162 0 0
184 0 0
50 0 0
88 0 0

2,000 plates with shoes, eyelets, &c .•
Putting the same together,
Painting ditto.
Packing cases for ditto,
Conveyance of ditto to East India Docks.

£

---= 1,409

,.
0

d.
0

Messrs. Newall and Co•s. Estimate for
11,000 wire lashings, 15 inches in length and }th}
inch in diameter (served at the ends). . • •

,fllO

O

o

2

6

I

3

5

o

Mr. C. Goad's Estimate for
4,500 rope lashings, 18 inches in length and ¼-in.}
in diameter, served at the ends, at 4s. 6d. per
£ JO
hundred. • , • . , . • • . , . .
Mr. G. G. Saggers's Estimate for
2,260 pickets, 2 feet in length and ll inch to 1¼}
inch in diameter, of ash and hazel, at 12s. 6d.
£ 14
per hundred. • • • , • • • • • • •
Messrs. Walker's Estimate for
60 sacks, 86 inches in circumference and 80 inches
in depth (dressed and numbered, at 2s. 6d. each)

l

£,

6

140
£1,549

c.

8 9
8

9

W. PASLEY,

NOTB.-Siooe writing the above, I have obtained from Mesers. T~pper and Co., a.,.ga.bion made of :~d
galvu~ iron and formed like those o.bove described, except111g that the Ion., sides are not s v_,
2,000 of which 1they offer to deliver in any part of London for £658 Os. 8~., less. 2j per cent. dis•
count. The price is thm1 reduced to 6s. 5d. each, and the edges of this gab1on refist smart blows of
3 poker witho'-lt being injured,-C. W . P.
p
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PAPER XVIII.

MEMORANDUM
CAWNPORE,

ON

THE T.IIREE

DURING THE

PASSAGES OF TIIE RIVER GANGES,

RAINY

SEASON OF

1857, BY THE

AT

OUDE

FIELD FORCE, UNDER COMMAND OF THE LA'rE MAJOR GENERAL SIR

HENRY HAVELOCK,

K.C.B.

BY MAJOR CROMMELIN,

BENGAL ENGINEERS.

The Oude Field Force crossed the River Ganges at Cawnpore, during the rains of
1857, on three different occasions-ht. At the latter encl of July, when it first entered
the Oude territories with the object of relieving the Lucknow Garrison; 2nd. Early
in August, when, after having been proved to be too weak to effect the above object, it
re-crossed the river to defend the Cawnpore entrenchment, which was threatened by two
bands of rebels; and 3rdly-When it again proceeded to the relief of the Lucknow
Garrison, in September, after having been reinforcid, These three Passages I purpo1e
describing separately and in detail.

FrnsT l'ASSAGE-20th to 28th July, 1857.
On the re-occupation of Cawnpore, after the expulsion of the rebels, General Havelock gave orders that arrangements should be at once made for passing his troops,
(consisting of about 1,500 men of all arms, and 13 field guns) over the river; and that
a small entrenchment should be prepared for a detachment of about 300 men that he
proposed to leave at Cawnpore 1 for the protection of the town and cantonment.
The site for the entrenchment, (which, be it remembered, was only intended lo
answer a temporary purpose), was fixed on the bank of the river (see accompanying
Plan), close lo the Ganges Canal, and was selected for the following reasons :-lst.
because it was the highest ground; 2nd. because it was within convenient distance
of the town and bazaars; 3rd. because it contained a convenient number of buildings
that would answer as cover for sick and wounded men and stores ; and lastly because
it covered the passage of the river along the route that appeared most feasible for retreat,
and at the only place where there was any chance of succeeding, during the floods, in
the construction of any bridge of boats that we might possibly find it convenient to
establish.
The original Entrenchment (as shown in the Plan), but which has since been much
enlarged and strengthened by outworks, was traced by Lieutenant Russell of the Bengal
Engineers. Time would not permit of his insisting upon following a very scientific
trace. A defensible position was required urgently and immediately, and he took every
advantage of the nature of the ground and of existing cover (in the shape of compound
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w.alls and dit~hes), to effect the desired object. The parapet wa11 everywhere 8 feet
lugh, and varied from 6 to 18 feet in thickness at the crest.
The arrangements for the passage of the river were superintended by Lieut. Colonel
Fraser Tytler, Assistant Quartf'r-Master General of the Force. He managed to collect
a great number of boats, of all sizes, in a very short space of time, but was not able to
man more. th:m a~o~t thirty of them for this operation; although ultimately he
succeeded m organ1zmg a Corps of 350 boatmen, which enabled us to succeed with our
subsequent more rapid operations. Had this number of boats been sufficient to carry
over the whole force, with its guns and equipm ents, in one or even a fe,~ trips, Colonel
Tytler would have selected the l\!agazine Ghat for the place of embarkation, as from
thence the boats could have been at once ferried across to the Lncknow Road Ghat.
But seeing that the rapidity of the whole operation would depend upon the time that
each boat would occupy in completing the double trip, or rather both the forward and
return passages; and justly hoping to be assisted by the east wind which usually prevails
at that season, (but which unfortunately failed until the last day), he fixed upon the
Gora Ghat, nearly opposite the Luoknow Road, as in every respect the best point of
departure.
A floating pier was constructed at the Gora Ghat, and a pier-head at the Lucknow
Road Ghat, and several of the boats were fitted with decks or platforms for carrying
guns, ammunition, and Commissariat carts and cattle.
The passage commenced on the 20th of July; but, owing to the existence of shoals,
velocity of the current {which in several places exceeded six miles per hour), and the
width of the river (1,500 yards) was not completed until the 28th of the same month.
It must be borne in mind that the force was very lightly equipped, carrying no tents,
and but a scanty SUJlply of stores and ammunition. The loads of the boats of course
varied with their size; a few of them are noted as follows :-thirty to one hundred armed
soldiers; six to twelve horses; a gun with its limber complete and a few bullocks; two
Commissariat store carts with bullocks, &c., &c., &c.
The black dotted lines on the Plan show the different routes of the boats. The
majority were carried down to the island A, and were then tracked, by a circuitous
course, up to the Lucknow Road Ghat (the only suitable spot for disembarkation);
after discharging their loads, they were the1f tracked up as high as the magazine, from
whence they were again ferried over to the Gora Ghat.
The government steamer Berhampooter was also brought into requisition for towing
the boats; but as she could not cross the entire width of the river, owing to a shoal,
she was not of very great use, She was, howenr, of assistance in somewhat relieving
the labours of our boatmen, as she could tow five or six boats at a time, once and sometimes twice during the day, across to the island A, where she was obliged to cast them
off, from thence she returned alone, not being able to make headway against the stream
with even empty boats in tow.
I arrived at Cawnpore on the 25th July, and was present during the last three days
of the passage. I calculated that the average distance traversed by each boat in Loth
forward and return trips was six miles. No boat ever landed its cargo under four hours,
or made more than two trips per diem: indeed some boats only made a single trip. On
the 28th, the last day of the passage, the east wind sprang up, and the boats were able
to sail directly across the river from Ghat to Ghat in three-quarters of an hour.
I may add, that this passage was not in any way opposed by the rebels, who never
even made their appearance; and that the force was bivouacked in villages about two
miles from the left bank of the river, where it remained until the whole of the baggage
and stores had been passed over.
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SECOND PASSAGE-August 13th.

The difficulties and delays attendant upon the passage above de:1cribed, early forced
upon our attention the necessity of establishing, for subsequent operations, a more
rapid mode of crossing the river.
Independently of the desideratum that we should be able to keep up a fn:qttent and
certain communication with General Neil, who commanded in the Cawnpore entrenchment, it was evident that if pressed by the rebels, we could not hope to effect our
retreat by the circuitous passage, with or without the Lucknow Garrison, except at a
most ruinous sacrifice of valuable lives; for our guns, on the Cawnpore bank of the
river, could be of little or no assistance in preventing the enemy's establishing batteries
at a distance, say, of even 500 yards from the left bank, from whence he woald be able
to intern.apt, if not altogether to stop, our efforts to track the boats against the stream.
No boatmen would have remained at work under fire; and our force was too small
both to act on the defensive, and at the same time to fumish the necessary fatigue
parties. ·
It will be observed, from the plan, that opposite to the entrenchment the river runs in
four channels, the main one being on the CawnporP. side. Colonel Tytler now suggested what hhd occurred to him when :fixing the site of the entrenchment, viz, the
possibility of constructing a raised causeway from some point on the Lucknow Road,
across the inundated main land near the river, over the three minor channels, and the
three marshy islands, to the left bank of the main channel; whereby the passage in
boats would be reduced to half the general width of the river, and to a single channel,
in which the water being everywhere deep, the steamer would be of great service. Accordingly, on our first advance towards Lucknow, Lieut. Moorsom, of Her Majesty's
52nd Regiment, attached to the Quarter-Master General's Department, was directed
to make the necessary surveys, and, if possible 1 to carry out the project, so that all
might be ready for us on our return.
We advanced on the 29th July, and on that day engaged and routed two forces of the
rebels at Oonao and llusherat Gunge, (distant respectively 10 and 15 miles from the
river), and captured 19 guns. The General, however, determined before proceeding
any further, to return towards Cawnpore for reinforcements, and, on the 31st July,
took up a strong position at Mungalwara, a village about six mi1es from the river.
I was engaged for three days in constructing batteries, and in otherwise strengthening
our position; but on the 3rd August, I proceeded to examine the line for the causeway
that had been marked 01.lt by Lieutenant Moorsom, durir.g our absence.
I found that the ground between the road and river was inundated to a depth varying
from 6 inches to 2 feet; and that it was intersected by a deep and rapid stream a, a, a,
about 30 feet in width; that bridges of boats would be required for the three minor
channels; that the islands, though in some places dry, (more particularly near the
banks) were for the most part flooded, and at many places to a depth of 3 feet; and
that the soil of the islands would not admit of the passage of our guns and heavy store
carts.
Lieutenant Moorsom had selected the best line, which proved to be about If miles
in length.
The project of the causeway appeared, and indeed was pronounced by several officers
to be quite chimerical ; but the results dependent upon it were of such vital importance, that I could not but feel, from the very first, a conviction that we were bound to
strain every effort to accomplish it, even although we might not be successful; for we
had everything to gain by it, and failure could not place us in a worse position.
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Accordingly, instructio.ns were given lo Lieut. Watson, of the Bengal Engineers,
t~ commence work. forthmth; to collect labourers from Cawnpore and the surromiding
villages; to cut down and collect the long grass that grew on the islands; to send boat s
for brushw_ood that was to be obtained from a place 8 miles up the river; and to collect
near the site of the causeway, at all places where the water was deep, a number of
woo.den platforms that were piled at ihe Lucknow RoaJ Ghat, and that had been m,cd
durmg the cold season for forming a causeway across the dry sandy bed of th.: riv~r.
These platforms were 8 feet long by 6 feet wide, and were composed of 3-inch planks
spiked to battens 4 inches square.
On the following day (4th August), I received orderg to join General Havelock, as
he had determined upon again advancing, having received intelligence that the rebels
had re-occupied Busherat Gunge, in force, and as there was no immediate prospect of
being reinforced. During the halt 60 European Infantry, 3 light guns, and two 24pdr. guns had been added to the force.
On the 5th August we again met and defeated the rebels at Busherat Gunge, but
did not capture any guns. And now for reasons that it is not necessary to detail here,
it was decided that we must, for the present, abandon our hazardous enterprise of
relieving the Luc know Garrison; so for the second time our force returned to itij
former position at Mungalwara.
The importance of securing a rapid and secure passage across the river was now
more than ever evident.
The Lucknow rebels had shown a determination to hover about and annoy us, and
we had received information that Cawnpore was threatened by two forces that were
collecting at Bithoor and Sheorajpore, distant respectively 12 and 21 miles from the
entrenchment; the General therefore determined upon holding his position at Mun ..
galwara, until I had completed the best possible arrangements for the passage of the
river.
Further defensive operations for the security of this position detained me in camp
until the 7th August, when I again visited the river. I found that Lieutenant Watson
had collected a great number of platforms, and a good supply of grass and brushwood,
and that he had raised a considerable portion of the causeway between the road and
the river; but that a "fresh" had washed away much that bad been done, and carried
away a pile bridge, of a single 10 feet opening, that he had constructed over the
stream a, a, a.
On the 8th, we set to work at the causeway across the islands, in good earnest, with
about 1,000 native labourers and boatmen. We attacked the worst places first of all,
and made such good progress that I felt convinced we should succeed. Two method s
of raisiug the roadway were adopted-lst. Where the water was not very deep , a double
row of platforms (placed lengthways) was laid on the surface of the ground, being
weighted with clods of earth to prevent them from floating ; on this a second, then a
third, and sometimes a fourth or even fifth double row were piled, until a sufficient
height, clear of flood level, had been gained. Grass wiu; then packed on these platforms, to fill up broken places and crevices between the planks, and over a11 was spread
a 6-inch coating of earth. The causeway thus completed was about 12 feet in width ;
2nd. When the water was deep, an abundant supply of brushwood was first thrown in;
this was carefully arranged in layers of bundles, and trodden down by men's feet into a
tolerably compact mass, and then held in position by a few stakes driven throu~h it
into the ground. By this arrangement the flow of the water which was perceptible,
was not altogether obstructed, and a considerable height of causeway (p~rhaps 2 feet}
was gained in a very rapid manner. The causeway was then completed with the double
rows of platforms, grass, and earth, as above descrjbed.
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On the 9th, work was again resumed with the same success as on the preceding day;
the causeway between the Lucknow Road and the river was completed, and a pile bridge,
having two openings, each 15 feet in width, was completed across the stream a, a, a.
On the 10th, two boat-bridges, the one containing four and the other six boats, were
thrown across the two minor channels nearest to the left bank i and the third bridge,
for the broadest of these channels, was commenced.
On the 11th, a long pier-head was constructed on the island A at the place of embarkation; also two pier-heads for disembarkation on the Cawnpore side of the river; the
third boat-bridge, containing twelve boats, and the whole of the causeway, were also
completed i and everything was ready for the passage of the Force, when intelligence
was received that the enemy had for the third time occupied Bu.sherat Gunge in force,
and taken up a strong position about a mile and a half in front of it. General Havelock at once determined to attack and drive them back, and during the afternoon,
marched five miles to Oonao, where he bivouacked for the night.
On the 12th, we advanced and once more defeated the rebels at Busherat Gunge,
capturing two of their guns, and putting them to complete rout; and as these repeated
advances of the enemy warned us that the success of an uninterrupted retreat to Cawn.
pore depended upon the celerity of our movements, the force marched back to Mungalwara during the afternoon, whilst I returned direct to the river to prepare everything
for the passage on the morrow.
I may here mention that, after it had been finally determined that we should retreat
across the river, everything that could be spared in the shape of stores, ammunition,
baggage, bedding, &c., &c., &c., had been gradually despatched to Cawnpore in boats,
so that we might be in as light marching order as possible for the final move.
On the morning of the 13th, everything was ready. All the boats were collected at
the pier.head at island A, as well as the steamer, with a flat in tow, constructed by
Lieutenant Colonel Tytler, and composed of four large boats decked over from stem to
stern, and capable of conveying a complete battery with its bullocks.
The passage commenced at 8 A..M. The column moved down to the place of embarkation in the usual order of march, and the several regiments and batteries, as they came
in succession, were shipped on board the boats and flats, and were rapidly carried over
by the steamer and the favouring wind to the Cawnpore side of the river. About sixty
boats of all sizei., and 300 boatmen, were employed. Each boat on an average made
two trips, and the steamer transported four cargoes. We suffered no interruption from
the enemy ; there was not the slightest confusion or accident; the troops were not
harassed by fatigue duties; they were rapidly placed in quarters, and consequently
sufft:red neither exposure nor fatigue. By half-past I o'clock (that is to say in 5½
hours), the whole force had crossed, with exception of the rear guard, which remained
on board the steamer, ready to protect the party that were engaged in breaking up the
bridges.; by 5 o'clock this operation was completed, and the boats placed in security
with their superstructure packe(l on board.
The passage was thus successfully completed in less than a single day, and greatly
relieved the mind of General Havelock, whc, had repeatedly expressed his anxiety
regarding it, and had stated th:1t he considered the retreat a most delicate and difficult
undertaking.
During the whole of the operations, I received the most cordial assistance from Lieut.
Colonel Tytler, who, with the aid of Lieutenant Moorsom, of Her Majesty'ij 52nd
Regiment, and Lieutenant Simpson, of the 39th Native Infantry, superintend~d the
disembarkation of the Force. The last mentioned officer had for some days been
placed in charge of the boats and of the boatmen, and did good service in keeping
them together and in order.
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Cnpt.lin Dixon, who commanded the steamer, performed his duties in the most satisfactory manner, and was complimented by the General for the skill and energy he had
displayed in the management of his vessel.
I have also much pleasure in recording the aid I received from Captain Maycock
of Her Majesty's 75th Regiment, and attached to the Quarter-Master General's De~
partment. This officer was employed upon the very fatiguing duty of sending across
to Cawnpore all the spare stores, before the final move, and in assisting me to embark
the Troops.
I am also very greatly indebtE!'d to Lieutenant Watson, of the Bengal Engineers,
and Mr. Thomas, civil engineer, who assisted me with right good will in the construction of the causeway and bridges of boats. These duties were of the most arduous nature
that I have ever experienced. \V c had no subordinate8 or non-commissioned officers
to assist us, and we were therefore ourselves obliged to superintend the whole of the
work. For four days we were hard at work in the water, labouring with our own hands,
and exposed alternately to a drenching rain and a scorching sun.
I may add that on the 16th, we attacked and defeated the enemy at Bithoor, and
that when we returned to Cawnpore on the 17th, we found the Lucknow rebels1 who
had been too much scared by their last defeat to follow us up immediately, in possession of the opposite bank of the river1 close to which they remained until we forced the
third passage that I shall now proceed to describe. It may therefore fairly be argued
that had not our retreat been roost rapiclly effected, we should have been subjected to
great annoyance and loss.
THIRD

PASSAGE-September 19th and 20th.

As it was quite certain that some considerable time would elapse before we could
receive sufficient reinforcements to enable us to repeat our attempt at relieving the
Lucknow Garrison, I determined upon preparing for the boats :is much bridge-equipment as the available means and time would allow. I had not :my fixed idea of
constructing a bridge of boats across the main channel, because at first it appeared that
for this purpose we could not possibly collect sufficient materials; and moreover, as
the enemy were in possession of the opposite bank of the river, we could not decide
until the time for movement approached, at what point it would be most advisable to
force our passage. Still it was quite clear that our time could not be misspent in
arranging for a bridge; and I was the more induced to make every possible preparation,
because, although our last pa3sage bad proved most satisfactory, we could not hope for
like success under an anticipated alteration of circumstances; for instance, we could
not depend upon the long continuance of the favourable wind that had proved of such
assistance to us; again1 the river might fall and become so shallow in parts that we
might not be able to use the steamer. Deprived of these two great aids, and seeing
that in all likelihood our force and equipments would be doubled, it was evident that
our passage in boats must necessarily be a long one.
We found two or three timber yards on which we could draw for baulks and planks;
and we also found eighteen boats partly equipped with the materials of the bridge that
is annually constructed during the dry season at the Gora Ghat. The va~iable dime_nsions of the available timber ( especially as regards length) would not admit of my fixing
upon any uniform plan of construction: some of the timbers were sufficiently long to
answer as baulks for spanning both a boat and its adjoining bay; others were ~nly
long enough for spanning either a boat or a bay; whilst for the boats already described
as partly equipped, it appeared advisable to carry out the plan ther~in adopted for
carrying the superstructure, especially as it economised long timbers, viz., to form the
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baulks of short ]engths, and to support them with uprights and diagonals from the
bottom of the boat. I however determined that the following general rules should be
adhered to, that the width of the bridge should be twelve feet ; that as a general rule five
baulks should be used; that the bays should be 15 feet wide.
The boats suitable for the bridge were of various sizes; all flat bottomed with sloping
sides, pointed at both ends, and rising slightly to the stem and stern from a point
distant from each about one third of a boat's length. Eighteen of the boats were very
cumbrous and unmanageable, and had been built expressly for the cold weather bridges,
tl1e remainder were the common craft employed in the navigation of the river; their
length ranged from SO to 50 feet, and their breadth between gunwales from 12 to 15
feet.
I have already mentioned that on the 18th August the rebels occupied the opposite
bank of the river. ,ve could see four of their camps distant from one to four miles
from the river. They dai ly crowded to the Lucknow Road Ghat for the purpose of
bathing, and employed themselves very busily in destroying our causeway and in
opening trenches; a few of them occasionally made their appearance at the pier-head
on island A, their approach being concealed by the long grass ,ve did not open our
guns upon them as we had no ammunition to spare, and because we were unwilling to
draw their fire upon the town and entrenchment.
During our halt I made several reconnoissances with Lieutenant Colonel Tytler both
up and down the river. Everywhere we traced signs of the enemy on the opposite
bank; and ascertained the existence of shoals to be so universal, that it would not be
possible to make a direct passage across the river even in boats, or to use the steamer
at any point except in the immediate neighbourhood of the entrenchment, ,ve also
found that the country on the opposite bank was inundated, more or less, for a considerable distance inland, and intersected by numerous streams, thus rendering the
movements of troops, except along the Trunk Road, most difficult, perhaps impossible.
Under ordinary circumstance&, it would have been advisable to have forced the pas..
sage, by simultaneous movements at iwo or more points; but the state of affairs above
noted clearly indicated that such combined operations would be most uncertain and
hazardous. Nor did it appear advisable to divide our limited resources, or harass our
men, by making a feint at any particular spot distant from the intended place of crossing, because1 independently of our being closely watched, and of all our movements
being reportell by spies in the camp and town, a surprise was hopeless, considering
that cross where we would, the operation must necessarily be a lengthened one.
For these and other reasons, it was decided that we should concentrate our efforts
upon a single passage, and the former route by the islands was selected for the attempt,
because here at least we knew the condition of the river -were close to the town and
bazaars-and could derive support from our guns in the entrenchment.
On the morning of the 14th September we discovered that the rebels had, during the
preceding night, commenced a battery close to the site of our former first bridge of
boats; and as our reinforcements were close at hand, we opened upon it and the bathers
at the Lucknow Road Ghat1 our two 24-pdr. guns that had been posted in a high
plateau close to the river bank 1 about 400 yards to the left of the entrenchment. The
shol ranged weU inland, and the enemy were soon driven off. During the afternoon
we arranged to cross over to the opposite bank in the steamer with I 00 men to ascertain
what the enemy had been doing, the condition of the causeway, and the depth of water
in the three minor channels. A shoal had formed about midway across the main
channel, where a month before the water was 22 feet deep; consequently the steamer
grounded and could not be got off until the following morning. The enemy turned
out in full force, but. did not approach within range of our 24-pdr. guns.
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On the morning of the 16th we repeated our attempt in boats wit11 perfect success .
We found that the trenches made by the enemy were unimportant, that owing to the
fall of the river (about three feet), the three minor channels were fordable; that the
causeway across the second island nearest Cawnpore was almost uninjured, but that
across the third island it was completely destroyed. This was not, however, of any
consequence, as the island was no longer flooded; and lastly, that after the force was
landed on island A, there wa!J no obstacle, but the enemy, to its passing onward to the
mainland.
The three minor channels having become fordable, the 22 boats before used in
bridging them were available for the bridge across the main channel, the attempt to
construct which was not determined upon.
The bridge was commenced on the morning of the 16th, but the greater portion of
the day was occnpied in dropping down below its site the majority of the boats that
had been co11ected at the Gora Ghat for auother purpose. Consequently only six boats
were in position by the evening.
On the morning of the 17th, 300 men of Brasyer's Seikh Regiment were sent over to
the island A, to check the rebels from approaching too near to annoy us in our opera~
tions. The enemy at an early hour sent skirmishers into the long grass of the other
islands i but though they fired the whole day, t11ey did no harm; in the afternoon their
whole force turned out; but, as on a previous occasion, did not venture within range of
our heavy guns.
During the day 35 boats were placed in position; work was continued during the
night, and by the morning of the 18th the bridge was completed to the shoal ( shown
in the Plan) that had made its appearance the preceding day above the surface of the
water ; a causeway across this shoal, about 150 feet in length, was also completed.
On the morning of the 18th, it was thought advisable to reinforce the Seikhs with
100 men of the 78th Highlanders and 4 guns of Maude's battery, and to make a small
breastwork for their protection. The skirmishers of the rebels again commenced their
work of annoyance at an early hour, and a considerable body of their Infantry were
approaching the river, when Maude's guns opened upon them, and forced them to beat
a rapid retre.'.lt. They then brought down 3 guns, which they fired from long ranges i
and throughout the whole day there was a constant cannonade from both parties.
Little or no harm was done, although several shots dropped amongst the workmen.
By the afternoon the remaining portion of the bridge, composed of 22 boats, was nearly
completed, when a gale of wind, from the east, accompanied by heavy rain, stopped
our work for about two hours. The gale, although blowing against the rapi(l stream,
nearly carried away the short portion of the bridge which had been commenced at both
ends, but which was not quite united in the centre, and forced into a very tortuous
shape about 400 feet of the 1arge bridge (near the shoal) that was in comparative1y
slack water. Before night, however, all damage had been repaired and everything
made ready for the passage of the Troops on the following morning.
On the morning of the 19th, the whole Force, consisting of about 3,500 men of all
arms, with 12 field guns, crossed the bridge and is1ands before sunrise, and took up a
position along a ridge of sand hills about three -quarters of a mile from the left main
bank of the river; and by noon the camp was pitched. The enemy offered but slight
resistance; for in fact our force crossed, and was drawn up in position so rapidly, :ind
<I
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at such an early hour, that they were taken by surprise, and had not time to unite their
detachments from the several camps for the purpose of making an effective stand.
The three minor channels, with their muddy banks and bottoms, proved seriou!:I
obstacles to the rapid passage of our heavy carts and waggons ; but by the afternoon
of the 20th the whole of the ammunition, stores, and baggage had passed over, and the
advance towards Lucknow was commenced on the following morning.
Thus this bridge, 2,090 feet in length, and composed of 74• boats, with irregular
superstructure, was constructed entirely by undisciplined boatmen and labourers,
under the superintendence of the Engineer Department, across the Ganges, in its floods
running in many p]aces more than six miles an hour, in about 42 working hours.
There was nothing very novel or scientific in the details of the bridge; indeecl,
though amply strong and well secured, it was of a rude description. Still a short
account of a few of these details, and of some of our arrangements for expediting its
construction, will, I think, prove interesting, and perhaps useful.
I have already noticed that the whole of the boats were collected below the site of
the bridge; this was done for the following reason: I liacl satisfied myself, after a
good deal of experience, that in rapid streams, where large heavy boats are usecl, attempts
to drop the boats into position from "above bridge" are invariably attended with
delay, frequently with accidents to the boats themselves, or to the standing part of the
bridge, and sometimes with total failure. I therefore determined to haul the boats
into position from the shore along the stern of the bridge, and then into the proper
alignment by cables attached to anchors that were to be previously laid.
The anchors, which were of two sizes, were thus formed: two stout pieces of timber,
varying from four to eight feet in length, according to the size of anchor, of any section,
but of curved shape when we could so get them, were h:ilved into each other crossways,
and secured together by iron spikes; into these, about a foot from their ends, which
were pointed, four upright bamboos were fixed, meeting in a point at a height of four
or eight feet; stout coarse matting was then firmly lashed round the bamboos, thus
forming a receptacle for a good heavy supply of road metal that we found collected for
the repairs of the station roads. In the shallow or slack portion of the stream, several
of the small anchors were t11.ken out in a row boat, and dropped into their proper places,
one for each boat. Where the water was deep and rapid, the large anchors were used;
three of them, having three cables attached to each, were placed on a large boat, which
was then towed out into the stream by the steamer, they were then, one by one, dropped
into the current into their proper places, and their cables were taken down to the
standing part of the bridge by the boat still holding on to the steamer, which towed it
again to the shore. By this latter arrangement much time and labour was saved;
for in the first place, moorings for nine boats were laid by a single operation, since
each anchor was heavy enough to support three boats; and in the second place, we
were able to haul upon these anchors at once, as their weight was sufficient to keep
them from rolling; whereas, had we used the small anchors we should have been
obliged to let them remain at the bottom of the river for at least an hour before we
could have brought them into use, in order to let the sand silt around them, and thus
prevent their moving. The cables were made of moonj grass, which does not decay
rapidly in water, and were from 3 to 6 inches in diameter.
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The baulks, as I have before mentioned, were of various lengths and scantlings;
they were used just in the rough state that we found them in at the timber yards, and they
were !did in five longitudinal rows: where stout enough they were used singly, but
when weak they were doubled; they were kept at the proper distance apart by cleats
spiked to the gunwales of the boats, and as, from the twisted shape of the timbers, it
would have been impossible to have bolted the several sets together longitudinally,
they were made to overlap well, and then firmly bound together to the transverse
beams of the boats by numerous racklashings.
This laying of the baulks was the most tedious and difficult part of the construction.
No two sets can be said to have been treated exactly alike; sometimes we were lucky
enough to get a complete set that required nothing but cleating and lashing; but
generally they had to be packed and wedged up in various ways, so as to secure level
bearings for the planks of the superstructure.
The superstructure was composed of rough planks, joists, and small poles laid across
the baulks; on these a plentiful supply of grass was packed to fill up all crevices and
inequalities, and to form a tolerably level surface for the reception of a thick. coating
of earth.
The whole of the Engineer officers present with the force, viz., Captain Impey,
Lieutenants Watson, Russell, Limond 3.nd Judge, and Conductor H. Dewes (a volunteer)
were untiring in their efforts to ensure the speedy construction of the bridge, and I am
mllch indebted to them for their hearty co-operation. But my thanks are especially
dne to Captain Impey, who, arriving at Cawnpore with the reinforcements on the
morning that we commenced the bridge, waived his seniority of rank, and rendered
me the most valuable aid by working under my orders.
Much credit is also due to Lieutenant Watson for the satisfactory manner in which
he performed the duty that had been entrusted to him of collecting materials and
preparing the boats.

W. A. CROMMELIN, Captain,
Late Chief Engineer, Oude Field Force.

February, 1858.
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PAPER X IX.
REMARKS ON MILITARY AND CONVICT LABOUR, AS EMPLOYED IN ,VESTF:RN

AUSTRALIA, PROM 1851 TO 1858.

Jh CAPTAIN WRAY,

RoYAL ENGINEERS.

As the Convict system in Western Australia was in many respects different from
that in the other Australian colonies, and almost entirely dia"erent from the systems at
Bermuda and Gibraltar, it may be useful to give a slight sketch of it here in order to
make the following remarks on piece and task work intelligible.
The Colony of Western Australia was founded in J 829, and was made a penal
settlement in 1850. For this it is eminently suited. The climate is, though very hot
from December till April, exceedingly healthy; there is no possibility of escape by
land, and very little probability of escape by sea; while the population is so scattered
that a convict at large, attempting to live by bush ranging, would be tracked and
captured in a very short time.
When it was decided to send Convicts to the colony, Captain Henderson, R.E., was
appointed Comptroller General. He went out early in 1850 in the first ship, with 75
picked convicts and the necessary officers. A Clerk of Works and five non-commissioned officers of the Royal Engineers also accompanied him.
These latter were employed entirely in a civil capacity under the Superintendent of
the Prison and Clerk of Works, and were called "Instructing ,varders." Their
duties consisted in attending the Convict parades, and marching their pal"ties to and
from the works, being responsible for the safe custody and behaviour of the Convicts,
and for the proper execution of the work. They received 2s. a day, Sundays included,
on which day they took, in tum, their share of the disciplinary duties of the prison.
The disciplinary duties, when the rest of the Company of Sappers arrived, and more
Instructing WarJers were appointed, were found inconvenient, and were done away
with except at one or two out-stations, a. Civil ,varder being attached to each party,
leaving the non-commissioned officer or Sapper at liberty to give his entire attention
to the superintendence of the work.
The 20th Company, with Lieutenants Wray, Du Cane, and Crossman, R.E., left
Eng1and in September and October, 1851, arriving in Western Australia in December
and January, 1852, and were located as follows:Lieutenant Wray, with about 70 men, remained at Fremantle, the head-quarters of
the convict service, where the prison and other buildings were to be erected. One or
two out-stations, Bunbury, and Mount Eliza, and sometimes Perth, and also a few roads
were attached to this statiou.
Lieutenant Du Cane, with a party of 4 men, was detached to Guilford, having
charge of the works there, and at York and Toodyay, where there were also detachments of 4 men each, and of the roads and bridges in tho Eastern district.
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Lieutenant Crossman was detached with a party of 6 me 1~ to Albany having a
charge similar to that of Lieutenant Du Cane.
'
Th~ Convic~s are divided in the colony into three distinct classes- !st. The Probation
C~nv1ct, who 1s undergoing the portion of his sentence on the public works; 2nd. The
T_1cket-of-le~ve man, ~h? has undergone the first portion, and is at liberty to work for
hire under shght. restnct1ous; 3rd. The Reconvicted Convict, who has been on ticketof-leave, misconducted hims~lf seriously, and been sent back to prison by the magistrate i and lastly, though this class cannot be regarded as Convicts, the Conditiotr.al
pard~~ man, who has received, after a certain term of good conduct, a pardon on
condition that he does not return to England or the British colony where he ma
have been originally convicted, until after the expiration of his original sentence. Thi~
renders the h_older a free man everywhere but in the places named in the pardon.
The Convicts sent out to the colony were supposed to be able bodied men, whose
crimes were not of the worst description, and who had shown, whilst undergoing solitary
confinement in England, s0me sign to lead to the hope that they were so far reformed
that on being started in a new country, where labour was scarce, they would prefer an
honest life to a dishonest one.
On arrival they were (with the exception of two or three shiploads who were entitled,
by servitude in the home prisons, to ticket~of-leave on landing) located in the Fre.
mantle Prison, and employed on the public works at that place.
As the period of their probation drew to a close, they were generally sent to detached
stations, or road parties, where the superintendence and means of correction could not
be so systematic as at the Head-quarter Prison.
During this probationary period a small daily sum, about ljd., was allowed them,
the whole of which was placed to their credit to accumulate for them until the time of
their going on ticket-of-leave. Their conduct continuing satisfactory, they received,
when their probation period, which was always in proportion to the length 0f their
original sentences, had fully expired, a ticket-of-leave, which permitted them to move
about within a given district, liable to certain restrictions.
The colony had already been divided into districts for the purposes of government,
and a Resident Magistrate appointed over each. \Vhen a Convict received a ticket-ofleave, he wss provided with a written pass to the district to which he was told off, his
departure for that district being notified by post to the Resident Magistrate who entered
him on the district register. He reported his own arrival, and was not permitted to
go beyond the limits of his district without a pass from the Resident Magistrate. He
was at liberty to earn any wages he could get, in any capacity but that of publican,
and the sole restrictions he was liable to were that he must not be out after 10 P.M .,
must not carry fire-arms, and must account for bis mode of getting a livelihood to any
magistrate who asked him to do so. If he wanted to change his district he could do so
on application to the Comptroller General.
At first every man who went out on ticket-of-leave got employment; but after a
time it became necessary to provide places in the districts, where unemployed Ticketof-leave men could go, and buildings at the out-stations were erected for these hiring
dep8ts. They were opened in 1851, and the men were paid by piece-work, which
enabled them to earn about ls. 4d. a day, besides which they were well fed and lodged.
They did not receive in cash more than 2s. a week of their earnings, the rest being
credited to them and expended in clothing, as they required it, the balance being paid
to them on their entering private service.
It was found that at this rate the Ticket-of-leave man i11 dep8t was better off than
his fellows in private serviP-e, and the settlers justly complained that the price of
labour was not lowered by the importation of Convicts.
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Now it is quite clear that at such work as road-clearing, collecting and breaking
stones, felling trees, &c., with such hands as untrained farm labourers, or town pickpockets, it is impossible to fix any scale of piece-work which would enable all and
each to earn just ls. 4d. or ls. 6d., and no more.
The strong man, used to work, would earn 2s. or 2s. 6d., while the weak man would
not earn ls.; and as it was necessary to fix such a scale as would allow the weak,
though willing, man to earn his day's pay, the strong man could, with ease to himself,
earn more than any settler could afford to give.
The rate proved too high, but the principle was a bad one, and though the scale
was reduced, first to such figures that the weak man might earn 9¾d,, then to S½d,, and
afterwards to 6½d., it was found impracticable to work it satisfactorily, and day-work
was substituted. Finally, in 1857, pay to Ticket-of-leave men on the public works
was abolished altogether, the men being fed and clothed at the public expense, and
worked in gangs under the eye of a Warder, the sole difference between their treatment
and that of the Probation Convicts being that they were at liberty to leave the dep6ts
whenever they could find employment.
The result of this measure was that numbers of lazy men who had stayed in the
dep6ts, preferring the light work and small pay to larger pay more justly earned, found
those places no longer a lounge, and sought and found private employment.
The superintendence of the work of these Ticket-of-leave men was in almost el'ery
instance entrusted to the non-commissioned officers and men of the Royal Engineers,
who set out and measured the work, and sent in to the DepBt-Clerks the necessary
information for making out the pay-lists, which were checked and signed by the Engineer Officer in charge, on whose signature the money was issued by the Commissariat to the Convict Officer in charge of the dep6t1 who paid it in detail to the Ticket.
of-leave men.
The only instances in which this work was not done by the non-commissioned officers
or men of the Royal Engineers, were on two or three small and distant road clearing
parties, where the work was not of sufficient magnitude to require both a disci1lline and
instructing Warder. After the abolition of pay the non-commissioned officer or
Sapper merely measured the work for the Returns, and as a check upon the amount of
work done.
The conclusions arrived at by the writer of this Paper, as to the employment of
Convicts or Ticket-of-leave men in such a place as Western Australia, were decidedly
adverse to either piece.work or task-work.
Piece-work wouhl be the best way of employing them, if there were an op1lortunity
of keeping them constantly on some work of uniform character, such as quarrying
stone, but even in this case, where the pay (for Ticket-of.leave men only) is obliged to
be enough for the weak, and not too much for the strong, the difficulty can only be
overcome by the classification of men according to strength, which is, if anything,
more difficult to arrange than the scale of prices.
In fact piece-work for pay can only be carried out satisfactorily where the men are
allowed to earn as much as they can in a given time, and it is therefore inapplicable
to Ticket-of-leave men.
Piece-work for remission of time is applicable on such work as quarryfog, and it
was worked satisfactorily in the quarries at Fremantle with the Reconvicted Convicts
before mentioned, It was afterwards discontinued, because the Governor held, and
justly so, that a Convict whose ticket-of-leave had been revoked for serious misconduct,
had no claim, on any grounds but continued good cohduct1 to be let loose again until
the expiration of his original sentence, and he could not therefore be permitted to earn
remission.
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This plan of piece-work might be made to operate with Probation Convicts (who
rece~ve a small daily gratuity which it is not advisable to reduce1 as it is given to
provide a man1 on discharge, with a small sum of money) but then equal remissions
must in justice be allowed to the well-conducted Convicts employed as smiths, carpenters1 masons, painters, shoemakers, tailors, cooks, bakers, &c., &c., whose work is
not of a nature to be measured.
Task-work is totally inapplicable to Convicts, because a regulated number of hours
must be s1,ent on the public works, and it would be impolitic to give the men too much,
or in fact any spare time.
The question of Convict employment is beset with difficulties, and by no system
known to the writer, applicable on a large scale, will more than half the work, which
would be done by hired labour, be obtained from Convicts. ,vhen a Superintending
Officer is satisfied that he gets this, he ought to consider himself very lucky.
All forced (including military) labour1 unless en1ployed by piece or task work, is less
profitable than it should be. It is human nature that where men are not paid according
to ability, as in piece-work, or allowed to leave off when a given quantity of work is
completed, as at task-work, the greatest amount of work of which they are capable will
not be obtained, and what Convicts ca11" government stroke" will more or less prevail,
however good the superintendence may be.
The 20th Company, Royal Engineers, were employed, wherever tl1e nature of the
work. admitted of it, at piece-work, and without doubt with the best results, both as to
the amourit of work obtained and its economy.
The effect was great also in improving the men at their ~ades, whilst the punishment
of reduction to a lower cla;;s was greater than it is under the ordinary day-work
system; and at the same time the amount of work obtained was not lessened, as it very
generally is, by reducing a man's pay at day .work.
The object of introducing piece-work was twofold-lst. That the men might earn
enough to subsist their families, the prices of the necessaries of life being at first so
high that the men could not possibly do so at the ordinary pay; 2nd. That each
man might have a direct interest in making his Convict labourers work, and thereby
save some superintendence of both.
The amount of work of various kinds requiring constant attention prevented an
abstract of the wages earned by the Royal E11gineer;; during 5 years being made, but
the principles of framing the schedules with a close approach to the average wages
earned will perhaps be found useful. There was some slight difficulty in introducing
piece-work, owing to Article 12, Section xviii. of the Royal Engineer Code, providing
that piece-work by military should be paid for at one half the rate paid to civilians for
similar work. In ·western Australia this would have amounted to 4s. a day, or more,
and such a price would not have been either economical or for the good of discipline,
but there was no power to enforce any other scale. However, the men were, generally
speaking, only too glad to work on a scale which would permit them to earn at least
ls. 6d. a day, and those few who preferred day-work received the ordinary pay, care
being taken to ascertain, by occasional measurement, that they did a fair day's work.
Schedules of piece-work prices were framed in the following manner; the London
price-books being taken as a guide, and an old schedule made use ofas a check.
It was intended that a good mechanic by very hard work might ean1 as much as
2s. a day ; and as it was considered that more advantages were given for the per~
formance of work in London than could be given in ,vestern Australia, it was thought
improbable that by a schedule framed on the London price-books the desired amount
would often be exceeded.
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For work where no labourer would be required, such as joiner's work, the price
for labour only and the day's wages for a mechanic were taken out. A rule-of-lhree
aum then gave the price for the Sapper's schedule.
Thus in 6-panel 2-inch deal doors, moulded both sides, the calculation stands-

£ ,. d.
Price in London per foot superficial •
0 0 7j
Day's wages for a joiner • • • • • • • • . 0 6 0
Intended day's wages of Sapper , • • • • . • 0 2 0
Then, if a man working at 7½d, per foe t can earn 6s., what price must the Sapper
have, to earn 2s.?
Where there was a fraction in the result, the price per foot was set down at the
next eighth of a penny above the fraction.
When labor in carpenter's or joiner's work would be allowed, a proportionate
aJlowance of Convict labour was made,
For those trades in which no similar prices (in consequence of different materials
being in use) could be got from the price-books, for instance, sawyers' and masons',
a price was fixed from information obtained and observations made on the spot, and
in no case but one, that of the sawyers, who were over-paid at first. was any reduction
or alteration made in the prices.
It is of the utmost importance that as little alteration as possible should be made in
piece-work prices, for if reductions are made the men will not work their best, because
they argue" if we work hard and earn more than our officers want us to earn, we shall
be cut down;" and if on the other hand increases are made, some of the men will hold
back in their work in the hopes of getting such increase.
The schedules framed as above stated were brought into force in 18.52, and were
constantly worked until the time at which the writer of this Paper left the colony, viz.,
in February, 18.58.
The earnings at first seldom exceeded ls. 6d. a day, but by degrees the men improved
so much at their trades that the pay of the masons, plasterers, and sawyers, in a year
or two came up to the intended average of 2s, the pay of the carpenters and joiners
being a little less, which was fair enough, as the wear and tear of clothes is less in the
latter trades than in the former.
The smiths were mostly employed at work which it was not advisable to give to
Convict smiths to do, such as lock and key making, (though even this work was some.
times given to Convicts) and as one was sent to each out.station to repair tools, it was
i;eldom that more than one of the fires was worked by a Sapper; and his time was fully
employed Khoeing horses and repairing harness.
The schedule of this trade was therefore seldom used, and I imagine would always
be difficult to work,
The smiths, plumbers, wheelwrights, and tradesmen, whose work was of too fine a
nature for measurement, (modelling for casting, making cranes and tooth wheels, fitting
pump gear, or winch work, for instance) were paid the average rate of the week if
reported favourably upon by the non-commissioned officers and their work was approved
by the Clerk of the Works.
This average at first was about ls. 6d., which was the amount paid, except where one
of a gang (say of masons) was taken off for day-work, when he got the average of the
others.
The painters' and glaziers' work was usually done by convicts, the Sapper painters
being chiefly employed as clerks.
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CAR.PENTERS' ScttEOULE.-Thc stuff for joinel'8' work was cut out by a circular
saw driven by a large wheel worked by six convicts, and the Sappers could get all
superfhwus slutf taken off by it.
In the carpenters' schedule it was found that the price for small sashes was too low ;
and panel-doors moulcled, unless the same man, or pair of men, got a dozen or more of
the same sia.e to make, should have been paid for at a little higher figure. On the other
hand rough roofing and battening were a trifle too high. The work done with t.he
wood of the country called jarra or mahogany, was measured as deal, and }rd adcled.
Shingling with shea oak (shingles 17 11 x4" and laid to 5~-inch gauge) was paid for at
2s. per square, the shingles being delivered on the roof.
MAsoNs' ScHEDULE.-The prices in th.is case were fixed from data obtained on the
spot, the stone being a sandy limestone easily worked.
7d. a yard superficial was paid for rough walling 18 inches thick and under, properly bonded ttnd flushed, faced both sides. For walls of greater thickness a small
increase per yard superficial was made, to cover the extra filling in. No deductions
were made for openings, or additions for coigns, but ld. per foot run was allowed for
reveals to doors and windows.
For rough ashlar, with beds horisontal and joints vertical, 9d. a yard surerficial was
allowed, with the same additions.
For the outside and corridor walls of the prison, whicl1 were from 2 feet 8 inches to
1 foot 8 inches thick, and of a superior description of ashlar, Is. 5d. p~r yard superficial,
with additions as above, was paid, and it was rather too little.
In the masons' work a labourer for each Sapper was allowed on the ground, the
mortar and stone being delivered at the foot of the work. For every 4- feet in height
an extra labourer was allowed for each pair of masons. These labourers had to carry
up the stone and mortar, and erect scaffolding, and the Sappers were at liberty to employ
them in rough dressing stone, if they could spare them at any time.
PLASTERERS' ScHEDULE.-The plasterers' schedule was the most profitable of any;
but as it was framed like the carpenters', and there was no great amount of plasterers'
work to be done, it was considered best not to reduce it, the more so as it was only
after three or four years' ex1>erience that it was found to be too high. Labourers-one
per man-besides mortar mixers, and the stuff delivered on the scaffold.
BRICKLAYERS' ScHEDULE,-The bricklayers' price of lls. a rod was too low. The
bricks were not good and of unequal size, and, bes.ides, they had, at some of the stations,
to be laid in mud instead of mortar.
At Fremantle the brick-work was generally in back arches over doors and windows
or reveals, and it was measured as stone.
SAWYERS' ScH&DULE.-The sawyers received 2s, 4d. per 100 feet superficial for
mahogany or the othe: gums, and ls. 6d. per JOO feet superficial for deal.
In the mahogany, which was about equal to oak in hardness, but difficult to cut, in
consequence of the great quantity of gum in it, the opening cut was measured, and
then two sides of all beams and scantling; in deals, the number of cuts by the length
and depth gave the number of feet superficial.
At these prices they earned about 13s. a t\'eek, and had to assist in getting up all the
logs, which came by water (only a few came by b.nd carriage), from high-water mark.
This was done by means of a whim and crab winch, aucl as there were 19 pits going, and
each pit required on an average two logs a. week, the greater part of two days were thus
consumed weekly, the distance from ordinary high water-mark to the first pit being
about 40 yards.
The a<lvantages of employing the Royal Engineers, on any military labour, at iiieceR
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work, are many, and besides the two most palpable, viz., that the government pays for
no more work than is actually done, and that the work is done quicker and willingly, it
gives a means of punishment incomparably superior to the ordinary reduction of
working pay.
If the reduction of ¼th for each class be made, the principle remains the same, but
though the loss is greater the defaulter must nevertheless do his full day's work for
his three-fourths or half day's pay, and his comrades, if the men are working in a gang
(of masons or plasterers, for instance; or in pairs, will, for their own sakes, see that
he does not shirk.
Again it is tolerably certain that when a Sapper is reduced for misconduct to the
lowest class of daily working-pay, i.e., 6d., the work he does is not more than one-half
of what he would do at Is., for the sum earned is so small that very few men will exert
themselves for it, and in this case the defaulter would be better at fatigue or drill than
setting a bad example on the works. At piece-work, for the reasons above stated, the
amount of work done must be the same1 and the sum earned is still worth working for.
Another advantage is that it compels an attention to detail on the part of the Super.
intending Offir.er, in order to prevent scamping and to enable him to settle questions
as to quality or quantity of work performed.
This" scamping" work is the principal, if not only, objection to it in ordinary cases;
hut it is only necessary to visit the works at uncertain times, and let the men see
clearly that bad work will not be pennitted, and attempts at" scam ping" will soon cease.
The only serious object.ion to it in Western Australia was that it was a direct
illdncement to the S!i.ppers to fee their Convict labourers with tobacco or grog, and was
productive of familiarity between them. This familiarity will exist to some extent
without piece-work1 and it must be stated that during six years there was only one
charge of supplying grog or tobacco to a Convict, brought home to a Sapper, who was
a joiner by trade, and whose object in supplying it (the Convict being a cobbler and
in no way connected with him), was never clearly ascertained.
The advantages of piece-work may be summed up as follows: -The work is done
better and more cheaply; superintendence in detail is saved; the meo improve faster
at their trades; the punishment of reduction is heavier and more certain in its
application; and the pecuniary condition of the well conducted and skilful Sapper is
improved, by which a superior stamp of recruit may be obtained and desertion renden~d less frequent.
The sole disadvantage in ordinary circumstances is the inducement to" scamp'' work,
wl1ich, on the other hand, compels a closer attention to detail on the part of the
Superintending Officer ; and, where Convicts are the labourers, the increase of
familiarity above alluded to.
Some prices for road-clearing might be given 1 but only the Ticket-of-leave men
were employed at this work, and they took very good care, if the prices were sufficient
to enable them to earn about what they were intended to earn, not to earn more,
so that they are of no practical value in themselves. If they were to be depended
upon as results, the different description of timber to be cleared would rencler them
of little value in other places.
The simplest way of ascertaining what a gang of men should do, would be to employ
a certain number of free men to do a certain amount of similar work by contract,
binding them to work a given number of hours a day.
In fixing piece-work prices in this way, it should always be borne in mind that it
is difficult to cut clown a price, and it is therefore not advisable to put the rate
too l1igh in the first instance.
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PAPER XX.
ON

THE PROBABLE INFLUENCE OP THE MODERN RIFLE JN THE FIELD,
AND THE NECESSITY FOR AN INCRKASED USE OF ENTRENCHMENTS IN
FUTURE FIELD OPERATIONS,

BY CAPTAIN TYLER, R.E.
Although there has been but little written by the Corps on the suhject, there must
yet be few Engineer Officers who have not reflected much upon the alterations in
military tactics which the improved weapons supplied to the Infantry of late years
are likely to produce.
Changes have been brought about during the last 10 years to which the history
of the world can furnish no parallel. Expanding elongated shot and rifled barrels
have been so effectively combined that our Infantry are supplied with weapons, which,
being easily loaded, will range accurately for 600, and effectively for 1,000 yards; and
the means exist of furnishing them with weapons which will range to a much greater
distance, The Whitworth Rifle, for instance, will range effectively up to 1,.500 yards,
a distance at which Infantry cannot be distinguished from Cavalry by the naked eye.
By the application of improved principles to Artillery, the range and accuracy of great
gnns, also, are being increased to an extent which we are unable as yet fully to rf'alize,
but which will obviously, under ordinary circumstances, exceed the limits up to which
the inequalities of the surface of the ground will admit of their being employed in
the field. As might be expected, a considerable amount of discussion has been
carried on of late as to the alterations that are likely to result from these vast improvements in the tactical relations of the three arms of Cavalry, Artillery, and Infantry,
to each other; and I will commence by offering a few remarks upon this question.
In the first place, those ranges which have been hitherto exclusively at the command
of the Artillery, may now, to a great extent, be advantageously adopted, up to
1,000 yards, by the Infantry,• while the power of the former appears likely again to
surpass the latter, ar:d partially, if not wholly, to re.establish its former preponderance.
Common case and canister, up to 300 or 400 yards, will continue to be applicable
for assisting in the defence of the ditches of fortified works, or of defiles, against masses
of troops that are approaching guns under cover, and in cases of a similar nature, as
well as against Cavalry. Shot and shells will still be employed against masses of troops,
though these will also, to a certain extent, be supplanted by Infantry fire, up to the
distances for which the latter may be available.
The next question that arises is as to the capability of Artillery to withstan~ the
newly acquired powers of the Infantry. It is clear that common case and camster
would be unavailing against Infantry firing at the gunners at ranges of 600 or 800
yards. Spherical case, shot, and shell, though very destructive against troops in close
• See Article on "Recent. Impro,•ements in Fire-arms," by Major Ewart, R.E., at. page 47, Vol. 7,
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order, could not seriously impede the progress of skirmishers in extended order, con~
cealing themselves skilfully, as far as opportunity offered, commencing their fire at
1,000 yards, and advancing gradually forward until every gun had been silenced. It
would be a waste of Artillery a.munition to fire against such men, if they were well
hained and properly handled; and it would be folly to expose uncovered gunners to
such unequal odds. Skirmishers acting on the flanks of the Artillery would of course
be even more effective than those in front; neither in the one case nor in the other
could their fire be more than partially kept 1rnder hy skirmishers acting with the
Artillery, though these would be able themselves to act, in like manner, upon the
enemy's Artillery, and upon the masses of their opponents, whenever they were within
their reach.
In making these comparison!;, it is by no means right to suppose that Infantry will
make the same accurate practice in the field as at a target. It cannot be expected
that they will do so, and as those who looked for great things from Enfield or Minie
Rifles in the hands of untrained men in the Crimea were disappointed, so also it is
probable that those who anticipate from well trained men the best results at the
opening of a future campaign, will not :find their expectations answered. But it may
at the same time be fairly assumed that our Infantry, c:nrying into the field the vastly
superior weapon with which they are now provided, and prepared by a careful course
of instruction for the use of that weapon, will exhibit in the first instance a considerable
proportion of that good practice which we have seen recorded as bting performed by
them from time to time; and that, as they gain experience in actual warfare, and learn
their real power, they will acquire a degree of perfection ,vhich will fully justify the
conclusions which I have drawn as to their relation in future toArtillery. For the past,
it is more surprising to see by Prince Menschikofrs despatch after the battle of the
Alma, that all his gunners were there II successivement tuCs," than to learn the want
of success of the Enfield Rifles, in the hands of uninstructed men, against the Russian
Cavalry at Balak lava. In looking forward to the future, we may, without being at all
over sanguine, feel confident that results will be produced, such as will astonish, both
those who endeavoured to oppose the introduction of the rifle altogether, and those
who would now persuade us that it will m9.ke little or no difference in future combats.
The new rifles will undoubtt-dly tend, therefore, to render Infantry more independent of Artillery, by giving them the means of destroying their uncovered enemies
at such ranges a3 will ordinarily be afforded by the nature of the ground, as well as
to make the Infantry more than a match for Artillery in the field, instead of their
being liable to suffer so much from its fire as they did formerly at a range of half a
mile. But it must not be forgotten, on the other hand, that Infantry will now be liable
to destruction by Artillery, when exposed in masses to itg fire, at mlS.ch greater ranges;
or that it will more than ever require the aid of .:\rtillery, and of improved Artillery,
in the attack of defensible posts or positions, and in siege operations.
The employment of the rifle so favours the defence that it is difficult to see how,
when even a comparatively small number of riflemen are placed behind judiciously
constructed works, or skilfully employed obstacles, any body of unsupported Infantry
can advance during daylight to attack them, withoul such loss as will render success im.
possible. A well directe,l distant Artillery fire, to rnin the defences, or a well sustained
fire of shells at high angles, to clear the parapets, or both, must be employed in order
to enable an assault to be advantageously made against men so posted. It is fortunate
for the attack that the principlf's which have done so much for the rifle have now been
applied to ldrge guns; and that material assistance will thus be rendered in destroying
the preponderance which the efficiency of the smaller weapon had afforded to the
defence even of insignificant works and obstac les,
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It _would appear, u~on the whole, that the duties of Artillery will be materially
moddie~ i tha_t they_w11l now have to act more from under cover, or at longer ranges i
that their services will be called for more against materials, and less against men; and
~hat they will ~av~ to use shot and shell more (and those, we may now fairly hope, of
improved descriptions), and grape, case.shot, and spherical case, less.
With regard to Ca"Yalry, it will not be necessary to !iay so much, "The objects of
the institution of Cavalry," as Marmont says, "are close combats and hand to hand
struggles." When close combats take place in future between Cavalry and Infantry,
the rifle will not be so much more effective than the musket, though it wi11 undoubtedly
be more formidable, from its greater accuracy in the hands of better instructed men ;
but it will be far more difficult for Cavalry to approach Infantry from a distance.
Increased precision of fire from Infantry, extending over a greater range, will necessarily be very destructive to an advancing body of Cavalry. It has already been
proved in numerous cases to be possible for Infantry to resist Cavalry with the old
musket and bayonet, in square; and occasionally, a successful resistance has been
made to them even by Infantry in line. Henceforth, if Cavalry attempt to charge a
line of Infantry from a distance, which they will hardly do without being we11 supported by Infantry or Artillery fire, or by both, it will probably not be desirable in
many cases for the Infantry to form sciuare i but will be found more advantageous, if
the troops can be trusted, that they should remain in line, and thus develope the
greatest amount of fire upon the Cavalry during their charge, For attacking troops
in motion, and especially for the destruction of Infantry in retreat, Cavalry will still
retain much of their importance, though they may be expected to suffer considerably
more from their enemies' fire in all cases than they have hitherto done; and, when
not specially employed, they must be kept well out of reach, or out of sight, of hostile
skirmishers,
Such being, apparently, the principal changes to be anticipated in the relation of
the three arms to each other, when instructed riflemen acquire experience in the field,
when improved guns are brought into use, and when these meet in opposing armies, I
propose now to offer a few remarks on an important branch of the subject, which I hope
will not be altogether unacceptable to my brother officers.
In the 2nd Vol. of the First Series of the Royal Engineer Professional Papers, there
is a valuable contribution from the late distinguished and lamented Sir '\ViJJiam Reid,
entitled :-0 On Entrenchments as Supports in Battle, and on the necessity of completing the Military Organization of the Royal Engineers," in which that officer has
pointed out, both the importance of entrenchments as supports in the defensive battles
in which British troops have so often and so successfully been engaged, and also the
advantage that might be derived from them in many cases of offensive operations.
A peculiar interest attaches to this Paper at the present time, and if I do no more
than re.direct attention to it, I shall not have laboured in vain; but I hope further to
apply the principles which Sir ,villiam Reid has so truly enunciated to the altered
circumstances that have since arisen, in a manner that may not be without some good
effect.
Neglecting the more extreme ranges, it may be roughly stated that individual
soldiers will now be enabled to deal out destruction to an enemy's masses with tolerable
certainty at a distance of half a mile, and that, when the nature of the ground will
admit of it, Field Artillery will be able to produce similar effects at two or three times
that distance. Supposing the skirmishers and the Artillery on both sides to be equally
efficient it isevillent that each party will be able to employ a system ofdii:;tantmolestation a;ainst the other, even though a general action be not immediately inten~ed, ~n
either side, whenever two armies approach sufficiently near to each other to admit ot it.
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Skilful skirmishers win have it in their power to harass an enemy in this manner
without much expo!ling themselves, as also will isolated guns, or batteries, forming but
a small object for an enemy's distant fire; and they will therefore haYe the means, on
either side of two armies, of injuring the ma!lses opposed to them to a great extent,.
whilst they will not be able to protect their own maSlles against each other, respectively.
The distance at which skirmishers may be employed without support is ditficu1t to
determine, being dependent upon a variety of circumstances-. It has been stated at
300 yards, but it may now probably be increased beyond that di&tance in many cases;
though it cannot be supposed that they coulil be pushed out to a distance that would
enable them to keep off effectually the skirmishers, or, much less, the Artillery, of ao
enemy. As the supports would neceasari1y be irJ closer formations than the skirmishers them.elves, these again woold be more difficult to conceal, and would be more
exposed to the enemy's fire; and there would be a similar difficulty, though in a IesiJ
degree, in pushing out the eupports of the Akirmishera as in protecting the masses
themselves.
The11e are matters for interesting and important discassion; but there is one truth
clearly discernible, in consequence of the increased power that skirmishers and Artillery have acquired. All masses of troops in the pr~ence of the enemy, even when not
drawn up in line of battle, are now in want of protection from diatant fire, to an extent
that has never yet been experienced. One of the first considerations in future with a
General (and particularly with one at the head of an invading army, in a country whert
the rifle is much employed by the people), will be how he can best protect his masses
from hostile skirmishers, and from distant Arti11ery fire.
Troops will require to be screened, or otherwise protected, now, from an enemy "s
fire, not only for the sake of saving their lives, but also in order to give them confidence. Hidden, or suspected dangers, are often more demoralizing in their effects
upon soldiers than those which can be seen. A body of ffien who wonld rejoice to see
superior numbers of their enemies 30 or 40 yards in front of them, and would charge
them with cheerful shouts, would shrink immediately afterwards from advancing over
a spot in which they suspected the presence of a mine; and hence arises one great
reason for the necessity of protecting troops from hidden sharpshooters and distant
Artillery. A good choice of position will of course do much in this way; but an army
is often obliged to fight in a position which it is necessary for strategical reasons to
hold, and which is not exactly such as the General would otherwise have selected. The
best of positions, however advantageous in many respects, will not afford all the pro~
tection that now becomes necessary, and in many there will be an amount. of exJlOsure
highly detrimental.
It is clear that the soldier can carry nothing about with him which would protect him
from the effects of his enemy's muskets, and still Jess from hostile artillery ; and that
his only security must lie in the interposition of natural or artificial screens, such as
he may find ready to his hand, between himself and his bidden or distant foes. In this
emergency, the ready aid of the Engineer will become invaluable; and it is not too
much to say, that the army which can be most speedily entrenched in the position
which it is called upon to take up, will possess an advantage under tht:se altered
circumstances over its enemies, which will be only second to that of the pOtiSeS&ion of
the best artillerists and marksmen.
It therefore becomes a question of the highest importance to the Enginee:r to consider
beforehand what means are at his disposal for, and what system he should adopt iu
carrying out these urgent requirements, It will be too late to do go when they are to
be executed.
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Such works will hate to be decided on, traced, superintended, and executed, in the
lihortest possible time, and in the most advantageous manner with reference to all
possible subsequent operations; and their successful construction, at any time a matter
of sufficient difficulty, will become an impossibility unle!:ls the Engineer has very
large mear1s at his disposal.
With the sma11 force of Sappers that now usually accompanies a British army, and
the small amount of instruction that has been hithe1to afforded to the Infantry, it
would require a longer time than could be generally afforcled, effectually to intrench an
average position i and the principles that should govern such an operation appear
hitherto, if we may judge by the little that has been written on the subject,• to have
been less attended to by the British Engineer than any other part of his duties, in
consequence, no doubt, of the limited demands for such works that have been made
upon him. But works of this sort would require, perhaps, to be performed in a night,
in anticipation of a morning attack; and it is essential that these principles should be
thoroughly understood, and practically taught, so that their application may be
attended with the least possible delay. And here it may be observed, that, as bas Ueen
the case formerly, so also in future, sufficient time will frequently be afforded for such
operalions if ample means be provided for carrying them out; because the increased
difficulty of reconnaissance will often render necessary the delay of a projected attack,
just as much as an increased power of intrenching in the defence will render it
desirable to expedite it.
In considering the principles that should govern such operations, it would appear
that there are two descriptions of works required for entrenching a position, viz., those
in which security against assault is all-important, and those which must be constructed
so as not to obstruct the forward movement, or the manceuvres, of the troops defending
them. The former will be combined with houses, villages, and all those similar objects,
which have been found so important, and have heen so warmly contended for in former
battles; the latter will be adapted to the larger features of the site, to the undulations
of the ground, and to the hedge-rows, walls, banks, and other obstacles, which have of
themselves afforded so much protection on past occasions to British Infantry, as well as
other troops. The former will be constructed with the usual parapet and ditch, and
any other obstacles that can be procured, and will be so laid out as to receive flank
defence from their own parapets, from neighbouring works, or from both; the latter
will be formed more like the parallels for a siege, with steps, or slopes, so as to facilitate ingress and egress ; and they will be so laid out as to afford a maximum of cross
fire upon the approaches in front of them; but flank defence, such as is required
in other works, will not be necessary for their faces. The former will generally be
constructed with indented parapets, in order that flank defence may be obtained for
their different parts; the latter will possess no more irregularities of outline than are
demanded by the site, as the troops behind them will be expected, not to await their
assailants under cover of their works, but to leave their defences, and to charge any
enemy who may persevere, in spite of the fire that they receive during their advance,
in :ipproaching them. The great merit of the former will be in their completeness,

* The third chapter of Sir John Jone1'1 HMemoranda relative to the line1 ofTorre1 Vedn.s," ii
the be11t authority, bt>aides Sir William Reid'1 pa.per, above quoted, to which I 11.m able to refor.
It is hoped that the reader will peruse this important chapter-the result of much ei:perience and
reflection-in connei.,tion with the present paper ; considering, in doing 80, how far the altered
circunutancn of improved we...p-0115 would have caused the author, could he have foreseen them, to
modify the opinion • therein ei:presaed, a.nd with how much more force wa11y of them spply to the
future, even than to the Jlast..-H.T.
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and the degree of security afforded by the materials that can be procured; the chief
merits of the latter will be in direct proportion to their efficiency, to their adaptation
to the features of the ground, and to the general requirements of the position, and
inversely as the quantity of labour expended in their execution. The former must be
increased in strength according to the importance of the position which they defend,
and the time and means at command; the latter must excel in simplicity to the utmost
extent that is consistent with effective protection. With the former, it may be
repeated, prolonged defence is the main object i with the latter, facility for offensive
operations, for development of fire, and for necessary manreuvres, are the points of
most importance.
These two descriptions of works are thus respectively applicable, the former to any
advanced posts before which it is desirable to keep an enemy in check and under fire,
to the important point.!:! of a position which it is necessary to defend to the utmost, and
to works provided for the security of the flanks, which must be maintained at any
cost; the latter to all those other parts of a position in which screens or parapets are
required, either to conceal the masses or to protect the troops in position from the fire
of the enemy. They require to be applied in a somewhat different manner, according
as a General proposes to commence the attack or to remain on the defensive. They
may sometimes be employed by the assailants as supports from which their
attacks may be conducted, in which their reserves will be i-heltered, and to which they
can retreat in case of disaster; ancl by those who are on the <lefensive as a means of
inflicting the greatest loss upon their enemy with the smallest rii:,k to themselves, and
of preserving their position intact, and themselves in the highest state of efficiency for
subsequent operations.
It will be important, in many cases, so to design the more defensible works, and
particularly the advanced works, as to prevent them, as far as possible, from becoming
useful to the enemy in the event of their capture. This will be done, either by lf'aving
them open to a fire from the rear, or by so placing them that they may be commanded
from other points, according to circumstances. And, in like manner, it will be necessary
for the assailants to have the means of reversing the defences of any posts of which they
may gain possession, and in the shortest poss!ble time. It may be expected that as the
difficulty of an attack in front will materially increase, so there will be more manreuvring previously to the assault of a position; and that as the fire at long ranges must
be confined to daylight, so there will be more fighting as well as more entrenching
carried on in darkness, or at times when the light is defective, than has hitherto been
the case. It will therefore be desirable to pay additional attention to the security of
the flanks of a position, and to the provision of means of artificial illumination. The
employment of the latter may now be advantageously increased, as well in field u in
siege operations.
As examples of impromptu entrenchments, those of the Romans are mostremark 3 ble
in ancient, and those of the Russians in modern times. Pultawa, Borodino, and
Sebastopol are well known instances, amongst others, in which they have been
advantageously employed by Russian Commanders. In the prolonged operations of
the Crimea, sufficiently remarkable contrast!i have been exhibited, as on many previous
occasions, in illustration, on the one hand, of the advantages which are afforded by the
possession of ample supplies of men and means, and, on the other, of the difficulties
and dangers which must be encountered for want of them, l\J ay we, as a nation,
benefit more by the lessons there received than we have done by former ones!
I will ventu~e now briefly to consider what will be the probable mode of action,
when modern unprovementli are fully brought into play, in the simplest form, infutui·e
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battles. This mus_t be~ of course, to a certain extent, matter of speculation, though
no_t s~ much so a~ it might appear to be at first sight. By carefully considering the
pr111c1ples by which Commanders have heretofore been influenced and the modes of
fighting that they have adopted under other cfrcumstances, and by' applying to these
the additional considerations arising out of the increased powers of modl:'rn weapons, it
becomes possible to obtain a fair general idea of the forms which future combats will
assume, or, at least, such an idea as will enable us to see much more clearly the
preparations that are required to be made with a view to future success, than if no such
speculations were entertained. At all events, such consideratious serve to place vividly
before the mind the practical effects of the new weapons; and, in fact, this is just the
process which every Commander and every Engineer must, or ought, to perform, before
they lead or accompany a body of men, armed with the new weapons, against an enemy
!iimilarly equipped.
That General who can best foresee the precautions required, the operations suited,
and the m.eat1s adapled to these altered circumstances, will have a great advantage
over his opponent,-the same advantage that has been derived from similar powers of
perception by all great Generals, from Miltiades to Wellington, from Alexander to
Napoleon.
When two armies approach each other, then, under these circumstances, they will,
in all probability, immediately proceed to improve the positions which they respectively
select, and to entrench themselves, to the best of their power, the one with a view
more particularly to offensive, the other to defensive operations. The assailants will
principally devote their attention to the construction of batteries for their guns, or for
isuch of them as it may be necessary to employ at shorter ranges, trenches for their
infantry, and field forts, redoubts, or strong posts, for the important points of their
position; and they will so lay these out as to afford support to their advance, at the
same time that they can be made available for the protection of their retreat, in the
event of subsequent disaster. The defenders will provide carefully for the security of
their flanks, the concentration of their fire upon the approaches to their position, the
defence of their advanced posts and their decisive points, the concealment of their
troops from the enemy's fire, and the means of adv:mcing from under cover without
obstruction at the proper moment.•
It may be expected that, in making their attack, the assailants will first destroy the
defences of their opponents to the best of their pow1.:r, by means of shot ancl shells fired
at low angles, and that they will next send forth an extended line of skirmishers, whose
duty it will be to harass all the enemy's masses that may be exposed to their view, to
drive in the opposing skirmishers, and, when they arrive sufficiently near to them,
to keep their foes behind their earthworks. Employing shells fired at high angles,
to harass the defenders behind their parapets and trenches, the assailants will then
despatch their masses in lines, or columns, or au admixture of the two, according to
the character and disposition of the troops. and the nature of the ground; and they
will endeavour to storm the entrenchments opposed to them.
Unless the fire of the defenders be well kept under, the loss of the assailants during
the adv,mce will necessarily be very great, and they will be but ill able to stand a charge
at the end of it; and if they be unsuccessful their loss during the relreat will not be
Jess. Exposed in both instances to a fire of murderous accuracy, ov~r a pro_longed
period, while traversing half a mile of ground, or more or less accordmg to c1rcumstances, decisive results will have been produced upon them, during the mere advance
and 1etreat, such as have not hitherto been imagined.
Then will be found the main advantage of their guns in position, and of such works
as they may have thrown up before their attack. The better suited their works are to
• Sir \\"illiaw Reid, ii, lb" article aUove quvted, rtma.rks that "defensive poaitione are best
maintained by offensive adivna and deft-nces when it ii~ 11oaaible, should be ao constructed as to
admit of tbe defenders coming 'rorwiud in
to meet, and to au.a.ck in tul"ll, the a.ssailanta."-Ed.
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receive them 1 and their artillery to protect them, under these circumst,rncei'I, the more
capable will they be of retrieving the d:.y, or of saving themselves from utter defeat
after such se\·ere losses.
Should the first assault prove successful, then there would be either a second line of
the defenders, uncovered, or else a second line of entrenchments, to encounter; and
here the new weapons would not make so much difference as before in the proceedings
to be adopted. The principal alterations would be, that the assailants would be liable
to be taken in flank from suitable positions at greater distances from the part attacked,
and that they would find greater dilficulty in forcing the defences of any important
points of the position that might be strongly intrenched, and supplied with flank
defences, in consequence of the greater precision of the fire with which these would
be defended. But until it shall be found possible to adopt breach-loading weapons,
the new rifles will not have anything like the same advantage over the old musket at
close quarters as they will possess at greater distances. ,vhen the use of these more
rapidly loading muskets shall become general, then will the assault of entrenched positions in.deed be difficult, and then will all combats be11veen uncovered troops be short,
shaTp, and decisive.
The duties of cavalry in such a combat will probably be confined to action on the
flanks of the assailant,;, or against the enemy's cavalry, or to movements in which
increased rapidity may be required, and which can be well supported by infantry and
artillery fire.
The part to be played by artillery in future battles I have already referred to. Shells
will apparently be their most effeci ive missiles, fired at low angles for ruining defences,
and at high angles for driving the defenders from behind them, with all the precision
that can be obtained from the latest improvements. The ru]e that has hitherto been
in force, under which artillery has been enjoined to fire at the troops, rather than at
the artillery of the enemy, will now, perhaps, be to a great extent abrogated. The
artil1ery of the defending army will be usefully emp]oyed in opposing and silencing,
as far as possible, the artillery of the assailants; and a portion of the Jatter will necessarily be told off to act against the former. Their duties in these respects, and in
ruining an enemy's defences, will become so important, that they will be less available
dming an action for employing shot and shells against masses of troops, either at long
or short ranges; though they will, of course, with the increased effects that may be
expected from them, be most formidable for these purposes at much longer ranges
than heretofore 1 when the troops are exposed, and when the nature of the ground admits
of such ranges being employed. They will also continue to assist, on the part of the
defenders, by means of such fire as they can bring to bear, in the destruction of the
assaulting parties, and to employ grape and canister, from under cover, against all
masses that come within 300 yards or so of them.
It i~ not to be expected that when first rifled musket meets rifled musket, and rifled
gnn meets rifled gun in future warfare, such important changes as I have here
sketched out will at once be brought to hear. It is probable, on the contrary, that
time and much loss will be required to demonstrate their necessity, before entrenchments will be thus fully employed. Generals, officers, and men will alike have to feel
their way to the fnll and judicinus employment of their new rifles, and the Artillery to
that of the new guns that are being constructed. The most recent Indian experience
will be of great advantage to British troops, as Algerian experience will have been to
French on~s; but the conflict of improved weapons in instructed hands on both sides
lias its lessous yet to teach. Speculations, such as I have here attempted, may fall
wide of the mark, and may be rendered futile by the light of future experience; but
they t1.re the only means which we have at present of arriving at conclusions; and I
trm,.t tha.t some o_f my brother officers who are much more capable of discussing thia
suhJect, may be mduced to contribute to its elucidation.
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It will be admitted, at all events, that the tendency of modern improvements will be
in thP direction wh~ch I have indicated, although time will probably be requi.red to
give development to new systems of action. The gradual progress in this di.rection
will perhaps be somewhat as follows :-Cover and concealment will be found, by fatal
experience, to be more and more necessary. Entrenchment~ will be more generally
formed in the field. Great advantages will be found in some cases to have been
obtained in consequence of their employ:nent. E11trenchilig ha/Jits will be formed,
increased means of constructing entrenchments will be afforded, and, in time, they will
come into general nse.
As far as can he foreseen, according to the lights which we now possess, it would in
fact appear, that these principles and applications of the Engineer's art, which have
hitherto been principally confined to siege operation;i, will in futme be introduced more
ancl more extensively into the field; that a:1 rifles, both large and small, come more and
more into efficient use, earthen parapets and earthen screens, as auxiliaries to natural
obstacles, will be increasingly demanded for the solrlier's protection; and that Generals
must pay more attention to engineering, and Engineers to tactics.
These are questions of the highest impol'la.nce to the Engineer, It is for him to
consider them deeply, and to be prepared for that which will be required of him in
future, It will be no sufficient reply, when work is demanded from him hereafter, to
say that soldiers lack instruclion, that sappers are not sufficiently numerous, or that
proper supplies of tools are wanting. He may then be properly informed that he ought
to have exercised more foresight, and have represented the necessity for the requisite
preparations at a time when they could easily have been made. If he fairly states these
things beforehand, gives proper reasons for them, and makes such exertions to obtain
them as he becomingly can, then he is relieved from responsibility; but if he fails to
do so, then must he be considered as principally accountable for any failure that may
ensue from the want of them.
It must also be remembered that the more the number of our Sappers is increased,
and the more our Infantry officers and men are trained in field engineering, the more
will it become necessary to provicle transport for tools and stores1 on a scale commensurate with the work that will require to be performed. Upon this point it is hardly
necessary to do more than refer to the Notes, extracted from Sir John Jones's "Sieges
in Spain," and printed in the 2nd Vol. of the old series of the :Professional Papers,
next in order to the Paper of Sir William Reid to which I have alluded.
Sir John Jones mentions the extraordinary circmnstance, tl1at the superb expedition,
which was fitted out at so much expense in 1809, to effect an object dependent upon
the speedy reduction of Flushing, Antwerp, and other fortified places, was actuaUy
sent from England without any means of carrying forward the engineers' stores,
' 1 although some thousand horses were embarked for other purposes;" and he says:
"It would be useless to recall the many instances in the early part of the last war in
which corps could not take advantage of various defensive expedients that presented
themselves, such as destroying roads, blowing up bridges, retrenching posts, &c.1 for
want of a field establishment of in trenching and miners' tools moving with them."
He alludes to the circumstance that although Engineers without their tol)ls and
stores are in a similar position to troops without ammunition, or Artillery without
guns, yet there was not the same provision made during the .Penins~la~ war, un.til
after the Duke of Wellington experienced the absolute necessity for 1t 1n 1811, lor
the transport of engineer stores, like that connected with other departmen!s. He
refers to, and gives the details of, the spendid engineer equip~ent orgaru_zed by
Napoleon in that year. He shows what trifling means, comparatively speakmg, are
required, even to provide engineer transport on a liberal scale;. t_hat fifty_ carts .and
fifty horses, laden with engineer stores, would have converted positive deficiency mto
absolute abundance, at the several sieges in the Peninsula, where so much loss was
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experienced from the want of tl1em i and that 200 horses for the engineer estab li sh ment, as against 10,000 which were actually employed in the servic e of guns and
ammunition, would have amply supplied the army with all that was necessary.
An engineer train has lately been wisely formed in this country, but it will have to
be expanded in the event of a war occurring, and adapted to new circumstances. Sir
John Jones's rema rks are worthy of attentive perusal at the present time; but hilj
estimates will have to be increased, in proportion as the Engineers are required to
supply tools to the Infantry for ordinary use in the field, as well as for sieges or other
special cases, and in proportion to the increase that may be made in their own numbers on active service.
In any sieges that we may be called upon in future to undertake, it is of the utmo&t
importance that practical workmen should be employed in great numbers, and shou ld
be provicled with ample means, not only of tools, but also of gabions and other
entrenching materials, to enable them to get under cover in the shortest possible time.
Without such means, it will be next to impossible to carry on any works against an
efficient garrison provided with improved rifles and proper means of artificial
illumination.
If it should ever become necessary to oppose a hostile army on British soil , vast numbers of volunteer riflemen, to hover about the flanks and rear of the invaders, and, in
conjunction with the regular troops and militia, to dispute the ground in their front
mile by mile, from a series of entrenchments formed, as required, by sufficient
numbers of well-trained sappers, are the instruments that would be found most
effectual for purposes of national defence.
In fine, for all future operations, offensive or defem1ive, at home or abroad, an
infantry instructed in field engineering, a greatly augmented force of sappers, and
ample means of transport for tools and stores, are among&t the principal means ar.d
appliances that have become of increased importance, in consequence of the vast
improvements that modern skill has effected in the most destructive weapons of wal".

PAPER XXI.
ACCOUNT OP THE FLOATING BRIDGE CONTRIVED BY GP.NERAL BUCKMEYER,
AND THROWN ACROSS THE DANTJBE, NEAR GALATZ, IN MARCH, 18-54,
BY THE RUSSIAN ARMY UNDER PRINCE PASKIEWITCH.

The construction of this bridge is shown in the accompanying Plate. Each pier
was formed of sever. logs, contiguous to el'lch other, the thicker ends directed up stream
and pointed as represented in the Plan. Two piers were formed into a raft, the
interval being six or seven feet. The rafts, so formed, were at like intervals, and so
connected by baulks as to allow of a motion adequate to the very slight movement
which these long rafts could acquire from the small waves of the Danube.
Each pier had an auchor up stream, the cable being made fast to a small wooden
capstan fixed near the ends of t he logs. There was also one anchor down stream for
each raft, the cable being fixed to a small capstan on a platform between the piers.
The roadway ( 14 feet wide) was placed with its centTe, not over the centres of the
logs, but over the centre of floatation; and, in addition, there was a footway the whole
length of the bridge, about 2½ feet wide, between the carriage-way and the large ends
of the logs.
When the logs were small and insufficient, supplemental logs we.re placed in the
intervals under them, as shewn in the sketch.
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PAPER XXII.

EXTRACTS FROM AN

ANALYSIS ANO COMPARISON OF THB

FRENCH AND

GERMAN SYSTEMS OF FOR'J'IFICATION, PUBLISHED IN TllE " SPANISH
ROYAL ENGINEERS' ANNUAL PAPERS,"

BY DON SALVADOR CLAVIJO, COMMANDANT OF ENGINEERS.
TRANSLATED DY CAPTAIN HUTCHINSON, ROYAL ENGINEERS.

MODERN GERMAN FORTIFICATION.

Under this head are comprehended the principles which have served as the basis of
the various traces adopted in the newly constructed fortresses scattered over the
different states of Germany, and which have also been followed in repairing some and
enlarging others of the previously existing fortifications of the country. Up to the
present time there have been few military writers who have occupied themselves
with this subject, and even these few have not treated it under its general aspect, but
have very much confined themselves to the explanation and consideration of particu1ar
works. The treatise of Cohmel Humfrey is designed to describe Coblentz only, and
although the author has done this completely, and has accompanied his memoir with
many exact plans and details, the observations in which he pronounces jndgment
upon the defensive value of this fortress cannot be considered sufficient for forming
one upon the system generally; it would be like attempting to appreciate the whole of
Montalembert's ideas from a review of only one of his different systems.
Captain Maclelaine, of the French service, making use of the explanations and plans
of Co1onel Humfrey, has made an analysis of this same fortress, and confining himself
especially to Fort Alexander, arrives at a result diametrically opposite to that of the
English author, computing the defensive value of this work and of the whole fortre ss
much below that of bastioned fortifications. The different memoirs which Maurice de
Sellon has lately published, are very far, in my opinion, from serving as explanations
of the system, since, without fixing either the principles or entering into the spirit of
this new style of fortification, he appears rather to turn his attention to calculating the
defensive strength of some particular traces as compared with the bastioned trace, so
that, although the results he arrives at may be correct (which, as will be seen farther
on, I am far from granting) they do not suffice to prove whether the German novelties
are or are not a real advance in the art offortifica1ion,
The German Engineers, whose works could alone be taken as safe guides on this
subject, seem to have observed very great silence, taking no notice either of the impassioned eulogies of Humfrey or the exaggerated criticisms of Madelaine and Mnurice;
one only (as far as I know), General Breze, of the Prussian Engineers, has written a
For extracts from t.hi1 see the article 011 Permanent Fortification in the British Aide•
Memoire.-Eo.
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memoir entitled - '' The origin and nature of the new aystem of Fortification in Oer..
mnny; ... but this work, full of general comiiderationt upou the subject, is not
sufficient (nor could the author have intended it to be) to give a complete knowledge
of the system. Sprung, as thi~ is in a great measure1 from the 8ystcms of Montalem.,
bert, it gives facility, like them, for very varied combinations, and in order to arrive
at a due appreciation of its great principles, it is necess.9.ry to examine in what way
they have been combined in each pnticular case, which of them predominates, ancl
with what )imitations any particular one may be admitted. For this purpose, in
making an extended examination of the new German fortresee11, it may be readily
believed that the same maxims have not been followed in all of them, and that their
Engineers are not entirely agreed about the choice of a type or front which shall
represent the most approved combination that can be adopted; in like manner the
different characters of the ground do not suffice to account for the variation1 of form,
since these differences occur not only in the general plan of a place, according to the
purpose it is intended to serve in the defensive system of the country and for other
important objects, but the nature of different works in the same fortress varies according
to the special objects which they are intended to accomplish. Thus Coblentz difft·rs
from Posen, and moreover in the latter the traces adopted for the fronts of the town
and for those of the citadel are quite distinct. Even greater differences are observable
in comparing the fortresses of the different kingdoms of the Confederation, and to be
convinced of this it is only necessary to glance over the plans of Posen, Rastadt, Ulm,
Ingoldstadt and others. The difficulty of accounting for these differences of trace has
induced some French writers to attribute want of unanimity to the advocates of tide
system, since (according to them) one of such a number of combinations must be the
best, and this one should be always followed.
If this can be nid jn reference merely to the fortresses of the Germanic Confederation, the plan and projects for which may reasonably be supposed to have bee11
approved by a conference of military authorities, how much greater di,ersity of ideas
would be encountered in examining the modern fortresses of other countries which
have adopted the system followed in Germany; for it is not this latter country alone,
which, in abandoning the bastioned system, has sought in new principles the only
means of restoring to fortified place:s their former value; almoit all the powers of
Europe, except France, which have been able to devote large sums of money to the
construction of new fortresses, and to the repair of old ones, have followed the road
marked out by the German Engineers i and hence has resulted a new school of fortification supported by the opinion of many Engineer:i who were eye-witnesses of the insufficiency of the old fortre:sses in the last continental wars, but opposed by all the wellearned fame of the French Engineers, and also by the fact that it has not yet received
the sanction of the experience of war, an indispensable element for a sound analysis.
These considerations will justify us in entering into some details which may up to a
certain point appear foreign to the purpose in hand. The inyestigation of this system
will comprehend : 1st. The description of the elementary works of a front, as kaponiers, batteries of all
kincls 1 defensive barracks, &c.
2nd. Construction of an independent work i defence of which it is capable•
. 3rd. Description of the traces most generally employed, and application to aquatic
sites.
4th. General construction of a fortress; outline of the general plan of some of the
most important ones,
5, Attack of the system, aml its analysis.
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ELmrnNTA.RYWORKS OP A FaoNT. KAPONIERS, BATTERIES, DEFENSIVE BARRACKS,

EscARP AND CouNTEI\SCARP WAtLs.-The e~carp walls are of three kinc1slst, Ordinary retaining walls i 2nd, Counter-arched revetments; 3rd, Detached or
independent wa1ls.
The 2nd and 3rd kinds are those most generally employed in Germany.
(Here follow rules for the construction of revetments, and after alluding to the Wool.
wich practice against Carnot's wall, the author continues thus :)-There are many who
think that in like manner as the detached wall in the Woolwich experiments• was
destroyed by a pitching fire, so the front wall of a casemated battery, notwithstanding
tbe increased re5istance afforded by its piers and arches, would be breached, attributing
a large part of the result to the vibration which the wall suffers, vibrations which
are destroyed or considerably lessened when the earth comes in contact with the back
of the wall. There are others, on the contrary, who affirm that the thrust of the earth,
increasing with the vibrations, will only hasten the fall of the ordinary revetment, and
that consequently this mode of attack would be equal1y prejudicial to the ordinary
walls of a bastioned fortress, which would not only have the defences of its ramparts
destroyed by distant ricochet fire, but also have its walls breached by the same. Fallot
and other French writers do not hesitate to assert that ordinary escarp walls are to be
regarded as secure against this fire, notwithstanding that the former records the fact
of a considerable breach having been opened in the face of a bastion by the fire of a
ricochet battery intended for the face of one of the ravelins, at the siege of Alessandria
by the Austrians in 1800. Zastrow, without entering largely upon this question,
indicates a contrary opinion. With respect to two walls of slight thickness, it appears
evident that the one backed with earth will offer the greater resistance; but can the
same be said of wal1s of great thickness which artillery can destroy only by fracturing
them piece by piece 1 Experience is the only means of deciding this question, and
further on we shall have occasion to record the experiments which have been made,
and to notice the nature of the attack founded upon them.
MORTAR BATTERtEs.t-These batteries are placed in the two following positionslst, in the interior of a work behind its terrepleins, and 2nd, in the salient angles
under the terreplein itself. These batteries, like those of Carnot, are intended to
inundate with showers of projectiles the works of the besieger on the glacis. The
arches are inclined upwards towards the exterior, in order that the fire may not injure
the masonry; a narrow ditch is sometimes placed in front for rolling the enemy's
shells into. In connection with the batteries in the salient angles casemated guardhouses are often constructed at the junctions of the two escarps; these cover the batteries from all direct fire, court-yards on the same level as the floors of the batteries,
and as wide as the fire of the mortars requires, being left bttween the buildings.
KAPONIERs.-(After describing their general form the author remarks)- As these
works ate exposed to the fire of the counter-batteries, they are made so that the doors
in the interior walls of each flank do not correspond. thus avoiding the danger of a
projectile, after passing through an embrasure in one flank, hitting the gunners in the
opposite casemate of the other flank.
.
Sometimes a mortar battery is constructed at the salient angle of the kapomer.
Rastadt offers examples of this arrangement, the batteries being on the first floor:.
ot The Report on these expt-riments will be round at page i5 or the 2nd Volume of the old series
of these Papen1.-Eo.
t The detailt1 of most of tlie works mentioned in this Paper are give11 in the 2nd Vol. or the old
1erie11 uf Prorenional Papen. See pp. 51 to 74.-En.
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This fact is mentioned as contrasting with the positive assertion of Fallot, of the impossibility of constructing casemates capable of resisting the concussion from the discharge
of mortars or even howitzers, the batteries in question having been frequently fired
from without the arches having suffered in the least.
DEFENSIBLE BARRACKs.-The general form of these buildings is the most simple
possible, and the most suitable to their object. They coni:iist of a series of rooms separated by wall! at right angles to the perimeter of the building; these walls carry the
bomb-proof arches which cover the different floors; and parallel to the exterior wall
runs another, separating the dwelling rooms from a gallery in which the artillery is
placed. The breadth of this gallery varies between 16 and 24 feet, according to the
importance of the barrack. The exterior wall, in which there are no openings excepting
the embrasures, is from 7 to 8 feet thick, but the party walls are much thinner; the
thickness of the bomb-proof arches, which bave a span of about 15 feet, is from 3 to 3 i:
feet; when however they are intended only as floors l½ feet is considered sufficient for
supporting the weight of artillery. The barracks are generally three stories high, the
lowest one being balf under ground ; the roof consists of a terrace surrounded by a
parapet wall, and is intended for gun~. The height of each floor is from 10 to 11 feet;
and that of the whole building is regulated by the condition that it must be perfectly
covered by the parapets of the work to which it serves as a keep. Sometimes these
barracks consist of four or five stories, as at the citadel of Posen, where the dislanP.e
of the barrack from the work, and a fall in the ground inside, allow of its being covered,
notwithstanding its height.
INTERlOR REDOUBTS. -The barracks above deJJcribed receive this name when
situated, for example, in the gorge of a lunette, to which they serve as a retrenchment.
The following is the general mode of connection between the barrack and the work.
A narrow ditch surrounds the former, in the interior of the fort, so that the entrance
to the barrack, by a bridge over the ditch at the gorge, is independent of the entrance
to the fort. This ditch is defended either by an escarp gallery for musketry or by
!imall kaponiers. From the lower story of the barrack, or from the kaponiers, galleries
are carried across and below the bottom of the ditch, terminating in countermines
formed under the terreplein of the fort.
PowDER MAOAZtNEs.-Those here referred to are only the small permanent
magazines constructed under the terrepleins, which replace with mur,h advantage the
timber ones ordinarily constructed during the first days of a siege. The only C(Jnsi.
deration which can militate against their use is the difficulty of keeping them dry,
and even this has been completely overcome. The magazine is surrounded by an
arched space into which ventilators open, and this space is connected by other ventilators with the pastern or eutrance gallery, so that a complete current of air is obtained.
The exterior surface of the wall of this arched space is as carefully treated as the
extrados of the arch.
INDEPENDENT WoRu.-Under this title are comprehended those works which unite
in themselves all the means necessary for their own defence, without dependence upon
collateral works or works in rear, They enter in various ways into the formation of a
defensive position, sometimes occupying the most salient and important points, and if
they are connected by curtains, which receive flank defence from them, a complete
enceinte is formed, in which these works are the only points necessary to attack, as is
the case at Ulm. By increasing the capacity, and consequently the defensive powers of
these works, a small number of important points suffices for forming the base of the
position, the large intervening spaces being closed by curtains which are of a much
weaker cha1·aoter, inasmuch as their re-entering position, or other circumst.1nces of
locality, prevent their being attacked, Rasladt is an illustration of this. In other
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oa~es, as at Coblentt, they form a line with intervals, to which the fortifications of the
~ity serve. as a large citadel. Another very common use of them is to occupy points
m the neighbourhood of a fortress, the possession of which is of importance to the
defence, or, as at Cologne 1 to form an entrenched camp.
These works,• which may be regarded, in the system under consideration, as a funda.
mental portion of a fortified position, will be now described. Their formation is for
the most part uniform, whatever the position they occupy, with the exception of those
arrangements having reference to the reciprocal defence which they often afford eaclt
other.
1. The leadiug feature is a bomb-proof defensive barrack closed at the gorge, lrnving
generally two or three tiers of fire from casemates, and another on the platform of the
building, from the parapet ,vhich surrounds it. The outline of its plan, sometimes
round, at other times polygonal, depends upon that of the work to which it serves as
a keep.
2. The barrack is surrounded by a work, the principal faces of which have ramparts,
and the gorge of which consists of a simple wall: the form most commonly employed
is that of a lunette with the barrack in its gorge. The extremities of the barrack
project in rear of the gorge wall, for flanking its ditch, and when several of these works
form a Jine, their mutual defence is principally derived from the artillery of these
projecting portions of the barracks. This is very important, since without this provi~
sion there would be no reciprocal or flanking defence, save that derived from the
unconred artiJlery on the terrepleins of the faces and flanks, a mode of defence not in
accordance with the spirit of this system.
3. Between the terreplein of the work and the barrack there is a space for the
accommodation of the requisite garrison for the former, and for a narrow ditch which
surrounds the latter i this ditch is generally flanked by kaponiers for musketry, communicating with the basementofthe barrack.
The profiles of the work and barrack must be so arranged that the masonry of the
latter is perfectly covered by the parapets of the former, a condition most easily
fulfilled by selecting for the barrack the lowest part of the position to be fortified.
The several tiers of fire in the barrack have the following objects :-Jst, From the
lowest a musketry fire is directed upon the interior of the work and hinders the
approach to the counterscarp. 2nd. The two next tiers, armed with artillery, sweep
the terreplein, oppose the assault of the breach, the besieger's lodgment upon it, and
the construction of batteries against the barrack ; on the lower of the two tiers
howitzers are placed for obtaining a curved fire on the besieger's works. 3rd. Lastly,
the upper platform commands the terreplein in front, and in conjLmction with the
exterior work, fires upon the be8ieger's first positions.
In the principal salient, and beneath or in rear of the terreplein, are placed batteries
for small mortars, for shelling the works on the glacis, after the idea of Carnot. In
the same salient, and upon the terreplein, a casemated tnverse is erected for covering
the adjoining faces from ricochet fire; this traverse, the walls of which are screened
by the para.pets, contains a howitzer battery for firing upon the most distant parts of
the attack or upon the salients of the collateral works.
The ditches are flanked by kaponiers at the salients of the escarps, connected by
posterns with the interior of the work; sometimes however the flanking works consist
of counterscarp galleries.
., Plans a.nd iectiune illustratiog the principles of construction of these worka will be fuuml at
Page 38, Vol. IX. of the old eeriea of these Pape.ra,-ED.
T
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The covered way is secured against assault by guard .houses, or casemated masoitr)~
redoubts, the walls of which are not visible above the crest of the glacis. The com~
munication with these redoubts is maintained by subterraneous passages under the
ditch.
One of the important features of these works consists of two sets of mines, one interior
and the other exterior, with which they are generally provided. The exterior set
usually commences at the counterscarp gallery, or sometimes at the escarp, an<l simply
consists of gallerie!I at right angles, or nearly so, to the perimeter of the wot·k, and
extending more or less under the glacis. The interior set commences at the kaponiers
in the ditch of the barrack, from which galleries lead to mines placed under the terrepleins.
Under the terrepleins, and in those positions in which the scarps are least exposed
to be breached, powder magazines are placed ; and when the work is of large size it is
customary to have one of a greater capacity in the counterscarp at the gorge. Finally,
right and left of the posterns and subterraneous communications, there are arched
spaces for guard-rooms and stores.
Independent works have not always such a simple trace as that which has here been
indicated. Sometimes they consist of crown works connected by branches with a
large barrack, which serves as a redoubt. Such are the citadels of Posen and Ulm
and the forts in the enceinte of Rastadt. Works thus constructed seem to have reached
the highe::it degree of defensive power. It is impossible to crown the covered ,Vay
either by assault or by systematic approach without first destroying the casemated
redoubts. The counter--batteries must be executed in full view of the kaponiers, which,
if uninjured, as may be supposed, possess as large or a larger number of pieces than
themselves; the breach being formed and the assault made, the besieger will be obliged
to form his first lodgements on it in front of and under the fire of the numerous
artillery of the barrack, and to reach the latter he must engage in a subterraneous
warfare in a restricted space weJI prepared for his reception.
These considerations are based upon the supposition that the besieger has at his
command the same means, and no more, than are assumed in analyzing the bastioned
system, that artillery cannot tlestroy masonry when it is well covered from the exterior,
as is the case with the casemated redoubts in the covered way and the kaponiers in the
ditches; in the same way it has been supposed that the defensive barrack cannot be
injured until the ram part which surrounds it has been laid open, or the besieger has
established himself upon it. It must also be observed that no reliance has been placed
upon the uncovered artillery on the ramparts, which the besieger can ricochet and
destroy from a distance. The Woolwich experiments, it is true, hardly warrant the
correctness of the above assumptions, and for a complete analysis it would be necessary
that experiments• should clearly show what would be the actual state of the masonrv
works, after having been subjected to the fire of a besieger's distant batteries. Leaving'
this question for the present, one further remark only will be made. If the defensive
barracks can be destroyed without being seen, and if the bomb-proof kaponiers in the
ditches, and the redoubts of the covered way, are in the same predicament, what would
become of a bastioned fort whose terrepleins can be swept by ricochet fire, of the
blind,.1ges for covering the artillery, of the barracks, and of the powder magazines
placed in the gorges of the bastions? Why may it not also be supposed that breaches
will be effected by clistant fire in the flanks of bastione, and in their faces also, along
the ditches of the ravelins 1

* See Vol. VII of thla Seriea,

pp. 42 and 43.-Tran.alat.or.
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REFLECTIONS ON THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES ADOPTED IN THE NEW GERMAN
FORTRESSES.

After describing what have been called the element:5 of this mode of fortification, it
would a~pear natural to pass immediately to consider the trace of a front, and to
observe m what way these elements enter into its construction; but the fronts, or to
sp~ak more correctly, the methods of combining the works, are very far from being
umform, though they are all based upon the same general principles. In fact, by
merely altering the relation in which these several elements enter into the composition of a system, and by giving prominence to one at tlte expense of the rest, a different
form of trace is produced. If, for example, the trace which is adopted for the enceinte
of a large place, defended by a numerous garrison, involves the use of wide and easy
communications, it would not be suitable for that of a citadel, the defence of which
must be of a much more passive character.
The universal use of casemated fire must be considered as one of the most important
peculiarities of this system, whether as regarcls the artillery for flanking the ditches and
opposing the construction of the besieger's counter-batteries, or that employed in the
redoubts of the covered way and ravelin, and in the interior retrenchments. It is
affirmed that two objects of the greatest importance are hereby gained: first, the artillery is preserved uninjured up to the time of the battery opening fire; and secondly,
by placing it in different tiers, a numerical superiority of pieces is obtained over those
\Vhich the enemy can bring to bear upon them.
The immediate consequence of the adoption of this principle is the construction of
the polygonal fronts according to the suggestions of Montalembert. This trace permits
of doubling the length of the exterior side, although the lengths of the lines of defence
are still regulated by the range of musketry; and this circumstance is of the greatest
importance, since in proportion as the exterior side increases su must the besieger
extend his trenches, if he wishes really to envelop the fronts attacked and the collateral
fronts. Bastioned front.<i, with their large ravelins, form very deep re-entering angles,
for the presumed object of detaining the besieger and causing him great losses; the
latter, in order to overcome these difficulties, is obliged, in the first place, to silence
the fire of the garrisou, and as this fire also serves the purpose of flanking the ditches
and of opposing the construction of the counter. batteries which protect the passage of
the ditch, it fol1ows either that the besieger must be supposed not to have the means
of subduing the artillery of the place, and is obliged to stop half-way up the glacis, or
that, when he has arrived at the counterscarp, the besieged has no other means of
deferlce than the musket and bayonet. In the polygonal system, on the contrary, the
defence of the ground outside is inferior,• and there is not the advantage of cross-fire
for detaining the enemy, so that, as regardg fire to the front, there is undoubted
inferiority, notwithstanding the comparative freedom from ricochet; but, on the other
han<l, when the besieger reaches the counterscarp the hitherto concealed artillery comes
into action, and then commences the real defence. Another principle, then, of the
system under discussion is the arrangement of the works with a special regard to the
close defence, making that of the ground out!.!ide a secon<lary object. The advocatel!i
of the polygonal system base their arguments upon the constant experience of sieges;
their opponents, on the contrary, hope that experience will shortly prove that caseas

~h~~i ~; ~.:i:~!:nr:: ~~:ttt~etfi:::~ i{h~ ;or~~~~~~~~J:r:hn:~:::~,::~:, :[n!:6
th:i:ir:i;;
1

much more space for artillery on tl.i.e rain1>a.rts of the body of the pl.tce.-Eo,
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mated fire will neither be very efficacious nor capable of being preserved from injury
as well as has been expected.
It has been st3ted that the adoption of the polygonal system is the immediate consequence of the general use of the fire from casematcs, although Montalembert considlrs
that the tenaille system is that which most naturally accommodates itself lo a powerful
reciprocal flanking defence. But as the prolongations of all its. lines fall upon the
besieger's trenches it is impossible to place any dependence upcm the artillery placed
upon the terrepleins1 and it becomes necessary, as Montalembert proposed, to place
the whole ofit under bomb-proofs, while the terrepleins are destined only for musketry.
This costly and uearly ahvays impracticable arrangement, combined with thit of casemates at right angles to one another at the re-entering angles, which cannot be
regnrded as secure from the accurate fire of modem artillery, leads to the conclusion that the tenailled trace must be regarded as essentially unfitted for fulfilling the
conditions of defence,
As far as the present. observatiom: have extended, the principles of Montalembert,
modified either to avoid some of the defects into ,vhich he has occasionally fallen, or in
the arrangement of the details of each front, have been the only ones in question, But
there is another prevailing idea or general principle in the modem German system
which may be said. to constitute a complete change in. fortification, and which tends to
confer upon fortified places quite a diffe,ent character from that which they have
hitherto possessed, ancl to place them more in harmony with the powers of modern
armies and the advance of military science.
An extensive continuous enceint.e,. whatever the arrangement or system of its front::J,
offers, throughout its extent, the same degree of resistance, or rather the same degree
of weakness1 since at each point the garrison must exercise the same amount of
vigilance, but if the line to be fortified is occupied by strong works, which are able to
afford each other mutu:ctl defence, and also contain in themselves all the means which
their own defence Fequi:eeg, each of these becomes in fact one of the independent
forts before described. The spaces between these works are closed by curtains or
simple lines which may be regarded as unlikely to be attacked, either from their
re-entering position, and the close defence which they receive from the collateral
works, or still more from the fact that, if taken, the position of the enemy would be in
no way improved, since he would remain in full view of very strong works still
uninjured, the flanking fire of which would render his position untenable. Perhaps
the enunciation of this principle in so general a manner may be considered as very
hazardous and subject to grave objections ; but, like all other principles of fortification,
it must be considered in all its bearings, for the formation of a correct judgment concerning its merils, and concerning the Wliversality of its application; its further
analysis will therefore be reserved until the construction of some of the most important
works has been described.
One of the advantages of adopting this principle is that the enceinte of a
place may admit of large extension without the garrison strictly necessary for its
defence l.>eing increased in equal proportion ; the place may well be considered secure
from any sudden attack if the garrison is sufficient for the occupation of the points
which have been assumed to be those upon which the defence really depends; and
yet this same fortress can contain within it, when necessary, a large army, or sene
as a base for any intended operation.
This system of fortification nalurally requires that the different fronts should, when
necessary, be capable of adaptation to the mosL active defence, and that the communications should beas broad and direct as possible, which latter is accomplished hy
placing tht?m near to and under the protection of the flanking works,
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THE DIFFERENT TRACES OF THE GERMAN SYSJ'EM.

The Ge1·man ~ngii~eers reduce into a series of maxims the fundamental priuciples
o~ a_ll good fortificat1~n; some of these maxims have immediate reference to the
particular mode of tracmg a front, and others to the generdl features of the plan of a
fortress ; they are as follows: . ~- Simplicit! of outline should be preserved, so that the defensive power may be

m JUst proportion to the cost ; and this principle leads to the adoption of polygonal
fronts with central kaponiers.
ru~fi.1.Every line of a front ought to be adapted to the object which it is intended to

:o

3_constr~ct large fronts, by making use of central flanking kaponiers, thus
obliging the besieger to construct very extensive works.
4. All the terrepleins of a work must be as far as possible secured from the effect s
of enfilade and ricochet fire.
5. To offer every facility for offensive movements, and for this purpose to reinforce
the covered way with casemated redoubts or guard-houses.
6. The works charged with the special duty of flanking, or serving as interior
retrenchments, must be under cover from distant fire, so that their artillery may remain
uninjured up to the moment of its entering into action.
7. To give to the fortress an artillery superior to that of the attack, not during the
first period of the siege, which is impossible, but during the last.
8. Each work should contain witi1in itself all the elements necessary for its own
defence.
9. The system adopted should render necessary successive attacks of all portions of
the ground, and there should be no point which cannot be disputed with the enemy.
10. Every work or front should possess the barracks and bomb-proof buildings
necessary for the garrison and munitions of war.
11. As a consequence of these maxims, a fortified position ought to consist of an
assemblage of independent works provided with all the means of defence which each
requires, but so arranged that all should contribute to the grand object in view.
The different traces employed in the modern German fortresses will now be explained,
and it will be shown how far the general maxims just enumerated have been followed
out in each. It has been already stated that they are very varied, and it may almost
he asserted that there are no two places in which the same have been employed ;
this difference of tracing is still more evident on comparing the works erected in th e
different states of the Confederation.
BAVARIA AND 'Wi.iRTEMBERO.

Uu1.-This fortress consists of two parts, of very
different construction ; the one belonging to the kingdom of Wilrtemberg, on the left
bank of the Danube, occupies very irregular ground, and contains most of the population.
The other part, in Bavaria, stands upon a perfectly level site, and is a large bridgehead covering the suburb and the bridge. These differences of site have given rise to
quite distinct methods of fortification; and the following remarks refer only to the works
in ,vurtemberg. The whole of this enceinte may justly be regarded as a series of
connected works, occupying the most commanding points of the position, care being
taken that the intervals between them are such as to permit of reciprocal defence.
The escarps of these works have two tiers of musketry fire, the lower one from a
gallery formed by arches'' en dlScharge," and the upper from a II chem in des rondes,"
2 or 3 feet above the arches. The exterior slope terminates in the "chemin des
rondes" and has several berms on account of its great height. On the level of the
'' che~in des rondes,. there is a battery for four mortars, covered by a wall in front,
FRONTS OF THE FORTRESS OF
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against which rests a mass of earth i the battery is formed of two galleries, the one in
front containing the pieces, the other facilitating their service.
A space is prepared on the terreplein of the salient angle for 4 or 5 heavy pieces,
and a blindage is intended to be formed over these guns at the commencement of the
attack i this would also serve as a traverse to both faces.
The gorge is closed by a loopholed wall, flanked by a defen!ive barrack, semi.
circular in form, with a ditch and small kaponiers for its flank defence. The relief of
the terreplein is sufficient to allow of the barrack having three stories, the Io,vest one
for musketry, and the two upper for artjliery; in addition to these there is another
battery on the terreplein, serving as a cavalier against the first works of the attack.
A system of counter.mines, similar to what has been already described, commences
at the kaponiers of the barrack.
The cu rtains run from the angle of the shoulder of one bastion to the next, so that
the flanks of these latter do not defend the foot of the escarp, but, as an equivalent for
this, they sweep the whole of the terrepleins of the curtains, an object of at least as
much importance as the former, since it is not less important to oppose the besieger's
first lodgments on the breach than to resist his passage of the ditch. The curtai ns
are separated by a ditch from the flanking works, and the whole of the ditches are
provided with flank defence by a judicious arrangement of kaponiers.•
PRUSSlA,

FRONT oF THE ENCEINTE or THE TowN oF PosEN.-The length of the exterior
side is about 540 yards (see Fig. 1). A perpendicular is erected at its centre, and a
distance equal to 't'3th of the exterior side is set off on it outwards. This point being
joined to the extremities of the exterior side gives the direction of the faces of the
cavaliers, the length of which is made ¼th of that of the exterior side. Upon the same
perpendicular is set off, also outwards, a distance equal to ½rd of the exterior side,
giving the salient of the ravelin. With this point as a centre, an aic is described with
a radius of 20 yards, to which tangents are drawn from the shoulder angles of the
cavaliers; these lines mark the counterscarps of the ravel in, to which the escarps are
drawn parallel, and the latter have a len gth of about 160 yards, short flanh being
formed at their extremities. The flanks of the cavaliers are drawn at right angles, or
nearly so, to the faces of the ravelin, they al'e macle about 34 yards long, or sufficient
for 4 or 5 pieces of ordnance. By joining the extremities of the flanks with the centre
of the exterior side the curtain is traced; the counte1·scarp of the main ditch is parallel
to the faces of the cavalier, and its prolongation gives the gorge of the ravelin.
In the centre of the curtain stands the defensive barrack, capable of accommodating
1,000 men, separated from the curtains by ditches 10 yards wide. The sideR of the
barrack have a length equal to the width of the ditch plus that of the terreplein of
the curtain, and terminate in a circular part, which projects into the interior of the
ravelin. The barrack thus serves- lst, as a redoubt for the rave1in; 2nd. as a
kaponier to the main ditch; 3rd. as a general retrenchment or keep to the whole
front. This circumstance constitutes an essential difference between this trace and
those of the other German fortresses, in which separate buildings fulfil the different
objects here accomplished hy one only.
The covered way, which is of the usual dimensions, is provided with masonry guardhouses in the salient and re-entering places of arms; th& ramps which lead to the
covered way are placed on each side of the guard-houses, which thus protect them ;_
the principal ditch is reached by passing through the ditches at the sides at the
barrack, the level of which is very little lower than that of the interior of the fortress.
"' For a.n account. ort.he worka at. Ulm, on bot.h aides of the river, aee M. de Sellon's "Etudea anr
Ja Fortification Perma.nente."-Ev.
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The CA.Villiers !lnd curtains are furnished with "chemins des rondes," at a level of
12 foet above the hottom or the ditch; the height or the escarp, in addition to this, is
16 feet; the counterscarp is 24 feet high; the relief of the curtains is 40 feet and that
of the cavaliers is 4i feet. The" chemin des rontles" is interrupted by the :asemated
batteries in the flanks, communication with which is kept up by posterns through the
flanks. The "chemin des rondes" along the curtain is also reached from the ditches
at the sides of the barrack. The gorge of the ravelin is closed by a wall joining that
of the barrack; the rounded part of the latter has a small ditch flanked by three
kaponiers, separating it from tl1e interior of the ravel in. The entrance to this work is
in the gorge-wall and is quite independent of that of the barrack.
The barrack is built with three stories, the first being only for musketry fire; the
terreplein serves the purpose of a cavalier. The derensive corridor contai11s 20 casemates on each floor, not reckoning those in the towers in which the sides terminate.
The faces and the flanks of the ravelin are provided with" chemins des rondes," and
their ]lrofile resembles that of the curtain. In the salient angle there is a battery
for 5 mortars on the level of the" chemins des roncles," and another on the terreplein
for 5 howitzers: these latter can only fire alternately on either side. The battery
itself forms a traverse to the faces of the work
In this trace the central works (which have been called ravelins) are independent,
and the cavaliers and 1vorks joining them are the real curtains which enclose the spae;es
left between these central works.
On account of their position and trace, the curtains
cannot be enfiladed, and their fire, united with that of the upper tier in the barrack, is
intended to retard the advance of the besieger from the very first period of the siege.
A bastioned front, owing to its smaller extent, and notwithstanding its cross-fire,
affords no greater amount of fire at the same period of the siege, and this moreover
must cense as soon as the first batteries of the besieger have been brought into effective
operation.
FRONTS OF THE Ct,TADEL OF PosEN,-At the centre of the side of a polygon of
about 430 yards in length, a perpendicular ~th of its length is set off inwardly; by
joining the extremities of the exterior side with that of the perpendicular, the direction
oftbe curtain• is obtained, which has a slightly tenailled form; the faces ofthe(so called)
bastions, each having a length equal to }rd of that of the exterior side, are parallel to
and outside of the prolongations of the curtain, so that from the portion of the flank
which projects beyond the curtain, the fire of two pieces in casemates may be brought
to flank the latter; the remainder of the flank occupies the same space as the rampart
of the curtain. A ditch, 8 yards broad, but closed by the escarp wall, separates the
bastion from the adjoining curtain, and receives flank defence from the inner face of
an orillon, which is built at the extremity of the face of each bastion. The main
ditch is 25 yards wide, and is traced with its counterscarp parallel to the faces of the
bastions; the salient of the ravelin projects about 150 yards beyond the counterscarp,
its salient angle being 60°, so that this work, together with the redoubts of the places
of the arms, covers nearly the whole curtain.
The bastions are closed at the gorge, in the centre of which is a masonry guardhouse; an escarp gallery communicates with the battery in the orillon, which battery,
it should be observed, is quite concealed from an enem~'s view, as long as the cent.ral
kaponier is not destroyed: the flanks do not fire on the d1tch, but sweep the terreplems
of the adjacent curtains,
The central kaponier is made of a rectangular form, and has two tiers of fire, the
lower for musketry, the upper for 5 pieces of ordnance.
,. ~ 11ethe pla.011 ofthi1 work given in tl.LeSrd Vol. of the old11eri68 of the Profenional Papen1,-ED.
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The ravclin, which is, from its position, exposed to ricochet fire, is constructed in the
follo1vin<T manner-The halves of its faces next the salient have arches .1 en decharge,"
and the interior is foll; the remainder has an independent scarp wall, and the interior
is empty. There is a mortar battery in the salient, and in the centre of lhe gorge is &
semi-circular battery which serves as a redoubt; this battery is separated from the
ravel in by a narrow ditch; its revetted counterscarp contains a gallery connected with
those in the gorge of the ravelin, and from the former the interior system of mines
commences.
The ditch of the ravelin is closed by a c11semate for two pieces, united with and forming
part of the redoubt of the place of arms, which is casemated and has two stories. Thu~
the redoubt of the ravelin, the two casemates which close the ditch, and the redonbts of
the places of arms, form one continuous line of works, similar to those proposed by
Noizet, only casemated.
A draw-bridge leads from the second floor of the kaponier to the ravel in; and ramps,
by the side of the redoubti1, ascend to the re-entering places of arms.
In this trace, independent and isolated points, like the ravelins and bastions, 11.re
observable, so that, in considering the enceinte of the citadel, which is composed of two
complete fronts and two half-fronts, it may be regarded as a series of enclosed works
united by curtains.
It cannot be denied that the prevailing character of this trace is distinct from those
already described. The communications are less numerous, and everything seems to
indicate that a passive defence has been provided for; and this appears reasonable
since this work is the last retrenchment of the fortress.
GRAND

DucuY OF BADEN.

the centre of an exterior
s ide of about 440 yards, a perpendicular, from y1,r to nJth of its length, is set off towards
the exterior. Its extremity is joined to those of the exterior side, and the direction of the
fac es of the bastions is thus obtained. The length of these is equal to one-fourth of
that of the exterior side. Fifteen yards are set off on the lines of defence from their
intersection, to obtain points which, being joined, give the base of the kaponier. The
flanks of this work, at right angles to the lines of defence, are long enough for 4 or 5
guns, and upon the line joining their outer extremities an equilateral triangle is
constructed, the sides of which are the faces of the work. By producing these towards
the interior, and drawing perpendiculars to them from the angles of the shoulder, the
flanks of the bastions will be formed, and the terminations of the faces of the
central part (called the cavalier) obtained. The counterscarp is parallel to the
faces of the bastions and kaponier; the ditch of the latter is 18 yards, and the main
ditch 2a yards wide. At the re-entering angle, formed by the junction of the bastion and
cavalier, there is an enclosed space, on a level rather higher than the ditch; its outline
is determined by the prolongation of the face of the bastion to its point of intersection
with the production of the counterscarp of the kaponier, and by a straight line drawn
from this point parallel to the flank of the bastion. It contains a battery for 3 or 4
pieces to flank the ditch of the kaponier. It was intended that this battery should
have been casemated, but for economy's sake it has been built with piers only (j feet
long, supporting a gallery above, intended for musketry fire. Tlie front thus consists of
two demi-bastions, the flan king batteries, the ca.valier, and the kaponier. The counterscarp has a gallery in it, and there are casemated redoubts two stories high in the
re-cnlering places of arms, The ramps in the re-entering place~ of arms are placed
to the right and left of the redoubts.
FRONTS OF FoRT LEOPOLD AND FoRT B,AT RASTADT.* -At

~ A debilod 11Ian of the&e wor~8 i! given in the ht number or the
Pvrmanonte,•• by the Baron Maurice de Sellon.
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The escarp wall of the bastion is 28 feet high, and is built with two rows of arches,
the lower story being loopholed; there is also a "chemin des ro1ules" divided by
traverses. A postern on the capital gives access to the escarp gallery and to the
"chem in des rondes/' and thence passing under the ditch, leads to the redoubt of the
place of arms; two other posterns in the flanks lead to the flanking batteries, and
from these two curved passages descend into the main ditch near the angle of the
shoulder. The flanks of the bastions have no H chemin des rondes," but afford
musketry fire from the upper gallery for defending the interior of the flanking batteries
in case of their being assaulted.
The cavalier has a relief 5 feet greater than the bastions; like the flanks of the latter,
it has no" chemin des rondes," but ha:1 loopholes in the upper escarp gallery. Upon
the terrepleiu at the salient a space is prepared for a battery, which woulcl he blinded
in anticipation of a siege. The blindage would at the same time serve as a traverse to
the faces of the cavalier. There is a pastern on the capital which gives access to the
escarp galleries and then leads to the kaponier.
The kaponier differs from those already described in having a mortar battery between
the angles of the shouldn, on the level of the battery in the upper story of the flank;
the latter, in addition to two tiers for artillery, is also provided with a banquette for
musketry on the terreplein. The kaponier has no communication with the ditch, in
accordance with the principle that no flanking work should serve as a passage for the
troops intended to operate in its immediate vicinity.
Each front is provided with an advanced lunette on the capital of the cavalier i
the lunette is closed by a gorge wall with a tower at its centre, and has a counterscarp
gallery for flanking its ditches. In Fort Leopold, one of the fronts, in place of the
lunette, has a ravelin or counterguard in front of the kaponier.
BAVARIA.

FRONTS OF GERMERSHEIM.-ln this polygonal trace•, the exterior side has been
slightly tenailled, for the purpose of giving a better flank clefence to the faces and flanks
of the central kaponier. This work is connected with the escarp by two walls, and has
direct communication with the interior by a pastern, which also gives access to a loop~
holed escarp gallery.
At points about 120 yards from the flanked angle of the polygon, coupures are
formed across the whole breadth of the terreplein and parapet; these coupures are
well defended by traverses similar to those employed by Montalembert in his circular
system. The bastion has a defensive barrack extending from one coupure to the other,
so that it is completely isolated. In the flanked angles there are spaces reserved for
batteries, which can be blinded, and serve as traverses.
The central k.aponier is covered by a ravelin, and the ditch of the latter is flanked by
casemated b.:itteries which close its gorge, and are connected with the casemated
redoubts in the re-entering places of arms. These batteries and redoubts have
entrances from the ditch distinct from those of the places of arms and covered way;
the ravelin and places of arms, with their redoubts, form a first defensive line which
must be captured before the body of the place can be approached.
FRONT OF A BRIDOE~HEAD UPON THE RHINE OPPOSITE TO GERMBRSHEU.r.-The
work now to be considered is one in which the ditches are wet, and it shoiivs how simply
and naturally the polygonal system accommodates itself to this circumstance, and ho':,
deriving from it all the advantages which must naturally accrue to the clefonce, 1t
a,·oids the defects which stagnant water has been supposed to occasion, and which,
according to Vauban, makes such positions the 1?orst of all to defend .
.. The pbn of this is similar to that given at p. 1_94 of the 8_rd Vol. of this Series, except thg,t in
the latter the counterr.cnrp is not shown re1·etted, as 1t actually 1s.-ED.
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The front is a straight line or slightly tennilled 1 and is shown in Fig. 2: -The escarp
is of earth, except at the sulient angles, where two small revetted bastions are formed
which are closed at thf' gorge, in the centre of which there is a masonry guard-house.
The !.erreplein of the curtain is supported internal1y by a retaining wall, connected
with the gorge walls of the bastions. The centre of the front is occupied by a large
building, composed of three different parts, each intendecl for its own particular object.
The most retired of these is a defensible barrack, the fire from which sweeps the terreplein of the curtain. The central part is the kaponier for the defence of the ditch, the
faces of which are fb.nked by two small projections at its inner extremity; underneath
there is an arched passage leading to the wet ditch, which is crossed by two bridges
close to the work. (See Fig. 5).
The third and mo,0t advanced part of this building serves as a redoubt to the ravel in.
Round the whole there is a clry ditch, on a higher level than that of the water, which
leads to the terreplein of th e raveliu, so that, by means of the bridge and this d ry
ditch, a continuous communir.ation is kept up with the outworks without the use of
rafts, The destruction of the bridges would be of little consequence, since from their
small size, they could be soon replaced. The communications, then, would appear to
be as easy as if the site were a dry one. The ditches of the ravelin are flanked by
batteries which close their gorges, and which are united with the redoubts of the places
of arms, forming with them one work; two loc,pholed walls unite thec;;e redoubts to
that of the ravelin, and these three works thus constitute a continuous line of redoubts,
communicating freely with each other and also with the interior of the fortress. By
reference to the drawing it will he seen how the ravelin communicates with the places
of arms, and also the mode of passing from these latter to the dry ditch of the central
building without traversing the redoubts of the places of arms. (See Fig. 6).
ANALYSIS OF THE GERMAN SYSTEM COMPARED WITH TH& BASTIONED SYSTEM,
AS REGARDS ITS POWERS OF RESISTING ATTACK.

A comparison will now be made between the enceinte of Posen, on the left bank of the
Wartha, and a bastioned fortress on a duodecagon, in which the faces of the bastions arid
the curtains are not exposed to ricochet fire. There will be no attempt in this comparison
to arrive at so determinate and precise a result as to be euabled to fix the number of
days' siege which one could resist longer than the other ; for this purpose it would be
necessary that the actual experience of war should have furnished data, which, as
regards the German system, are entirely wanting. Zastrow, in his project of attack
on Montalembert's system, supposes the construction of a counter-battery for destroying
the central kaponier impossible, agreeing in the principle of the author of the system,
that the construction of a battery, at a short distance from and under the fire of
another len times as powerful, is impossible. Zastrow thus terminates the attack
without seeing any means of continuing it. As much cannot be said for the kaponier
of the German system, since it does not possess such a great superiority of fire as to
render the co11struction of counter-batteries impossible; but nevertheless the time
occupied in their erection, and the sacrifices entailed thereby, would doubtless be very
considerable; yet Maurice de Sellon, in his attack upon Rastadt, not taking into
account these considerations, has no hesitation in affirming that these works would
fall a certain number of days sooner th9.n a bastioned fortress.
l. The fronts of the enceinte of Posen are 600 yards long, and the lines of defence
280 yards; the seven fronts cover the same extent ofgrouncl as twelve bastioned front,,
and there being 4 flanking batteries in each front of either system, the former would
require only 28 batteries for the immecli:1te security of the place, and the latter 48:
supposing each battery to contain two pieces, there would thus be a iiaving of 4-0 pieces
in favour of the German system.
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2. Supposing the attack to be directed upou one ravelin, and the works having
consequently to embrace the two collateral ones, the trenches would require to be
much more extensive for the German fronts than for the bastioned ones, a circumstance
of great importance which has not always been sufficiently considered. The fire of the
~ortress which opposes the establishment of the besieger's distant works preponderates
111 the German system•, and the guns on the upper terraces of the defensive barracks are
very effective at this period. Up to the establishment of the third parallel the polygonal
trace preserves a greater force of artillery not exposed to ricochet fire, and if its wide
and well covered communications are taken into account, it seems fair to assume that
up to this period of the defence the bastioned duodecagon is inferior. It may here be
added that the worka, which in the bastioned system have to be executed while the
siege is progressing, are in the polygonal system existing beforehand, with the exception
of a few blindages and palisades, for which the timbers are prepared, and can be fixed
in a few hour11.
3. Beyond the third parallel, the besieger's difficulties in carrying on the attack of a
bastioned fortress increase extraordinarily, at least such is the theory; in fact he is
supposed not to be able to adnnc':! a step without being exposed to reverse fire from
the collateral ravel ins, and to direct fire from the redoubts of the places of arms and
the faces of the bastions. The fronts of Posen possess, though not to so great an
extent, a similar advantage, but this does not exist in the other traces that have been
described, None of these afford the formidable re-entering angles of the bastioned
duodecagon 1 in arriving at which the besieger's hitherto uninterrupted progress would
be stopped. In the former the crest of the glacis is so nearly parallel to the body of
the place that the whole of the covered way can be crowned simultaneously1 while in
the bastioned system this must be limited to the salients of the ravelins. But how then,
it may be asked, does the besieger overcome these difficulties and continue his saps
upon the glacis? The answer is obvious, the artillery fire of the ravelins no longer
exists1 and iu the exposed redoubts of the re-entering places of arms1 overwhelmed
with vertical fil'e, the pieces which still remain serviceable can hardly be manned;
there is in fact no other fire left but that from the body of the place, which remains
ahm in the polygonal trace. But further, the ricochet fire, which has destroyed that of
the faces of the ravelin, has also in great part silenced the fire of its redoubt, the faces
of which are parallel to them. In the German trace this redoubt is a barrack or
casemated battery, the masonry of which is pHfectly covered, and the redoubts of the
places of arms, being also casemated, have been preserved uninjured. Thus in the
one case the covering works and the redoubts have suffered almost equally, in the
other all the interior defences have escaped injury.
4. The crowning of all parts of the covered way of the polygonal fortress may be
eifected simultaneously, but this operation is opposed by the fire of tbe casemated
redoubts of the places of arms, by that of the central kaponier, by that of some guns
at the extremities of the barracks specially arranged for firing on the salients of the
collateral ravelins1 and, in addition to this direct fire, there is the vertical fire from the

* Supposing that a front is traced according to each system, with the lines of defence of the worke
flanking the main ditch of the same length in each, the epace available fur artillery on the ramparts
of the body of the place to bear upon the field of attack betwetm two rdvelins is, in the polygonal
171tem, more than twice as Jong as it is in the bastioned system; aa.d the fire from it is also much
more direct, to that the whole of it may be concentrated upon any pvint in the 2nd parallel. It
may also be observed that it will seldom happen that the exterior sides of a fortres» cau be 1,.nanAcd
10 as t-0 form parts of a duodecagon, as supposed by the author, and that the faces of a pol)·gonal
fortress can always be traced so that the batteries intended 10 e11filade tbew mu~t be pi.teed so nei.r
to other paru of the body of the place as to render their construction very difficult,-ED,
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different mortar batteries. If at this critical period of the defence troops can he
spared for a hand-to-hand encounter with the enemy, the po,;,ses.. ion of the crest of tht>
glacis will not be secured without great loss to the besieger. The crowning o( the
glacis of the bastioned duodecagon, although not simultaneous, will probably cost him
infinitely Jess.
5. The besieger llaving obtained possession of the crest of the glacis at the salient of
the ravclin of the duodecagon, and of the corresponding work of the German front,
would deslroy the battery flanking tl1e ditch of each in much the s·1me manner; the
descents into and passages of the ditches would also be iclentic3.l, but the a,;saults of the
ravelins in the two cases, and the formation of loclgments on them, would be very
differenl operations. In the one case the assault would be opposed by a redoubt, the
terreplein of wllich have been swept by ricochet fire; in the other, hy a casemated
redoubt, with different tiers of fire, prepared for this very moment, crnd by a11 interior
system or countermines. The besieger would doubtless prefor postponing this assault,
until he has destroyed the building which at the same time serves as a redoubt to the
ra,·elin and kaponier to the body of the place.
6. To cleRtroy this building he ,..,.ill proceed to establish a counter-b9.ttery on the
crest of the glacis opposite the salient angle of the polygon. This operation is
analogous to that undertaken for the destruction of the fire of the flank in the bastioned
system. When the polygon has but few sides this flank will have preserved no fire,
because the ricochet fire directed against the faces of the bastions, together with the
.shells with which the besieger will have inundatecl the terrepJeins, will have destroyed
its fire completely, even supposing it blinded. And although this might not have
happened to so great an extent in the case of the bastioned duodecagon, there is every
reason to suppose that the service of the artillery would be very slow and uncertain.
The bomb-proof kapouier, on the contrary, would vigorously oppose the construction
of the counter-battery and would contencl with it until destroyed. Let the position of
the besieger at this precise moment be atlentively remarked, supposing that the ravelin
is not uken and the redoubts of the re-entering places of arms are not destroyed.
7. It may be said that the prolongation of the defence by the use of the countermines
would apply equally in each case, and this \Yould be true were bastioned fortre!>ses
always provided with them; but as a matter of fact this is not the case, whereas they
enter essentially into the construction of all the German fortresses.
An objection often raised against the German system, viz.: the excessive use of
masonry works, must now be considered. 14 Masonry if seen will be destroyed," is
an axiom of fortification; 1fontalembert, notwithstanding, dissented from it, and in
his circular system left his masonry b11i1dings uncovered, but so armed with artillery
that upon every point of the besieger's works he could concentrate a number of guns
considerably i;reater than it was at all likely could ever be brought to bear upon him i
and he applied the same principle to his polygonal system . It has been easy to prove
the fallacy of this opinion, and to show how reaclily an inferior artillery placed behind
earth-works can successively destroy such buildings, the repair of which is impossible.
The German eugineers have not followecl this maxim of his, ancl one of their principles
is to cover their masonry from an e11emy's distant .fire. Thus the barrack in the
Citadel of Posen is perfectly covered by the enceinte, and from this alone can it be
seen. But limited as the besieger then would be in the extent of his position, and
exposecl a,. he woulcl be at a short range to the fire of 60 or more pieces of artillery,
circumst:rnces would havP. hecn completely altered, ancl what would have been very easy
of ,wcomplishment from the 1st or 2nd parallel would now be immensely difficult. Somewhat different t'rom the above example is the Citadel of Elnenbreitstein at Coblentz.
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Its_ 1101:the_n~ front forms a clefensive barrack of the bastioned form, the upperi;torv of
wh~ch is \'1s1bl~ from lhe ground outside; but this is a piece of table land which narr~ws
as 1t recedes from the work, s~ that ~he front ~f _the attack has not so great a length
as the front of the barrack, besides which the soil 1s hard rock, so that the earth for the
~arapets of the parallels and batteriea would have to be brought from a distance. Can.
It be said that this barrack would he destroyed solely because its walls are uncovered
and is it not evideut that its destruction would cause immense sacrifices in men an~
time?
W"hat has been remarked of the Citadel of Posen may be applied to that of Ulm
and to the forts of Rastadt. But there are others of smaller magnitude, as the work
at Posen, on the right bank of the river, the exterior forts at Cologne, &c., which are
intended to accomplish objects analogous to those of the forts of Paris. The fronts of
these latter are bastioned and about 380 yards long, they have no outworks, and no
interior redoubts i the besieger would ra1 1i1lly reach their counterscal'p 1 and having
opened a breach, would find nothing to oppose his assault, In the German fronts, on
the contrary, it has been shown what a nurnber of successive operations the besieger
would have to undertake, and what great means of resistance the besieged possess.
In the analysis which has just been made, it has been supposed that the defeusive
b!l.rracks and other batteries have been preserved uninjured up to the last pe1iod of the
siege, from the simple fact that their masonry, beiug covered by earthen works of the
same relief, is exposed to no clirect fire from the ground outside. But the Woolwich
experiments• have proved that this means of cover is insufficient, and that a wall so
protected may be destroyed by a distant pitching fire from heavy pieces. This fact
being established, the attack must necessarily be modified, and the consequences before
arri,•ed at will be considerably affected; indeed no fixed or definite conclusion can be
come to while there is any doubt as to the greater or less amount of injury to which
each work, according to its position, would be exposed.
A doubt has been expressed on a former page as to whether the kind of fire at present
under consideration is efficacious only against detached walls, and whether it cannot
be rendered equally so against ordinary revetments; it is now asserted that the
destruction of the detached wall in the Woolwich experiments by no means proves the
certainty of that of the wall of a casemated building, strengthened as it is by piers and
arches.
Granting, however, a certain destructive power to this pitching fire, provided it can
be directed perpendicuhrly, or nearly so, to its object, it will now be considered how
far the result before arrived at must be modified, still referring to the fronts of Posen.
I. The redoubts and block-houses in the salient and re-entering places of arms will
suffer very little, on account of their close proximity to the glacis which covers them.
2. The low flanking batteries sweeping the ditch of the ravelin will probably be
destroyed. The rounded parti:i of the barrack serving as a redoubt to the ravelin will
also have suffered considerably, but there is no reason why the garrison should abandon
the remainder of the building which no shot can have injured.
3. In possession of the ravf'lin, the besieger will next find it necessary to destroy the
batteries of the kaponier, for which purpose he must establish himself in front of it and
directly under its fire, as has been before remarked. In the town fronts of Posen there
is a special circumstance which may tend to throw some doubt upon what has been
just stated, and that is the fact of the redoubt of the ravelin and the kaponier for the
defence of the <litch forming only one building. But with regard to the Citadel of
Posen there can be no doubt that the destruction of the redoubt of the ravelin will not
be necessarily followed by that of the defences of the enceinte.
• See •llo re!ult of experiment. on a pitching fire :i.a:ainst. a casemated buihling as recorded in the
Professional Papen, Vol. YII, New Series, pp. 42 and 43.-Translator.
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Supposing now that the besieger has obtained possession of the enceinte of the citadel
he will have to carry on his attack against its keep. For this purpose he must either
establish batteries on the terreplein (and of this the immense difficulties have been
already pointed out) or else in some more retired position (and consequently more
distant from the keep) for pitching fire. The distance of these latter could hardly be
Jess than 600 yards, which is one ha.If more than that in the Woolwich experiments; to
a considerable height the barrack is covered by a glacis, and it cannot be itnagined
that shot could be fired with sufficient accuracy as to pass over the exterior works, just
graze the crest of this glacis and strike the wall at a lower level. It will thus be seen
that there are no grounds for assuming that b:uracks like the one in question can he
readily destroyed.
The larger cost of works constructed according to the German system, as co111pared
with the bastioned, being often urged as a reason against the employment of the former,
it seems desirable to investigate the actual facts connected with this part of the subject.
According to Merkes, the cost, per front, of an octagonal fortress is as follows:First system of Vauban
£47,000
Third "
,,
62,000
System of Cormontaingne .
67,000
Coehorn . • •
40,000
Bousmard . • •
65,000
The Citadel of Posen cost altogether £356,000, of which sum the hrge barrac-k,
powder magazines, and gorge tower consumed £116,000; consequently the three
fronts and the two branches (connecting the fronts and keep) cost £240,000, or each
front may be assumed to have cost £60,000, less even than a front on Cormontaingne's
system; besides which it must be borne in mind that the fronts of the citadel are
about 60 yards longer than those of Cormontaingne.
The total cost of the same fortress was £1,140,000; deducting £356,000 for the
citadel, there remains £7841000 for the enceintes on the right and left banks of the
Wartha, and for the two bridge-heads. If the same space had been enclosed by fronts
on Cormontaingne's system, twelve would have been required, and the cost would have
been £804,000, nor does this sum include the expense of barracks and magazines. ft
is also necessary to observe that the cost of the construction of countermines i:;
included in that of the German works, which is not the ease in that of those enumerated
in Merkes's table.
In the foregoing remarks upon the comparative merits of the French and German
systems the author has endeavoured to preserve the most strict impartiality; and it
was his original intention not to have allowed his own views to have been 1pparent.
This latter object however has not been attained1 and in almost every page his decided
convictions in favour of the German system will be observable. He will esteem
himself happy if this memoir, in coujunction with others upon the same subject,
contributes in the least degree to arouse a spirit of enquiry among officers of the Corps,
and thus to fix, as far as po&Sible, what is to be the system of fortification of the school
of Spanish Engineers.
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PAPER XXIII.
DE~CRIPTfON OF THE ENGINEER FIELD EQUIPMENT OF TIIE TuRKISH
CoN'flNOENT.

B'Y MAJOR STOKES,

ROYAL ENGINEERS.

In the month of April, 1855, the Minister of State for War, Lord Panmure, directed
Majllr Stokell, of the Royal Engineers, to organize an Engineer force for the Turkish
Conting ent, and to prepare a suitable Engineer equipment for a forc e of 20,000 men,
which it wa,; intended to make complete in every respect as a separate Corps d'arm ee,
compo<;ed of two divisions of fnfantry, one division of Cavalry, and one of Artillery.
Tlw object of this Paper is to give a short account of the above-mentioned equipment, that it may serve as a basis for further improvements in forming a model for
future Engineer field trains, when it may again become necessary for an English army
to take lhe field.
Th e points which it is proposed to explain are:lst. The composition of the Engineer force; distribution and general description of
the train.
2nd. The equipment of tools, &c.; their assortment and arrangement on the
carriages; differences of construction of the carriages.
3rcl. The pontoon and boat equipment.
4th. The scientific apparatus.
Appendix. The cost of the carriages, pontoons, tools, stores, &c., &c.
1. TIIE COMPOSITION OF THE

ENGINEER FoRec:,

DrsTRIBUTION

AND GENERAL

DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAIN.

The Engineer force was organized in five companies, thus distributed:No. I. Reserve at head-quarters.
,, 2. 1st division of Infantry.
" 3. 2nd
,, 4, 1st
,,
5. 2nd
"
,,
11
It was originally intended that these companies should be composed of a nucleu s of
E11gli-;h artificers, and that the bulk of them should be Turkish artificers drawn from
the Infantry regiments. This intention could not be carried out, on account of the
absence of artificers in sufficient numbers, and an augmentation of the English portion
of the Corps was sanctioned; but the conclusion of peace rendered the raising of it
un;~:e~::~·, which was to be driven by a Corps of Drivers raised in Wallachia, officered
by "'allach gentlemen, and organized as two troops under an English commandant,

may be divided into five parts:1. The carriages for intrenching tools.
2, The carriages for artificers' tools and stores.
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3. The pontoon r.arriages.
4. The light train of pack animals.
5. The carriages for scientific apparatus.
1. The carriages for intrenching tools consisted of24 wagons {C).
16 cacts (!).
2. The carriages for artificers' tools and stores: 6 wagons for tools (A).
6 earls for ditto (G).
6 wagons for stores (B).
12 carts for ditto (H).

3. The pontoon carriages32 wagons with pontoons and superstructure (D).
4. The light train of pack.animals consisted of 40 horses With pack . saddles and
l ea1her panniers, in which light tools and stores could be carried.
S. The carriages for scientific apparatus] electric telegraph wagon ( E ).
1 photographic wagon { F).
DISTRIBUTION OF CARRIAGES,

CARTS.

WAGONS.

:;;

I

.,

D

B

G

H

1

4

16

2.

12

2

6

3.

12

2

6

1.

4.

16

2

5.

16

2

RBMARll:S.

The 1st company, being intended to act as a reserve at Head-quarters, received a
larger supply of artificers' tools and stores, and had the scientific apparatus and the
India rnhber boats attached to it.
The bodies of these vehicles varied according to the purposes for which they were
intended; but the axletrees of the whole were the same, and the wheels were only of
two kinds, allotted according to the following table. The only exception to the
uniformity of the wheels was the photographic wagon, of which the wheels corresponded
with those of the hospital train.
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The table below shows that the hind wheels of the pontoon wagons correspond with
t'he catt l\'heels, and the fore wheels with the wagon wheels of the Train.
Pontoon wagon.

Wa•on fo, r.t,.nehing

Height or Wheel.
Fore.

4' 2"

2

4' 6"

Hind.

and Artificers' Tools.

-

4

2

-

I

Carts.

Electrio Telegraph

I

Wagon.

I

-

4

2

-

All the tires of the wheels a.re made according to the patent of Messrs. Holmes, of
Derby, of which the peculiarity is a projecting rib on its whole circumference,
whereby, on a hard road, the friction is very much diminished: further trials are
needed to prove whether any advantage is gained on soft ground.
The wagons A, B, C, E were all constructed on the J acob's lock principle, having
four wheels of equal size, by which an advantage of draught was obtained; but the
tendency of this wagon is to throw too much of the weight on the hind wheels: the
precaution of loading well forward must therefore be always taken, otherwise in
ascending a hill the body is liable to tilt backwards, and separate from the fore axle.
There is also a difficulty in locking the hind wheel whilst descending a hill. It is at
present only managed by throwing a great strain on the body of the carriage: an
improvement upon this is much needed. The fore-axle frame being moveable the
drag chain cannot be attached to it. It has therefore been made fast to the fore and
aft side bar of the carriage, which its actiot1 has a direct tendency to fracture.
Each carriage is fitted with an upright in front and rear, connected by a top rail, over
which is stretched a tarpaulin, provided with straps and buckles for connecting it with
the body of the carriage.
The bodies of all the carts and wagons, except the pontoon wagons, are mounted on
India rubber springs, which have been found to answer very well, retaining their
elasticity under very heavy loads, in frost and in heat, and returning to their proper
shape on removal of the load.
The wagons are fitted with poles and swingletrees, the carts with moveable shafts
and a sliding splinter bar of iron for a second horse. Each carriage should be pro,ided
with a pickaxe, shovel, felling axe, and hatchet, for the removal of obstacles on the
march.

2.

THE EQUIPMENT

OF

TooLI,

&c.;

THEIR

AsBORTMENt AND

ARRANGEMENT

ON THE CARRIAGES; DIFFERENCES OF CoNSTRUCfJON OF THE CARRlAOES,

The equipment of tools, &c., may be divided into three branches:I. The intrenching tools,
II. The artificers' ditto.
III. :Miscellaneous stores.

I.

lNTRENCHINO

TooLs,-These consisted of:5,000 pickaxes.
5,000 spades and shovels.
500 felling axes.
500 hand axes.
X

15!
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These numbers were fixed on the assumption that for throwing up any series of field
works to cover the front of an army, means should exist for placing intrenching toob
in the hands of one-third of the strength, and a good supply should be at hand to make
goocl breakage and loss.
In the Turkish army the soldier does not work with both pick and ehovel: one
carries a pick and another a shovel. The Contingent numbered 16,000 Infantry. The
above numbers therefore amply sufficed for their wants.
The tools were supplied by Messrs. Lindon and Co., of Birmingham, and were of the
best description; their quality was well tested, and their excellence proved in the construction of extensive lines at Kertch in the winter of 1855-6, where the Turks cut
through a considerable amount of rocky soil with the pick alone. The pick-heads being
of cast steel, and consequently requiring care in transport, the wagons (C) and carts (1)
destined to carry the intrenching tools, were constructed so as to keep the pick.heads
separate from one another. Each carriage had two partitions lengthwise. Two rows
of staples were fixed at about six inches from the top and bottom of each side and
partition, about four inches apart; through each row of staples was passed a leather
strap which could be relaxed and tightened at pleasure. These straps formed loops in
which were secured the pick-heacls: the helves, shovels, spades, and axes were packed
between the rows of pick-heads. The wagons and carts were loaded as follows.
Each wagon was to carry 2,053 lbs., or rather more than 18 cwt., viz.;-

125 pickaxes
34
do.
138 shovels
16 spadea
15 felling axes.
15 hand axes •
34 spare helves

lbs.
at 7 lbs ... 875
at 8½ ,,
289
at 4½,,
621
at 5¼ 11
84
at5f,,
861
at 2
30
at 2
68
lbs. 2,053¼

Each cart was to carry 985 lbe., or nearly 9 cwt., viz. : 62 pickaxes
II
do.
74 shovels
7 spades
8 felling axes.
8 hand axes •
12 spare helves

lbs.
at 7 lbs . . . 434
at 8} ,,
93½
at 4½ ,,
333
at 5~ .,
381at 5i ,, .. 46
at 2
16
at 2
24
lbs. 985

It was intended that the cart!! should always move with the divisions of Infantry, and
the wagons with the heavy train of the army, to be brought to the front when larger
numbers of tools were required.
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TooLS.-A selection of the trades most required by the wants of
an arm! havrng ~eeu made, the to_ols necessary for their efficiency were assorted (as
shown rn Appendix I) and packed m chests, which were allotted as follows:II.-ART~FICER-3'

Company

Trado.

Cheats.

- -- Carpenter's

2~

6

6

6

Smith's and tinman's •
Sawyer's
Mason's and bricklayer'~

2
2

6

10

2

2

Miner's

6

2

2

Cooper's

5

Colh.r maker's and shoemaker's

7

2

,vell sinker's
Armourer's
Farrier's

5

11

8

Each chest contained a complete assortment in itself, and was so arranged that any
tool could be seen at once, that no delay might arise when men arrived at their work
from tools not being at hand. The only exception to this rule was in the mason's
chest, where the weight of th e tools compelled a division.
Considerable credit is due to the Messrs. Rabone, of Birmingham, who supplied
these tools, for the trouble they took to hit upon the best mode of packing them.
It has been found in the hutting operations of the winter 1855-6, that for rough
workmen the saws were of rather too good quality, not being strong enough for the uses
to which an unskilled workman would apply them. It is recommended that for hutting
purposes an additional impply of a coarser tool should be provided.
A portion only of the chest11 were intended to be always carried with the troops, the
remainder were to be left as a reserve from which to supply casualties. The r:arriages
for their conveyance were flat, without sides, the bottom consisting only of strong
battens. The chests were all made with rope handles, by which they were to be lashed
down to the battens and thus kept from shifting.
The chests were as far as po11sible so arranged on the carriages• that each should be
complete with all kinds of tools.
III.-M1scELLANE0Us STORES, &c.-The stores and tools that come under this
head do not admit of a particular description : a list of them will be found in the Appendix No. I, but a few of them may be mentioned-Nails and spikes were packed in
sma ll iron cylinders holding each 50 lbs. weight. The grindstones were packed in
.. N.B.--Capt:i.in Allan, Adjutant of the Turkish Conting-ent Engineers, was instructed to make
the most 1•on1•eni,,nt a.rrangemeut of the loads b.-fore giving over the Train in England. The reault
of hie endeav<Juri has riot b~cn eowruunicated to the writer of this Paper.
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boxes of which the upper half could be unshippad: the spindle of the stone rested and
turned in two grooves in the lower half, and this had two projecting feet by which it
could be screwed down to a fixed log of wood at any place; it was also water-tight,
and thus the stone could be kept wet whilst grinding.
The lifting jack8 were of two kiuds-one, the ordinary rack and pinion, with crankhandles. the other, an Archimedes' screw worked by a short lever. The latter is very
powerful, but has an inconvenience in the difficulty of working the lever, that frequently
occurs.
The sapping tools were all made from the Chatham patterns.
The Ordnance wheelbarrow was adopted on account of its portability; but wooden
wheels with iron tires were substituted for the otd cast-iron wheel.
Spare w}ieels and axle arms for a11 the carriages were provided on a liberal scale.
The carriages for the conveyance of stores were the same as those for in trenching
tools, with the exception of the partitions and arrangement for the pick-heads.
An addition to the stores, tools, carriages, &c., was contemplated if the Corps had
been augmented as intended,
3.

THE PONTOON AND BOAT EQUIPMENT,

consisted of two bridges of Blanshard's JaTge pontoon s.
each bridge being composed of 16 rafts, or 32 pontoons.
The drawings used in Woolwich Arsenal were followed in their construction by
Messrs. Deane and Dray, of London Bridge, the only deviations being in the rings
at the extremities, which were made rotatory, and in the handles, round which guumet,i,J cyli11ders were introduced. These cylinders have play enough to turn easily
round the handles, so that men carrying the pontoons by hand are allowed greater
freedom of the wrist. The pontoons are made of tin of superior quality and strentth
to that used in the Arsenal, and the internal wheels which strengthen the cylinders
are of stouter metal.
The superstructure of the rafts is exactly like that shewn in the Aide-MCmoire. The
carriages differ in some material points. The bolsters rest on strong steel springs,
which lighten the draught, the axlewtrees being kept in their position by iron st.iys.
The wheels are made far lighter than in the old carriage, and somewhat higher, that
they may be of the same pattern as the rest of the Engineer train; the axletree was
also mu ch lightened by combining wood and iron, and the axletree arms. are connected
by an iron bar bolted through to the wood-work.
It appears then that the pontoon carriages of this Train have been made much lighter
than formerly. Experience of them is required to ascertain whether the other extreme
ha:. been entered: the old carriage waa unquestionably too heavy; the new ones may
have been made too light, from the desire to use the same wheels for them as for the
rest of the train. The springs have the disadvantage of throwing the centre of gravity
of the load higher, but this is counterbalanced by the pontoons being now sufficiently
high to clear the horses and not incommode the drivers.
It is earnestly recomm ended that the new pontoon train should undergo the te,t of
long marches over bad roads to ascertain the advantages or defects of these changes.
The bodies of the carriages were made by Messrs. Dray and Co.; the axletree arms
and wheels were supplied by Messrs Crosskill, who built the rest of the carriages, to
ensmP uniformity in the whole train. Messrs , Dray a11d Co. also supplied the superitrn~·tl\r~ of the rafts,

I. Tm:

PONTOON

TRAIN
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II. THE BoAT EQUIPMENT consists often India-rubber boats.
Each boat consists of a waterproof floor stiffened by 1ight planking, and surrounded by an inflated cylinder in eight compartments. The interior space within the
cylinder is 10 feet long by 2 feet 6 inohes wide and 1 foot 3 inches high. The floor
of light planking, is in three parts, stiffened by battens of the length of the boa;
traversing the joints at right angles, and passing under strong straps. The thole pins
for the oars are inserted into a bar which is strapped on to the top of the cylinder on
each side, and the bar is in two parts oonnected by a hinge. The light oars or scu11s are
in two parts, one being provided with a socket into which the other fits and is secured
by a screw of galvanized iron. The cylinder is inflated by bellows, which screw into
nozzles similar to those in general use. These nozzles are placed, for security from
wet, &c., under a flap that projects all round Qn the inner side of the cylinder, on which
seats are supported. Each boat holds 14 or 15 men sitting on the cylinder, two of
them rowing with a pair of sculls each. Twelve men of th~ fourteen, sitting or standing
on one side, could not upset the boat when tried at Tilbury. When not inflated it fold s
into :i package about four feet square and two thick; with its covering it weighs 178 lbs.
It can be carried on a mule's back at a pinch, but a cart is recommended as preferable,
on account of the injury that must arise from the chafing caused by a mule's motion .
The flooring, oars, bellows, &c., &c., pack into a canvass bag, and can be carried in
the same way as the boat. Two men of the Turkish Contingent Engineers were fully
instructed at the Manchester manufactory of Messu. Macintosh and Co. in all the
working of the trade; and each pair of boats are abundantly provided with materials
for their repair.

J. STOKES, Captain R.E. and Major.
The following remarks on the scientific apparatus were prepared by Lieuten an t
Beaumont, Royal Engineers:1.

ScIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS,

On the scientific instruments no remarks are necessary, their uses are well known ,
and the ends they were to attain are self-evident.

II. THE

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS.

Photography has not long been brought to such perfection as to enable it to be
applied to military purposes. By its means general positions may _be more correctly
taken than it would be possible, by other means, to do. All works rn progress can be
accurately delineated, and the comparison of such delineations, taken at intervals,
would show the periodical progress of the works.
.
The apparatus was very complete and answered the e~ds expected of it; . the
chemicals were found to be excellent in quality, and for the tune calculated, sufficient
in quantity; of the gross quantity of chemicals taken a year's fair consumption required
about one-third.
The wagon itself appears, from the report of the photographic clerk_~, ~o have been
faulty in one or two respects: there was no provision made fo_r ventilat~on, a1~d the
heat altracted by the tarpauling covering was such as to_render it nearly 1mposs1ble to
work inside the wagon during hot weather;• the hght also was not effectually
excluded, whi.lst the sink at the bottom of the vehicle was too small.

* 1 would suggest yellow a1 more suitable than lead colour to paint the canvaBs o! such wagon•
for the future. - F. B.
-
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III.

TaE

Eu:cTR~c

TELEGRAPH,

,v A00N.

As with photography, so has the electric telegraph been but recently called to assist
militar-y operations, and consequently ptactice will doubtless point out many improvements and alterations to be effected in its arrangement and use for the future. It is to
be regretted that no opportunity was afforded of o.btaining such practical information,
by tes.ting the apparatus as pi:ovided, under the direction of Major Stokes, R.E., for
the Turkish Contingent Train.
The wagon contained, as the list shows,. all the apparatus necessary for establish ing
:md working a telegraph to an e:ir;tent of ten miles, with two terminal and two intermediate stations; also Voltaic batteries, and complete arrangements for firing charges
of powder by electricity.
Though an electric telegraph may accompany an army in the field, it was never
supposed that it could be used whilst that army was in motion 1 its object being to afford
in slantaneous internal communioation between the various Corps d'armCe of 1mch a
force, when in any position it was likely to occupy for a certain time. That such i'Lll
end is desirable there can be no doubt, but whether the form of electric telegraph now
alluded to, is the one best calculated for meeting such end, is a queation still to be
solved.
It only remains, now. to state the reasons. for selecting the p:nticular form of
apparatus now in question. Single needle instruments were preferred, on account of
their simplicity and facility of repair when broken, there being, in fact, nothing in
their construction that could get out of order, with the exception of the coils and
needles1 of which an extra supply was taken. The rate of transmission with this method
is slow, but this is evidently oflittle consequence in the p1esent case.•
The main body of the wire taken was No. 16 galvanized charcoal iron wire, uncovered, which necessitates the use of insulators and the support of the wire on posts, or
otherwise. At first sight, the covered gutta percha wire seems more suitable, as it
requires but laying in the ground ~ on considering the facts of the case, however, this
system has many disadvantages :-lst. It is. about twelve times as expensive as iron
wire, as shown in the list of prices; 2nd. After use for a certain time the perfectly
insulating powers of th,e gutta percha are liable to deterioration, while the exact point
or points where a loss of electricity takes place are difficult to determine; 3rd. It is
troublesome to l'emove~ being liable to get deranged in taking it up from the ground;
4th. The bulk and weight are so great that it would have rendered a second carriage
neces~ary to convey the wire alone, had covered wire been taken. With the uncovered
wire we have the advantages of cheapness, good insulation, light weight, and little
bulk, whilst it m.ay be easily removed, and suffers nothing thereby. Against these
must be set the disadvantage of its requiring support; but when it is allowed 1 as at first
premised, that the telegraph is only to be used when the army is in position for a
ce rtain time, this objection can never be we ighed against the more serious ones
attending the use of the covered wire, as there are hardly any positions in which
sufficient wood might not be obtained to support the wire, while, in passing through a
ca mp, the tops of the tent poles might be made available; in fact there must,
doubtless, always be means~ which an engineer might find, of getting over such a
diffict~lty. For th~se considerations it was considered advisable ttJ provide the main
quantity of the wire uncovered, taking out a proportion of the covered to meet
particular exigencies.
m:n~h=r~~::~::.r~;~~~ are in every respect preferable when anything like permanent eat 4 bliah-
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No. 16 wire is large enough for any moderate length of telegraph; should, however,
the electricity be required to pass through a greater distance, increase of battery power
Will force it to do so.
Of the remaining parts of the telegraph apparatus, suffice it to say that the batteries
were of the kind known as sand batteries, with copper and zinc plates, fitted in gutta
percha cases, of the simplest possible description, and that all tools and apparatus
necessary both for the laying down of the line of telegraph, and the management of
the electricity, were provided and contained in the wagon.

IV.

VotTAic APPARATUS.

The Voltaic apparatus, for firing mines, consisted of four Grove's batteries of six
cells, each &tted in strong oak cases, the zinc plates were bent in the form of a U, in
order to present a surface of zinc to each side of the platinum, and the connections
were arranged, as far as possible, with a view to simplicity, and, at the same time, to
allow of the plates being easily removed and replaced. The method of firing was by
means of a heated platinum wire, in the usual manner, and needs no description.
CONTENTS

OF

ELECTRIC

TELEGRAPH

First Box (over fore axle).
21bs. of sheet gutta percha
1 oil stone
1 naptha lamp
500 5.in. screws
4 hammers
12 screw drivers
8 hand files
4 soldering irons
6 gimlets
4 magnets
8 pairs of pliers
2 bill.hooks
4 axes
4 mattocks
4 spades
2 saws
l mallet
2 bradawls
4 chisels
1 spanner
2 hand vices
2 steel chisels
2 rules
1 tool basket
l box with 60 spare battery plates
2 detectors
6 glass cells
1 box of platina wire

WAGON, BY COMPARTMENTS,

Second Box.
8 batteries
4 acid pourer11
1 quart of naptha
2 lbs. of rosin
2 gallons of sulphuric acid
1 galJon of nitric acid
10 miles of No. 16 wire
Sand and shackles
1 pint of sweet oil
Spindles for Barrow.

Third Box.

4 Grove's batteries
4 instruments and cases
spare coils and boxes
upright springs
bridge pieces and screws
terminals
.
2 axles and needles

3
2
2
4

Fourth Box.
2 miles of gutta percha wire

for wire
Quantity of shackles
1 cwt. 20 lbs. of marine glue
1 Ladder

2 drums
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CoNTENTS

OF THE CHESTS OF TooLS AND OTHER htPLEMtNT9,

AND PRICES

SUPPLIED BY RABONE, BROTHERS,

& Co.,

Brnr.llNGIIAhf,

FOR THE TURKISH CONTINGENT ENGINEERS,•

TooLs,

SEVEN SETS SMITHS'

Each containing:
d.
1 set taps and dies at 5 6
. 47 6
l stock and die
0 8
2 rymers
0 8
1 countersink
2 hand hammers 2s. & 2 7
I 2
1 riveting ditto
4 10
l sledge ditto

,.

2
2 cold chisels
2 cutting ditto
) vice, 3 ft, 6 in. long
. 17
and pointed
I
1 pair small pliers
6 pair tongs
1 flat file, handled, 12in.
l ditto, 14in.
1 half.round, do,, 12in.
1 iron brace

6

£

,.

0 5
2
0
0
0
0

d.
6

7 6
4

0
4

8

1

2

7

0 4 10
0

0

3

4

6
7

0 17
0 I
0 9 0
o•
0
5
0
0
2
0 3 6

Case for ditto.

SnvEN SETS Trn1irAN's

Each containing:
s. d.
at 3 0
1 pair snips
l pair shears
1 soldering iron
1 ditto, in addition
I I
20 lbs. solder
Melting do. into small
ban
1 tinman's anvil
2 ditto hammers
I 4
2 taking-up tools
1 tinman's beak iron •
1 crease iron

'

5 10
I 19

Si

7 9

3¼

0

0

0
3
6

7 9

0
0 15
0 2
0 9
0 18
0 12

10
8

6
0
6

,.

0

8

0

2

d.
9

0 10
0

0
¾

0

4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3

0
0

6

9
0
0

8

2

Total.
Smiths' tools, 1 set
Tinman's do.

• £7 9 3½
• 7 13 10

8

15

eight of each case.

Tools

£ s. d.

It

7 13 10

,v

Toots,

0 3
0 16
0 2

2 hollowing hammers
I square-face ditto
2 tinman's mallets, large
and small, at 1s, 4d. & ls. ~d.
1 ditto, hatchet stake,
18 in. high, 18 in.
wide, and 3 in. deep
1 riveting hammer
1 pair round-nose pliers
1 set of3 hollow punches
1 set of 2 pincers, to take rivets
1 set of 2 cold chisels
1 ditto for rivets
1 set of(2lb. each) rivets
1 lb. salamonica
½lb. borax
1 lb. spelter

Chest .

cwt. qr, lbs•
I 2 26
0 2 16

SETS COLLAR

14

I

2
SEVEN

I½

MAKERS' AND

TooLs,
Each containing:
s. d.
1 half-round knife
at 1 5
1 gross saddlers' awls
1 doz. handles for do,
1 gross collar needles
1 pair clamps
2 h!md leathers
0 7
SHOEMAKERS'

..

d•

0
0 15
0 5
0 I

6
2

£
0
0

I

* It m•nt not be forgott.en tba.t the prices of these article• are higher than thoee which would
be paid in time of peace.-ED.

5
6
0
0
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s.

1 saddler's hammer
6 lbs. sewing hemp
2 lbs. resin & 2 lbs. pitch
1
l
4
2

gross shoemakers' awls
dozen handles for ditto
shoe knives
0
ditto h:immers

d.

8

8

6 pairs lasts, 5 to 10
1
1
I
l
1
1
I
l

pair saddlers' pincers
collar iron
hand crease
!\Crew

hand knife
packet harness needles
ditto pointed
do:r;eu pack ditto
fj thimbles
l collar mallet
l set punches, oval 10s.
round Ss.
1 pair scissors
12 lbs. 2.thread best
collar makers' raw
1 11
twine
1 9
2 lbs, bees' wax •
l pair punch pliers
with spare bits
l box of 250 copper
rivets l to l in.
1 ditto flat-head tinned tacks
l sadtller's stone
l besl large round knife
1 seat iron
I pair wing compasses
2 palm-irons, bent & straight
1 pair strong pliers .
l do. cutting nippers .
I do. nail pincers
1 do. compasses
1 riveting hammer
Case for ditto

Value per set
Weight of each chest,
Tools
Chest

£ s. d.
0 I
0 7
0
0 4
0 I
0 0
0 1
0 7
0
0 2
0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0
0 0

2
6
2

8
0
11
4

6
9

7
8
9
0
0
4

0
0 18
0 1

0
4s

0

6

0
0

2

0

0 18
0 1 9
0 2 6
2
0
0 0 10
0 1 1
0 1 5
0 0 10
0 0 10
0 0 9
0 0 6
0 0 10
2 I 0
9 18

7t

cwt. qr. lb.
0 3 8
0 2 19

I

I 22
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TW-ENTY-Two SETS CARPENTI:Rs' TooLs,

Each containing:

..

d.

6 hand-saws
at 8 I
3 felling axes
8 6
6 carpenters' axes
3 9
6 extra helves, for felling
and carpenters' axes O
3 claw hammers
I
2 ditto
1 riveting •
l pair pincers
5 adzes
8
Set of 12 spike gimblets
Set of 36 nail ditto
Set of firmer chisel!!
Set socket ditto
1 cold chisel
Set of mortice chisels,
5 rnles
Set screw augurs
1 brace, rotatory handle,
and bits
Fitting on leather
2 pair compasses ls. 4d &l
2 carpenter's squares,
with steel bh.des,
6 in. and 12 in.
2 mallets
l jack plane
6 spare irons for ditto
1
1 trying plane
1 smoothing ditto
1 rabbetting ditto
6 spare irons each, trying,
ls. 9d., smoothing,
ls. 6d., rabbetting, 6d.
lid. and I
2 saw sets
50hand-saw files,per doz.2
3 handles for ditto
50 pit-saw files, per doz. 3
3 handles for ditto
1 spoke-shave
1 drawing knife
1 oil stone
2 screw drivers, 7¼d, and 1
1 picking gouge
I firmer ditto

10
6

2

£

,.

d•
0 15 5
0 10
0 18 9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8
2
15 10
7 0
8 0
8 6
12 6

1

7 0

0

4

6

1

4

15

9

7 11

0 17
0 4

0

10

0

8 2

0

3 /;
2 II

6

0
0
0
0
0

1

10
9

s

6

9
4

0

6

9
I 10

2 6

0 2 0
0 II 10
0 0 81
0 15 7½
0 0 8¼
0 0 7¾
0
0
0
0

6¼

y

I JO
2 I½
1

5

0 11
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,.

£
1
3
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ploughshare & irons
sets sp:i.rc irons for do. 3s. Od.
chalk line and reel •
bevil

1 lb. chalk in tin box .
50 iron spikes
50 nails each 21 2½, 31 & •1 in.
Half gallon sweet oil
3 gross screws 2, 2½ & 3¼ in.
1 ditto, 1-f in.
1 lb. Flemish tacks
1 rasp, handled
1 tenor saw
1 sc1ew wrench .
1 set bradawls1 3 each, 6 sizes

14
0

4

0

3
10

4½
4½
0
6
4

2 10

0

8

4

4

0 8 0
6
0
0 0 I¾
0 0 11
0 8 3

17 9 2
8 5 0

Chest for ditto.

£ s. d.
2 pit saws, 7ft. complete
1 cross-cut saw .

0
0

1 punch
1 compass saw
22 marking gauges

One c:et, conbining:

cl.
0

9

I

2 saws

1 chalk line and reel
2

pair compasses

Case for ditto

0
4

Oirn set, containing:

£ ,. d.
2 pit saws, 7ft. complete

I 16

1 cross-cut saw, 6ft.

0 13

2 saws

0
0
0

1 chalk lin e and reel

0

3

6

0

6

I 15

3
0

4 13

6

I

2 14

0

4

0

0

6

cwt. qr. lb.
0 1 16

Weightofsaws
chest

O

2

Total

0

3 24

0

6

NAILS.

5 iron kegs of 50 lbs.

6

£ s. d.

each,2 in.at per l00lbs. 19

Chalk and bags
Case for ditto •

I 15

0

2 7

6

cwt. qr. lb,
0 2 12
0 2 13
I

8

3

0 0

~a.ws

I 15

1 11

Case for ditto

1 chalk line and reel .

Case

I
0

0

2 pair compasses

,veight of each case.

0

Chalk and bags •

£ s. d.

I

0

0

cwt. qr. lb.
2 I 25
I O 11

3 pit saws, 7ft., complete
3 cross~cut 11aws, 5 & 6ft.

2 pair <logs

6

2 p.9.ir compasses

PIT AND Caoss~cuT SAws,
Two &ets, each containing:

1

3

1 6

2 pair dogs
Chalk and bags

3 2 8

2 saws

0

0

2 pair dogs

,v

0

2

20 14
eight of each chest.
Tools
Chest

9

16
0 11

0

25

5ditto,2}in.
5 ditto, 3 in.

. 18
16

5 ditto, 4 in.
5 ditto, 6 in.

. 13

9

3
9

• 13

0

Lettering ditto (per keg) 0
. 1
25 iron kegs

6

7t

2

5

2

I 10½

I 14

4½

I 12
0 12

6

3

6
9

12 19

4

2
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GRINDSTONES,

Snc

grindstone, ls. 9d.
spindle, 2s.
Case for ditto

£ s. d.
0
0

8

9

8

/j

0 12

3

Four more the same.
cwt. qr. lb.
0 0 21½
0 0 17

Weight of each case
Grindstone, &c.
Case
Total

0

I iOt

TEN SETS MASONS' AND BRICKLAYERS'

TooLS,
Each containing:
s. d.
3

6 bricklayer's trowels
Pointing ditto
10 mason's chisels, 4 for
soft stone, 6 for hard
10 do. points, 5 hard and
5 soft
6 mason's hammers
2
2 mallets
6 bricklayer's chisels
6 pairs of line pins
3 iron squares
2 plumb rules and bobs
8 setting bars
6 flat whitewash brushes
1 plastering trowel
• 15
3 foraging pails
1
3 painting ditto
3 spalling hammers
2 straight edges
1 spirit level
Case for ditto

£ s. d.
0 13 6
0

0 16

0
JO

2½

9

6

0 11
0 18
0
3
0 3
0 3
0 2
0 7
0 14
0 2
2 7
0 i
0 17
0 2
0 8
2 4
12

,v eight of tools
chest
Total

2

I

l}
0

2

Each containing:
s. d.
2 striking hammers
4 0
l crow-bar, 4 ft. 6 in.
l ditto hollow, 3 ft. 6 in.
light, 10 lbs.
1 copper pointed needle
l ditto short
1 tamping bar
l do. to suit light crow-bar
l scraper or spoon
1 ditto
1 sledge hammer
l set jumpers, sorted sizes,
to suit light crow-bar
6 iron wedges, sorted
I
3 short handled pickaxes 2 10
2 field service shovels 2 2
3 push picks with wood
handles
3 canvass buckets, l 4in. 7
l rope ladrler
2 helves for shovels
0
2 ditto for pickaxes
0 7
2 hand borers
. 11 9
Case for ditto

7½
JO

7!
0
/j

3
6
0
0
0
6½

7

£ s. d.
0
0

8 0
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
0
4 0
3
3 6
0 7
0

0
0
0
0

0
6
6

0

I
0
0

4

4

4

6
6
6 3
2
2

2

6
0
9 JI

8

0
0

cwt. qr. lb.
1 2 20
0 3 15
2
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SETS MINERS' TOOLS,

/j

cwt. qr. lb.
2 I 18
0 2 22

Weight of tools
chest

Total
3 0 12
"
Nos. l & 2 Set.
2 chests
3&4
2 ditto
5&6 "
1 ditto
Nos. 1, 3, 5, chests contain 2 shovels, 2
shovel helves, and 2 pick helves.
Loose- 6 hand barrows,
d. £ ,. d.
• /j
6
I 13 0
5 bars
Weight each, 19¾ lbs.
70 0 10 10 0
3 sets boring tools
. /j 3
0 lo 9
3 ditto jumpers
0 15 9
3 ditto triangular ditto 5
0
I I 0
7
3 worm augurs
0 12 9
3 chests for ditto .4 3

,.

,veight of each chest,Tools
Chest
Tot;il

13 15 3
cwt, qr. lb.
0 3 19
0 0 22
1

0 13
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FIVE SETS COOPERS' TOOLS.

Each containing:

£
1
1
1
1

!

crose, 4s. ; l axe, 4s. 6d.
driveri ls. 5d. i 1 hammer,
8 lbs., 2s. 3d.
Jigger, 8s.; 1 ad21e, 8s. Sd.
Instrave, 2s, !Od.; I m
tacks, ls. 5d.
m rivets, 2s. 5cl. : I pair
compasses, 2s. 6d.
Chest for ditto

,veight of tools
chest

Total
" bundles iron hoops
Loose-5
doubled in half lengths,
each containing 50 lbs.

each,

i in,

5s.; 1 in., 6s.,
II 0

Bagging ditto

,.

0
0
0

6

0

4

0

d.
6

8

4 II
6

0

2 13

7

cwt. qr, lb.
0 I 16
0 I 10

0

2 26

2 16

0

0 7 6
3 2 6

Weight of each bundle, gross, 8 qr. 27 lb.
F1v.& SETS ARMOURERS'

Toots.

Each containing :
l brace
1 plate and tap for side pins
l ditto for tumbler
l ditto for trigger
2 gauge bits, for side and breech pin
1 service bit
1 tumbler pin ditto
1 trigger ditto
1 round rymer
1 wood drill
1 drill socket
18 drills
I breech pin grinder and plug
I set side ditto, viz.-3 grinders, 2 guides,
and plug
l cup countero.,ink

2 rose
1 stud
1 ditto grinder
1 trigger S. saw
l pr. trigger pin grinders and plug
J bar1·el float
l groove
1 ramrod bit
l centre
l bolt saw and float
l bolt slit saw
2 brace chisels
2 hanrl turn.screws
1 slit saw and back, each 6., 8, and 10
I breast plate
1 steel drill bow
1 drill string
l pipe gouge
4 shovel tools
2 flue ditto
1 upright chisel
12 wood chisels
12 gouges
4 chisels and gouges fOi" iron
1 brace nipple key
I butt saw
I draw knife
2 hammers and handles
1 scriber
l breech wrench
18 files and hanrUes
I light vice
l hand ditto
l oil stone
6 wood awls
1 mallet
5 coils gut
12 spare handles
£, s.
Set of armourers' tools
7 13
I 6
Case for ditto
8 18

\Veight of each case:
Tools
Chest
Total

in.

d.
3
0
3

cwt. qr. lb.
0 2 8
0 I 18
0

3 26

ENGINEER FIELD EQUIPMENT.
EtEVEN SETs FARRIERS' TooLis.

Each containing:
1 hammer
l rasp
1 pincers
1 paring knife
1 unclench
1 punch
l b uttress
These complete •
0 10 9
Case for ditto
0 9

1

0 3

Weight of each Case,

lb.

Tools
Chest

81 18

80 wheel.barrows corn- a. d.
plete
• 16
20 barrow wheels, spare

0

£ ,.
28

5

0

7 0 0

8

80

5

0

14
22

Reserve of Farriers' Tools.

s.
12 dozen rasps
6
,, knives

18
18

d. £ s. d.
0 10 16 0
0
8 18 0

14 14 0
Miscellaneous.

2 steelyards and weights

s, d.

to weigh 250 lbs. each 16 0
Case for ditto

,v
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Twenty.four cases containing together:
1,200 sets smaJI hacking s. d. £ s. d.
horse.shoes, 3¼ lb.
perset
O 60
O
600lbs.nailsforditto. 0 7 1710 O
24 cases for ditto
4 8 0

£ s. d.
1 12
0 3

0
3

1 15

3

qrs. lbs.
0 26
0 19

eight of both,
case

1

Total

5 lifting jacks

5 cases for ditto

17

s. d. £ s. d.
4501150
8 9
0 18 9
12

3

9

SO pair sap tools, lo s. d. £ s. d.
pattern
. 12 0 18 0 0
3 bundles wrappered,
viz., one at 3s. 6d.,
two at 3s.
0 9 6
18

10 pair spare handles s. d.
for sap forks
• ,5 0

£ s. d.
2 10

Jack
Case

Total

qr. lb.
I 24
O

23

2

19

Loose- 5 lifting jacks at 130s-£32 10 0
Weightofeach-1 cwt, 1 qr.13lbs.

0

1 bundle contains 10 to pattern.
l ditto
10, 10 ft. Jong.

20 pair fascine chokers s. d.
to pattern
6 0
1 bundle, wrappered •

I!, s. d.
6 0 O
O 3 9

30 park pickets to pat- s. d,
tern, contained in
8 bundles

£,

6 3 9

50 picket mallets to
pattern
30 port-fire sticks
2 cases

,.

d.
1
I 11
6

8

s. d.

7 15 0

£ s. d.
2 14 2
2 17 6
0 12 6
6

,veight of each case.

9 6

l bundle containing 30 sap forks to pattern.
2 ditto
each 1.5 ditto
10 ft. long.

4

2

l case contains 28 picket mallets with
pattern enclosed.
1 case contains 22 ditto, 30 port.foe
sticks, with pattern of ditto.
20 fascine mallets to s. d. £, s. d.
pattern, contained
2 8 4
in 5 bundles of4 each 2
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!NTRENCHJNO TOOLS SUPPLIED FOR THE USE OF THE TURKISH CONTINGENT
ENOJNEEllS, BY WALTER

A,

LYNDON, OF BrnMINOHAM,

Marked

£

T.C. E.
1 to 40 40 Casks, each containing 100 Cast Steel Pickaxes, 51b. each, at ls. Sd.
41 to 50 10 Casks, each containing 100 Cast Steel Pickaxes, 6ilb. at 2s. 2d,
51 to 60 10 Casks, each containing 50 Cast Steel Fe1ling
Axes, handled, at 5s. 4cl.
:n to 65 5 Cases, each containing 100 Cast Steel Hand
Axes, handled, at ls. lld.
450 Bundles, each containing 10 Patent Field
Shovels, at 2s. Od.
50 Bundles, each containing 10 Patent Spades,
at 2s, Od.
192 Bundles, each containing 25 Handles for
51b. Pick-axes, at 7d.
48 Bundles, each containing 25 Handles, for
6½lb. Pick-axes, at 7d. •
4 Bundles, each containing 25 Handles, for
Felling Axes, at ls. 3d.

Cost
of l'ackagc.
£ s. d.

s. d.

338

8

15

8

4

108

6

133

6 8

47 18

4

0

0

450

0
2

6

0

0

10

0

:;

0

11

68 IS

0

:;

0

140

0

0

4 16

0

35

0

0

4

0

0
6
0 2
- - - 1 , 3 2 2 18

0
4

2 10

1,367
Measurement of each Package.
40
10
10
5
500
192
48
4

Tota.I Weight..

Ditto, 43 X 15 X 15.
Dittoi 80 X 15 X 15 •
Bundles, spades and shovels, 41 x 10 X 9
Bundles of pick~axe handles, 34 X 11
•
.
Ditto 1 36 X 11
bundles of axe handles, 36 X 14

PONTOONS,

&c.,

SUPPLIED

TO THE TURKISH

DEAN, DRAY, AND

Co.,

'0"·

ton. et. qr.
about 9 12 0
8 3 0
" l 12 0
" 0 7 2
" 11 0 0
4 0 0
" 1 0 0
" 0 1 1

Casks, 30 X 25 in.

D;tto, 32 X 27

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

"
"

CONTINGENT

ENGINEERS,

BY

LONDON BRIDGE,

64 strong tin pontoons 23ft. l0in. long, 2ft. Sin. in diameter, £
with air-tight compartments, wheels, and axles, inside;
painted red inside and out ; gun-metal handles and
al 40
ringsi and plates at end
Extra for turning gun metal handles and fitting with tinned
• O
•
•
copper barrels, 1,280 h.:mdles
Extra for swivel rings, with gun-metal eyes and washers
riveted on plates on 52 pontoons
0
64 gun-metal keys for plugs of pontoons
0
32 copper pumps
0

s.

d.

.£

10

O

2,592

O 11

12

s.

<l,

0

0

58 13

4

4

13 7 4

O½

3
20

G

6
0

8
0

2,687 17

±
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SUPERSTRUCTURE OF

BRIDGE,

DRAY AND Co, LONDON,

82 Wagon Loads of Pontoon Superstructnres, each Load consisting of:
1 anchor.
3 body lashings.
4 carriage ditto.
1 buoy.
8 rack lashings and sticks.
1 boat hook.
4 saddle ditto.
10 chesses.
60 feet buoy line.
4 half ditto.
60 feet breast ditto
168 feet cable.
7 oars, 2 saddles,
3 tender bodies and girths.
5 side pieces.
As per estimate-£1,4GO.

12 baulks,

32 pontoon wagons on springs 1 with one skid pan and chain
£ s. d.
to each, also shutting and fitting axles to ditto (the
wheels and axles supplied by \V. Crosskill).
at 80 O 0
Painting ditto
1 10 0
32 extra springs
1 18 0
3·2 extra skidpans
O 4 0
32 screw hammers
O 6 0
6 pair extra scroll irons
0 10 0
,VAOONS, CARTS,

&c.,

w.

SUPPLIED TO TURKISH CONTINGENT

s.

d.

960 0
48 0
60 16
6 8
9 12
8 0

0
0
0
0
0

ENGINEERS, BY

CROSSKILL, IRON-\VonKS, BEVERLEY.

C-24 wagons for carrying intrenching tools, fitted up with
partitions and straps as described; wheels 4 ft. 2 in.
high, 3-in. tire
at
1-16 carts for carrying intrenching tools, fitted up with
partitions and straps i wheels 4 ft. 2 in. high, 3-in. tire
A-6 wagons for carrying artificers' toolii, plain bodies
without sides; wheels 4 ft. 2 in. high
G-6 carts for carrying artificers' tools; wheels 4 ft. 9 in.

high
B-7 wagons for carrying spare stores1 constructed like
those marked C, but without partitions and straps
H-11 carts for carrying spare stores, constructed like
those marked I, but without partitions and straps
32 sets of wheels and axles for pontoon wagons
FIELD

£

FoROES $UPI"L1ED TO

J,

THE

£
48

s. d.
0

0

£

s.

1,152

d,

0 0

25

0

0

400

0

40

0

0

240

0 0

0

18 0 0

108 0

0

42

0

294

0

0

20 0 0
19 0 0

220
608

0

0
0

0

TURKISH CONTINGENT ENGINEERS, BY

C. ONIONS,

BIRMINGHAM,

8 portable forges to pattern, with anvils, blocks, hammers, paddles, &c.,
complete, at £20
2 imprO\'ed large extra powerful field forges, No. 200 1 at £12 12s.
2 best warranted vices fitted to large forges, at 25s.

£

s.
0
0
2 10

160
25

187 JO

d.
0
0
0

0

ENGINEER FIELD EQUJPMEKT
"'AoONS,

SToncs,

&c.,

Surrr.tED

J.'on THE:.

TunKlSH CoNTINOENT ENornr.tR,,

DY HERBERT AND ARTHUR

Hourns, Dr::nnv.

,£ s.
Photographic wagon as per estimate •
at O 4
lH spare grease cans with straps and knives •
:Filling ditto with Auetralian grease, 3~ lbs, each, 504 lbs.
0
40 pack saddles to the pattern now adopted by the Ordnance,
with head 11tall bridles, leading reins, and oiled cloth
4 10
covers complete •
A spare set or wheels for wagon painted and brushed complete
A ~pare set of springs for ditto with eye-bolts and D shackles
A -.pare pair of springs, with bolts and braces complete, and
3 extra pair of leather braces
Supplied to Mr. Crosskill, Beverley.
4 patent tire bars 2 cwt. 2 qrs. 2 lbs. •
0 11
4 ditto
ditto 2
2
4
0 11
Patent right on the above, per ton
0 10
160 bars 15 ft. 3 in. long, 5 tons 4 cwt. 0 qrs. 16 lbs. weight
262 bars 13 ft. 0 in. ,, 7 tons 11 cwt. 3 qrs. J5 lbs.

12 tons 16 cwt. 0 qrs.

d.

£ s.

d.

4

80
81

0
0

9

44

6
4
2

0

180
11

0

0
0
0

0

0

5 lU

0

6
6
0

3 lbs.

8 JI
9 2

l
0

147

2

7

4

+

6 8 0

Patent right on ditto, at J Os. per ton •

The fittings of electric telegraph wagon (as per order of Capt. Beaumont)
for the Turkish Contingent Engineers, supplied by the Electric
Telegraph Company, Lothbury, City, cost
F our Groves's Voltaic Batteries1 &c., supplied for Turkish Contingent
Engineers' Electric Telegraph Wagon, by George Knight and Sons,
cost •

Th c- Photographic Apparatus of the Turkish Contingent Engineers, cost

616 19

0

£

d.

s.

174 19

£

0

s.

d,

32 12

o

£

s. d.

64

4

-1,

DISTRIBUTION OF WAGONS AND CARTB.
WAGO?fS.

f'crnl'A!l'Y .

1.

!!

i

~

A

B

"

CA&TS.

t
., .,..
i~ J 11
i
C

D

2

2.

12

8.

12

::l'

o.O

.9

13.S
c•

E

F

~

~

00

G

H

2

4

~.!!
oo

]~

,cl

2

4.

16

2

I>.

16

2

~

RBMA&E"S,

-,l

/!

16
8

6

The 1st Company, being intended to act as a reserve at head-quarters, received thus
a larger supply of artificers' tools and stores, and had, moreover, the scientific apparatus
ancl the India-rubber boats,
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THE

REPAIR OP

CONTINGENT ENGINEERS, SUPPLIED BY

C.

BUIE, FOR THE

MACINTOSH

AND

Co.,

CANNON STREET, CtTY, LONDON,

£ s. a.
Ten India-rubber air-proof boats, with 8 compartments, as per pattern
• 380 O o
exhibited to Major Stokes, complete, with sculls, &c., at £38
Ten stout Twill Bags, containing each:
3 yds. 42 in. sheeting.
½yd. varnished gauze to secure the cans.
S yds, 42 in, linen canvass coated on both
J½yd. grey sheeting.
sides
4 pair bellows' nozzles, 8 air valves.
8 yds. 42 in. sheeting, air-proof ditto,
10 short rollers,
3 yds. 42 in. cotton canvass.
1 small bag containing two pair ofbellows.
12~ yds. 42 in. grey calico, rolled in the
One wood box, containing:
above.
2 iron rollers, 2 wood ditto.
10 cans of solution.
2 milling whee]s1 2 pair large scissors.
2 flasks of naptha, 2 ditto turpentine.
2 7 -in. knives, 2 5-in. ditto, 3 sharpen ing
1 can of French chalk.
stones.
2 sheets of rubber.
6 round varnish brushes, 6 flat ditto,
AJl the foregoing 12 packages • • £50 0 0
d.
Extra leather, eyelets, punches, &c., for repairs ifrequired, viz.I£ s. d.
18 lbs. leather, 50 large tinned eyelets, 50 medium, 50 small,
6 0 0
6 wadding punches, 6 eyelet beds, turned, 5 riveting punches
I O½ 7 16 3
150 yds. canvass for cases to contain boats
I I II
0 Si
ao yds. ditto
7 13 6
Straps and buckles attached to canvass bags, as per Saddlers' invoice
0
4 9
Needles, cord, &c., for men making bags

,.

452 16

5

,.

d.

$TORES FOR RESERVE,

d.
£
at O 5 0
0 6 0
0
II
8

Sand bags, twenty thousand
Bickford's patent fuze, 150 coils, 24 fathoms each
Iron, ten tons of all sorts
Steel 1 two tons, cast, wrought, and blister
Nails, three tons, all sizes
Chain 1 1½ ton, ditto
Lifting jacks, five in cases, £12 JO 0, five loose, £32 10 0
Pile engines, two complete
Steelyards, &c.:
Eight steelyards and weights at 17s. 6d.
Five Salter's balance weights

0

0
0 -

£

416 18
45 0
110 0
120 0
180 0
45 0
45 0
150

4

0
0
0
0

13

/j

0

0 - 180

0

0

. 117 10 0
. 117 10 0
14 10 0
. 110 10 0 -360

0

0

6

Locks1 &c.:

75
Five hundred padlocks at Ss.
Five hundred dead-locks and one hundred stock-locks, 3s. 6d. 105

0

Tents:
Ten office marquees, at £11 15 0

Ten officer's ditto
Mess tent
Twenty-six circul~r tents, at £4 5 0

.

liO
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,vagons and Carts:
, 400
, 300
, 200
, 480
, 100
75
25

Ten w:l.gons without sides, for carrying tools
Ten dilto for carrying timber, all sizes
Ten carts without sides, for carrying stores
Ten wagons with sides, for carrying stores
Ten slush carts, with scoops
Fifty spare wagon poles
Packing fifty wagons and carts
Oakum, 10 cwt.
Tarred spun yarn, 10 cwt.
Paint :md tar brushes, one hundred ,
Whiting, 10 cwt.

0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0 -1580
15
30
7
2

0
0
0
0

0 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
10 0

Grease, Tallow, Oil, &c.:
7
12
7
75

6 cwt. Holme's antiatrition
10 cwt. dubbing, at 25s,
5 cwt. tallow, at 30s.
Sperm, linseed, and drying oil, fifty gallons of each.

10

0

10
10
0

0
0 -102 10

0

2

6

Tarpaulins :

Fifty 24Xl2 ft., ten 40X20 ft., equal to 2,500 square yards.

0

2 7½

328

Mathematical Instruments, &c. :

Two chronometers, at £45
Six measuring chains at £1
Twenty-five measuring tapes, at 12s.
One pentagraph
Eight card protractors, at 5s.
Four prismatic compasses, at £4 4 0
Photographic apparatus, stores to complete the same
Waterproof boots, fifty pairs
Hedger's gloves, one hundred pairs •
Leather, various kinds and thicknesses

90 0 0
6 0 0
15 0 0
5 0 0
2 0 0
16 16 0
----13416
5 0
10 0
75 0
0 I
7 10
100 0

0
0
0
0

4,052 16 10
Carpenter's tools
Smith's and tinman's
Sawyer's
Collar and shoemaker's
Miner's
Mason's an,l bricklayer's
Iutrenching tools
Total.

, 910 13 5
, 132 0 10
• 76 10 0
. 89 12 5
. 330 16 0
.1721610
. 663 6 8-2375 16
6428 13

0

NoT~-:--Tho numb~rs fJr articles bore enumerated have been gnul"allv approved or by the Perma.~011t Ei;g.metr Committee at Chatham, but the lliltl"lbutton of the chests, &c., which they recommend
"very d1~ereot from 'hat of the Turkish Contingent Equipment, and is given in the Note, on the
Coustructwu of Batteries, &c., lately printed at Chatham.-Eo.
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INsTRUMENI'S FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES,

P,ice
U,ual
Su11pli ed to
Selling P r i c e . ~

Name.

Vidis improved barometer, with scale divided to
100, in black sling case
Artificial horizon •
Standard barometer.
Deal case for do., marked ,;Turkish c"ontingent';
Gay Lussac's mountain barometer in sling case
.
.
•
50 ft. chain and arrows in bag •
Prismatic compass with azimuth glass and sun
shade, in sling case, with legs
Improved ditto for vertical angles
.
.
Beam compa~ses
~Jason' s hygrometer, in box
.
.
Case of in!>truments .
Spirit level, Improved Gravatt's Dumpy, fitted
to theodolite legs
.
.
.
.
Set of levelling staves
Case to hold staves, legs for theodolite, and steel
straight edges .
2 micrometer Rochons
Payne's Patent Pedometer
Perambulator
Ditto, with iron wheel and case for index.
Sketching protractor
Parallel ru Jes
Set of brass scales
Sextant
Ditto
Leather case for ditto
.
Pocket sextant, with telescope in sling case
.
Set Holtzapffel's Scales of equal parts .
Steel straight edge divided into French and
English measures
50 feet tape
Steel die .
.
.
.
.
.
•
Station pointer.
Improved very powerful n_ight ~l~ss in sling.case
5-in. best French theodolite, d1v1ded on silver
with tangent and screw adjustments
Travelling standard thermometer .
.
1\letal thermometer in wood case
Woolaston's thermometrical barometer
2 Tastre's Standard thermometers
Leather case for theodolite, No. 1
Ditto for No. 2
Ditto for level .

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

Reference and Map Cases cost

I

I

Maker's

Name of Instruments.

£ s. d.
Elliott
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

5 10 0
1 11 6
11 0 0
0 8 6

6

414
I 8
10 0
0 7
6 0

0

0 17

15
16
11
0
10

6
6
6
0

5

13 13
5 /j

0
0

6 16
l 0

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Gogerty

5
6
1
1
8

Elliott
ditto
ditto
ditto
Gogerty
Elliott
Gogerty
ditto
Adie
Elliott
Dennis
Elliott
ditto
ditto

ditto

I

0

0

4

5 15

0
0
6

JO 10
15 0
1 5
5 0

0
0
0

0 18

0

0
8 0 0
5 0 0
0 17 0
0 14 0
5 14 0
9 10 0
13 5 0
4

0

4 10 0
0 0
8 0
0

2

0

0

6

1 14

5 15

6

5

0

0

22

0

2 /j
0 12

0
0
0

0 JO

0
0
0

1
1

0
0

0 19
0 19
1 6

0
0
0

I
1

I

0

12 10 0
4 10 0

0

ditto
ditto
ditto

£7

0

0
0
0
0

5
9

25

,

0

5

6 0
I 8
0 18
3 0

6
0
0
6
0
0

1 17

ditto
ditto
ditto

• •

0

4
12

2
0

ditto
ditto
ditto

£ s. d.

4

1 9 0

6

6

I 16
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XXIV.

REPORT ON TIU.: OPERATIONS OF 'fHE ENGINEERS A'r THE TAKING OF THE

CITY OF KOTAH, IN MARCH, 1858.

BY LIEUT. COL. TREMENHEERE,
LET1'ER

FROM

THE

COMMANDING

ENGINEER

BOMBAY ENGINEERS,

TO

THE

ASSISTANT

ADJUTANT

GENERAL, RAJPOOTANA FIELD FORCE.

Camp Kotah, 5th April, 1858.
S1n,-I have the honour to furnish the following summary of the Engineering operations at the taking of the City of Kotah, for the information of Major General Roberts.
The Force arrived before the place on the 22nd March, and encamped a short
distance from the left bank of the river, behind the village of Suckutpoor. It was
known that the Raja was in possession of that portion of the city nearest the palace,
and of the fortified line of wall which separated it from the rest of the city; that he
was willing to place the defence of the place in our hands, and to allow the immediate
entrance of European troops. On an inspection of the river, which was at once made,
it was ascertained that no difficulty would be experienced in crossing over any portion
of the Force, opposite the palace, aud that the boab in the Raja's possession were
capable of conveying heavy artillery. Some large buildings in the city had been
already prepared by the Raja for the reception of troops.
Captain Cumberland and Lieutenant Haig reconnoitred the left bank of the river
below the Village of Suckutpoor, and Captain Cumberland fixed upon two sites for
batteries: No. 1, near Suckutpoor, for two 12-pdr. iron guns, to keep under the fire of
the onerny's guns directed upon the ferry ; and No. 2, near the Village of Kinaree, for
two 18-pdr. guns, to oppose a battery of the enemy on the other bank, and to draw
their attention towards that end of the city. Both these batteries were commenced
during the night of the 22nd.
On the morning of the 23rd, I inspected the whole of the works held by the Raja's
troops, and on my return laid before the Major General a plan for assaulting the
place, but it had not then been determined whether the force should move across the
ford at Gamuch, and attack the enemy in their cantonment outside the city, or take
advantage of the position offered to us within.
24th March.-The batteries were completed and armed during the night of the 23rd,
and fire was opened from them at daylight on the 24th. In addition to the heavy
guns in lhe batteries, two 8-inch mortars were placed in rear of each, and fired occasionally at the large buildings in the city, and at a conspicuous haystack which the
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enemy were subsequently observed to set fire to. Battery No. 1 appeared completely
to accomplish the object intended, as the enemy very rarely ventured to fire a shot from
their battery bearing on the ferry; but the fire of the enemy's guns on No. 2 was well
sustained throughout the whole period, and was never entirely overcome.
25th March.-At dayligl1t on the 25th, heavy firing was hearcl in the town, occasionecl
by a bold and vigorous assault by the enemy with scaling ladders upon the Patcnpole
Gate, and the works held by th e Raja's troops in its immediate vicinity; the firin g
continued for a considerable time and the enemy were t'epulsed with loss. On the
afternoon of this day I was directed, in company with the Officer Commanding the
Artillery, to inspect the works held by the Raja, and to decide upon the posi tion and
description of the artillery which could be mounted thereon, to assist in carrying out
the plan for obtaining possession of the city as original1y proposed.
A detachment of two companies of Her Majesty's 83rd Regiment, and one company
13th Regiment of Native Infantry, were, late in the evening, sent across the river to
assist in the defence of the town. A party of Royal Engi11eers, consisting of 20 rank
and file, under Captain Cumberland, was also sent to make the roads from the landing
places on the river-bank to the points at which artillery would be required, practicable
for guns.
It having now been determined that the 12-pdr. guns in No. 1 Battery should be
withdrawn, and placed in position in the town, and that troops for the assault should
be sent across the ferry, it was resolved to place two 18-prs. in a position commanding
the enemy's battery on the opposite bank, from which fire was still occasionally
opened upon the ferry; a site was accordingly selected for Battery No. 4, and the work
was commenced at night. From its position and the slackness of the enemy's fire it
was not necessary to raise the p~rapet higher than the soles of the embrasures, and the
battery was completed early on the following day,
26th March.-The fire from the enemy's guns on the left being still unsubdued, an
8-inch howitzer was placed behind a parapet near Battery No. 3 on the left, to assist
in disabling the enemy's guns. In the evening the 12-pdr. guni; and the whole of the
8-inch mortars in battery were \,;,ithdrawn, The former were taken across the river
during the night, and the latter removed to the park preparatory to being sent into
the town. It was considered advisable to continue the fire on the left during operations
within the town, and No. 5 for three guns was commenced this evening on the uorth
side of the Village of Kinari, in a position commanding the landing places at Lallpoora, and was completed early on the morning of the 27th; during the night a party
of Royal Engineers, under Lieutenaut Paterson, was employed in opening three
embrasures in the Lall Bastion.
This bastion, situated in an angle on the line of works held by the Raja, commands a
wide opening in its front, communicating with a tank within the city walls, across
which is the only line of communication between that portion of the city near tl1e
Soorujpoor Gate aud Rampoora.
27th M.arch.-At 10 A,M., on the 27th, the enemy made another assault upon the
town, but were driven back by the garrison, and by part of the detachment of Her
.
.
Majesty's 83rd Regiment.
28th March.-During the 27th and 28th the following ordnance were got mto position in the town.
In the Lallboorj, one 12-pdr. heavy gun, and one 24-pdr. howitzer; below the
rampart, near the Lallboorj, three 8-inch mortars; near th~ Kittonpole Gate, two
5,t-inch mortars belonging to the :Mountain Train; on a bast10n next to the Puttar-
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dar Bastion, and on the rampart below, two Mountain Train howitzers; on the right,
below the Hooniman Bastion, three 8-inch mortars. Embrasures were made a1~d the
parapets were strengthened, where necessary, by working parties o_f Royal Engrn~crs
and Sappers and Miners, Ramps were formed, and the terreplems _of the bastion~
enlarged, to give more room for working the guns. The 12-pdr. gun m the LallboorJ
opened fire on the 28th upon some guns behind a stockade in its front, at the distance
of 300 yards, and on the other side of the river slow firing was continued by the four
18-pdr. guns in the batteries on the right and left.
29th March.-The whole of the guns and mortars which had been placed in position
on and in rear of the works in the town, opened fire about 6 A.u., on the 20th, and
firing was maintained throughout the day on that portion of the city in which we were
informed the chief magazine was situated, and at about 5 P.M. the magazine exploded
aml several minor explosions followed. The fire was also continued from the batteries
on the left bank of the river. Orders were issued during the afternoon of this day for
the assault to take place on the morrow, and firing was orderecl to be continued during
the night, at the rate of 2 rounds per hour from each piece of ordnance.
During this day the bridge equipage was moved down to the river bank opposite the
palace, and working parties from the Royal Engineers, and 3rd Company of Sappers
and Miners, under Captain Cumberland and Lieut. Hancock, were employed in forming
rafts of porter casks for the passage of Infantry, and in passing three cables across the
river for warps; these arrangements were successfully completed by the evening.
30th March.-The Artillery were ordered to fire from daylight on the 30th as
quickly as possible, while arrangements were made for the assault. The number of
troops in the city had been increased early in the morning to 2,000 men, who were all
passed over the river on the rafts and boats without accident or casualty. The troops
for the assault were formed in three columns, each consisting of 250 Europeans and
250 Nati_ves, a column of the same strength being left in reserve. 2 Engineer Officers,
with a party of Royal Engineers carrying tools and powder bags, were attached to
each assaulting column, and two scaling ladders, carried by a party of Native Sappers,
to each of the two leading columns. The 3rd Column was accompar.ied by two
Mountain Train howitzers under Lieutenant Henthorn of the Artillery. When e\'ery
arrangement for the assault had been made, the Kittonpole Gate, which ]1ad been
previously built up with stone, the chief part of which had been removed dul'ing the
morning by a working party supplied by the Mina Battalion under Captain McDonald,
was blown open by two charges of powder laid against it, which produced the desired
effect, and the leading column entered the city at half-past 11 o'clock A.M., followed
closely by the otl1er columns. The manner in which the assault was mccessfully
carried out will have been fully reported by the officers in charge of each column. I
need only observe that by moving the columns to the south, under the rampart of the
enemy's works on that side, the whole of the enemy's defensive positions in the streets
and houses in front of the Kittonpole Gate were turned, and no material resistanC'e
was met with. The retreat of some of the chief men of the place was cut off by the
rapid advance of the 1st Column on the Soorujpoor Gate, and as they defendecl them~
selves obstinately in a large house, a party of Royal Engineers under Lieut. Paterson,
were employed to dislodge them by blowing up the house; charges were successively
placed, and fired, in various parts of the house, and the defenders destroyed.
When the success of the assault was ascertained, and the enemy were seen to be
precipitately evacuating the city, the column in reserve was directed to enter Rampoora
by the Patenpole Gate: the 2nd column also marched towards the north end of the
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eity, which was found to be entirely abandoned by the enemy, and occupied Rarnpoora
and Lallpoora gateways. On taking possession of one of the enemy's batteries,
opposite the Village of Kinari, Colonel Holmes, in command of the 2nd Column,
ordered Lieutenant Hancock, with the party of Royal Engineers under his orders, to
dismount the guns; while so employed the magazine in the battery blew up, and I
regret to state that Lieutenant Hancock and ten men of the Royal Engineers, and
three of the 12th Regiment of Native Infantry, were more or less severely injured, and
that four of the Royal Engineers have since died of their wounds.
In concluding this report I feel it incumbent upon me to bring to the especial
notice of the Major General the very exemplary conduct of the officers and men under
my command, throughout the period during which these operations lasted; nothing
could exceed the cheerful alacrity with which the non-commissioned officers and men
of the 11th Company of Royal Engineers performed their very arduous duties, and I
am happy to say that the Native Sappers emulated the conduct of the Europeans, and
were particularly noticed for their coolness when called upon to perform duties in
situations much expo11ed to the enemy's fire.
The work fell very heavily upon the officers, only six in number, and although
occasionally they were on duty twice in the same day, they were ever ready to undertake
it with the greatest cheerfulness.
To Captain Cumberland my thanks are especially due for the very valuable assistance
he rendered to me throughout. Lieutenants Walker and Paterson, of the Royal
Engineers, aud Lieutenants Haig, Hancock, and Gambier, of the Bombay Engineers,
equally distingnished themselves by their ready compliance with every call of duty,
and by their careful execution of every order they received. Lieuten:rnt Haig's duties
were especially arduous, as from the paucity of officers, he voluntarily undertook, in
addition to his duties of staff officer, to share the duties in the trenches with the other
officers.
I have the honour to be, &c.
(Signed)

C. W. TREMENHEERE,

Major, Commanding Engineer, Rajpootana Field Force.
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,vhen the Ar,eroid Barometer is intended to be used for the measurement of
altitu des, the whole circle on the plate shoulcl b~ divided into eight parts, numbered
31 to 241 each part representing an inch on the mercurial barometer, and each inch
divided to tenths and hundredths. The hand shoulcl be finely pointed, and should
nearly touch the graduations, iu order that the readings may be taken correctly to
lrnndredths, and to thousandths by estimation. The Aneroid should be compensated
for temperature.
Attempts have been made to attach verniers to these instruments; but as the
vernier has to be centred on the glass plate, and must have an external handle, it is,
upon the whole, better omitted. The register hand, the attached thermometer, and
the words "Fair, Change, Rain," though of no use for the present purpose, may be
retained, to make the instrument more useful when employed as a common hall
barometer.
As the form of the instrument renders it very liable to slip from the hand, especially
when used on horseback, the ring should be large enough to admit the thumb with a
glove on. The case shoulcl be large enough to allow of the instrument being easily
taken out, and replaced. A black water-proof leather case, with strap for the shoulder,
should be chosen.
At the back of the aneroid will be noticed a screw, which is for the purpose of
se tting the hand to read exactly with another aneroid, when they are intended to be
used by two observers, one at the datum station, while the other takes a circuit of
observations in the vicinity. The maker should set the aneroid to read accurately with
a stan dard mercurial barometer.
If the aneroid acts correctly, it will read all round the eight inches exactly the same
as a mercurial barometer, when both are placed under an air-pump, the object of this
portable elegant contrivance being to rival the mercurial barometer. If upon this
comparison any discrepancies appear, they should be noted, and given with the
instrument.
It is necessary to be provided with a good portable thermometer, for the purpose of
taking very accurately the temperature of the air, which should always be taken in the
shade. The degrees according to Fahrenheit are those used in the following table;
but it is as well to have the degrees of the Centigrade also marked on the scale, for the
purpose of entering both in the field-book, as a check against error.
In practice, if a person is on foot, the best way is to p lace the aneroid flat on the
ground, aml then, having tapped it a little, to read it with a magnifier, if necessary.
On horseback, it may be re~ted on the withers of the horse; and it may be conveniently used when placed with the thermometer on the seat of a carriage.
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,vhen employed for determining h eights, the aneroid must be used, and the
ob~ervations calculated, upon the same principles as are necessary for the mercurial
barometer. The most perfect formula for this purpose at present known, is that by
the late Mr. Francis Baily; bltl to use this forillula logarithms must be emp loyed.•
But since the invention of the aneroid mauy attempts have been made to provide an
easy po1mlar method of calculating altitudes from observations taken with it; and,
for this purpose, the following Table of variable coefficients is submitted as being, it is
believed, more simple, correct, and universal, than any of the approximate kind that
has yet appeared, as will be found upon trying it fairly by rigid calculations.
In all states of the barometer and thermometer this table will answer correctly for
any altitucle where the half sum of the observations at the upper and lower altitudes
is not less than twenty-six inches, which includes a range beyond that of the aneroid,
ancl is sufficient for determining altitudes of eight or ten thousand feet above the sea.
TABLE

A.

AND

RULE FOR MOUNTAIN

B.

A.

B.

A.

B.

1057
1053
1049
1045

21·0

1017
1013
1009
1005

28·0
·I
·2
·3
·4
·5
·6
·7
·8
·9

977
973
969
966
963
959

A.

B.

BAROMETERS.

A.

D.

-2G·O
·I

·2
·3
·4
·5
·6
·7
·8
·9

!Oil

1037
1033
1029
1025
1021

·l

·2
·3
·4
·5
·6
·7
·8
9

1001

997
993

989
985
981

95()

953
949
946

29·0 943 30·0
·\
·I 940
·2
·2 936
·3 933
·3
·4 930
·5 927
·6 924•
·7 921
·7
·8 917
·8
·9 9H
·9

911
908
905
902

l::
891
888
885

c.

In 100.

o•

+·27
+·25
+·20
+·14
+06

,_ -10
20
30
40
45
50
60
70
80

-

-·05
-·13
-·20
-· 25

EXHil'LE,-Suppose the following observations, in Lat 60°,
Barometer
Mercury
Air
Lower
30·82G
Mercury (55°-40°)
·04-6
Lower, corrected
Upper

30·780
21-220
2) 52·000

55°
40
9.5
100

Lower.

Upper.

55°
55°

21·220
40°
40°
A

1057

B'

1052

5

9-5G
10057
Lat. 13

26·000
Halfsum .
Altitude 10044 Feet.
Difference .
9·560
RuLE.-,Vhen aneroids are used, correct the observations for irregular actiou
accordi11g to data given by the maker.
.
When mercurial barometers are used, retluce each observation to the loweS t
temperature of the mercury that occurred, by deducting from . each ~hove that_
temperature, ).10,000th part of itself for every degree (Fahrenheit) of difference oi
temperature.
_. A.

very cart:fully computed Table from Baily's formul:l wrn Le found in Vol. 1, of the R. E.

P.lpers, pub!i1Shed iu 1837.
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Add together the corrected readings of the instruments at the lower and upper
stations, and take hair their sum; and take their difference,
Find the half sum in A, and take out the number against it in B, interpolating when
necessary.
Take the difference between 100 and the sum of the temperatures of the air at the
two stations; and if the sum of the temperatures is greater than 100, add the difference
to B, but ifless, subtract it from B, and call the result B'.
Now multiply B' by the difference between the stations, and the product will lie the
approximate altitude in feet.
Opposite the Latitude in C, is the correction per cent. to be applied to the approximate altitude.
It may now be acceptable to give a few additional examples, so contrived as lo suggest the best methods of using the aneruid "1"hen either one or more persons are employed; and the same principles apply equally to the mercurial barometer,
1. A person went on shore iu latitude 70° with an aneroid and a thermometer, to
find the height of a mountain. At high-water mark the aneroid was 29·63 inches, the
air 54°. At the top of the mountain the aneroid stood at 27·35, the air 50°. On his
return to high-water mark, the aneroid was 29 67 (showing that the barometer, sinc-e
his first observation, had risen ·04 inch), and the air 58°. What was the altitude r
At high water-mark 29·63
Air 54°
B
. 959
Ditto
. 2%7
58
6
2)59·30
Mean
Mountain
Half sum.
Difference

29 65
27·35
2)57·00
28·5
2·3

B'

2)112
Mean

965
2·3

56

50
2895
1930

106
100

2219·5
Lat. 4·4

2215·1 Alt.
2. An officer went on shore in latitude 10°., with an aneroid and a thermome1er, to
take the heights of three hills, .r, y, and ::c, and ordered that the boat should meet him
a few miles round a point. On landing, at 10.30, he placed the aneroid on high-water
mark, and it read 29·15, and the thermometer 63°. At 11.30, he found, at the summit
of .r, that the aneroid was 28·5, the air 55°. At y, at 12.0, aneroid 27 65, air 52°; and
a:, at 12.20, aneroid 28·72, air 60°; and again at high-water mark, near his boat, at
12.40, he found the aneroii.l. had fallen to 29·08, and that the thermometer had risen to
6U 0 • Required the altitudes of these hills.
Now, as the high-water line may be assttmed to be level, there was no necessity, in
this case, to return to the first station to ascertain the change in the barometer since
the first observation; and w~ see that between 10.30 ancl 12.40 the barometer had fallen
·07 inch, and that the thermometer had risen 3°. Hence, interpolating according to
time, we have29·15
63°
B
949
Change ·03
change 1
19
29 12

2g.50

2) 57 62
28·81

---1,:,.,

6~
55

119
100

I9
By a similar process will be found~= 1426, and ::c

B'

963
·6i
600·16
Lat.

1-50

601 ·66 Alt. ,.

= 860 feet.
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8. Two persons arranged to take the altitudes of six hills above a station A · I t"

d

t~de 51, 0 • They set their aneroids and watches to read together, and each was' :;vi:e1
w1th a t~ermometer to take the temperature of the air, One remained at Ap to take
the r~admgs o~ the aneroid and thermometer, whenever any change was visibl~, notin
the ti~1e; wh1l: the. other went on horseback to take similar observationo 00 th:
summits of the six hills; and the following is a copy of his field-book:-

I

Time.

Stations.

--I

10.15

2
3
4

ll.O

Aneroid.

II.40
12.IO
12.20
12.35

5

6

Air.

Alt.ltudes.

--- -29·35
29·41
29.30
20·12
29 345
29·14

---

38°
39
38
39
37
37

382·9
325·4
419·9
581·8
374-7
572·0

The _following is a copy of the observer's book at A, from which, howe\·er, only
those Ln~es are copied which answer most nearly to the times of observation in his
co1111H1.1110n's book:A.

Time,

--- --I
2
3
4 and 5
6

10.ll
ll.2
11.40
12.l 7
12.39

Anrroid,
~

29·774
2H70
29·764
29·760
29 772

Air.

--40°
41
41
41
40

These two books give, respectively, the observations at the lower and upper stations,
from which the altitudes annexed to the stations in the field--book were cakulated and
which will serve 11.s six other illustrations, if they be wo1ked out. In working ;hem
out, instances of interpolation will be found in Nos. 1, 3, and 4, In No. I, for example,
the half sum is 29·562, which falls in column B between 927 and 924, the difference
between these being 3. Hence 8 is 925; for, in apportioning this 3, we see at once
th11t 2 must be given to ·062, the proportion, strictly, being 100: 62:: 8: 1·86, which
may be called 2 in low altitudes. In this example the corrections for latitude may be
neglected.
In all the foregoing remarks I have chiefly had in view the Aneroid, when used as
an Orometer; but I now proceed to submit some remarks on the mercurial barometer.
ln the first place, it must be premised that the system of using both these instruments
in the measurement of heights is essentially the same, and so is the method of making
the calculations; and therefore nothing now remains to be done bnt to point out the
peculiarities of the mercurial barometer as compared with the aneroid.
The construction of the mountain barometer that is most generally preferred. is that
by M. Gay~Lussac. This barometer is a glass syphon, contained in a bras8 tubular
scale, having the zero at the bottom, and divided upwards to 33 inches. Each inch is
divided into tenths, and each tenth into five parts; and then the vernier divides each
of these fiftieths into twenty parts, giving the inch divided to thousandths.
The lower slide being brought to form a tangent to the mercury at the bottom, and
the upper slide to be tangent to the mercury at the top, the two I eadings of the verniers
are taken, and the difference is the sltitude of the mercurial column.
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There is only one tl1errnorneter suppo,;ed to be used with thih b.1rometer, and it is 5!0
attached as to show at once the temp erature of the merctnial colnmn and temperature of the air, The instrnment should stand ten minutes or more before the observation s be taken, in order that it may acquhe tlH' tempcrn.tnre of the air; aHd it should
as much as possible be shaded from the l4Un. But as temp erature is a main point both
as regards the mercury and the air, it is desirable that a second thermometer be used
as a check on the other.
It may once for all be remarked, that the tel'm '~ attached thermometer," means
temperature of the mercury, and u detached thermometer," means temperature of the

air,
But as it is impossible to use this, or any other kind of mountain barometer, with
any chance of success, without a stand of sufficient height to enable the eye to be
brought on a level with the top und bottom rel.dings of the mercury, I will 'briefly
describe the very light an<l portable stand I contrived in 1837. This stand ia: a tripod
of stout wire, about l-5th inch in diameter, united by loops at the apex, each leg
being 6 ft. 5 in in length, with a socket joint in the middle; and at the apex is a hook
on which to 61l'Spend the barometer. The lower part of eac-h leg tapers a little, ,Vhen
Hle lower parts of the legs are withdrawn from their sockets, the stand packs in onehalf of the leather case, and the barometer occupies the other half. The total height
of the case is 3 ft. 4 in.; and it is provided with a strap and buckle to enable it to be
slung across the back of an attendant; but it may be very conveniently carried in the
hand,
When suspended on this stand, the lower slide of the barometer is about thirty
inches from the ground, rendering it necessary to go on one knee to set the slide and
to read the vernier.
If the wind is high, the oscillation of the barometer is so great that no observation
can be taken. Should this be the case, tie a string to the bottom of the instrument,
1iaving a loop just above the ground; and if the end of the case be passed through this
loop, and the citse set in the direction of the wind, the barometer will be so firmly
anchorecl to the ground, that it ii; held quite steady. Of course this should be done
during a momentary lull of the wind when the barometer is perpendicular.
The eye or ring at the top of the barometer should turn freely, so as to give the
means of turning the slid·es against the best light.
When the Gay-Lussac barometer is used, the only instrumental correction that is
necessary is that for the temperature of the mercury, as in any set of observations the
temperatures will generally be found to vary several degrees; and before these observations are' used they must all be reduced to the lowest of the temperatures that occurred,
as described in the second paragraph of the rule. Thus, suppose one observation to be
29·85 at 59°, and the other at 50°, the first must be reduced to 50°, by multiplying it
by 9 and dividing the product by 10,000, giving ·027 to be deducted from it; so that
29·823 is the first observation at 50°.
To illustrate the application of the table and rule, when a mercurial barometer is
employed, perhaps the following example may be given, taken from a book of tables
lately published by tbe Indian Government.
M. Von Humboldt made the following observations to determine the height of the
mountain Guanaxuato, in Mexico, in latitude 21°.
Lower.
Upper.
Barometer
30·045
23·659
Attached Thcr.
77°·54
70°·34
Detached Ther.
77°·54
70°·34
Oltmann
6838·3}
Altitude according to { Annuaire
6838·4 Feet."
Baily
6838·9
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Now, here is as fair a test as could be found, by "hich to try the powers of the
1ue:.ent approximate table in an extreme case.
Lower.
:Mercury 70

30·045
·021

70·3·,

Lower corrected
Upper

30·024
23·659

147·88
100·00

2) 53·683

47-88

Haifsum

770·,5~

B

1023·5
4-7·9

B'

1071 ·4
6·365
6819-5
Lat.

26·8·H

Dilference.

13-7

6b33·2 AIL

6·365

Of course it is understood that M. Von Humboldt contrived in some way to !ecure
that these observations at the top and bottom of the mountain should be simultaneous,
as the atmosphere seldom remains an hour in the same state of temperature and
pressure. It may also be remarked that it can in no way be accounted for that M.
Von Humboldt should have entered the degrees of temperature to hundredths of a
degree Fahrenheit, except by supposing that he used either the Centigrade or Reaumur
scale, which would admit of degrees being read to tenths, anrl that some person, in
turning these into terms of the Fahrenheit scale, put down the decimals just as they
came out.
There is one more point that remains to be explained.
When two persons agree to observe according to time, one at the home datum
station, while the other observes in the field, the first thing to be done is to compare
the instruments, and note the difference as an index error, which must be applied,
according to its sign, to the observations at the datum station.
Aneroids, by means of the screw, may be made to read together; but, as a rule, it is
better to let the adjustm.ent of instruments alone, and to apply such corrections as may
be necessary. There is yet another way which does not require the index error to be
known, which is by taking the changes at the datum station at the times answering to
the -field observations, and applying them as corrections to the lower, or first datum
observation 1 in the field-book.
It may give facility to remark, that aneroids and Gay-Lussac barometers, wjth
stands complete, are made according to the foregoing descriptions, by Messn. Elliott
Brothers, 30, Strand i not, however, with any advantage to myself.

S, B, H.

War Office, January 1, 1859.
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